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Location :
Paṇr(25.41’N 85.48’E) is situated 5 km northwest of the Dalsinghsarai subdivisional
hqs. in the district of Samastipur in Bihar. It is 110 km northeast of Patna. The site was
excavated by the K.P. Jayaswal Research Institute between 1998-99 and 2009-10 for
several seasons under the direction of Dr. Bijoy Kumar Choudhary, assisted by Shri
S.N. Jha, Shri D.P. Sinha, Dr. Arun Kumar, Dr. Aditya Chatterji and others.
Geographically, the district of Samastipur belongs to the Northern Middle Ganga Plain
region, and is placed in its south-eastern portion. The Northern Middle Ganga Plain is
a vast landmass, with hardly any features to break its homogeneity. If there is some
diversity in the physical landscape, it is owing to river levees, bluffs, ox-bow lakes and
water-logged tracts.
Geographical Region:
The interfluves, the land between two rivers, is said to constitute the natural sub-regions
of the Middle Ganga Plain. Thus, the district of Samastipur(25029’ -26 002’ N 85033’860 24’ E) is divisible into three sub-regions- (1) The Flood Plain of Gangā (2) The
Samastipur Plain and (3) The Burhi-Gandaka-Kareha Plain. The first unit forms a
small portion of the district, towards its southwest. The second unit forms the bulk of
the district, occupying the central and southern portions of the district. The site of Paṇr
belongs to the Samastipur Plain, and is located between the streams of Burhi Gandaka
and Balāna. The Burhi-Gandaka-Kareha Plain runs from the north-western to the
north-eastern part of the district.
Drainage
The site is surrounded by several major and minor streams. Among the major streams,
Gangā flows about 15km south of the site and Burhi Gandaka is about 22 km east of it.
Among other streams Jamwāri flows 12km east of the site and Bāyā flows about 14 km
south of Pāṇr. However, the closest stream to the site is Balāna, passing by about 4 km
in its west and 4.5 km in its south. These smaller streams appear to be the older channels
of Burhi Gandaka.
Because of low gradients and the shifting nature of streams, the region has a plenty of
oxbow lakes and water-logged tracts. These water-logged tracts are locally known as
cauras, and they remain inundated for 8-10 months in a year. The sizeable cauras near
the site are the following- Paṇr and Basaḍhia (Dalsinghsarai Sector);Khesarāhā and
Khedarapura (Vidyapati Nagar Sector); Devakhāla( Satanapura Sector).
Geological Profile
The area around Paṇr comprises older flood plain sediments representing the Jaynagar
formation, composed of very light grey silt with a little clay and fine sand with illdefined rootzone capping.
Climate and Rainfall
The Samastipur Plain lies in the monsoon tropical zone and has Semi arid to Subtropical climate(Cross Check the climate type). The maximum temperature in the Plain
ranges from 21.2° C to 36.5°C. The winter season begins in November and lasts till
February. January is the coldest month when the average minimum daily temperature
remains in the range of 7-10oc and the daily maximum temperature is in the range of
20-25oc.
The summer season commences in March and continues up to June. There are
occasional thunder showers and hail storms at places and the peak summer period is
characterized by high westerly wind (Loo). The monsoon season is between mid-June
and mid-October. This season is characterized by cloudy weather, high humidity and
frequent rains. Rainfall generally increases from southwest towards northeast. Most of
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the total annual rainfall is received during the monsoon months from June to September.
The average annual rainfall is 1142 mm.
Physiography:
As noted earlier, the Samastipur Plain represents a monotonous flat land, and the master
slope of the area is from north –west to south-east. Thus the rivers in this region flow
from north –west to south-east. The change in the level of the Samastipur Plain is only
0.18m/km. The general elevation of the land surface scales up to 48 mamsl. The plain
of the area is characterized by thick pile of alluvial deposits with varying depth and
formed by aggregation of alluvial fans of river Burhi Gandak and other smaller streams.
Soil:
The Samastipur Plain is formed of calcareous alluvial soil( bangar) , gravel, kankaḍa,
stone and conglomerate. The soil is sandy loam with moderately high organic matter,
which is suitable for vegetables and spices cultivation. The soil pH ranges from 5.8 to
8.00
Agriculture
The Samastipur Plain is noted for its fertile alluvial soil and its Rabi crops.
following table shows the agricultural profile of the regionSoil
Rainfall
PH
Soil
Climate
Temperature
Main crops

Cropping Sequences
Principal Crops of Rabi

The

Alluvial calcareous soil
1142 mm
7.0-8.5
Light to clay in texture
Semi arid to Sub-tropical
6° C to 45°C
Rice,
Maize,
Wheat,
Pulses, Oilseeds, Tobacco,
Sugarcane, Spices and
Vegetables.
Rice-Wheat,
MaizeWheat, Maize-Potato
Maize and Wheat

Transitional Region:
Located on the south-central fringe of the northern Middle Ganga Plain, the district of
Samastipur can be described as a transitional zone on linguistic and cultural grounds.
On its northern side is the region of chaste Maithilī language, on the southern side, the
Magahī dialect, on the southeastern side, the Angikā-dominated Maithilī and in the
western side, the Vajjikā dialect. The dialect of Samastipur has Maithili as its base, but
it betrays a heavy infusion of words and expressions of the dialects surrounding it. The
cultural forms of the district also exhibit a similar tendency. For example, the
Brāhmaṇas of the district practice limited hypogamy, accepting girls of the Bhumiāra
caste in marriage, while marrying their own girls only in the Brāhmaṇa caste. The
orthodox Brāhmaṇas of the northern districts such as Madhubani and Darbhanga
consider the Brāhmaṇa of Samasatipur as being somewhat inferior. Several instances
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to show the differences in the cultural forms of the above northern district with those
of the Samastipur district can be cited.
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Perspective
Pāṇr is located in the Middle Ganga Plain which is a flat homogenous land with hardly
any prominent features to distinguish the landscape. In such a uniform landform, rivers
mark cultural and historical boundaries, and interfluves become distinguishable
regions. In the northern Bihar Plain, such interfluves are the lands between Ghāghara
and Gandaka, Gandaka and Kosī, and Kosī and Mahānandā. Pāṇr falls in the region
between Gandaka and Kosī, which is identified as Mithilā Plain. The present-day
districts whose predominant portions fall in the Mithilā plain are West Champaran, East
Champaran, Sitamarhi, Shivhar Muzaffarpur, Vaishali, Madhubani ,Samastipur,
Darbhanga and Begusarai .
There has not been much archaeological probe into the settlement history of the Mithilā
Plain. A few seasons of excavations at Cechar( Vaishali district), Katragarh(
Muzaffarpur district), and Balirajgarh( Madhubani district) gave us some glimpse into
the settlement pattern of the region. The diggings at Cechar brought out the Neolithic
antiquity of the site, while the cultural sequences of Katragarh and Balirajgarh went
back only to the late level of the NBPW horizon. The recent diggings at the site of
Vaishali pinned down the Chalcolithic beginnings of the site. No radiocarbon dates
came forth from these excavations. Moreover, no comprehensive report of these sites
was published.
If we consider literary evidence, a legend in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa talks about the
migration of the Vedic people from the bank of Sarasvatī to that of Sadāirā( Identified
with Gandak). The legend clearly mentions that the other( eastern) side of Sadāirā was
marshy and uncultivable before this migration ( 1,4,1,15-16). The Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa
is said to be the latest Vedic text, and thus cannot be dated much earlier than the sixth
century BCE. As the texts treats the migration narrative as an event form past, the
antiquity of the narrative could go back to seventh-eighth century BCE.
The foregoing two passages bring into focus a sharp divergence between the
archaeological narrative and the literary account regarding the antiquity of the Mithilā
plain. To carry this point a bit further, let us look at the scenario of cultivation in this
region. The cultural assemblage of the Neolithic horizon of Chechar is clearly similar
to the Neolithic Chirand, where the upper level of Period I has yielded the radiocarbon
date of  1950 BCE. There are also several Chalcolithic sites in the Mithila Plain. Thus
the antiquity of cultivation on the eastern side of Gandak would appear to be much
earlier than the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa legend indicates.
How do we deal with the question of the first settlers in the Mithilā Plain from an
archaeological perspective? Was there a west-east migration of people from the early
sites located in the Belan Valley and the Ganga Valley in Uttar Pradesh to those in the
southern and the northern plains of Bihar, and from there to the northern Ganga plain?
[6]
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To support this hypothesis, the early antiquity of Mesolithic sites in eastern Uttar
Pradesh such as Chopani Mando, Lehalia, Sarai Nahar Rai and Mahadaha, and of the
early Neolithic sites such as Koldihwa and Mahagara is counter-poised with a
comparatively late antiquity of Neolithic sites in the southern and northern Bihar plains,
such as Senuwar, Taradih, Chirand and Cechar. But one has also to take into account
the influence coming from the east in form of corded ware and small axes having
rectangular ends not only on the Neolithic sites in Bihar, but also on those in the
Vindhyana plain. The presence of rice in all of these sites also brings up the question
of the impact from the east. How would the results of excavations at the site of Pāṇr
bear upon this debate?
The excavations at Pāṇr were undertaken to probe into the settlement history of the
Mithilā Plain, particularly because this part of the Gangā basin was not put to much
archaeological scrutiny. Nor was any site studied from a multi-faceted perspective,
taking into account activities such as animal husbandry and cultivation. We did not
have any radiocarbon dates from any site in the Mithilā Plain. No comprehensive report
of any of the excavations conducted in the region has yet been published. An effort was
made to address these lacunae while undertaking excavations at Pāṇr.
Another important issue related to the archaeology of Pāṇr is its geographical setting.
It is surrounded by huge water-logged bodies (Cauas) on three sides. Does such a
setting have a capacity to sustain human habitation for a long period? Lahuradeva, a
lake site, in the Sant Kabir district of Uttar Pradesh has a settlement history since
Neolithic times. Would the pattern of subsistence of a caura site would be different
from that of a lake site or a river-side site? Would the floral and faunal remains retrieved
from the early horizons throw some light on the prevalence of the present geographical
setting in the antiquity as well?
How would be the religious landscape of Pāṇr? Would it follow the pattern of the core
Mithilā region where there was little impact of the heterodox sects such as Buddhism
and Jainism? The core Mithilā region covers the districts of Madhubani and Darbangha,
and the district of Samastipur, to which our site belongs, constitutes its fringe. Or, our
site would follow the religious practices of Vaiśālī, a site not far off from Pāṇr with
marked presence of Buddhism.
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Stratigraphy of Paṇr

Sixteen cuttings, labelled PND I to XVI were laid out in different parts of the
archaeological mound. All the cuttings were carried out to the virgin soil, and no
significant cultural break was noticed. The site was under habitation from the
Neolithic phase(Period– I) to Gupta times (Period V), revealing a gradual evolution of
the material culture. At the end of the Period V, the site was abandoned till the
modern population settled here about 250 years ago.
Cutting PND–I
Trench PND-1 was laid out on the Pāndavasthān mound, 10 m north to the
Pānḍava temple at a contour of 47.5 m. PND-I measured 10m×5m in the east-west
orientation. Eleven layers of habitation were exposed during the archaeological
excavations, the total cultural deposit being 5.80 metres. After the eleventh layer, the
natural soil was exposed, which was composed of a fine textured, yellowish silty
deposit. Layers 11 to 9 belong to Period II of Paṇr. On the basis of ceramics and
antiquities, these layers were identified with the Chalcolithic culture. Period III,
represented by layers 8, 7A, 7 belong to the NBPW phase. Layers 6, 5 and 4 belong to
period IV, identifiable with the Śunga-Kuṣāṇa phase. Layers 3, 2 and 1 represent Period
V, identifiable with the Gupta phase. Periods IV and V were marked by vigorous
structural activities at the site.
Layer – 11 was 90 cm thick deposit of silty, greyish earth of semi- fine texture having
mica particles, charcoal bits, potsherds, bones, shells, kankaḍa nodules and
antiquities. The potsherds collection of these layers comprised red ware, red- slipped
ware, burnished grey ware, black -slipped ware and black-and-red ware. Stone beads,
bone points, arrowheads and pottery discs(hop scotches) were among the antiquities.
Layer 10 was 50 cm thick deposit of dark greyish, loose and moist sandy loam,
containing red ware, red -slipped ware , black and red ware, black- slipped ware, grey
ware, bone pieces, burnt clay, charcoal bits, ash streaks, potsherds and antiquities.
[8]
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The texture of the soil was semi -fine, and it contained tiny particles of mica. The
evidence of reed -impressed burnt clay hints at the type of houses constructed during
this cultural phase. Bone arrowheads, points, terracotta- beads and hop scotches
were important antiquities from this layer.
Laye 9 was 40cm thick deposit of blackish grey, semi-compact earth with yellowish
clay patches. It contained ash streaks, charcoal bits, burnt clay, bone pieces, potsherds
and antiquities. The small nodules of kankaḍa were also mixed with yellowish clay
deposit. It was a transitional layer between Period II and Period III. NBPW sherds were
totally absent in this layer. The black and red ware sherds have been recovered in
profuse number in this layer. The other types noticed in this layer were black-slipped
ware and red were.
Layers 8 to 6 belong to Period III, and are marked by the presence of NBPW and iron
objects. Of these, Layer 6 represented the later phase of the NBPW period, Layer 7
and 7a belonged to the mature phase and Layer 8 evidenced the early phase of the
period III. The average thickness of this period at this site was 2m to 2.50m
Layer 8 was 1.30m thick deposit of blackish grey compact earth of silty alluvial soil,
having minute particles of mica, charcoal bits, burnt clay, different types of potsherds,
namely, northern black polished ware, red ware, black slipped ware and grey ware,
bone pieces and antiquities. At places, ash streaks were also traced. The layer 8 was
the thickest layer of this trench. The vase- shaped beads, hopscotches, wheels, balls
and bird figurines of terracotta along with bone-points, arrow heads, bone dice, and
iron nails were important antiquities from this layer.
Layer 7A was very thin, its average thickness being only 16 cm. It was composed of
compact , blackish-brown silty loam with yellowish patches, having a fine texture. The
layer had very tiny particles of mica and potsherds include NBPW, and associated
ceramics such as red ware, black- slipped ware, grey ware and black and red ware. A
few tiles were also recovered, which indicated the type of dwellings constructed
during the time. Among the antiquities, terracotta objects such as vase -shaped beads,
animal figurines, pendants, bangles, skin rubbers and spindle whorls, bone points and
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stone beads are noteworthy. Brick-bats, burnt nodules of clay, bone pieces of animals
and birds were other finds from the layer.
An oven, filled with ash, was noticed in this layer. It was circular in shape,
having a diameter of 1 metre. The soil of the side portions of the oven was very
compact and hard, and the middle portion was oval in shape, having the dimensions
of 80cm×40cm. A hard -rammed floor like structure was traced in the section area.
Layer -7 is 40 cm thick deposit of greyish earth of fine texture. It contains a large
number of red ware potsherds with black -slipped ware, grey ware, black and red
ware, NBPW sherds, bone pieces, brick bats, tiles and antiquities etc. The important
antiquities are the balls, pendants, vase-shaped beads, hop scotches, skin rubbers and
earlobes of terracotta along with bone points and iron nails.
Layer 6 was 44 cm thick deposit of blackish brown compact earth of fine texture,
having fine particles of mica, minute charcoal bits, ash mixed earth, potsherds, bone
pieces, antiquities and brick-bats. A rammed mud floor was traced at the southwestern area of the trench. NBPW sherds ware recovered with its associated red ware,
black- slipped ware, grey ware and black-and-red ware. The fragments of tiles were
also noticed in this layer. The important antiquities were terracotta objects such as
vase-shaped beads, balls, spindle whorls, bangles, stoppers, skin-rubbers, pendants,
sealings, animal and bird figurines, semi- precious stone beads, stone pestles, irondaggers, antlers, bone points etc.
Layer 5 was fine- textured, greyish ash -mixed earth with whitish soil patches. It
contains brick-bats, charcoal bits, bone pieces, red ware potsherds and tiles. The
average thickness of the layer was 30cm. The antiquities were terracotta objects such
as beads, balls, sealings, pendants, animal and human figurines along with stone
pestles and antlers.
Layer 4 was 51 cm thick deposit of semi-compact brownish loam soil of fine texture.
There were certain patches of ash- mixed earth in the layer, which also contained
charred bone pieces and soot-marked potsherds. This layer contained a large number
of brick-bats as well as red ware potsherds. A limited number of black- slipped ware
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and grey ware sherds and tiles have also been recovered. Terracotta objects such as
beads, balls, inscribed sealings, pendants, spindle whorls, stoppers, human figurines,
bird figurines, skin rubbers, corn rubbers etc. were among the antiquities recovered
from this layer. Three courses of structural remains have been traced in layer 4.
Layer 3 was 40cm thick deposit of compact brownish grey sandy loam soil, having a
fine texture. It contains large number of brick-bats, red ware potsherds along with
bone pieces. Terracotta objects such as beads, hop-scotches, animal figurines, bird
figurines, stoppers, balls along with iron nails were among the antiquities from this
stratum.
Layer - 2 was 27 cm thick deposit of compact light brownish loamy soil. It contained a
large number of kiln- fired brick bats, red ware sherds, bone pieces and antiquities.
The important antiquities were barrel -shaped terracotta beads, balls, hop scotches
etc.
Layer 1 was loose in composition and greyish in colour having a large number of brick
bats and red ware sherds. It was 5cm thick alluvial deposit.
STRUCTURE
Well – A well of 90 cms dia. has come to light having 12 courses of burnt bricks.
It was visible in humus layer, 25 cms below the ground level.
Walls A scattering of bricks was noticed in layer 4, belonging to the Śunga-Kuṣāṇa
period. It may have formed part of a wall or platform. The size of an average brick
measured 40x23x5 cm. Its orientation was east-west. Three courses of a regular wall
were noticed in layer 4, belonging to the Śunga-Kuṣaṇa period. The size of an average
brick measured 40x23x5 cm. It was attached to the western section. It was also northsouth oriented.j
PIT – A big pit was traced in the middle of the trench, below 1.05 meter from the
ground level. It was 2m× 2.10m in dimension.
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CUTTING PND – II
Trench PND – II was laid out about 190m east to the Pāndavasthāna temple at the
contour of 45.5 metre. It measured 10m×5m in east-west orientation, the only eastern
half portion of the trench was opened, the western half remained unexcavated. It was
dug out to the depth of 5m from the ground level. During the excavation, only 10
layers were exposed which belong to the period II, III, IV and V. The excavation of this
trench could not be completed to the natural soil level due to the intervention of the
heavy pre-monsoon showers.
Layer 10 was 1m thick deposit, represented by compact, clay mixed sandy
earth with ash patches and charcoal bits. The materials recovered from this layer
belong to the Chalcolithic period. The lumps of burnt clay, potsherds of RW, BSW,
BRW, GW, etc. were found in this layer. Among the Important antiquities recovered
from this deposit, mention may be made of terracotta wheels, bangles, beads and
bone objects.
Period – III was marked by the advent of NBPW and iron implements which
occurred throughout the deposit. The average thickness of this period was 2.20m,
represented by layers 9, 8, 7, 6 and 5. Its average thickness ranged from 2.60 to 1.80m.
The following is the description of these layers.
Layer 9 was 60cm thick deposit of deep blackish compact earth, having a large number
of potsherds, bone pieces, chunks of burnt clay, charcoal bits and ash. It ran through
the trench in regular thickness.
Layer – 8 had an average thickness of 40cm, and was composed of greyish black semi
compact loam earth. It contained a good number of antiquities, NBPW and its
associated wares, bone pieces, chunks of burnt clay, charcoal bits and ash. It thickness
was irregular in the trench.
Layer – 7 with a maximum thickness 80 cm consisted of blackish semi-compact earth,
and contained antiquities, potsherds, bone pieces, ash streaks, charcoal bits, chunks
of burnt clay. It thickness varied from 80 cm to 60 cm through the trench.
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Layer – 6 was 30 cm thick deposit of reddish brown semi-compact earth. It showed
similar contents as layer 7.
Layer – 5 was 40 cm thick deposit of ash mixed brownish earth, having antiquities,
potsherds, bone pieces, ash patches and charcoal bits. It was the uppermost level of
the period III.
The antiquities in the above layers, belonging to the the period III, included
Iron objects; terracotta objects such as crucibles, pendants, beads, human and animal
figurines, balls, dabbers, wheels and skin rubbers; tiles; and ivory bangles.
The succeeding period IV (Sunga-Kushana) had an average thickness of 1.10m.
The cultural deposit comprising this period was represented by layers 4 and 3. Layer 4
had an average thickness of 70cm, and was composed of blackish brown, semi
compact earth mixed with brick bats. The antiquities included terracotta objects such
as skin rubbers, wheels, ear lobes, animal figurines, pendants, balls, dabbers,
chessmen and spindle whorls; stone beads and stone pestles.
The succeeding period V (Gupta) extended from layer 2 to layer 1. It was 70 cm
thick deposit. It contained a large number of brick bats, brick debris and red ware
potsherds. Layer -2 was 60 cm thick deposit, just below the humus layer. It was greyish
compact earth having brick bats and red ware potsherds. Layer 1 was 10 cm thick ,
having similar type of contents as the layer 2. The notable antiquities were terracotta
objects such as barrel- shaped beads, nut-shaped beads, pendants, corn rubbers, balls,
earlobes, dice, gamesmen, weights and dabbers; iron nails and glass bead.

The remains of two walls were exposed in the layer 2. One of the walls has
eight extant courses, including the portion of foundation. It ran about 3.50m in eastwest direction and turned northwards at the right angle. The wall, running south to
north, measured 1.60m in length, and 40 cm width.
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Cutting PND – III
PND- III was laid out at the southern portion of the mound, 100m south to the
Pāndavasthāna temple at the contour of 46.5m. It measured 9×9m, and revealed eight
occupational layers. The excavation in this trench confirmed the cultural sequence and
chronological order as noted in PND-I. The total occupational deposit in this trench
was 5.40m from the ground level. The first settlement took place, directly on the
natural soil, during the period II in Chalcolithic phase. Period II was represented by an
average deposit of 1m in thickness and comprised layer -8. Period III was represented
by a thick strata, having an average deposit of 2m in thickness, and comprised four
layers viz. 7, 6, 5 and 4. Period IV comprises layer-3 which was 1.30m thick deposit.
Period- V, preserved in layers 2 and 1, had a thickness of 1.20m.
Period II at the trench was represented by layer-8, whose depth ranged
between 4.40m to 5.40m. The one metre thick deposit composed of the blackish-grey
compact earth. But the lower level of this layer was composed of yellowish, sand mixed earth. Charcoal bits, ash patches, burnt clay, potsherds, bone pieces and
antiquities were recovered from this layer. The pottery-types from this period
included red ware, black -slipped ware, grey ware, black and red ware. Among the
antiquities were terracotta objects such as vase- shaped beads of vertical neck,
wheels, balls, pendants, hop-scotches; copper objects; bone objects such as styluses,
beads, arrow-heads, pins; glass-beads; stone-balls, pestles; steatite beads and beads
of semi -precious stones.
The succeeding period III (NBPW) was 2m thick deposit which was
characterized by the occurrence of NBPW and the advent of iron. This period was
represented by layers 7, 6, 5 and 4.
Layer 7 was 44cm thick deposit, consisting of blackish-grey, semi- compact
earth. But most of this layer was disturbed by a massive pit. Layer-6 was 42 cm thick
deposit of blackish grey earth, containing ash patches, charcoal bits, bone pieces,
potsherds, burnt clay and antiquities. Layer- 5 was 70cm thick deposit of blackish
compact earth, having charcoal, ash patches, nodules of burnt clay, bone pieces,
[14]
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potsherds and antiquities. Layer 4 was 30cm thick deposit of compact greyish black
earth of fine texture soil. It contains potsherds, bone pieces, charcoal bits, ash bands
and antiquities. The notable objects recovered from this deposit of this period
included terracotta objects such as ghata -shaped beads pendants, wheels, balls,
earlobes, animal figurines; bone objects such as points, arrowheads, hop-scotches
and bangles; iron-nails, copper-objects and beads of the semi precious stones. The
frequency of the NBPW sherds gradually increases from the depth of 1.50m to 3.60m,
then decreases down to the 4.400m. A hearth like structure was traced at the depth
of 3.50m, which was attached to the eastern section.
The succeeding period V (Gupta) was represented by 1.20m thick deposit, extending
from layer 2 to layer 1. Layer 2 was 95cm thick deposit, composed of greyish loose
earth. It contained red ware potsherds, brick bats, bone pieces and antiquities. Layer1 was 25 cm thick deposit of loose greyish earth, having a large number of red war
potsherds, brick bats and antiquities. The remains of the structural activities were
exposed in these layers.
The notable findings were terracotta objects such as barrel -shaped beads, corn
rubbers, animal and human figurines, balls, bangles, wheels, earlobes; stone pestles,
shell bangles; copper-rings, coins etc.
Layers 7, 6, 5, 4 and 3 were disturbed by a massive pit, which was sealed by
layer 2. However, these layers were found intact partially on the sections looking east
and west, whereas they were completely intact on the section looking south.
The remains of several burnt brick built walls of periods IV and V were exposed
in layers 2 and 3. The structures of layer 3 belong to the Kuṣāṇa period , whereas the
structures of layer- 2 belong to the Gupta period .

Cutting PND - IV
Trench PND IV was laid out about 220mts. south-east of the Pāṇḍavasthana,
at 46mts. high from the mean sea level. This area is about 3mts below from the
[15]
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Pāṇḍavasthana. No remains of any cultural phase was found from this trench. The
limitation of the cultural exposition was attested by this trench.

Cutting PND-V, VI & VII
Trenches V, VI & VII were laid in the chaur( water-logged) area, away from the
mound in the north-eastern corner of the village. At the contour of 47mts, the
trenches were located about 520m north-east of the temple at the Pāndavasthāna
mound. Compared to the main mound at Pāṇḍavasthana , where the thickness of
cultural deposit ranges from 5 to 7.50m , the deposit at these trenches are shallow,
having a thickness of two metres only. The sub- soil water was encountered at the
depth of 2.46mts. Only PND V was dug at the depth of sub -soil water level in a limited
area of the trench. The rest of the trenches were dug only at the depth of structural
foundation pit. A number of structural remains were exposed in trench V. A large
number of red ware sherds, broken bricks, and debris of the brick bats were recovered
from the trench V. A limited number of antiquities were also found here.
Layer- 1 was compact earth of whitish grey loam deposit, having red ware
potsherds, antiquities and brick bats. The thicknesses of this layer varied from 20cm
to 40cm. The important findings were glass bangles, stone beads, iron objects,
terracotta objects such as pendants, hop-scotches and whorls; stone pestles and
Kauris.
Layer-2 was exposed after a depth of 40cm. It was brownish-grey earth, having
a fine texture and thickness varying from 10cm. to 28cm. It contained a large number
of brickbats, red ware potsherds and brick structures.
Layer-3 was compact, blackish-grey in colour, with a few yellowish sand
patches. It contained brick structures, brick bats, red ware potsherds, bones and
antiquities. A few ghost walls were also traced in this layer. It has varying thickness
from 32cm to 42cm. Terracotta objects such as whorls, wheels, earlobes, elephant
trunks, bird figurines and iron implements were among the antiquities of this layer.
Layer- 4 was black mixed soil having yellowish sand and charcoal bits. Red ware
potsherds, brickbats and brick structures, generally foundation courses, were found
in this layer. Terracotta bangles, figurines and iron objects were the antiquities.. The
thickness of this layer was 30cm to 50cm.
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Layer- 5, was yellowish sandy earth deposit of the metro den natural soil. This
layer was 1.06mts. deep from the ground level. The sub-soil water was come out at
the depth of 2.50mts. deep.
Trench PND V was laid down in an area of 10×5m, and was later extended to
5m in the southern direction.
Trenches VI and VII were laid out east to the trench V at the eastward slope of the
mound. The dimension of the both trenches was 15m×5m, but both trenches were
excavated only in an area of 2.50m in north-south direction, but in east-west direction,
they were excavated to the datum line. Trench VI was dug up to the depth of 1.52m
and trench VII to 1.35m. Layers and its composition were similar to the trench VII. A
large number of brick bats and sherds of red ware were recovered from these
trenches. Brick built structures were exposed in these trenches. Following the courses
of walls, these trenches were extended to 15m in the southern direction. These
trenches were related to structural complex. They revealed a network of structures
being divided into different structural phases. Structures of early two phases belonged
respectively to Kushana and Gupta periods falling respectively in the period V and late
phase of period IV. A number of fragile structures belonging to the period V had
exposed. The structurals complex was traced in the southern portion of the trenches
in east-west and north-south alignments. Structures were exposed between peg VIII
to XV and VIII to XV. A only two intact structures were exposed in the northern section
area of PND V, between peg 0 to I.
The structural activities were associated with Gupta and Kushana periods,
which was constructed in different phases. Gupta (period -V) structures STR – I was
constructed in two phases – STR IA and STR IB. The walls of each structural phase
recognized with different nomenclatures i.e. IA1 , IA2,and IB1, IB2 and so on.
Kushana (period –IV) structures STR-II was also constructed in two different
phases – STRIIA and STRIIB. The walls of each structural phase named – IIA1, IIA2 ….
And IIB1, IIB2 ….. .
A massive wall IA1 of period V was exposed just below the humus layer in eastwest alignment, measuring 10.60m in length and 1.20m wide having 11 courses.
Broken and substantial bricks were used in the wall. The wall (IA1) originated from PND
VII and further continued towards the western section of the PND V. The western
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portion of this wall was robbed off and only ghost wall was remains. The eastern
boundary of the structure runs north to south and terminate at the southern section.
The exposed portion of the wall (IA2) measures 4.40 m in length and 50 cm in width.
Another wall (IA3) runs parallel to the wall IA2. It is fragile and disturbed wall. It is
north-south oriented wall, measuring 3.80m in length and 94 cm in width and
preserved in 8 courses. Wall 1A4 is also parallel to the wall IA3. It is preserved in 12
courses, exposed portion measuring 3.50m long and 70 cms wide. It was constructed
in the rammed mud foundation. It runs north to south and terminate at the southern
section. There are other walls of similar phase – IA5, IA6, and IA7.
Walls IA5 and IA6 are north-south oriented and parallel to each other, with
space of 62 cms and originated from wall no IA1. Wall IA5 is 3 meter long and 40 cms
wide, wall IA6 is also similar in dimension. Both walls connected with wall no. IA7,
which is east-west in alignment and terminated in western section. The dimension of
the exposed portion of this wall is 3.90m ×40 cms. The wall IA5 preserved in 4 courses,
wall IA6 in 12 courses and wall IA7 in 13 courses. These walls (IA1, IA5, IA7) make a room
of 3.30m×1.90m in dimension. The bricks of the wall masonry with running bonds and
mud used as mortar.
Second structural phase STR (IB) of period –IV, was exposed in the excavated
area of the PND VII. It was built with four walls IB1, IB2, IB3 and IB4, and making a
rectangular shape of a room measuring 2.70m×1.90m. Its northern wall is hidden
below the main wall no IA1. It is preserved in 4 courses. Another structure of this is
phase IB of period– IV has exposed near the northern section of PND –V, sifted
towards west. Wall no. IB5 traced in layer 2 and 3 in east-west alignment, measuring
3m in length and 30 cms -60 cms in width. It was gradually increases in width 30-60cms
from west to east. It western portion is attached to the western section. It is turned
towards northern section after covering distance of 2-40m, east ward. A small wall IB6
of similar phase has exposed in northern section in the western side. It is east-west
oriented. Its length is 1.10m.
Shung-Kushana Structure (Period – IV)
There are two structural phase (IIA &IIB) have exposed in these trenches.
Kushana structures have found in all these trenches making rectangular shape of
rooms. There are three rectangular rooms have traced in excavated area from west to
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east. Generally all the Kushana walls traced below the Gupta walls of period V. The
main wall of both phases are east-west oriented, just below the Gupta wall No. IA1.
The eastern most wall of phase IIA, named IIA2 is north-south alignment and
terminated in southern section is traced just below the wall IA2. It is eastern boundary
wall of its phase. Four walls IIA1, IIA2, IIA3 and IIA4 makes a rectangular room (1)
measuring 2.80×2.20m. The walls have preserved in 6 courses in off-set and 4 courses
in rectangular wall. These walls are mesoned with running bonds of single brick. The
wall of southern section extended along the section in west ward by 60 cms in length
and suddenly blocked. Perhaps it is an intrace of the room.
Next structure has traced just west to the room-1 next structure has traced
west to the previous structure (rooms -1).This structure is built by four intact walls –
IIA1, IIA5, IIA6 and IIA7. These walls make a rectangular room, measures 3.40×1.80m.
Wall IIA5 is 1.80m, long in north-south alignment, wall IIA6 is 4.20m long in north-south
alignment. Wall IIA1 is 4.20m in east-west alignment just below the Gupta structure
wall- IA-1. These walls are preserved in ‘3’ courses of offset and running wall is ‘3’
courses (3+3=6). The foundation wall has constructed along the breadth of bricks
whereas running wall constructed along the length of brick.
The west ward structure exposed in PND – V. Four walls of the structures has
traced which make a rectangular shape of room No.3, measuring 2.90×2m. Wall IIA8,
IIA9, IIA10, and IIA1, construct room no.3. Wall IIA8 is 2.60m in north-south alignment
wall IIA9 is 2.80m in east-west alignment, wall IIA10 is 2.80m in north-south alignment
and wall IIA1 is 4m in east-west alignment. This wall is attached to the western section,
but some bricks of its foundation walls has robbed off. The wall IIA 8 is parallel to the
wall IIA1 and it is also attached to the western section. Perhaps both walls run towards
the westward after the excavation of this area, real structural shapes can be exposed.
The wall IIA1 preserved in 5 courses, and wall IIA8 in 18 courses. Thus we have traced
the three rectangular rooms (room – 1, 2 and 3) east to west in the excavated area of
structural phase IIA of the period IV.
All the structures of this phase was built with burnt bricks, measuring
37×22×05 cms, 38×22×05 cms and 39-40×22×05 cms in dimension.
There are two structures wall of burnt brick runs parallel to each other making
distance of 2.80m in PND – V, originated from the wall IIA1 and terminated into the
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southern section. It may we have kept these walls in structural phase IIB of Kushana
period. Both wall IIB1 and IIB2 are one brick wide. Wall IIB1 is preserved in 11 courses.
The foundation of Kushana structures of both phases has lay in layer 4.

OVEN
There is a semicircular oven of 64×60cms in dimension was traced near southwest corner of the PND-V and north to the wall at the depth of 72 cms.

Cutting PND – VIII
Trench PND VIII was laid out at the topmost point of the Pāndavasthāna mound
at Paṇr. It was 15 meter south to the Pāndava temple at the contour of 48 meters. It
measured 10×10m, but the digging area was 5×5m. It was dug out till the depth of
4.20m deep from the ground level. During the excavation at this depth, eight layers
were exposed, which belong to the NBPW, Śunga- Kuṣāṇa and Gupta cultural phases.
The excavation of this trench up to the natural soil could not be completed level due
to the intervention of rains.
Layers 8,7,6 and 5 were related to the NBPW horizon of period III. It was 1.80
m thick deposit. Layer 8 was 70 cm thick deposit of compact filling of brownish-black
mixed soil having red patches with ash streaks. It contained a limited number of NBPW
sherds, but a farly large number of its associated wares such as red ware, black
slipped ware, grey ware, black and red ware and buff ware. Several antiquities, bone
pieces and charcoal bits were also retrieved from this horizon.
Layer – 7 was 30 cm thick deposit of semi compact filling of blackish soil. The
layer yielded bone pieces, charcoal bits, antiquities and potsherds of NBPW, red ware,
black slipped ware, grey ware and black and red ware.
Layer – 6 was 40 cm thick deposit of loose filling of ashy colour earth. It
contained charcoal bits, bones, potsherds of NBPW and its associated wares and
antiquities.
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Layer – 5 was 40 cm thick deposit of semi- compact earth, blackish in colour,
having sherds of NBPW and its associated wares, bone pieces, charcoal bits, ash
patches and antiquities. A few pieces of brick bats were also recovered from this layer.
The antiquities recovered from the above layers include terracotta beads,
balls, earlobes, elliptical-shaped pendants, figurines, bone points, arrowhead, styles,
beads, semi- precious stone beads and iron objects. Layer 7 and 6 represent the
mature phase of the NBPW period. In both these layers, the frequency of NBPW
sherds and its associated wares was found to be very high. Layer 5 corresponds to the
late phase of NBPW culture.
The succeeding period IV (Śunga- Kuṣāṇa phase) had a cultural deposit, having
an average thickness of 1.60m. It was represented by layers 4, 3A, and 3. Layer 4
exhibited an overlap between Periods III and IV. It was 80 cm thick deposit of semi
compact earth, ash- brown in colour, having brick bats, potsherds, charcoal bits, bone
pieces and antiquities. At the lower level of this layer, a rammed floor, having a
thickness of 4 cm was found. The sherds of black slipped ware, grey ware and red ware
and a few pieces of NBPW sherds were recovered from this layer. Terracotta beads,
tokens, bangles, earlobes, dabbers, balls, pendants, wheels, bone points, hairpins,
Punch- Marked and cast copper coins, stone pestles, semi- precious stone beads and
discoid steatite beads were among the noteworthy antiquities. There was not any
brick built structural evidence from this layer, but a few loose bricks were found.
Layer -3A was 40 cm thick deposit of compact earth, yellowish in colour, having
a large number of brick bats and red ware sherds, a few pieces of black slipped ware,
antiquities and structural remains. Important antiquities were terracotta corn
rubbera, sealinga, hop scotches, beads, sharpeners, tokens, carnelian beads and glass
beads.
The remains of burnt brick walls forming rectangular rooms (3.76m×2.65m)
were exposed. Walls are preserved in eight courses. An average brick measures
42cms×24cs×05 cm.
Layer 3 was 40 cm thick deposit of semi compact earth, ashy -brown in colour.
It contains a large number of brick bats and red ware potsherds. The antiquities
include terracotta beads, balls, wheels, hop scotches and naigmeṣa figurines, glass
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bangles. Burnt brick structures were exposed in this layer. An average brick measures
37cms×22ms×05 cm.
The succeeding period –V (Gupta Phase) was represented by layers 1 and 2. It
was 80 cm thick deposit, containing a large number of brickbats, brick debris and red
ware sherds.
Layer 2 was 50 cm thick deposit of compact filling of yellowish- brown earth.
Terracotta beads, copper coins, stone beads, a nandipad, bone points and glass beads
were recovered from this layer.
A structure of bricks was exposed in east-west alignment near peg IX ,
measuring- 3.98m in length and 0.23 in breath. The dimensions of a brick are 37-38
cms× 23-24 cms× 05 cm.
Layer 1A was 40 cm thick deposit of alluvial soil, brownish in colour, having a
large number of brick bats and red ware potsherds. Beads, barrel shaped beads and
stoppers of terracotta and iron nails were recovered from this layer. The remains of
brick walls were exposed in this layer.
Layer – 1 was 10 cm thick humus filling of loose earth, and large number of
brick bats and red ware potsherds were found in this layer.

Cutting PND – IX
Trench PND IX, measuring 10×5m, was laid out at the top, middle point of the
Pāndavasthāna mound in the north-south orientation. It was 40m south to the
Pāndava temple, and west to the school building at the contour of 48 meters. The total
occupational deposit was nearly 6.90meter, divisible in 15 layers. The first settlement
took place directly on the natural soil of yellowish silty earth, just above the course
textured sand deposit. It is in conformity with the evidence from other sites like
Chirand, Chechar-Kuttubpur, Maner, Taradih and Senuwar in the middle Ganga plains.
Period-I (Neolithic) in this trench was represented by 1.15m thick strata and included
three layers namely 15, 14 and 13; layer 16 was represented by coarse sand deposit
with sub-soil water of the natural earth. Layers 15 was represented by yellowish silty
loam alluvial deposit, having good number of potsherds, nodules of burnt daubs shells
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of pila and umboes, bone pieces, jaws with teeth, terracotta beads and bone arrow
heads. In this layer the potsherds of burnished black and red ware, burnished grey and
red ware, burnished red ware, plain black and red ware, red ware, grey ware and black
slipped ware rusticated BRW and red wares have been found. It was only 15 cm thick.
Layer -14 was 70 cm thick deposit represented by blackish grey silty loam earth of fine
texture with moist soil. The evidences of burning, has traced in this layer with ash
deposit and charcoal bits. It contained good number of potsherds, bone pieces of
animal, bird, fishes, shells of pila and umbo, daubs and antiquities. There was an
evidence of ovan, charred bone pieces, ash and charcoal bits also traced. A fishing
hook of copper was remarkable finding of this layer.
Layer – 13 was 30 cm thick deposit represented by blackish brown in colour having
potsherds of black and red ware (both types), red ware (both types) grey ware, black
slipped ware, rusticated red ware and black and red wares. Burnt daubs with read
impression, charred bone pieces, shells, streaks of ash, charcoal bits, burnt and spot
of firing were traced in all over the operational area. Other objects recovered from
these layers included – bone arrowhead, stone celts, hammer and hopscotches.
The succeeding period II (Chalcolithic) was extended to average thickness of 1.64m.
The deposit consisting this period was represented by layers -12, 11 and 10. Layer 12
was 65 cm thick deposit of blackish grey calcareous earth with moist soil, having ash
sheets, charcoal bits, clay patches, burnt and fired places and somewhere compact
due to clay patching. The ashy grey colour is due to the profuse admixture of ash. It
also contains chunk burnt clay, doubs with reed impressing. Thin deposit of ash sheet
was found throw-out the layer due to successive firing. A rammed mud floor was
found approximately in the mid level (-5.37m) of the layer. Three post holes were
found at the depth of 5.20m, in east-west orientation, dia is 5cm, 6 cm and 15cm.
Burnt earth is found near about the post holes. The evidence of two successive
habitation were traced at the upper level of the layer.
Layer – 11 with an average thickness of 30 cm is represented by yellowish silty
calcareous loam with organic remains of (paddy husk) at the upper level where as
lower level is composed of greyish loamy earth. This layer contain ash bands or sheets,
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charcoal bits, chunk of burnt clay, daubs with read impression, burnt clay patches, ash
pits, burnt floor and other habitational evidences. Ash bands, burnt patches and
charcoal bits were found throw-out the layer.
Layer – 10 with an average thickness of 30 cm is represented by compact brownish
grey earth. Ash bands found throw-out the layer. Charcoal bits, chunk of burnt clay
and patches of the burnt earth were found from this layer. Somewhere thin deposit
of ash was also traced. Besides continuation of the characteristic ceramic industries of
period – I, new fabrics were introduced such as burnished black and red ware, black
slipped ware, burnish grey ware burnished red ware, plain red ware and black red
ware, rusticated red ware and black and red ware, and spouted ware. Important
shapes were, dish, bowl, vase, jars, perforated bowls, dish on stand lipped bowl etc.
Important antiquities recovered from the deposit of this period include; terracotta
balls hopscotches, discoid steatite beads, bone arrow heads, beads, stytus, beads of
semi precious stone, iron razor, terracotta naga hood etc.
Bones of animals, birds, fishes and shells of pila and Umbo were recovered in good
number from this period. Period –II started at the depth of 5.75m and close at 4.11m.
It began with layer 12 and continued up to layer 10.
Period III is marked by the advent of NBPW and iron which occurred throughout the
deposit. The average thickness of this period is 2.41m, represented by layer 9, 8, 7, 6
and 5. Its average height ranges from 4.11 m to 1.70 m. Layer 9 is 30cm thick deposit
of brownish black, semi compact earth with sand and yellow clay patches. It contains
ash streaks, charcoal bits, bone pieces potsherds and antiquities. It runs throughout
the trench in regular thickness. There is an elliptical shaped ovan or furnace (?) like
structure (1.20m×30cm) has been traced at the upper level of the layer 9 and lower
level of layer 8, in the north-west corner of the trench. It was filled with burnt red
earth of metallurgical operation. Layer 8 was 80 cm thick deposit of reddish black,
semi compact, loam earth having potsherds. Bone pieces, chunk of burnt clay
antiquities, charcoal bits, ash bands etc. It runs in regular thickness throughout the
trench but in east facing section, disturbed with a pit of 90 cm ×30 cm in dimension.
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Layer - 7 with a maximum thickness of 53 cm consist of reddish-black, semi compact
earth and very compact and hard earth in garlic colour shows magnetic character
found in a limited area. A rammed mud floor was found in this layer. Layer 6 was 37
cm thick consist of compact blackish earth having ash streaks, charcoal, chunk of burnt
clay, bone pieces, potsherds and antiquities. The notable objects recovered from
deposit of this period included – iron, nail, plough-share, knife, copper, bangle, punch
marked coin, terracotta beads (ghat shaped), winged animal figurine, copper-ring
antimony rods, TC-balls, pendants, nagahood, bone beads, arrowheads, pin, stylus,
amulate, beads of semiprecious stones, iron spear head, stone pestle hopscotch and
earlobes.
Layer 5, represent period – III. It corresponds to sunga occupation. Layer 5 was 40 cm
thick consist of greyish loamy earth, having potsherds of BSW, GW, RW and NBPW,
bone pieces brickbats and antiquities. The foundation trench of sunga brick structure
was dug in this layer. The potsherds of BSW, GW, NBPW and associated red ware were
found in this layer, which was come from the layer 6 of period III.
Layer 4 and 3 represent period IV with an average deposit of 70cm. It corresponds to
sunga kushana occupation. Layer 4 was 50 cm thick, consists of greyish compact earth
filling with brick bats. It contains large number of potsherds (black slipped ware, grey
ware and red ware) and antiquities. Layer 3 was 15 cm thick deposit, composite with
the large number of brick bats and small size potsherds. Really, this layer was filled
with rammed potsherds. Antiquities and other objects were also recovered from this
layer. The structural remains were traced in layer 5,4,3 and 2, which belong to the
sunga-kushana and Gupta period respectively. The notable objects recovered from
this deposit included terracotta skin rubber, iron-razor and copper antimony rods,
beads etc.
Layer 2 and 1 represented period V. Period -V was 1m thick deposit having large,
number of brickbats and red ware potsherds. It was loose filling, contain some
structural remains of the same period. Iron nail, copper-rod, terracotta net sinker
bead, corn rubber, hopscotches, balls, ear lobes were recovered from this deposit.
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Red ware, carrinated handies, conical bowls, lids, vessels, vases, kalasa, pans,
miniature pots, lid-cum-bowls etc. ware important shapes.
Brick Structure
Walls, running east to west and north-south alignment were exposed in layer 5 at the
depth of 1.80m. This structure was built with one brick wide wall. The used brick size
was 40×25×05 cms. The wall was preserved in three courses. Another structural phase
was exposed in Gupta period. The previous bricks were reused for the constructions
of the walls. The structures of this phases were preserve in layer 2 and 3.
Ring wells – Four ring wells were exposed in this trench. The four ring wells were
oriented in two rows with some distance, side by side. All four ring wells were exposed
at different depth from the ground level, which was preserved in different layer. The
biggest ring well was preserved in 26 courses and smalls was in 06 course only.

CUTTING PND - X
Trench PNDX, measuring 10×5m was laid out on the south-east direction at the
distance of 70m from the Pāndavasthāna temple of the mound at a contour of 47 m.
Trench was north-south oriented and revealed 17 cultural layers. The excavation in
this trench brought to light the sequence of the periods in the same chronological
order as noted in PND IX. The total occupational deposit noted in this trench was
7.40m. A massive pit in southern section disturbed the stratigraphy of the trench.
Layer 1 to 9 was disturbed by the Pits.
Period – I which represent the occupation of the Neolithic culture is represented by
two layers 17 and 16. The average thickness of Neolithic deposit noted in this trench
is 1.70m. The earliest layer – 17 which rested on the natural soil which is yellow clayey
with Kankada nodular earth having sub soil water. Layer 17 was 90 cm. thick deposit
of yellowish silty, earth with blackish earth patch diagonally running from north-east
to south-west in the trench. Over this rested layer16, which is composed of smoke
grey sandy earth containing charcoal bits, bone pieces, chunk of burnt clay, potsherds
and antiquities. Its thickness was 60cm. Notable finds recovered from these early
layers included bone arrow head and stone objects. Ceramic industries recovered
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from these layers were similar nature as trench PND. IX. A red ware potsherd has
recovered, which has solar morks in ochre painting.
Period II (chalcolithic) is represented by layers 15 and 14. The total
occupational deposit of this period is 1.15m in this trench, at the depth of 5.70m to
4.55m. Layer 15 is 80 cm. In thickness consists of blackish-grey, sandy loam semi
compact earth having brownish and silt patches here and there. Layer 14, with an
average thickness of 35cm. is represented by smoke greyish earth consists of ash
patches, chunk of burnt clay, charcoal bits, bone pieces, potsherds and antiquities.
The evidence of pottery like black and red ware, (burnished and unburnished) red
ware, burnished grey ware, black slipped ware and rusticated ware (BRW, RW both),
dish-on-stand, perforated bowls, vase, jars etc were important shapes which was
noted in the trench PND IX, confirmed in this trench also. The chunk of wattle and
daub has also confirmed in this trench like other former trenches. Other notable
objects recovered from the deposit of this period include: hopscotches of pottery disc,
terracotta naga figurine, ball, stone pestle and other objects.
Layer 13 to 8 represent period - III assignable to early historic period. The
period is marked by the advent of NBPW and iron which occurred throughout the
deposit. The total occupational deposit of this period is 3.15m in this trench, at the
depth of 4.55 m to 1.40m. Layer 13 is 45cm thick, consists of blackish grey, loam
compact earth having whitish clay and ash patches, charcoal bits, bone pieces,
potsherds and antiquities. Layer 12 is 50 cm thick represented smoke grey earth
consists of ash patches, burnt clay nodules, charcoal bits, bone pieces, potsherds (RW,
BSW, GW, NBPW) and antiquities. A rammed mud floor was found. Its dimension is
2.30×1.25m and approx thickness is 10 cm. Layer – 11 is 30 cm thick, represented by
ash yellowish grey, loose filling earth having ash bands, charcoal bits, potsherds, bone
pieces etc. Layer 10 is 80 cm thick, represented by black loamy compact earth
containing charcoal bits ash bands, potsherds of NBPW and its associated ware, and
bone pieces. A huge pit traced in southern and northern sectional area. Layer 9 is 70
cm thick represented by blackish-grey alluvial loamy semi compact earth composed
with potsherds, charcoal bits bone pieces and antiquities. Layer ‘8’ is 40 cm thick
represented by blackish grey semi compact earth. Containing charcoal bits, ash
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streaks, potsherds bone pieces and antiquities. Ash pit was continue. The notable
objects recovered from deposit of this period included: terracotta bangle, bead, ghata
shaped bead, ball, wheel. Spindle whorl human head, pendant, hopscotches; bone
arrow head, double ended points, bead; Iron-axe, nail arrow head, stone–ball, copper
bangle and beads of semi precious stone.
The succeeding period IV (Sunga-Kushana) is continue without any cultural
interruption. It was structural phase of Paṇr mound. The average thickness of this
period is 60 cm. This deposit represented by layer - 7, 6 and 5 at the depth of 1.40m
to 0.80m. Layer 7 was 20 cm thick deposit. Its composition was reddish brown mixed
grey compact earth, having charcoal bits, nodules of burnt clay, brick bats, potsherds,
antiquities etc. Layer 6 was also 20 cm thick deposit represented by reddish grey loamy
compact earth containing large number of brick bats, potsherds charcoal bits, ash
patches and antiquities. Layer 5 was 20 cm thick deposit of greyish compact earth
having brickbats, potsherds etc. The frequency of the potsherds, recovered from this
layer was lesser than the layer 7 and 6.
The notable objects recovered from this period included : terracotta beads,
pendant, dabber, nut shaped bead, corn rubber, ball, wheel, hopscotches; stonepestle, bead; copper- coin, etc.
The succeeding period- V (Gupta Phase) was extended from layer 4 to layer 1.
It was 80 cm thick deposit at the depth of 80cm to ground level. It was composed of
large number of brick bats, red ware potsherds and antiquities. Layer 4 is 30 cm thick
deposit of compact greyish earth with black and whitish clay patches. Layer 3 is 20 cm
thick, deposit of blackish grey earth, containing potsherds, brickbats and antiquities.
A brick built pucca floor has traced, between two parallel structures in the area of peg
O’ and V’. The area of this floor is 3.74m×1.10m, Layer 2 and 1 is 10cm thick
respectively. Both layers are greyish loose earth, containing large number of brick bats
and red ware potsherds. Other findings are terracotta beads, figurines, bangles, corn
rubber, ball, iron-nail, copper, antimony rod, coin and beads of semiprecious stone
etc.
PIT – The massive pit continue from layer 10 to layer 3
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OVAN – There was an evidence of the semicircular ovan has found in layer 8.
The internal space of the ovam was 40cm×40cm.
STUCTURE – Complex of brick built structures have exposed which belong to
period IV and V. The structures of period IV exposed in layer 7, 6 and 5 respectively.
Structures were built with bricks measuring 42×25×05 cms. Structure of period IV built
with sustaintial bricks walls were one brick wide only. The structures of Gupta Period
- V were built with broken bricks.

CUTTING PND - XI
Trench PND XI was laid out on the Pandvasthan mound 50 m north to the
pandva temple at the contour of 46.50m. It measured 10×10m and revealed 11
occupational layers. The excavation in this trench brought to light the sequence of the
periods in the same chronological order as noted in PND –I; Which was laid out 40 m
south to this trench. The total occupational deposit noted in this trench was 5.50m.
The stratigraphy of this trench disturbed by several massive pits. Period -I was absent
in this trench. The first settlement took place in this trench directly on the natural soil
at the time of period – II which belong to the chalcoithic phase. The second earliest
period II was represented by thick strata of an average deposit of 1.20m in thickness
and comprised three layers, viz, 11, 10, and 9. Period – III was represented by thick
strata of an average deposit of 2m in thickness and comprised four layers, viz, 8, 7, 6,
and 5. Period – IV was 1.13 m thick cultural deposit represented by layer 4 and 3.
Period V was 1.17 m thick deposit, represented by layer 2 and 1. We have dug the
trench at the depth of 7 m below the ground level, in 1×1m area. Three geological
strata of natural soil has exposed. Whitish coarse sand deposit rest on the yellowish
clay deposit. It was 1m thick deposit. Yellowish fine textured silt deposited on the
whitish sand deposition. The occupation activities first started on this stratum.
The cultural settlement started in this trench at period – II (chalcolithic). The
occupational deposit of this period is 1.20m in this trench, represented by layer 11,
10, and 9 at the depth of 5.50mto 4.30m. Layer 11 was 40cm thick deposit, composed
containing mica particles, having yellowish silt patches all over the operational area,
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charcoal bits, bone pieces, shells kankara nuduls, chunk of burnt clay and potsherds.
Layer 10 with an average thickness of 60cm, is represented by yellowish grey sandy
loam. Loose and moist earth having charcoal bits, chunk of burnt clay, ash patches,
bone pieces and potsherds of BRW, RW, BSW and GW. There is circular pit traced near
the western section. Its diameter is 1.20m, filled with ash and potsherds. Layer 9 was
40cm thick deposit, composed of brownish black, sandy loam, loose earth with fine
texture having whitish clay patches. It contained charcoal bits, ash streams, burnt clay
of wattles and daub, bone pieces, potsherds and antiquities. The stratigraphy of this
period, disturbed due to the pits as shown in the section. The evidence of the pottery,
as noted in the former trenches of period- II, was also conformed in this trench.
Burnished black and red ware, red ware, grey ware; unburnished or plane black and
red ware, red ware black slipped ware were important ceramics. Dish-on-stand,
perforated bowl, perforated legged bowl, dish, bowl, vase, storage jars etc were
notable shapes. Other notable objects recovered from the deposit of this period
include: copper wire, iron-knife, bone-arrow head, bangle, pendant, point, bead,
stylus, terracotta-hopscotch, nagahood figurine, pendants, bead, ball; beads of
semiprecious stone, discoid beads of steatite, ivory-beads, stone-ball, tool, sharpener,
pestle, weight, etc.
The succeeding period-III (NBPW) was 2m thick deposit, which is characterised by the
occurrences of NBPW and iron. This period was represented by layer 8, 7, 6 and 5.
Layer 8 was 30cm thick deposit consists of yellowish compact earth, mixed with black
loose earth. It contains charcoal bits, ash patches, chunk of burnt clay, potsherds, bone
pieces and antiquities. The evidence of a circular ovan has traced in the east facing
section, just below the remains of a burnt brick structure, in north-west corner of the
trench. This ovan rested in layer 8 and 7. Layer 7 was 1m thick, consist of blackish
loose earth, contain charcoal bits, nodules of burnt clay, small sherds, organic
materials and has ash patches. Layer 6 was only 20cm thick deposit of blackish
compact earth, having charcoal bits, ash patches, nodules of burnt clay, bone pieces,
potsherds and antiquities yellowish burnt places were traced, which is very hard, and
5-10 cm thick, measuring 2.80×1.10m. A thick band of ash, also traced, measures
1.20×1.15m. Layer 5 was 50 cm thick deposit of greyish compact earth of fine texture.
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It contains, potsherds burnt noduls of clay, bone pieces, charcoal bits, ash patches etc.
A structure of burnt brick in circular shape of 70 cm dia has found in layer 7. It was
preserved in 3 courses. The notable objects recovered from deposit of this period
included terracotta ghat shaped bead, pendants, naga hood, ball, dice, bangle, skin
rubber, bone-arrow head, point pendant, stylus, bangle; iron knife, nail, hoe, sicke,
digger, spear head ;

glass-bangle, copper-bangle, stone objects and beads of

semiprecious stones.
The succeeding period IV (Sunga-kushana) was average thickness of 1.13m.
The cultural deposit compressing this period was represented by layer 4 and 3. Layer
4 was 25 cm thick deposit consists of reddish compact earth, containing large number
of brick bats, potsherds small size of potsherds (RW, BSW, GW) charcoal bits, ash
streaks and granules of burnt clay. The sherds of NBPW and its associated ware were
found in this layer in restricted number due to the pit. Layer 3 was 38cm thick, consists
of reddish compact earth, containing large number of brick bats, tiles, potsherds, ash
patches etc. The notable objects recovered from these layers included terracotta,
beads, bangle, ball, sealing, corn rubber, nut-shaped bead, human figurine; copper
object, iron nail, ring, bone-stylus, arrow head, beads of semiprecious stones etc.
Important shapes were, sprinkles, bowls, dish, spouted vase, handi, lids etc.
The succeeding period V (Gupta phase) was 1.17m thick deposit, expanded
from layer 2 to layer 1 Layer 2 was 33 cm thick deposit, consists of yellowish semi
compact earth, containing large number of brick bats, red ware potsherds, brick floor,
brick structure tiles etc. Layer- 1 was 84cm thick deposit, consists greyish compact
earth with some where reddish patches; it contains large number of brick bats, red
ware potsherds, antiquities, remains of kiln, tiles etc. A brick structure attached to the
north facing section exposed in layer – 2, which is rested on layer-3. It was preserved
in (5+8=13) 13 courses. It was built with broken bricks. A brick floor also exposed in
layer-2 in north-eastern area of the trench. There are so many pits of varying size
traced in this deposit. Other notable findings were- terracotta barrel shaped bead,
balls, dish, corn rubbers, animal figurine, games man, pendant, human figurine, wheel,
bangle, iron-nail, glass bangle, stone pestle and beads of semiprecious stones. The
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important shapes were- conical bowls lid-cum bowls, vessels jars, vases, basins,
carinated handies, pans etc.

Cutting PND – XII
Trench PND- XII was laid out on the top most point of the Pāndavasthāna
mound at Paṇr. It was 30 meter south to the Pandava temple at the contour of ‘48’
meter and west to the school building. It measuring- 10×10m and extended 5×10m
towards the west direction is following the structural remains. Then the total
operational area measuring 15×10m in east-west orientation. The total accumulation
deposit was represented by accumulation of nearly 7.40m. 19 layers were exposed
during the excavation. The first settlement took place directly on the natural soil of
yellowish silty earth, just above the coarse sand deposit.
Period I (Neolithic) in this trench was represented by 2.30m thick strata and
included seven layers namely 19, 18, 17, 16, 15 and 14. Layer 19 was represented by
course sand deposit with sub soil water of natural earth. Layer 18 was represented by
blackish sandy earth with yellowish silt patches. It contains good number of potsherds,
chunk of daubs, bone pieces, shells of Pilla and Umbo and antiquities. In this layer the
potsherds of burnished and plain black and red ware and red ware, burnished grey
ware, rusticated ware were found. Other notable objects were-hopscotch, terracotta
bead, stone object etc. This layer was 25cm thick deposit.
Layer 17 was 40cm thick deposit represented by blackish, silty moist loose
earth. It contains good number of potsherds, charcoal bits, ash patches and ash
streaks, bones of animal, bird, and fish & shells of Pilla and Umbo, chunk of daubs of
reed impressions, and antiquities. Potsherds have rustication and scooping marks.
Some sherds have soot marks also. A mud floor traced at the depth of 6.65m.
Burnished and unburnished both types of black and red ware, red ware and grey ware
were recovered. sherds of black slipped ware also found from this layer. Terracotta
bead, hopscotches, wheel, spindle whorl, dabber, stone pestle, steatite bead, and
bone arrow head, point and tool were recovered from this layer.
Layer 16 was 60 cm. thick deposits represented by blackish sandy earth, having
charcoal bits, ash patches, ash bands and bone pieces, chunk of daubs, potsherds,
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shells and antiquities. The ceramics were similar to layer 17. Some sherds were treated
with ochre paintings and other decoration patterns. Other notable objects recovered
from this layer included terracotta hopscotch, bead, bone arrow head, quartz micro
tool, shell-scraper etc.
Layer 15 was 30 cm. thick deposit represented by yellowish grey earth having
large number of potsherds, charcoal bits, ash bands, bone pieces, chunk of burnt clay
(blaubs), charred bones, post holes, burnt places, evidence of ovens and community
oven, evidence of succeeding habitational layers patches of yellow clay. Potsherds of
BRW, RW, GW, and BSW were recovered from this layer. The frequency of potsherds
was greater than the previous layers. Terracotta wheel, hopscotches, bone-arrow
head, awl, stylus, stone grinder were important findings.
Layer 14 was the upper most layer of period- I. It was 60 cm thick deposit of
yellowish clayey earth having dark grey earth patches, mixed with rotten paddy husk
and ash. It contain layer number of potsherds, bone pieces, charcoal bits, ash patches,
chunk of burnt clay, post holes, evidence of oven, mud floor, habitation al layer, burnt
places and other evidences of human activities. The ceramics were similar to the
previous layer. Other findings were included terracotta bead, ball, hopscotch, copper
ring, bone-arrow head, point, pendant, stone- pestle, grinder, etc.
The succeeding period- II (chalcolithic) was expanded to average thickness of
1.20m. The deposit consisting this period was represented by layers 13 and 12. Layer
13 was 70 cm. thick deposit of yellowish compact earth with burnt earth, ash,
carbonized soil and rotten husk patches. It also contains post holes, gelly of potsherds,
ash pit, burnt daubs, potsherds, charcoal bites, bones etc. Layer 12 with an average
thickness of 50 cm was represented by brownish loose earth mixed with ash patches,
burnt clay and silty patches bones and charcoal bits. A mud floor traced at the depth
of 4.35 m. New fabrics were introduced in this period. Fine burnished black and red
ware, burnished red ware, black slipped ware, burnished grey ware, rusticated ware
and spouted ware were important potteries recovered from this period. Dish, dishon-stand, bowl on- stand, footed bowls, perforated bowl, lipped bowl, storage jars
and vase were notable shapes. Other notable findings were terracotta-wheel, bead,
hopscotch, bone-arrow head, bead, pendant, dice and beads of semiprecious stones.
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Period – III is marked by the advent of NBPW and iron which occurred
throughout the deposit. The average thickness of this period is 2.20m, represented by
layer 11, 10, 9A, 9, 8, 7 and 6. Its average height ranges from 3.90m to 1.70m. Layer
11 was 30m thick deposit of brownish, compact with yellow patches. It contains large
number of potsherds (RW, BSW, GW) and few sherds of NBPW, bone pieces, ash bands
and patches, charcoal bits, and nodules of burnt clay. A mud silo, crucible, post hole
of 12 cm dia, burnt place and ash pit were recovered from this layer. Layer- 10 with
an average thickness of ‘40’cm was represented by compact yellowish grey earth
mixed with ash, burnt clay. Charcoal bits, bones and other organic materials. Layer 9A
was 20cm thick deposit of yellowish black loose earth having potsherds burnt clay, ash
charcoal bits, bone pieces and antiquities. The frequency of NBPW sherds was greater
than the other layer of this period. Layer ‘9’ was 40cm thick deposit of blackish
compact earth, mixed with ash patch, chunks of burnt clay, charcoal bits and bone
pieces. Layer 8 was 40cm thick deposit of blackish grey compact earth, whereas layer
7 was 20cm. and layer 6 was 30cm thick respectively. Layer 7 and 6 represented by
compact yellowish earth and compact yellowish grey earth respectively. There was a
mud floor traced at the lower level of the layer 8. The contents of the above layers are
similar as the layer 9. Other notable objects were found from these layers such asterracotta vase shaped bead, ball, wheel, pendant, hopscotch, iron-nail, copper
object, bone-arrow head, point, bead, stone ball, pestle and beads of semiprecious
stone. Period – III of this trench show affinity with the similar period of trench PND- I,
III, VIII to XI.
The succeeding Period IV (Sunga-Kushana) was represented by layer 5 and 4 of
an average thickness 50 cm. This period was belong to the brick built structural phase
and shows affinity with Trench I to XI. Layer 5 was 20cm thick deposit, consists of
grayish compact earth. Bick bats were absent in this layer. A hard floor was traced
which was made by the ramming of potsherds and burnt clay. Potsherds, bones, and
antiquities were recovered from this layer. Layer 4 was 30cm thick deposit, composed
of Pinkish-grey semi compact earth, with large number of brick bats, and potsherds.
The complex of burnt brick structural activity was exposed all over the trench. The
Sunga-Kushana structures were preserved in layer- 4 at the depth of 1.50m. other
notable findings were terracotta- bangle, nut-shaped bead, hopscotch, bead, animal
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toy cart, sealing, ball, earlobe, wheel, animal figurine; stone pestle, bone styles , point,
scale, iron-object, copper-rod, antimony rod, beads of semiprecious stones, etc.
The succeeding period – V (Gupta Phase) was extended from layer 3 to layer
1. It was 1.20m thick deposit. It contains large number of brick bats, red ware
potsherds and brick structures. Layer 3, 2 and 1 was 40cm, 70cm and 10cm thick
respectively. Layer 3 represented by yellowish grey semi compact earth, layer- 2 by
blackish grey mixed loose earth and layer 1 by grayish loose earth respectively. The
important findings were terracotta-net sinkers, bead, ball, sealing, and corn rubber,
naga hood having seven mouth, torso, wheel, skin rubber, toy cart, naigmesh, human
head, bangle, ear top, mould, tiles, copper-antimony rod, knife iron-sickle, ring, glassbangle, and beads of semiprecious stone. The ceramic of this period was similar to the
other trenches- I to XI.

Cutting PND – XIII
Trench PND XIII, measuring 10×10m, and extended 5×5m west ward (15×10m) was
laid out just south to the PND XII and west of the PND IX, on the top most point of the
mound in similar contour. The total occupational deposit was represented by
accumulation of nearly 6.80 meter. After the depth of 6.8m, the natural soil layer
starts. 15, occupational layers were exposed during the archaeological excavation. The
first settlement took place directly on the natural soil of yellowish silty earth, just
above the coarse textured sand deposit.
Period – I (Neolithic) in this trench was represented by 1.10m thick strata and
included two layers namely 15 and 14; layer 16 was natural soil. Layer 15 was
represented by yellowish silty alluvial, deposit of 50cm thick, having good number of
potsherds, nodules of burnt daubs, shells of Pila and Umbo, bone pieces, jaws with
teeth, and charcoal bits. Burnished black and red ware, red ware, black slipped ware
and burnished grey ware potsherds were found. Rustication and scooping marks were
traced on the surface of the pots. Layer- 14 was 60cm thick deposit, represented by
blackish grey, moist earth, having good number of potsherds, bone pieces, ash bands,
charcoal bits, shells, and antiquities. Other notable object recovered from this period
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included; terracotta hopscotches, beads, bone-arrow head, pendant stone-grinder
etc.
The succeeding period- II (chalcolithic) was extended to average thickness of
1.30m. The deposit consisting this period was represented by layers- 13 and 12. Layer
13 was 50m thick deposited of blackish grey earth with moist, having ash bands,
charcoal bits, nodules of reed impressed daubs, bone pieces, burnt and fired places,
somewhere compact due to clay patching. Layer- 12 was 80cm thick deposit,
represented by compact yellowish earth having ash bands, charcoal bits, chunk of
burnt clay, burnt clay patches, bone pieces, potsherds and other habitation evidences
similar to PND IX and XII. Important antiquities were recovered from this period i.e.
terracotta balls, hop scotches, , beads, naga hood, spindle whorl, bone-arrow head,
awl; stone pestle, etc. This period ranges from depth of 5.70m to 4.40m in this trench.
Period- III was marked by the advent of NBPW and wide use of iron
implements, which occurred through the deposit. The average thickness of this period
is 2.80m, represented by layer 11, 10, 9, 8, 7 and 6. Its average height ranges from
4.40m to 1.60m. Layer- 11 was 40cm. thick deposit of brownish-black, semi compact
earth with yellow burnt clay patches. It contains, ash patches, charcoal bits, chunk of
burnt clay, potsherds, bone pieces, and antiquities. A smelting furnace was traced at
the lower level of layer- 11 and upper level of layer- 12 in east facing section. Its base
is 45cm broad. Layer- 10 9, 8, 7 and 6 was respectively 30cm, 30cm, 70cm, 60cm, and
50cm thick. Layer 10 was brownish black, compact earth, layer 9 was also brown in
colour, layer 8 was brownish-grey, layer 7 was yellowish grey whereas layer 6 was
grayish earth. All the layers of this period contains charcoal bits, ash patches chunk of
burnt clay, bone pieces, potsherds and antiquities. It also show the affinity to the
trench PND IX and XII of period- III. The notable objects recovered from deposit of this
period included terracotta-ball, bead, pendent, bangle bone-arrow head, bead, pin,
stylus, pendant, iron-nail, digger, knife, copper-bangle and beads of semiprecious
stones.
Period- IV was represented by layer 5 and 4 with an average deposit of 60cm.
Layer 5 was 40 cm thick whereas layer ‘4’ was 20cm thick deposit. Layer 5 represented
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by grayish compact earth filling with brick bats. It contains large number of potsherds
including. BSW and grey ware, brick bats, banes, ash patches and brick built structural
remains. Layer ‘4’ having large number of brick bats, red ware potsherds, ash patches,
charcoal bits and antiquities. Kushana structures exposed in this layer which was
preserved in 2 or more course. The notable objects recovered from this deposit
included terracotta nut shaped bead, figurine, ear lobe, ball, iron and stone objects,
and beads of semiprecious stones.
Period – V represented by layer 3, 2 and 1 was 20cm, 70cm and 10cm thick
respectively. Layer 2 was loose filling of brick bats and potsherds whereas layer 3 was
compact earth. Layer 3 and 2 has some structural remains, which was built with
broken bricks. Terracotta beads of net sinker, balls wheel, sealing, corn rubber,
figurines, iron nail, copper-rod, glass-bangle and beads of semiprecious stones
recovered from this period.

Cutting PND – XIV
Trench PND XIV was laid out at the topmost point of the mound, 51 meters south to
the Pānḍavasthāna temple, and south to the PND XIII in the same alignment, at the
contour of 48m. It measured 10×10m, and was dug out at the depth of 4m deep from
the ground level. The excavation of this trench could not be carried to the natural soil
due to the intervention of the persistent pre-monsoon showers. During the
excavation, 10 layers were exposed, which belong to the period- III (NBPW), IV (ŚungaKuṣāṇa) and V (Gupta).
The NBPW horizon, represented by layers 10, 9, 8, 7 and 6, was 2.50m thick deposit.
Layer 10 was 50cm thick deposit of blackish, loose earth, having ash patches, chunks
of burnt clay, charcoal bits, bone pieces, potsherds and antiquities. Layer 9 was 50cm
thick deposit, of similar composition as layer 10. Layer 8 had the maximum thickness
of 60 cm and layer 7 was 70 cm thick deposit. Layer 8 was filled with blackish grey
loose earth with yellowish clay patches. It contains charcoal bits, lumps of burnt clay,
bone pieces and antiquities. Layer 7 was filled with grey semi compact earth having
similar composition as layer 8. An 80cm broad, floor like structure was traced, which
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was made of small size brick pieces. Layer 6 was 20 cm thick deposit represented by
yellowish semi compact earth having potsherds, brick bats, bone pieces, nodules of
burnt clay, ash streaks and charcoal bits. The antiquities recovered from this period
included terracotta objects such as ghata-shaped beads, stoppers, bangles, earlobes,
serpent- hoods, balls, wheels, pendants; iron objects such as nails, spearheads, copper
objects such as rods, bangle, bone objects such as arrow-heads, beads, pendants,
styluses, awls and beads of semiprecious stones.
The succeeding period IV (Sung-Kushana) was represented by layer 5 and 4 on
an average thickness 80cm. This period was belong to the brick built structural phase
and shows affinity with the trench I to XIII. Layer 5 was 50 cm thick deposit consists of
greyish compact earth, containing large number of brick bats and potsherds. The
evidence of a Kacha road has traced in east-west orientation. This road was built of
the ramming of potsherds and small size brick bats. Layer 4 was 30cm thick deposit of
greyish compact earth, with yellowish clay patches. It contains large number of
brickbats, red ware potsherds, bone pieces, ash bands, charcoal bets and structural
remains. Other findings were-terracotta beads, bangle, stopper, animal figurine, ball,
wheel, sealing, earlobe; glass-bangle, and bone objects.
The succeeding period – V (Gupta Phase) was represented by layer 3, 2 and 1.
It was 1m thick deposit. It contains large number of brick bats, red ware potsherds and
antiquities. Layer 3 was 40cm thick deposit of whitish grey, semi-compact earth, layer
2 was 50cm thick where as layer 1 was 10cm thick deposit. These layers, contain above
mention materials. The important findings were terracotta- net sinker bead, ball,
dabber, dice, human figurine, wheel, hopscotch, corn rubber, stopper, glass-bead,
bangle, sealing, and iron-nail, etc.

Cutting PND - XV
Trench PND XV was laid out on the Pāndavasthāna mound, north of the Pāndava
temple at the contour of 47m. It measured 10×10m and revealed 12 occupational
layers. The excavation in this trench brought to light the sequence of the cultural
phases in the same chronological order as noted in PND- I and PND XI. The total
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occupational deposit noted in this trench was 6.95m. Period- II was represented by
1.40 thick strata, comprising four layers 12, 11, 10 and 9. Period- III was represented
by a thick strata, having an average deposit 2m, and comprised three layers, 8, 7 and
6. Period IV was 80 cm thick cultural deposit represented by layers 5 and 4; period- V
was 1m thick deposit represented by layers 3, 2 and 1.
The settlement started in this trench during Period- II (Chalcolithic). Its
maximum occupational deposit was 1m, represented by layers 11 and 10 at the depth
of 5.50m to 4.50. layer 11 was 50cm thick deposit, composed of blackish-brown, loose
earth, having potsherds, mica particles, charcoal bits, ash patches and bone pieces.
Yellowish silt deposit gradually increased according to depth, from the northern and
southern sides of the operational area. It was natural soil deposit. Layer 10 with an
average thickness of 50cm, was represented by greyish sandy earth, loose and moist.
It contained charcoal bits, chunks of bunt clay, ash patches, bone pieces, potsherds
etc. The stratigraphy of this period, disturbed due to the longitudinal pit, which was
embedded in to the silt deposit of natural soil. The evidence of the pottery, as noted
in the trench PND I & XI of period- II, was also conformed in this trench. Other notable
objects recovered from the deposit of this period include terracotta hopscotch, naga
hood, ring, bead dabber spindle whorl; bone-arrow head steatite bead, some ball,
micro tool etc.
The succeeding period- III (NBPW) was 2.20m thick deposit, which was
characterized by the occurrence of NBPW and iron. This period was represented by
layer 9, 8, 7 and 6. Layer 9 was 50cm thick deposit consist of greyish, loose earth,
having charcoal bits, ash patches, whitish and yellowish sand patches, bone pieces,
potsherds etc. An elliptical oven like structure has traced measures- 69×31cm. it was
east-west oriented and filled with ash. Layer 8 with an average thickness of 40cm. was
represented by brownish-grey compact earth, having large number of potsherds, ash
patches, nodules of burnt clay, charcoal bits, bone pieces etc. A longitudinal hearth
measuring 3m east- west and 1m wide, has traced at the depth of 3.80m. The heath
was filled with ash; charcoal and bone pieces. Layer 7 with an average thickness of
75cm was represented by blackish-brown, compact micacious earth having large
pieces of animal bones granules of burnt clay, charcoal bits, ash streaks, burnt places,
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potsherds and antiquities. Layers 6 was represented by brownish grey semi-compact,
micacious, earth having potsherds, charcoal bits, ash patches, bone pieces, nodules
of burnt clay and antiquities. The notable objects recovered from deposit of this
period included terracotta ghat shaped bead, pendants, ball, figurines, dabber,
bangle, skin rubber, bone-arrow head, point, pendent, copper-antinomy rod; ironimplements, stone pastille, beads of semiprecious stone etc.
The succeeding period IV (Sunga-Kushana) was average thickness of 80cm. The
cultural deposit compressing this period was represented by layer 5 and 4. Layer 5 was
40cm thick deposit consist of yellowish grey, compact earth, containing small size
potsherds, brick bats, bone pieces, charcoal bits, ash etc. Layer- 4 was 40 cm thick
deposit consists of smoke grey compact earth, containing brick bats, potsherds, ash,
antiquities and structural remains. Several structural remains exposed in layer – 5 and
4 in this trench. A structural remains traced in south facing section which started from
layer 4 and closed at layer 9. Other notable objects recovered from deposit of this
period included terracotta beads, ball, bangle, sealing, wheel bird figurine,
hopscotches, sea horse, spindle whorl, earlobe, human figurine, corn rubber, dabber,
copper-antimony rod, coin, wire, iron-nail razor, bone earring, point, disc, arrow head
and beads of semiprecious stones etc. Layer 5 and 4 disturbed by several massive pits
which continued from layer- 1. An intact massive storage jar has recover from this
period which across the layer 4 and 5.
The succeeding period (Gupta Phase) was 1m thick deposit, expanded from
layer 3, 2 and 1. Layer 3 was 25cm thick deposit consists of yellowish semi-compact
earth, containing large number of brick bats, red ware potsherds, ash and remains of
structure. Layer -2 was 60cm. and layer 1 was 15 cm thick, both were represented by
blackish grey earth and contains were similar to the layer 3. Several massive pits were
exposed in this period which disturbed the layers. Remains of a tiles kiln was exposed
at the lower level of layer 3. It was circular in shape having preserved in several courses
of burnt tiles. Other notable findings were terracotta barred shaped bead, ball, corn
rubber, animal figurine, earlobe, bangle, sealing, hopscotch, dabber, spindle whorl
iron-nail, hook, sickle; copper-wire; glass-bead; bone-bangle, etc. The antiquities,
potsherds, shape of wares and structural remains shows affinity to PND I - XIV.
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Cutting PND - XVI
Trench PND XVI measuring 10×10m was laid out on the southern portion of the
Pāndavasthāna mound. It is towards the southeast of the Pānḍavasthāna temple, at a
contour of 47.5m. The total occupational deposit was nearly 6.70m, divided into
eighteen layers. The first settlement took place on the natural soil of yellowish silty
earth with sub- soil water.
Period – I (Neolithic) in this trench was represented by 1.5m thick deposit. It
was represented by layers 18, 17, 16, 15, 14 and 13. Layer 18 was 40cm thick strata of
loose yellowish silty earth having nodules of Kankaḍa, potsherds, bone pieces, nodules
of burnt clay, charcoal bits, ash streaks and burnt soil patches. Layer 17 comprised
20cm thick deposit of semi -compact earth, having smoke-grey colour and it contained
charcoal bits, ash bands, shells, bone pieces, chunks of burnt clay, potsherds and
antiquities. Layer 16 was 30cm thick deposit of blackish sandy earth, having charcoal
bits, ash, chunks of burnt clay with reed impressions, bone pieces, potsherds, shells
and antiquities. Layer 15 was 20cm thick deposit of compact earth. Post holes, a burnt
mud floor and an elongated oven were traced in layer 15. A very thin hard whitish jelly
like material was found on the floor. Layer 14 was 20cm thick deposit of yellowish
compact earth. The contents of layer 14 were similar to layer 15. Layer 13 was 25cm
thick deposit of yellowish earth with greyish earth patches. It contained a large
number of potsherds, bone pieces, charcoal bits, ash patches, nodules of burnt clay
etc.
The evidence of habitation during Period I of this trench is comparable with
the similar Period in trenches IX, X, XII and XIII. Other notable findings from Period I of
trench XVI included terracotta objects such as beads, wheels, balls, hop scotches;
bone objects such as arrow-heads, borers, awls, pendants, points, bangles and other
tools; stone objects such as balls, weights, pestles and grinders,; steatite beads and
beads of semi precious stones.
The succeeding period- II (Chalcotithic) extended to an average thickness of
1.45m. The deposit consisting this period was represented by layers 12, 11, 10 and 9.
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Layer 12 was 35cm thick deposit of yellowish compact earth with blackish mixed
patches. It contained charcoal bits, patches of ash, burnt clay and burnt earth, pieces
of bone, chunks of daub, potsherds, antiquities etc. A rammed mud floor of 10cm
thickness was traced, which ran all over the operational area. The patches of burnt
yellowish clay and evidence of post holes were exposed in the floor. Layer 11 was
40cm thick deposit of yellowish brown compact earth, having potsherds, bone pieces,
charcoal bits, ash streaks, chunks of burnt daub and clay, shells objects etc. Layer 10
was 40cm thick deposit of brownish compact earth with whitish clay patches, having
ash patches, chunks of burnt clay, bone pieces, potsherds, charcoal bits, and
antiquities. Layer 9 was 30cm thick deposit of brownish semi -compact earth having
similar contents as layer 10. Both layers were disturbed by a massive pit which
continued upwards. The potsherds and shapes of Period II show affinity with those of
the same Period from trenches PND IX, X, XII and XIII. Other notable findings were
terracotta objects such as wheels, beads, hop scotches; bone objects such as points,
arrowheads, awls and amulets; and beads of semi-precious stones.
Period III was marked by the advent of NBPW and iron, which occurred throughout
the deposit represented by layers 8, 7, 6 and 5. The average thickness of the deposit
belonging to this Period was 1.70m. Its average height ranged from 3.70m to 2m. Layer
8 was 55cm deposit of brownish compact earth with yellowish clay patches. It
contained a large number of NBPW sherds and its associated potsherds, bone pieces,
charcoal bits, ash bands and nodules of burnt clay. A massive pit, filled with ash, went
down from this layer to layer 10 , and was sealed by layer 7. An oven was traced in the
northern portion of this layer. Layer 7 was 35 cm thick deposit of light brownish
compact earth, mixed with ash patches, potsherds, bone pieces, nodules of burnt clay,
charcoal bits and antiquities. Layer 7 was disturbed by a massive pit of ash and
potsherds and brickbats. Layer 6 was 50 cm deposit of reddish grey compact earth
mixed with ash streaks, charcoal bits, potsherds, bone pieces etc. It was also disturbed
by pit. Layer 5 was 30cm thick deposit of reddish grey compact earth, having a similar
composition as layer 6. The notable objects recovered from this period included
terracotta objects such as beads, animal figurines, bangles, wheels, pendants, balls,
hop scotches; bone objects such as arrowheads, points and gamesmen; beads of glass
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and other semi-precious stones; iron objects such as spear heads and nails; stone
objects such as weights and pestles; and copper rod.
Period IV (Śunga-Kuṣāṇa) followed the preceding Period without any cultural hiatus.
It marks the structural phase of the Paṇr cultural assemblage. The average thickness
of this period was 60cm. The deposit represented by layer 4, was composed of
brownish-grey compact earth, having a good number of red ware potsherds and a few
sherds of grey ware and black- slipped ware; bone pieces, brick bats, brick structures,
burnt clay and antiquities. The burnt bricks measuring- 45×26×06cm and 38×22×05cm
were used in the structures. Structures having single-brick walls were exposed at the
lower level of this layer. The notable objects recovered from this period included
terracotta objects such as beads, wheels, bangles, weights, hop-scotches, sealings,
corn rubbers, animal figurines, ear-studs, balls; iron-nails; stone-pestles, and
sharpeners etc.
The succeeding period V (Gupta Phase) extended from layer 3 to layer 1. It was
1.40cm thick deposit, represented by a large number of red ware potsherds, and brick
bats. Some brick made structures were exposed in this horizon all over the operational
area. Layer 3 was 70 cm thick deposit of grayish compact earth, layer 2 was 55cm thick
deposit of smoke grey compact earth whereas layer 1 was 15cm thick deposit of
whitish grey loose earth of similar composition. The layers of this period were
disturbed by several pits which rested on layer 4 and were sealed by layer 1. Among
the findings were terracotta objects such as net -sinkers, beads, balls, corn- rubbers,
wheels, hop-scotches, sealings, bangles, animal figurines; copper rods, iron objects
such as nails, sickle; stone-weight, pestles, sharpeners, glass-beads and beads of
semiprecious stones.

STRUCTURES OF PANR
The structural activities took place at Paṇr during Period – IV, and the remains of
substantial burnt brick built structures in form of walls, floors, and ringwells were
exposed in most of the trenches. A large number of collapsed bricks encountered in
the strata of Period IV show that a considerable portion of the structures has vanished.
In many cases, only one or two courses of the foundation of the brick walls have
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remained. The structures of Śunga-Kuśāṇa phase were characterized by moulded
burnt bricks of different dimensions such as 37×22×5cms; 38×22×5cms; 39×22×5cms;
40×23×5cms; and 42×22×5cms. The walls, during the period, rarely showed any
reused or broken bricks in their construction.
The structures of this period were laid on rammed compact foundation. The
foundation bricks were laid along its breadth side by side. Then the running wall was
represented by one brick thick wall, bricks placed one above the other in running
bond. Thin layers of clay were used as mortar to bind the bricks. The structures of this
period were preserved in layers 5 and 4
The structural activities continued during Period- V. The structures this period were
built of broken and used bricks, taken out of the earlier structural phase of the ŚungaKuśāṇa Period. The mud mortar was used for the bonding of bricks.
In trench PND-I, the most important occupational phase belongs to Period- IV.
The associated layers yield pottery and other evidence belonging to the Śunga-Kuśāṇa
period. Two structures were exposed in the operational area. In the south-east corner
of the trench (PND-I) the remains of a wall were exposed 75cm below the ground level
and another wall was attached to the western section, between Pegs IV and VII.
exposed, 1m below the ground level. The walls were built of burnt bricks, a brick
measuring 40×23×05cm. The length of the south-eastern wall was 1m in north-south
alignment and it was found preserved in 5 courses, two course of foundation and 3
courses of upper structure. It was exposed in layer 4 and was sealed by layer 3. The
length of exposed portion of the wall in western section was 1.80m, preserved in 3
courses. It was found in layer 4.
The structure of Period V was exposed in layer 2. The remains of a brick floor
were exposed in the southern section of the trench, and it was attached to southern
section. The length of the extant portion was 1.40m. wide in east-west orientation and
2.40m long in north-south orientation. The floor was built by broken bricks.
1. Soak pit- A soak pit of 80cm. diameter was exposed in the north-west side of
the trench. It was preserved in 12 courses, and built by broken bricks.
2. Oven- An Oval shaped oven was traced at the depth of 2.28m in layer. 7A of
period – III (NBPW). It was 80×36cm in dimension and surrounded by burnt
clay in circular shape of dia- 1m.
3. Ware House- The evidence of a ware house was traced in south-east portion
of the trench which was attached to the eastern section in layer-2. Some intact
carrinated handies were found, which was kept here.
In trench PND-II, the Gupta layers were found to be badly disturbed. However,
some structures were preserved in a badly mutilated condition. Two walls of a
structure have exposed 45cm below the ground level in layer-2. Both walls meet at
right angle. A longitudinal brick wall runs east to west, parallel to the southern section,
from Peg. ‘O’ and turned north ward at right angle in front of peg. IV. East-west
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oriented wall was 4m long and 80cm. wide. It was preserved in 5 courses. The northsouth oriented wall was 1.60m. long and 50cm wide. It was preserved in ‘8’ courses.
The bricks of the walls were robbed by the brick robber.
In trench PND- III remains of brick built structures were exposed during the
excavation, which belong to period IV and period V. The structures remains were
found in the whole operational areas but mostly concentrated in southern portion,
(east-west orientation), north-east and north-west corner of the trench.
Sunga-Kushana Structures- Walls 1, 1A and 1B belong to the Kuṣāṇa period. The size
of the bricks used was 37×21×05cm. Only the fragments of these walls have survived.
Wall 1 is east-west oriented and attached to the western section. Its eastern end was
not cleared due to the structural remains of the succeeding period V. The wall was
preserved in only one course. The length of the exposed portion was 3.20m and
breadth was 21cm. It was found at the depth of 1.80m below the ground level.
Wall 1A was also east-west oriented and preserved in one course. Wall 1A turned at
right angle towards south. This wall was situated just above the wall No.- 1 The wall
was 1.60m long and 40cm wide. Both broken and intact bricks were used for
constructing walls. Wall No. 1B was north-south oriented, and 6 courses of wall were
traced . It was 1.70m long and 60cm wide. Wall No. 1C and 1D were parallel to the
wall No. 1B, and ran north to south, terminating in the southern section. Wall IC, the
eastern wall, was 2.60m long and 1D was 2.30m respectively. Both walls were 40cm
wide. Wall 1E was exposed in the north-eastern section of the trench. It was small
structure, preserved in 7 courses. It was east-west oriented fragile structure. The
Sunga-Kushana structures ware preserved in layer 3.
Structural remains of period- V (Gupta Age) were exposed in north-west,
north-east, south-east and south-western corner of the trench. All structures ware
built by broken bricks and were fragile in nature. Wall 2 was east-west oriented ,
attached to the western section, and its eastern end merged with wall 2A. It was
2.60m in length and 40cm wide. It was preserved in four courses in layer 2. Wall 2A
was north-south oriented, attached to northern section , and its northern end met
with wall no- 2B. Wall 2A was 1.10m long and 20cm wide, at the depth of 50cm. Wall
2B was 90cm long, at the depth of 40cm. Both walls 2A and 2B were preserved in six
courses. Wall 2C was parallel to wall 2A, after a gap of 20cm towards east. It was
attached with the northern section. It was 1m long and 40cm wide, preserved in six
courses at the depth of 50cm. Wall 2D was fragile and preserved in 5 courses. It was
east-west oriented and situated in the northeastern section of the trench. It was 3m
long and 40cm wide. Its eastern end merged with wall 2E at the right angle. Wall 2E
was north-south oriented, having a length of 1.50cm. It met wall 2E,’, which ran eastwest. Wall 2E’ was 2.40m long and 60cm wide and preserved in 5 courses. It met two
walls running northwards, respectively named wall 2E” and 2E’’’, the extant length of
2E” being 60cm and that of 2E’’’ being 1.20m. Portions of walls 2E and wall 2E’’’ have
collapsed, whereas the bricks of wall 2E’’ have been robbed. Wall 2E’’ was preserved
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in two courses while four courses of the wall 2E’’’ have remained. A floor was noticed
at the north-east corner of the trench. Its dimension was 1.40×1.20m. Wall 2F was
north-south oriented and attached with eastern section. It was 2.80m long and
preserved in 8 courses.
Wall 2G was north-south oriented, having a length of 2.90m, its mid portion
being buried in our trench by a baulk. . Walls 2H, 2I and 2J were situated at the southeastern corner of the trench and made a rectangular structure. Wall 2H was 3.20m
long and 40cm wide, and was east-west oriented. It was preserved in four courses,
and It eastern end went through the eastern section. It met with the wall 2I at right
angle, which was north-south oriented and preserved in 5 courses. It was 2.70m long
and 50cm wide. Wall 2J was north-south oriented and attached to the eastern section
and preserved in three courses. Wall 2K was exposed in south-western portion of the
trench. It was north-south oriented and attached to the western section. It was 2.80m
long and 30cm wide and preserved in 8 courses. It was built of reused broken bricks.
The structures remains of period V was preserved in layer 2 at the depth of
40cm. to 1m from the ground level.
Oven – Remnants of circular ovens were recovered from the depth of 2.90m, 3.50m,
4m and 4.30m.
Ring well- A ring well of 50m diameter was exposed in the middle of the trench. It was
preserved in eleven courses in layer 2 to layer 4. It was exposed at the depth of 1.05m
from the ground level. The height of a ring was 16cm.
Structure- 5 was measuring 2.30 mts. in east-west alignment at the middle of the
trench. It was attached to the structure 4B. it was 1mt. below to the ground level. It
was 50 cms. wide, having 5 courses.
Floor- A one course thick brick made floor has traced in the north-east corner of the
trench which was bounded with structure-6 on eastern section, structure 5, and
northern section. Perhaps western portion of the floor was robbed out. The alignment
of the floor was 1.40mts×1.20mts.

Oven- Burnt, hard clay in yellowish colour had recovered from the western area of the
trench at different depths. It was arm like curved structure, which could be a part of
oven. It recovered from 2.90 mts., 3.50mts., 4mts. and 4.30meter of depth.
The structures of the Kuṣāṇa period were encountered in the south-western portion
of the trench. The walls were built of bricks measuring 40×25×05cm. The remains of
four running walls of this phase, recovered at the depth of 1.08m, were numbered- 1,
1A; 2 and 2A.
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Structure-A- It measures 2.30 m in east-west orientation, meeting the western
section.
Structure- 1A- It measures 2.40m in north-south alignment, meeting the southern
section. It was 30cms wide. Both structures were point at right angle and made a
rectangular structure.
Structure- 2 was 40cms. south to the 1.60mts. in same alignment as structure- 1, in
east west orientation. It was 40 cms. wide two courses bricks. Structure- 2A was
Parallel to the structure 1A, measuring 1.30mts. in north-south alignment. It was
50cms. wide. Both structures were point at right angle.
Structure- 3 was attached to the eastern section of southern portion of the trench. It
was measuring 1.90mts. in north-south alignment. It was traced at the depth of
0.85meter below the ground level having three courses. At the same depth structure
3A was traced in south-west section of the trench. It was measuring 2.70mts. in northsouth alignment and turned east ward along the southern section, running only
30cms. 8 courses of the brick had found in this structure.
Structure- 4 4A, and 4B were noticed at the south-eastern portion of the trench and
4B was parallel to the eastern section north-south alignment.
Structure- 4, measuring 3.30mts. in east west orientation going in to the eastern
section. It was 40 cms. wide and traced at the 50cms. below the ground level having
‘4’ courses. The bricks were robbed somewhere from the structure. Structure 4A joint
at right angle to the structure 4 at western end and turned toward south ward to the
western section. It measuring 2.60 mts. in length and 1 mt. wide. It had ‘5’ courses.
Structure- 4B measuring 3mts. in north south alignment and parallel to the
eastern section. This structure was attached to the structure 4 in south ward and north
to the structure 5 with east ward siltation.
The structures belonging to period V was excavated in a mutilated condition.
The structures of this permiod were built of brick-bats and broken brick of the Kushana
period.
The brick structures and floor of period V had encountered in the northern and
eastern region of the trench.
Structure- 4C measuring 2.70mts. in east-west alignment, having maximum
width of 60cm. This structure was masonned with ‘5’ coursed of the bricks. The bricks
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of this wall from its western and partially robbed. It was turned towards the north
section in stilly zig-zag condition. This wall was attached to a small wall measuring
60cms. in north-south alignment of 5 courses.
Structure- 4D was measuring 1mt. in north-south alignment.
Structure- 4E was measuring 1.20mts. in north-south alignment. Both
structures were attached to the northern section and parallel to each other by 20cms.
distance. Both were 50cms. below to the ground level and having 6 courses.
Structure- 4F was attached to the 4E and east-west oriented going towards the
western section. It was measuring 2.60mts long and 40cms. wide.
Structure- 4G was traced at the same depth as structure, 4 in south-west side
of the trench, near the structure 1A. it was north-south alignment measuring 60cms.
in length and 40cms in wide. It has 10 courses of bricks.
Structure- 6 was attached to the eastern section measuring 2.20 mts. in northsouth alignment. It was 40cms. below to the ground level having 8 courses.
Structure- 6A was attached to the north section and measuring 1mt. in eastwest alignment. It was also 40cms. below to the ground level.

PND-V, VI & VII

Trenches V, VI and VII were excavated in the chaur area of the north-eastern side of
the village. These trenches revealed several structures belonging to the Kushana(
Period IV) and Gupta( Period V) horizons. The structures within each of these periods
were constructed in different phases.
In the Gupta horizon (period V), several fragile structures were encountered. The
structures were mainly traced in the southern portion of the trenches in east-west and
north-south alignments. Structures were exposed between pegs IX and XIV.’. Only two
intact structures were exposed in the northern section area of PND V, between peg 0
to I. The Period V structural phases have been named as STR IA and STR IB. The walls
of each structural phase have been numbered as IA1 , IA2,IB1, IB2 and so on.
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The structural phases of the Kushana (period –IV) have been identified as
STRIIA and STRIIB. The walls of each structural phase have been numbered as IIA 1,
IIA2, IIB1, IIB2 and so on.
Two walls of STR IIA could be exposed in the excavated trenches. Wall IIA1 ran
north-south, and the extant portion measured 2.20 m in length and 40 cm in breadth.
The wall was preserved in three courses. It met wall IIA2 that ran east-west, and the
extant portion measures 80 cm. In STR IIB, a wall IIB1 of was exposed just below the
humus layer in east-west alignment, measuring 10.60m in length and 1.20m wide
having eleven courses. Both broken and intact bricks were used in building the wall.
The wall emanated from PND VII, went through PND VI and crossing PND V, merged
into its western section. The western portion of this wall was robbed off and only ghost
wall remains. The eastern boundary of the structure runs north to south and
terminates into the southern section. The exposed portion of the wall (IIB2) measures
4.40 m in length and 50 cm in width. It meets another wall(IIB3) running east-west,
measuring 1.84m, preserved in five courses. The wall joins wall IIB4 running northsouth, measuring 3.50m in length and 94 cm in width and preserved in 8 courses. The
above four walls form a room, measuring 4m in north-south direction and 1.84m in
east-west direction. Another wall IIB5 is parallel to the wall IIB4. It is preserved in 12
courses, the exposed portion measuring 3.50m long and 70 cm wide. The wall was
constructed over the rammed mud foundation. The walls IIBI, IIB4 and IIB5 formed a
room, and though the fourth wall of the room was not exposed in the southern
section, its dimensions would be 3.45m in north-south direction (approximately) and
2.10m in east-west direction
There are other walls of the same phase – IIB6, IIB7, and IIB8. Walls IIB6 and IIB7 are
north-south oriented and parallel to each other, with a space of 62 cm in between and
they originated from wall IIB1. Wall IIB6 is 2.50 m long and 50 cm wide. Wall IIB7 is
1.90m in length, and 44cm in breadth. Both these walls were connected with wall IIB7,
which is east-west in alignment and terminated in western section. The dimension of
the exposed portion of this wall is 3.90m ×40 cm.
The wall IA5 is preserved in 4 courses, wall IA6 in 12 courses and wall IA7 in 13 courses.
These walls (IA1, IA5, IA7) make a room of 3.30m×1.90m in dimension. The bricks of the
wall are joined with running bonds and mud has been used as mortar.
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The second structural phase of period IV was exposed in the excavated area of the
PND VII. It was built with four walls IB1, IB2, IB3 and IB4, and making a rectangular shape
of a room measuring 2.70m×1.90m. Its northern wall is hidden below the main wall
IA1. It is preserved in 4 courses. Another structure of phase IB of period IV was exposed
near the northern section of PND V. Wall IB5 was traced in layers 2 and 3 in east-west
alignment, measuring 3m in length and 30 cm to 60 cm in width. Its width gradually
increases from west to east. It western portion is attached to the western section. It
turns towards northern section after covering a distance of 2-40m eastwards. A small
wall IB6 of similar phase was exposed in northern section towards the western side. It
is east -west oriented, and its length is 1.10m.
Kushana Structure (Period – IV): Two structural phase (IIA &IIB) have been exposed
in the Kuṣāṇa horizon of the trenches. The rooms in the Kuṣāṇa dwellings are
rectangular in shape. Three rectangular rooms have been traced in the excavated
area from west to east. Generally all the Kuṣāṇa walls were found below the Gupta
walls of period V. The main walls of both phases are east-west oriented. Just below
the Gupta wall IA1, the eastern-most wall of phase IIA, named IIA2 , was traced in
north-south alignment, and it terminated in the southern section below the wall IA 2.
It is eastern boundary wall of its phase. Four walls IIA1 IIA2, IIA3 and IIA4 make a
rectangular room measuring. 2.80m×2.20m. The walls are preserved in 6 courses in
offset and 4 courses in rectangular wall. These walls are constructed in running
bonds of single bricks. The wall along the southern section extended westwards by
60 cm in length and abruptly came to an end. Perhaps it is on in trace of the room.
Another structure was traced just wes to the previous structure (rooms -1).This
structure is built by four intact walls – IIA1, IIA5, IIA6 and IIA7. These walls make a
rectangular room, measuring 3.40m×1.80m. Wall IIA5 is 1.80m long in north-south
alignment, wall IIA6 is 4.20m long in north-south alignment, Wall IIA1 is 4.20m in eastwest alignment just below the Gupta structure wall IA1. These walls are preserved in
6 courses, 3 courses of offset and 3 courses of running wall. The foundation wall has
been constructed with the breadths of bricks whereas running walls have been
constructed with the lengths of bricks.
In the western section of PND V, another room(No.3) was exposed. Walls IIA8,
IIA9, IIA10, and IIA1 constitute this rectangular- shaped room, measuring 2.90m ×2m.
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Wall IIA8 is 2.60m in north-south alignment, wall IIA9 is 2.80m in east-west alignment,
wall IIA10 is 2.80m in north-south alignment and wall IIA1 is 4m is in east-west
alignment. The last wall is attached to the western section, but some bricks of its
foundation walls have been robbed off. The wall IIA8 is parallel to the wall IIA1, and it
is also attached to the western section. Perhaps both walls run further westwards. The
wall IIA1 is preserved in 5 courses, and wall IIA8 in 18 courses. Thus three rectangular
rooms (numbered 1, 2 and 3) east to west in the excavated area of the structural phase
IIA of the period IV.
All the structures of this phase were built with burnt bricks, measuring
37×22×05 cm, 38×22×05 cm and 39-40×22×05 cm.
There are two structures wall of burnt brick runs parallel to each other making
distance of 2.80m in PND – V, originated from the wall IIA1 and terminated into the
southern section. It may we have kept these walls in structural phase IIB of Kushana
period. Bothe wall IIB1 and IIB2 are one brick thick. Wall IIB1 is preserved in II courses.
The foundation of Kushana structures of both phases has lay in layer 4.
A semicircular oven of 64cm×60cms in dimension was traced near south-west corner
of the PND-V and north to the wall at the depth of 72 cms.

PND VIII revealed a network of the structures, being divided in to two different
structural phases, belonged respectively to Sunga-Kushana and Gupta age. Wall no 1,
1A, 1B and 1C was belong to period IV. Substantial bricks measuring41/42×23/24×05cm, 37/38×22×05cm and 38×24×05cm. in dimension, were used in
the walls. A massive structure exposed at the depth of 1.45m, making a rectangular
room like shape, but only three walls were exposed of this structure wall 1was running
from west to east was traced, measuring 2.60m and it was found still continuing in the
east. Wall 1A was running from south to north along the western section. It was
attached at right angle to wall 1 and wall 1B respectively south and north. Its length
was 2.40m. Wall 1C was west-east oriented and measuring 5m in length and 24 cm in
width. Remnant wall 1C was running toward north. Wall 2B attached to the eastern
and southern section. Wall 1 was persevered in 11courses with two courses of the offset of the plinth, wall 1A, 1B and 1C persevered in 6 courses respectively. Height of
the wall 1 showed the continuity of the courses of bricks up to layer 1A.
Wall 1D was north-south oriented, but only one brick long, and preserved in
three courses. Bricks of the south going wall were robbed; massive pit justified the
robbing of bricks. This wall was attached to the wall no. 1 in south direction. This was
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1, 1A, 1B and 1D make a rectangular room some suring 3.50×2.40m. this structure was
exposed in southern portion of the trench between peg VIII-XI and VI’-XI’. Structure of
period V exposed in layer 1A and 1 at the depth of 60cm and 20cm. These structures
were fragile and remnant.
In trench PND IX similar structural phases have been exposed as other
trenches of Panr.
Sunga-Kushana structure were exposed at the depth of 1.80m in layer 4. Three walls
of a structure were exposed which preserved in maximum three courses of substantial
bricks, measuring 40×25×05cm. wall not 1 was east-west oriented, its eastern end
terminated in the eastern section and western end in the western section. It was 5m
in length. Wall no 1A was remnant. It exposed in western section in north-south
orientation. Only three bricks was visible rest portion of its southern end was hidden
in the section and perhaps joint with wall no.-1. Its northern portion was robbed of
wall no. 1B was joint with eastern end of the wall no. 1. It was north-south oriented
and running along with the Easter section. It was also partially visible. These three
walls made a rectangular shape of a room. The evidence of the second structural
phase has exposed in southern and northern section of the trench. It was belong to
the period –V. these structures was built with broken bricks. Potsherds and brick-bats
used in the foundation wall- 2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 2E and 2H was situated at southern
portion of the trench. Wall 2 was preserved in 19 coerces, it was east-west oriented
and its both ends were joint with wall 2A and 2B. Both were preserved in 19 coerces
and north-south oriented. These walls were remnant of a rectangular structure. The
length of wall 2 was 2.10m, wall 2A and wall 2B was 2m and 50cm respectively.
These walls were 40cm wide. wall no.- 1 running towards western section and
terminated in the section. Another wall no. 2D attached to the wall no.-2 at right angle
and running north-south orientation along the section. It was preserved 14 19 courses.
It was hidden in the section.
Wall 2E, built of broken reused bricks was found in the four brick- courses of
its remnant wall, it was 50cm wide and 1.10m long. It was north-south oriented and
attached with wall no.- 2 in ligament of wall no.- 2A. This wall was turned west word
at right angle in east-west orientation, marked wall no.- 2F. wall no- 2F was fragile and
remnant. It was 20cm wide and 1.35m long.
Another evidence of the remnant structure was exposed in north-eastern
corner of the trench, lying in between pegs O and III. Wall 2G, built of broken reused
bricks was found in the four courses and east-west oriented. Its eastern end
terminated in the eastern section. Its western terminal joint with wall 2H, which was
north-south oriented and terminated in the northern section. Wall 2G was 46cm wide
and 2.60m long. These structures were lying in the layer 2 and 1.
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Ring well- There was four ring wells exposed in the middle of the trench at different
depth, ranges 1.m to 2.16m in two parallel rows at distance of 1.50m. diameter of the
north-east well, north-west well and south-west well was similar, measuring- 60cm
each, but the diameter of south-east was 80cm. The refused contents suggested that
the wall it was used by the Sunga-Kushana people. Further, the contents suggested
that the well was not for drinking purposes, but it was a soakage well for rubbish
material or used for sanitation purpas.
Ovan- A circular ovan exposed at the depth of 1.88m in the south-east side of the
trench lying in between pegs V to VI.
Trench PND X, excavated at south to the school building in southern side of the
mound, structural complex expired in all over the trench. Trench revealed a network
of structures being divided into three different structural phases belonged
respectively to Sunga, Kushana and Gupta age of period – IV and V.
The lowest substantial structure was represented by one – brick thick wall,
found one above the other in running bond. The dimension of the brick being
(40×24×05 cm). In the Sunga level two structural phases have exposed. Structure 1
was a remnant wall, exposed at the depth of 1.50m and foundation courses rested at
the depth of 1.65m. It was preserved in 6 courses including 2 plinth courses. It was
north –south oriented wall measuring 70 cm in length. This wall was overlapped by a
second wall which was east-west oriented.
Another structure of the Sunga level was structure no – 1A and 1B it was
slightly lather in date than structure no-1. It was represented by two walls 1A and 1B,
exposed in the south-east corner of the trench between pegs IX and XI. Wall 1A was
north-south oriented and joint at right angle with wall no 1B. The southern running
portion of the wall was robbed of. It was 80 cm in length. Wall 1B was east – west
oriented and presented in 8 courses and terminated in western section. It was 2.88m
long and 22 cm wide. Wall 1A was preserved in 12 courses. Its foundation course was
exposed at the depth of 1.88m. Both walls were removed for the further deep
excavation.
Third structure of similar phase 1C was exposed in north-west corner of the
trench which was running diagonal from northern section to western section,
between pegs I and II. It was exposed at the depth of 1.60m and preserved in one
course. Its length was 1.40m, another structure 1D running parallel to 1C, making
distance of 16 cm. It was also preserved in one course. Perhaps it was an evidence of
a remnant of drain.
The next structural phase of Sunga level was exposed in the middle of the
trench between pegs III and VI. Structures 2, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 2E and 2F belonged to the
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2nd structural phase. The off-set of the foundation courses of these structures exposed
at the depth of 1.50m, 1.20m. Structure 2, 2A and 2B made a rectangular room. Wall
no2 was east-west oriented, it join the wall no 2A at right angle in the western side.
Wall no 2A run towards north, parallel to the eastern section. Some parts of this wall
were hidden in the unexcavated portion of the northern side of the trench. Wall no
2B attached to the wall no 2 A in eastern side. Wall no 2B was east-west oriented and
it terminated in the western section.
Wall no.-2 was east-west oriented and lying between the pegs IV and V. It was
terminated in the western section. It was run towards the east crossing bellow the
brick floor of Gupta age. It was preserved in 9 coursed with 2 courses of the plinth offset. The bricks of the wall was banded with running bounding. It was one brick thick
wall. The length of the exposed portion of the wall was 2m, rest length was hidden
under the floor and unexcavated portion. This wall joins to the wall no 2A at right
angle. Wall 2A was 3m long and presented in maximum 4 coursed including three
courses of the plinth. Wall 2B was east-west oriented and persevered in 2 courses. It
is western terminated in the western section and eastern end crossing below the brick
floor towards east and join the wall 2A. But this portion was unexposed. The length of
the exposed portion was 1.50m.Other chemeeteristics were similar to the wall no – 2
Wall no 2C lying between pegs IV and V, originated horizontally from the
eastern section and run towards wet, crossing the wall .no 2A at right angle. This wall
passed below the brick floor and terminated in the western section. But the bricks of
its western portion was robbed of, only one brick long wall of two courses was
preserved. Eastern exposed portion of this wall was preserved in 5 courses including
3 courses of the plinth. It was 1.90m long and 24 cm thick wall. The dimension of the
used brick was (42×24×05cm). Foundation of this wall was found at the depth of
1.10m. Wall 2A and 2C was constructed at same time, because the bricks of both walls
were interlocked to each other.
Wall no. 2D was found in southern section, in east-west orientation only five
bricks of this wall visible, rest were hidden in the section. The bricks of its eastern
portion was robbed of. It found at the depth of 1.15m and preserved in 5 courses. It
was 1.23m long.
Third structural phases have exposed in Kusana laved, preserved in layer 4 to
2. These structures built of both substantial and broken bricks the structure has the
wall of 24 cm in width the bricks of which were of three different sizes, measuring
respectively 40×26×05 cm, 38×24×05 cm and 36×24×05 cm. The remnant of the
structure were traced in the western half portion of the trench in between pegs I to
XI. The structures, in its good days, may have been a good building equipped with a
well serviceable drainage (p1……..Fig…….) system. The drain built of broken bricks was
traced in the south-eastern side of the trench lying between pegs VII – VIII. It was east[54]
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west oriented. It was detected to a length of 2.40m. It was 24 cm wide and about 15
cm deep.
Two rectangular room of were traced, which has a common wall noted wall
no- 3. It was east –west oriented and preserved in 13 courses including 6 courses of
the plinth. Its western end terminated in the western section lying in front of the peg
V. Wall 3, 3A, 3B made a rectangular room laying between pegs II to V wall 3 was
north-south oriented and wall 3B was east-west oriented. Its western and terminated
in the western section. These walls were preserved in 2 courses including one courses
of the Plinth. The length of wall 3, 3A and 3B respectively 1.90m, 2.40m and 1.60m.
Second rectangular room laying between Peg V to VIII.
Wall 3c was east-west oriented, its western end terminate in the western
section and eastern and join to wall 3D at right angle. It was preserved in 4 courses.
Wall 3D was north-south oriented. Wall 3, extended towards east and join to wall no
3D. Wall 3C was preserved in 4 course whereas 3D preserved in maximum 7 course
and 3E in 12 courses wall 3E structured by wall no 3f, represented in 6 visible courses.
The length of 3C, 3D, 3E and 3F walls respectively- 2.7m, 2.40m, 1.20 and 1.20m.
Third structural shape of a rectangular room has traced in the south-west
corner of the trench. Lying between pegs VIII to XI. It was exposed at the depth of 60
cm. Two walls, 3 G and 3H have found in east-west and north-south orientation
respectively. Both are remnant walls and joint at right angle wall 3G and 3H were
preserved in 3 courses. Wall 3G was 80 cm long were as 3H was 1.20m long.
Some structural remains have exposed in layer 2 and 1, belonged to the period
IV (Gupta). The remnant and fragile structures have found in the middle and southwestern corner of the trench. Wall No.- 4, 4A, 4B was belong to the Gupta age. Wall
No. 4 was situated in the middle of the trench and north-south oriented. Its northern
end was robbed off whereas southern and attached to the wall 3D.
It was 3.20m in length and 40cm in width. Wall was built with broken bricks.
4A and 4B, built a rectangular shape of the room. Wall 4A was east-west oriented
measuring 1.800m in length and 50 cm width whereas, wall 4B was north-south
oriented, measuring 3 m in length and 50 cm in width. Both walls terminated in
western and southern section.
Drain :- The evidence of a Pucca drain was traced in the east-south corner of
the trench lying between pegs VII to VIII and attached to the eastern section. It was
east-west oriented and related to the period IV. It was built of broken bricks and
preserved in 3 courses. Measuring 2.40m in length. It was 24 cm wide and 15 cm deep.
Floor :- Brick floor has traced at the middle of the trench in north-south
orientation. It was built with broken bricks and belong to the Kushana phase.
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Oven :- A circular mud oven traced at the depth of 1.85m. The dimension of
the ovan was 40×40cms.
Trough :- There were two big troughs has found in the western side of the
trend. It was embedded in the earth with upward mouth.
In trench PND XI two structures and one floor were exposed in different levels.
A remnant structure was exposed in western section at the junction of layer 6 and 7
at the depth of 3m. It was circular in shape and built of broken bricks. This structures
was belong to the Kushana phase of period IV. It was preserved in 2 courses,
measuring 50 cm in length.
Second structure was exposed in layer 3 in southern section. It was parallel to
the section running east to west. It is western end was tuned towards south and
terminated in the southern section. Its eastern end was robbed off. It was preserved
in maximum 13 courses with 5 courses of the plinth. The length of this structural was
4.40m, and 50 cm wide. It was built by broken bricks.
Floor:- A remnant of the brick floor exposed in the layer 3 in north-east corner
of the trench.
The cutting of PND XII exposed cluster of several structural complex, built with
burnt bricks. Most of the structures belong to period IV of Sunga and Kushana phases.
Rooms, store rooms, bath rooms floors, drain, courtyard etc exposed during the
excavation. Varying size of bricks used in the construction measuring (45×25×06,
41×24×05, 39×24×06, 39×21×06 and 32×24×05 cms). The remnant of the earliest
structures revealed at the depth of 1.50m under the layer 5. Other structures were
found at the depth 1.10m to 10cm. just below the humus layer. Two structural phase
of period IV has revealed; first was belonging to the Kushana phase.
The remnant of the 1st phase Sunga structure has exposed at the depth of
1.45m to 1.25m. it was the lowest structural level represented by one-brick wall,
found one above the other in stratigraphic sequence (fig….. P1……….). The bricks of
this structure banded with running bond. The structure was erected on the brick
foundation of substantial bricks preserved in two courses which was lying in breath –
wise. The walls were bounded in length – wise, one brick thick. The walls of this
structure was one brick thick and built of substantial bricks measuring 45×25×6 cms.
Six intact walls were exposed, which making rectangular shaped of two rooms. The
main wall of structure 1 was north-south oriented. Its northern end was hidden under
the upper structure. But it turned east ward at right angle. Its eastern portion was
robbed off. The wall 1 was preserved in 4 corners including 2 courses of off-set. It was
5 m long and 25 cm wide. It was exposed in between pegs V and VI. Wall no. 1 was
main wall of the structure – 1.
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A rectangular room measuring 3.20m×2.50m exposed in the eastern side of
the trench and east to the wall No. -1 it was built of walls No. 1, 1A, 1B, and 1C. Wall
1A was east-west oriented and its eastern end terminated in the eastern section. It
was passed bellow the upper Kushana structure. There was an evidence of a post hole,
found, which was make in brick wall by drilling. Its diameter was 12 cm. it was 5, long
and 25 cm wide. Wall 1B was north-south oriented. Its north end was attached to the
wall 1A at right angle and southern end was hidden under the upper Kushana
structure. It was 250m in length. Its breadth was similar to the wall No. -1A. Wall 1C
was hidden below the Kushana structure. This structure was found between the pegs
0 to IV. Wall 1A and 1B was preserved in 7 and 6 courses respectively.
Another structure was exposed in the middle south of the trench and west to
the wall No.-1 It was built of wall No. 1D, 1E, 1F and 1. Wall 1D and 1F was east-west
oriented and in the alignment of the wall no. 1A and 1C. Wall 1A and 1F was 80 cm in
length. Wall 1F was below the Kushana structure. Wall 1E was north-south oriented
and measuring 1.70m in length. These walls make a rectangular room, measuring
1.70m×0.80m. It was paved with brick floor. Perhaps it was remain of a bath room. It
was found between pegs V and VII. Third structure of the similar phase was exposed
in the north. Eastern side of the trench, between pegs 0 and v. the northern end of
the wall 1 was turned east ward named wall 1G running after 70 cm. it was preserved
in 4 courses.
Wall 1H was running east-west direction. Its eastern end turned north ward.
Its northern portion was robbed off. It was 2.50m in length and 25 cm wide. It was
preserved in 6 courses. Forth structure was exposed in western middle portion of the
trench, remnant walls have traced, which was preserved in one to two courses of the
foundation wall. Wall 11, 11 and 1K was made a rectangular shape. Wall 11 was eastwest oriented and it was continuity of the wall 1F which was attached to the wall 1.
Its western end attaché to the wall no 11, which was north-south oriented and
partially hidden in the western section. Wall 11 was also hidden under the upper
Kushana structure. It was 2.40m in length. Wall 1K was 2.60m long. Wall 1k, only 5
bricks were found, which was lying in breadth – wise. Rest bricks of the wall was
robbed off. It was preserved in only one course of the foundation. It was east-west
oriented. Its western and attached to wall it. Eastern portion of the wall was robbed
off. Perhaps its lost portion was attached to wall 1.
The second structural remains were belong to the Kushana phase of the period
IV, represented by structure no. 2 and wall represented 2A, 2B…… It was preserved
on the rammed foundation. The structure was located in the north-western portion
and eastern portion of the trench. It was built of one brick in thickness. The walls of
this structure were found at the depth of 65cm in layer3.
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A rectangular shape was exposed in between pegs V and VIII. It was built of the
substantial and broken bricks both. Wall 2A was east-west oriented and preserved in
3 courses, measuring 2m in length and 25 cm in breadth. This wall turned north ward
(wall No. 2B) from western end, wall west oriented 1.20m in length. Wall 2C was eastwest oriented. Its western end terminated in the section and eastern and was robbed
off after the running of 1.80m. Wall 2A and 2C was attached to the wall 2D, which was
north-south oriented wall 2D was 1.90m in length. Its northern end was terminated in
northern section and southern portion was robbed off after the running of 1m from
the north side. It was preserved in 3 courses. Thus wall 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D from a
rectangular room of 2m×1.12m in dimension.
Wall 2 was free running, in north south alignment. It was lying between pegs I
and II. It was preserved in 4 courses. It was 4.60 m long and 25 cm thick. It northern
end terminated in northern section and southern portion after the running length was
robbed off. It was passed over the wall 1H.
Third structural phase were belong to the Kushana period, which was built of
broken bricks and exposed at the depth of 62 cm to 1M in layer -3, The fourth
structural phase of the period IV and the second phase of the Kushana structural
remains represented by structure no. 3, 3A …., It was preserved in maximum-rammed
foundation. The structures of this phase was located in middle and western portion of
the trench lying between pegs V to X.
Wall no. 3, being preserved in 9 courses; it was 45 cm wide and was traced to
a length of about 3.40 m, lying north-south in the middle of the trench in between
pegs V and VI. It was massive wall and connected with wall no-3A, 3B, 3D, 3E and 3F.
Wall 3A was east-west oriented and preserved in 4 courses. Its eastern end connected
with wall 3, and western end terminated in the section. It was 50cm wide and 3.80m
in length. It was built of broken bricks. Wall no 3 turned west ward at northern end
and make wall no. 2B. It was also east- west oriented and preserved in 6 courses with
one course of the Plinth. It was 50 cm wide and 3.20m in length 3.60m wall no 3C
connected with wall no 3A at the middle portion and lying in north-south orientation.
It was fond in 1 m in length and 36 cm wide; northern portion was robbed off. Wall no
3, 3A, 3B and 3C make a rectangular shape of a room, measuring 2.20m ×2m. There
were two post holes traced one in wall no – 3 and second in at the connecting point
of wall 3 and 3B.
Two small structures have exposed in south to the wall – 3 and southern
portion of the trench. Wall no 3 extended towards south ward in the same alignment,
north south. This structure was built of broken and substation bricks both and wall
was one brick thick. Wall 3E was east-west oriented and connected at the southern
terminal of wall-3. It was 25 cm wide and 1.50m in length; preserved in 5 courses; wall
no 3D, 3E, 3F and 3G built a small room of squire shape of 1.30m. Wall - 3D was north[58]
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south oriented and preserved in 8 courses; wall no. 3F was east-west oriented and
wall no. 3G was north-south oriented. These were preserved in 5 courses. Perhaps this
structure used as store or is bath room. Another structure was situated just south of
this room. It was built with wall no 3D, 3F, 3H and 3I; 3D was north-south oriented and
continuity of the wall 3D, but it was broader them the wall no.- 3D. It was 50cm wide
and 1.30m in length, it attached to the wall no 3I and terminated in it. Wall 3H was
north-south oriented. It was 40 cm wide and 1.30 m in length. These walls make a
squire shape room of 1.30 m, These walls were preserved in maximum 5 courses.
The biggest structure of substantial bricks was represented by wall of structure
no – 4 being preserved in as many as 12 courses and lying in the eastern and western
portion of the trench. The last courses of the foundation was lying length wise and
breadth –wise which gave the thickness of the wall. The last course of brick was found
at the depth of 70 cm in layer – 2. It was last F last structural phase of period IV wall
No. 4 running north-south, 62 cm wide being traced to a length of about 4.60m; Its
bricks measured 40×25×05 cm. Its northern end was totally robbed off whereas
middle portion was robbed upto the plinth. Only plinth bricks of which was preserved
in only one course. It wall was preserved in 12 courses.
Wall no 4A running east-west; 40 cm wide being traced to a length of about
1m, its bricks measured 40×25×05cm. It’s eastern and was totally robbed off. It’s
western and connected with wall 4 and eastern and to wall 4B. It was preserved in 9
courses.
Wall No. 4B running north-south; 40cm wide being traced to a length of about
2m and preserved in 9 course including 3 courses of the plinth. It’s southern including
3 courses of the plinth. Its southern end was connected with wall no 4C, but its
southern end was cut-off for a soak pit. This wall lying in front of the peg –II.
Wall No. 4C running east-west, 40 cm wide being traced to a length of about
2.50m+0.90cm+0.60cm = 4m. The middle portion of this wall of 90 cm in length was
cut-off for the soak pit. Thus the connecting point of wall no 4B and 4C was lost due
to the diging for the soak pit.
Wall no. 4D running north-south; 25 cm wide being traced to a length of about
1.30m and preserved in 12 courses. Its southern upper most courses were robbed of
whereas 4 lower courses including plinth, terminated in southern section. A pucca
drain passed through under this wall. This wall was rested in alignment of the wall no
4.
Wall no. 4E, running east-west orientation and attached to the southern
section only two courses were visible. It was traced in 1M in length. It western end
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was connected to the wall No. 4D. The bricks of the both ends of this wall was rubbedoff. Walls 4, 4A, 4B, 4C make a rectangular room, measured 3×2m.
Structure 3 and 4 running parallel in north-south orientation, making space of
40cm. Both walls connected by wall 4F; It was east-west oriented and preserved in 7
courses. This wall partially overlap the wall no-3. It was 50 cm in length and 70cm
wide. Last structural phase was represented by structure of broken and substantial
bricks belong to the period V (Gupta). This structure, noticed at the depth of 20 cm
below the surface level and found preserved in max 13courses. The structures of this
period has traced in south-western corner, south-eastern corner and middle – north
of the trench. A massive structure of this period was traced in between pegs VII and
X. This structure was built of walls 5, 5A, 5B, and 5 C. Dimension of the substantial
brick was 35×25×05 cm. Wall 5 running north-south, 40cm, wide being traced to a
length of about 2.20m wall 5A running east-west, 40cm wide being traced to a length
of about 3.40m. Whereas wall 5B running north-south, 40cm wide and 2.20m in length
walls 5 ad 5A preserved in 13 courses. There walls make a rectangular structure
measured 3.40m×2.20m. The southern wall hidden in the southern section. The
southern end of the wall 5 and 5B terminated in the southern section. Wall 5 B traced
up to the 8 courses. Wall 5C and 5D was traced in layer 2 between pegs I and II. It was
preserved in 6 courses. Wall 5C running east-west, 40 cm wide being traced to a length
of about 1.20m. It eastern portion was robbed off. It western end turned south ward,
wall No. 5D and terminated in the southern section. Wall No. 5F was situated in
between pegs V and VI. It was running north-south 40 cm wide being traced to a length
of about 2m, preserved in 5 courses and found at the depth of 36cm below the surface
level. It was built of broken bricks. Its northern end terminated in the northern section.
Wall 5F was attached to the northern section, in east-west alignment, measuring 80cm
in length. It was found of the depth of 42cm below the ground level and preserved in
3 courses.
Trench PND XII E, was westward extension of trench PND XII. It was extended
west ward by 10×5m. Southern half portion was excavated upto the earliest structural
phase of period IV (Sunga). The Cutting of PND XIIE exposed cluster of several
structural complex, built with burnt bricks. Structures belong to the period IV of sunga
phase and period V of Gupta phase. The remnant of rooms, drainage pucca floor and
soak pit. Sunga structures were built of burnt bricks measuring – 45×25×06 cm.
The first structural remains uncounted at the depth of 1.97m, which range up
to the height of 1.57m. It was built of substantial bricks, measuring 45×25×05 cm. It
was preserved in maximum 8 courses. It was being brick thick wall. The foundation
wall of the plinth preserved in 5 courses. The wall 1E was north-south oriented, Its
southern end terminated in the wall of Gupta phase, whereas northern end
terminated in the unexcavated portion.
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Wall 1E2 arises from the east side of 1E1 and running toward east ward and
hidden in the sections. It was preserved in 5 courses. The length of wall 1E1 was 2.20m
and wall 1E2 was 1.80m. Gupta structure was built of both broken and substation
bricks. Substantial bricks measuring 35×25×05cm, used for the construction.
Wall No. 5E1 running north-south; 40 cm wide being traced to a length of about
2m. It was preserved in 3 courses and traced at the depth of 54 cm. It was lying in front
of the peg O. After running south ward it turned west ward with name wall No. 5E 2.
After running 1m west ward, then turned south ward and terminated in the southern
section with name wall 5E3. Wall 5E2 and 5E3 running parallel to the wall no. 5A and
5B respectively wall 5E2 and 5E2 and 5E3 used as a drainage flank wall. Wall no 5E3 was
2.60m long and 40cm wide, preserved in 7 courses.
A pucca drain running is Z shape, north to south direction, Its northern end
terminated in the northern section and southern end terminated in the robbed
structural area. The drain was 15 wide and 10 cm deep. It was flanked with brick
courses. Second Gupta structure of similar phase was exposed in north-eastern
portion of the trench. Two walls named 5E4 and 5E 5 were traced. Wall 5E4 running
north-south of 35cm wide being traced to a length of about 1M and preserved 3
courses at the depth of 57cm. Its northern end terminated in the northern sectionsouthern end turned west ward, running with name 5E5. It was running east-west and
connected with wall 5E6. It was 40 cm wide being traced to a length of about 1.20m
and preserved in courses and found at the depth of 44 cm.
Third Gupta structure was exposed in western side of the trench. Four walls
named 5E6, 5E7, 5E8 and 5E9 built a rectangular room measuring 3m×2.10m. wall 5E6
running north-south; 40cm wide being traced to a length of about 2.40m and
preserved in 9 courses of plinth and two courses of wall. Wall 5E7 running north-south;
56cm wide being traced to a length of about 3.40m and preserved in 23 courses. Wall
5E8 running north-south whereas wall 5E9 running east-west. Both walls were hidden
in the western and northern section respectively and preserved in 12 and 7 courses.
The entire walls were interlinked with each-other.
Forth massive structure of the Gupta period was exposed in south-western
section of the trench, lying between pegs II’ and VI’. It was traced at the depth of 46cm
and continued up to the depth of 3.25m preserved in 53 courses. It was a well like
deep structure measuring 2m×1.40m. This structure was built of both broken and
substantial bricks. Wall 5E7, 5E10 and 5E11 was exposed whereas southern wall was
hidden in the southern section. Wall 5E10, and 5E11 running north – south orientation
wall 5E10 was 72 cm wide and 1.40m in length wall 5E11 was partially visible in the
western section.
DRAIN AND FLOOR
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A pucca drain built of burnt bricks, measuring 42×28×6cm It was flanked with
brick walls; preserved in ‘8’ courses. It was exposed in layer 2 and he depth of 50 cm.
lying between pegs ‘O’ and V in trench XII. It was running east-west; 18 cm wide and
30 cm deep, being traced to a length of about 5m. Its eastern end terminated end
terminated at the western face of the wall 4D. It passed through the wall 4D. The drain
was disturbed by a soak pit, which was dug by the Gupta people. This drain was
crossing through a space which was built of wall 4C, 4D and 4E, the remains of brick
built floor was also exposed in southern side of the drain and built of substantial bricks.
The evidence of second pucca floor was exposed in the eastern portion of the
trench, at the depth of 20 cm from the ground level. It was built of broken bricks. Area
of this was 1m2. Its eastern end terminated in the eastern section western end flanked
by wall 4B. Northern and southern portion was robbed off.
OVENS
(I)

(II)

(III)

An oval shaped oven was found at the depth of 6.15m in layer (15) it belong to
the period- I (Neolithic). Its dimension was 90cm×60cm. It was north-south
oriented and surrounded by 5 cm thick arm of the burnt clay. Potsherds, bone
pieces, charcoal, ash and burnt mud were found in the ovan. It was flanked by
two post holes of dia 18cm and 20 cm respectively. Both post holes were
rested in a straight line with distance of 2m.
The evidence of a vase shaped oven was found at the depth of 5.28m in layer
15; measuring 1m×60cm. It has circular body and narrower neck with 23cm
wide mouth. Arm of the ovan was 3cm thick. It contains charcoal, ash, bone
pieces, daubs ad potsherds. A small size post hole of 5cm dia was traced near
the neck of the ovan. A triangular and a circular pit, containing ash, charcoal,
and hush found.
The evidence f the third oven was found at the depth of 5.41m in layer 14,
belong to the period- I. It was circular in shape, but its southern portion was
terminated in the southern section. Five small post holes of 5cm diameter each
were traced in northern position of the oven. These holes were running east
to west making 1.10m distance from the oven.
Six successive habitation layers were exposed, which was 40 cm thick.
The habitational layer was marked by the mud floor, post holes ovans and
remains of wattle and daubs. It was found in layer 15 at the depth of 5.90 to
5.50 m.
Second successive habitational layers were exposed in layer 14, at the
depth of 5.50m to 5.10m. It was similar characteristics like above habitation
layer.
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A mud floor was exposed at the depth of 4.40m in lower level of the layer 12,
which belong to the period II (chalcolithic). It was built of ramming the mixture
of mud, burnt clay, potsherds and other hard materials.
Another mud floor was exposed at the depth of 2.30m in layer 8,
belonged to the period III (NBPW). It was made in three successive layers. This
floor was also built of the rammtery of mud and potsherds.
A mud made cello was found at the depth of 3.90m having diameter 38
cm and 4.5 cm thick wall. A crucible or a smelting furnish were found from the
layer II, at the depth of 3.60m. It has basin like shape of 24 cm diameter and 2
cm thick section.
The Cutting of PND XIII – exposed three structural phases out different depth and
layers, belonging to the Sunga-Kushana of period IV and Gupta phase of period V. All
the structures were built of burnt bricks, and mud mortar used for the brick bandings.
The structures of this trench showed affinity as trench XII as its phase wise.
The brick built structure first traced in layer ‘4’ at the depth of 1.50m; courses
contained up to the depth of 1.30m. This structure belongs to the sunga phase. It was
built of substantial bricks, measuring 45×26×06cm. The bricks of foundation courses
lying breadth-wise, which was preserved in one or two courses. The bricks of the
running wall was lying in length wise, represented by a single brick thick wall. Bricks of
the walls were bounded by running bond. The structures of this period were traced in
north-west and south-east portion of the trench.
A Sunga structure was traced in south eastern side of the trench in between
pegs ‘O’ and IV’. It was a rectangular structure represented by wall no. 1, 1A and 1B.
Its eastern wall was hidden in the unexcavated portion. But this structure was
continuity of the similar structural phase found in the PND IX. Size of the exposed room
was 3.20m ×2.20m.
Wall no. 1 running east-west; wall no. 1A running north-south and wall no - 1B
running east – west. Wall no. 1 preserved in 6 courses, 1A, in 4 courses and 1B
preserved in 1 course. The length of wall 1 was 3.30m, 1A was 3.40 m and 1B was
3.20m.
Another structure of similar place was traced in north-southern portion of the
trench. Wall 1C and D was a remnant of a room, which was preserved in 4 courses.
Wall 1C running north-south them turned towards west (ii), Both walls terminated in
the section; only 1.60 m and 2m portion of the wall was visible.
Wall no 1E running east-west, 25 cm wide being traced to a length of about
1.50m and preserved in 3 courses. Its eastern end was terminated in eastern section
and western and connected to the wall no 1C at right the angle.
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Wall no. 1F running north-south, 25cm wide being traced to a length of about
3.40m and preserved in 4 courses including one course of the plinth. Only plinth wall
of one course was intact whereas upper courses of the wall was robbed off. Its
southern portion was terminated in the southern unexcavated portion; its northern
end was terminated in the baulk. It was traced at the depth of 1.37m below the ground
level.
Remnant wall 1G was very small in length running east-west and its western
end attached to the wall 1F. It was found in 80cm in length and preserved in 3 courses
including one course of the plinth. Dimension of the used brick was 42cm×25×05cm.
Wall 1H running north-south, lying in between pegs V and VI; found and the depth of
1.39m from the ground level, it was found 2.20m in length. Its southern portion was
robbed off; northern end was terminated in northern section.
Second structural phase in this trench exposed in layer 3 and 2, at the depth of
1.27m to 15cm. It was built of both broken and substantial bricks. Substantial bricks
measuring 40×25×05 cm were used in the plinth, whereas running walls were built of
broken bricks. Mud was used as mortar. The walls of this phase belong to the period
IV of Kushana age. Walls of this phase were found in the north and south portion of
the trench, which was represented by wall 2, 2A ….. etc.
Wall 2 and 2A was parallel make distance of 60cm running east-west; 45cm
wide being traced to a length of about 5m; about 40 cm portion hidden in the bank,
wall 2 was preserved in 8 courses including 3 courses of plinth. It was found at the
depth of 1.33m to 99cm, between pegs V to X . Walls 2A was preserved in ‘12’ courses
southern ends of the both walls terminated in the section whereas northern ends
connected to the wall no 2B, which was north-south oriented. Wall 2B was partially
visible, presented in 4 courses. It was 2.50m long and terminated in section north.
These walls were crossed over the sunga walls.
Other massive wall ‘2C’ of the similar phase was traced in southern portion of
the trench lying between pegs V’ and X’. It was running east-west; 50cm wide being
traced to a length of about 4.70m terminated in the western section. It was preserved
in 12 courses including two courses of plinth. It was eastern portion was robbed off
up to the plinth. Wall 2D, 2E and 2F were small walls preserved in 3 to 5 courses. Wall
2E and 2F was north-south oriented and attached to the wall 2. Both were traced 1M
in length, and 25 cm wide wall 2D was preserved in 3 courses and 80cm×70 cm in
dimension. It was attached to the wall no 2B.
Third structural phase was traced in layer 2, at the depth of 50cm belonged to
the Gupta phase of period V. It was fragile walls. These walls were stand on the
foundation pit, which was made by the ramming of the potsherds. It was traced in the
south-eastern portion of the trench in between pegs O’ and V’. These walls were
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represented by wall 3 and 3A respectively. Wall 3 running east-west; 45cm wide being
traced to a length of about 3.60m. Most of the courses of this wall were robbed off.
Wall 3A running north-south; 50 cm wide being traced to a length of about 1m,
preserved in ‘4’ course. It was attached to the wall 3. Other fragmentary structural
remains were found in the trench.
Floor- Remains of a fragile brick floor was traced at the depth of 1.50m, in northeastern portion of the trench. It was preserved in one course; being traced to a
dimension of 1m×80cm. A temporary drain like structure also traced in the length of
1M. This floor and drain was belonged to the first structural phase of this trench.
Furnace - A boat shaped furnace was found at the depth of 4.25m n period III. It was
traced in western section. The dimension of the exposed portion of the furnace was
1m×80cm.
Post Holes – Two post holes of 10 cm dia have traced at the depth of 4 m. both post
hoes were side by side. It was found at the mud floor. Bone pieces, potsherds, ash pit
and chunk of the burnt clay were found on the floor.
Trench PND XIII- extended by 6m in west to the trench XIII. Remnant of the walls were
exposed in the north-western side of the trench. All structural remains were exposed
at the depth of 50 cm to 20 cm, These structures were built of broken bricks and
belonged to the period. V. A big wall, running north-south, 45 cm wide being traced
to a length of about 2.40m. After this length the bricks of the wall was robbed off. It
was presented in 7 courses. There parallel walls, running west to east from wall no.1.
Wall no. 2 was attached to the northern section and preserved in 5 courses. Each walls
were 1m long and 30- 40 cm wide other portion was robbed off.
The cutting of PND XIV exposed two structural phases in kushana age. It was traced
at varying depth, of layer 3, and 2. All the structures were built of burnt bricks. Bricks
were bounded by the mud mortar. All the structures were built of broken and used
bricks possibly taken out of the earlier structure. The brick built structural remnant
was first traced at the depth of 1.10m. Structures were found all over the trench.
Wall 1 running east-west, 25 cm wide being traced to a length of about 1.90m and
preserved in two courses of the plinth. It was found at the depth of 1.05m. This wall
turned south ward from the both ends.
Wall 1A running; wall 1A, ad 1A’ also found at the same depth as wall 1A , and
preserved 4 course and 2 course respectively. Both walls running north-south; 25 cm
wide being traced to a length of about 1.80m and 2.20m respectively. After this length,
the courses of the bricks were robbed off. These three remnant walls make a
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rectangular shape of a room. The southern wall was hidden in the southern portion of
the trench which was remained unexcavated.
Wall 1B was running east-west; 25cm wide being traced to a length of about 1.50m
and preserved n 3 coursed. It was found at the depth of 1.10m. Wall 1B’ was running
north-south, and its northern end connected with wall 1B. These are disturbed walls,
and not making any clear shape. Wall 1C, 1D, 1E and 1F wee made a rectangular room,
measuring 3.60m×2.70m. It was east-west oriented, and situated at the middle of the
trench. Wall 1C was east-west oriented, 40 cm wide being traced to a length of about
1.20m rest running courses towards west was totally robbed off. It was preserved in
11 courses. Its foundation courses found at the depth of 1.10m.
Wall 1D was running north-south and connected with wall 1C north wad and 1E south
ward. It was 40 cm wide and traced to a length of about 2.70 m. It was preserved in
13 courses. Wall 1E was running east-west; 40 cm wide being traced to a length of
about 6.60m and terminated in the western section. It was preserved in 11 courses.
Wall 1F was attached with wall 1E. It was running north-south, 40 cm wide being
traced to a length of about 1.40m and preserved in 11 courses. Its northern portion
was totally robbed off. Thus the northern end of wall 1F and western end of wall 1C
were missing portion of the wall. All the walls were connected to each-other at right
angle walls were built of broken bricks.
Wall 1G walls running north-south in similar orientation as wall 1F. It was 40 cm wide
being traced to a length of about 1.20m and preserved in 10 courses. This wall turned
east ward and running east-west, 25cm wide, being traced to a length of 2.20m and
preserved in 10 courses. Its eastern portion was robbed off. This wall runs parallel to
the wall 1E.
Wall no. 1I was exposed at the depth of 81 cm and preserved in 5 courses. It was
running north-south and attached to the eastern section. It was partially visible.
Another structural remains were exposed in eastern and western portion in the
trench, represented by structure no.- 2
Remnant wall -2 and 2A were traced in eastern portion at the depth of 72 cm both
were preserved in 7 courses. Most of the portion of these walls were robbed off. Wall
2A was running north-south; where as wall 2A running east-west. Both were 40 cm
wide wall 2 was traced 20 cm in length where as 2A traced 2.20 M in length. It was
built of broken bricks. The expanded wall attached to the wall 1D and make
rectangular shape of the room. Perhaps it was an outer part of the main structure of
similar period.
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Floor – Remains of a brick floor exposed in the north-east portion of the trench in
between pegs O and V. It was found in layer – 3.
The Cutting of PND XV – exposed two structural phases of period IV, which belong to
the surya and Kushan age respectively. The sunga structures were preserved in layer
4 at the depth of 1.40M to 1M. It was built of burnt substantial bricks measuring
43×22×05 cm and 42×23×05cm, but broken bricks were also used in the wall. Sunga
structures were found in substantial condition. The width of the foundation courses
was 46 cm preserved in two courses. The bricks of the foundation was lying width wise
whereas bricks of the running wall were lying length wise, bonded each other with
running bond. The remains of sunga structures were exposed in northern side of the
trench.
The Kushana structure were preserved in layer 3 at the depth of 1m to 80cm. it was
built of broken bricks, which was reused for the construction. It was rested on the mud
foundation built of ramming the mixture of potsherds and mud. The width of this wall
was 40cm. Mud mortar used for the brick bonding.
Wall no 1 of sunga structure running east west; 22 cm wide being traced to a length
of about 4.60m, rest portion of the wall was invisible because of it was passed under
the rumment of the kushana wall. It terminated in the western section, facing east. It
was preserved in 6 courses including two courses of the foundation. It was lying in
between pegs V and X. Its eastern boundary was closed by wall no 2, which was northsouth oriented. Wall No. 3 attached to this main wall, in southern side. The evidence
of two attached walls were traced which oriented from both side of wall no 1 at a
point and running north-south direction. Three post holes were also traced along with
this wall. First post hole was traced at the meeting point of wall no 1 and 2. Second
and third post holes were traced with 1m distance at 2.80m and 3.80m distance from
the first post hole. These post holes were lied in an alignment.
Wall no 1A running north-south; 22 cm wide being traced to a length of about 1.20m.
Its southern end was attached to wall no 1 and its northern rest portion was totally
robbed off. It was preserved in ‘6’ courses including two courses of the foundation. It
was found in between pegs V and VI.
Wall no ‘1B’ originated from the southern side of the wall no 1, in its eastern portion.
It was running north-south 80 cm and turned east ward. It was 22cm wide and
preserved in two courses. Wall no 1C was running east-west, 22cm wide being traced
to a length of about 64 cm, rest eastern portion robbed off perhaps this wall, turn
north ward, parallel to the wall 1B and made a rectangular cell.
Wall no 1D running north-south, 22 cm wide being traced to a length of about 1.56 m,
and preserved in ‘II’ courses. Its foundation wall found in layer 4 and running in layer
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3. It was rested on the mud. It was built of broken bricks. It was found in between pegs
III and IV of the trench.
The second structural phase was exposed in layer 3, represented by wall no. 2, 2A ……
The remnants of the 2nd structural phase were exposed in north - western and northeastern portion of the trench.
Trench wall no. 2 and 2A were lying in between pegs VI and VIII.
Wall no. 2 running north-south 40 cm wide being traced to a length of about 5 m. After
this length it turned east-west, 40 cm wide being traced to a length of about 2m. Rest
portion of the both walls were robbed off. Both walls were preserved in ‘4’ courses. It
was remains of a rectangular room. It was found in the middle of the trench shifted
west-ward. Wall no 2B, 2C, and 2D was located in the north-western portion of the
trench and attached to the western section facing east. Wall no 7 was located in the
north-east corner of the trench lying in between pegs I and II.
Wall no 2B running east-west; 40 cm wide and preserved in 5 courses. The length of
the exposed wall 78 cm. Its eastern end was exposed where as western portion was
hidden in western section.
Wall no.-2C running north-south along with western section. It originated from the
north-western corner of the trench. It was 32 cm wide and length of the exposed
portion was 1.10m. Some portion of this wall was hidden in the section. It was
preserved in 4 courses. It was fragile wall.
Wall no 2D was originated from the wall no 4. It running east-west, 32 wide and length
of the exposed portion was 1.40m. It was fragile wall. Rest eastern portion was robbed
of . It was preserved in 5 courses.
Wall no 2E – running north-south 42 cm wide being traced to a length of 135m and
preserved in 4 courses. It was parallel to the wall no 1D. It was originated from
northern section and attached its end point in to the wall 1D.
Well – There was a brick built well like structural exposed in between pegs IV and VII.
A very small portion of the well was traced from upper level of layer 5 to layer 9. It
was preserved in 53 courses. It was closed at the upper level of layer 9. It was built of
broken bricks. It started at the depth of 1m and close at the depth of 4m.
Kiln – There was a brick built permanent Kiln found in the south-western portion of
the trench; it was attached to the western section facing east. Burnt tiles measuring
20×11×02cm, were found in circular shape; which was arranged for the firing. It was
preserved in 7 courses. The kiln was surrounded by burnt bricks, preserved in 3
courses. Only portion was hidden in the section. It was traced in layer 4. A big storage
jar was sound near the kiln.
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Two big troughs were found attached to the wall no 2 and 2A.
Hearth 1:- A circular hearth with mouth, exposed at the depth of -4.35m in layer 9.
The length of the hearth was 70cm. Its body was 30 cm and mouth 23cm wide
respectively. It was east-west oriented and 15 deep. It was surrounded by burnt
yellowish earth. It was filled with ash, charcoal etc.
Hearth 2:- An elongated hearth was exposed at the depth of 3.80m in layer 8. It was
also east-west oriented. Its both ends were attached to eastern and western section.
It was 3.85m long and maximum width 1m found in the middle of the hearth. It was
filled with charcoal, ash, charred bones, potsherds, bones etc.
Silo:- Two mud silo exposed in layer II. It was circular in shape with-4cm thick section.
It was circular in shape with -4cm thick section. It was imbedded in the earth.
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The present study focuses on technological data from pottery assemblages with
clear chronological and stylistic patterns. Prior to this research, technological studies of
Early Neolithic pottery from the middle Ganga Plains region was largely analyzed as
en bloc (Sharma et al. 1980; Chakrabarti 1999; Tewari et.al 2004-05; Tewari et.al 199899; Misra, Pal and Gupta 2004; Saraswat 2004), with little or no chronological
subdivisions. This approach proved useful in comparing Neolithic and later
Chalcolithic or Early Historic pottery sequences and organizations, but failed to capture
the internal variability within each of the period themselves. The study presented here
provides an opportunity to analyze production phases within each of the period, be it
Neolithic, Chalcolithic or the later Gupta phases and in turn compare different
decorative styles.
Technological and stylistic data of vessels from the five Periods (Period I-V)
from the site of Paṇr have been analyzed. The analysis was guided by the chaîne
opératoire approach and divided into ‘public’ and ‘private’ attributes. These are
attributes that are equally important in the production sequence of the vessel, but differ
in their implications for contemporary perceptions of pottery. Specifically, some steps
of the production sequence are known only to the potter, such as the size and sorting of
inclusions, whereas everyone can see others like surface finish and firing atmosphere.
This distinction is important when thinking about ceramic technology in the context of
this work, since it links some technological decisions with stylistic outcomes, but not
others. Furthermore, the distinction provides the opportunity to compare technological
and decorative styles.
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In this work, we attempt to explore these ideas in greater depth and detail with
a larger dataset and greater chronological refinement, testing the interpretations of
previous research on a broad scale. Specifically, this analysis asks what the relationship
between technological and decorative style is and what the internal dynamics of this
relationship are during each of the periods. To address these questions, I will briefly
describe the methodology employed and present results of the technological analysis.

Pottery Analysis and Recordation
In order to define technological practices to compare to decorative styles, I
analyzed diagnostic potsherds (rims and bases) excavated from the site of Paṇr. Earlier
publications on the pottery technology from Middle Ganga plains region were only
mostly concerned with identifying the different ware types and the possible ways of
‘forming’ a particular vessel. But this project was undertaken around ideas of social,
economic, and cultural component of pottery from Neolithic to the later cultural periods
of the Middle Ganga plains. It was believed, that pottery analysis can yield more
answers than what has been traditionally done in the region and with this in mind, an
elaborate analytical framework was devised which looked for both qualitative and
quantitative answers.
Before any processing was undertaken the pottery finds were separated by
‘type’ and ‘level’1. This was followed by several stages of processing with initial
viewing being the first which helped answer some simpler questions like fabric, part
and form of a vessel. Subsequently, a more intensive view of the sherds was undertaken
in which the radius, the weight and a more detailed input into the recording sheet which
had colour contexts of the core, the external surface, internal surface, external margins,
internal margins, hardness, feel, fracture, inclusions, firing techniques, forming,
burnish, slip were undertaken for each potsherd. Apart for these, drawing and
photographing some illustrative samples of potsherds was also done
A lot of emphasis was placed on recording in the minutest details of each
potsherd in the hope that it would provide answers which earlier generations of ceramic
analysis have failed to come up with. Issues like firing techniques and characteristics,
1

‘Type’ here means the ‘ware type’ and ‘level’ means the ‘layer’ of Period I that they were found in.
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production and demand, function, and use and throw of various vessel types as well as
the forming techniques of all the vessels were some of the most important issues that
are to be investigated in the hope that it will provide more light into our knowledge of
Neolithic life and their social and material milieu.
The size, relative quantity, sorting, and macro-visual angularity of inclusions as
well as paste texture were documented. Traces of manufacturing procedures—such as
surface treatments, firing atmosphere, and forming marks—were identified. All
variables were analyzed following the methods described in Orton et al. (1993), Rice
(1989), and Rye (1981). Emphasis is placed on the comparison of private and public
attributes in Early Neolithic pottery production and chronological shifts. Furthermore,
we compare these data for different decorative types.
The assemblages are well documented and details on provenance (Layer or
Level-wise) and selection for analysis, as well as the basis for attribution to
chronological phase are thereby easier to ascertain. It should be noted, however, that
despite the strength of the assemblages and their importance for understanding
prehistoric pottery production, the sample analysed here is only from a single site.
Therefore the analyses presented here do not encompass the totality of Neolithic pottery
manufacture.
Paṇr
The archaeological site of Paṇr is situated about 110 km north-east of Patna, on
the left bank of Ganga. The excavations at the site from 1999 to 2010 were undertaken
by the K.P. Jayaswal Research Institute under the direction of Dr. Bijoy Kumar
Chaudhary, assisted by S.N. Jha, Dr. Arun Kumar, and Dr. A. K. Sinha. The
excavations were undertaken to understand the origin of human settlement in NorthCentral Bihar (linguistically Mithilanchal). The Radio carbon dating of the site places
its chronology between 4500 BC to about 600 AD.2 The 7.25 m thick deposit yielded a
cultural sequence at the site represented by five Periods. With Period I resembling the
Neolithic horizon of Chirand, Period II was marked by Chalcolithic assemblage, Period
III represented by NBPW assemblage, Period IV designated as Sunga-Kushana phase
and Period V designated as the Gupta phase.

2

The dating was carried out Birbal Sahni Institute of Paleobotany, in Lucknow.
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From Period I, other artifacts that were found and recorded terracotta worked
sherds, terracotta beads, a steatite bead, an agate bead, a stone pestle, a polished stone
object, bone arrowheads and a bone point. However, it would be pertinent to note here,
that resemblance with the Neolithic assemblage of Chirand is definitely visible and has
been taken into account while the analysis was being undertaken.
The Period II is supposed to have yielded Chalcolithic material. In the pottery
assemblage, a new vessel shape makes an appearance, the dish-on-stand. On certain
sherds, especially the Black-and-Red Ware, and Black Slipped Grey Ware, painted
decorative motifs (white in colour), mostly in the form of dots, or linear, vertical and
horizontal lines are also seen. These sherds are also found in the layers designated as
Period I, but they are very few. Again, though few sherds of perforated vessels have
been documented in Period I, but they are found in much larger numbers from Period
II onwards.
Among artifacts, bone objects seem to become more visible in the assemblage,
in the form of both arrowheads and points. More terracotta beads, worked sherds are
found, along with the appearance of spindle whorls, and terracotta figurines. More
objects made of stone, like more pestles, grinders, unfinished tools are also found.
Another notable finds were the copper objects, which were mostly difficult to identify,
except one, which was in the shape of a ring.
The Assemblage
The ceramic assemblage presented here is the pottery from Paṇr that was
excavated by the K.P. Jayaswal Research Institute in Patna, Bihar. Each period will be
separately discussed under different subheadings. In total, ____ diagnostic and ____
non diagnostic sherds were documented and analyzed from this site, over sixteen
trenches, named PND I to PND XVI. The typology presented in this work/report is
based exclusively on the collections from Paṇr, and the pottery chronology (in this case
Period wise) is based on this typology. This typology is structured primarily on vessel
forms (Sinopoli 1993; Schenk 2001), and then on rim/base forms.
One of the reasons as to why vessel forms seem to the more appropriate category
for establishing a typology over ware forms, is the fact that wares like black and red
ware (BRW), red ware (RW) or even rusticated ware are too widespread in time and
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space to be useful as the sole categories for any kind of analysis. While complete vessels
would be ideal for a typology but the nature of archaeological assemblages is such that
one if primarily working with rims, or in much rarer cases bases.
To come up with a viable ceramic typology and chronology, we collected data
on a wide variety of attributes, to understand and discern elements of the assemblage
that vary over time in specific as well as measurable ways. Especially in the case of
‘Neolithic’ as well as ‘Chalcolithic’ ceramics, which have long been believed to be
mostly homogenous over long periods of time, we have tried to hypothesize that even
if overall form or ware proved to enduring over time, the finer scale variation might
nonetheless be visible in vessel forms as is measurable through metric attributes, as
well as intuitively. In the case of Paṇr, the sub-types within each vessel form and rim
type was essentially defined intuitively (estimated visually).
All the metric and attribute data documented in the course of the analysis, are
not all presented in this report, but may definitely be of use for any future research.
Here, mostly summaries of the key metric data in relation to each type, as well as certain
non-metric attributes are presented. As already mentioned the typology is organized by
vessel categories, which were derived from visual and metric observation of the vessels,
which became more refined as we came across more complete examples during the
analysis. Though rim form is a very important category for any typology, but it needs
to be appended with more attributes to be viable, as several rim form are similar across
different vessel forms.
When the overall vessel is taken in to account, it becomes clear that rim form is
not closely correlated with vessel form always, and hence variables like size, shape and
probable functions also needs to be taken into account. Related and similar rim forms
can/may belong to different vessel forms. Also, structuring the typology by vessel form
was useful when comparing the ceramics from Paṇr to the ceramics from other sites in
the region, where one can clearly observe that vessel forms seem to be shared over wide
areas, while rim forms and other attributes (non-metric) of a vessel seem to be varied.
This can be expected, especially since vessel types and their associated
functions are based on culturally shared templates on what kinds of vessels is necessary
for cooking or other food processing functions; while the execution of the rim shapes,
and small variations in the body morphology may vary from potter to potter on a small
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regional or temporal scale. Hence, the assumption that was followed in the typology
was that once vessel categories are established, it may become easier to detect these
variables of the ceramics that are in fact most varied and also most chronologically
sensitive.
Ware Types
The assemblage can be divided into four main ware types, viz., red ware, black
and red ware, grey ware, and black-slipped ware (See figures _ to __). Different layers
exhibit different frequencies of these ware types. The wares have been divided into
different types primarily based on their colour. This colour of pottery, that is to say the
colour of the outer and inner surfaces, apart from painted designs, may be red (various
shades, including brown), grey (generally ash: grey or greenish-grey), drab, white,
black, or partly red and partly black. This colour may be:
(i)

that of the substance of the ware, which may be (a) original to the
clay used; (b) the original clay colour slightly modified; or (c) a
colour entirely different from the original colour of the clay;

(ii)

(ii) that of a thin coat of clay; 3 which can be either slip (applied prefiring) or wash (applied post-firing, or of a coating of colour put on
to impart a different hue or a smoother surface or to make the ware
less permeable.

Apart from these ware categories, we have two more minor ware types, viz.,
rusticated ware, and corded/cord-impressed ware. These two have not been given a
separate ware category because the impressions or the overslip that define a category
is seen to be occurring in both red ware and black and red wares, so it makes little
sense to call it a separate ware. So instead, it has been considered as a decorative and/or
functional variant of both the ware types.
To understand the technology of the production process better, various aspects
like the methods of production are extremely useful. Whether it was hand-coil, handslab, hand-coil & slab, mold, mold & coil, mold & slab, turn-table, turn-table and
paddle–anvil, turn-table and mold, wheel, wheel & paddle-anvil, wheel & mold, wheel

3

Finely levigated clay mixed with water to the consistency of cream and applied before or after firing.
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& coil? I also tried to note scrape marks, trail marks, paddle marks, string cut base, and
the orientation of the particles and voids in the section, and coil joins.
Along with this, identifying tempers was another important feature of the
analysis. To understand the texture, one has to ask questions like—is it gritty to the
touch? Does it have angular grains in the broken section? It probably has sand. Can
you see large grains? Can you see pieces of broken pottery?—It may be coarse sand
or grog. Grog can be difficult to identify if the paste of the grog pieces is essentially
the same as the paste of the new vessel in which it is included. Does it seem lighter for
its size/volume, than it should? Can you see voids or holes on the surface or in the
section? It is probably an organic temper. One has to keep in mind tempers are often
combined, and there may be two or more types of temper used together. With the use
of a hand magnifying lens with about 10x power magnification, these aspects were
analyzed.
Pottery Assemblage:
Period I (Neolithic and Neolithic-Chalcolithic Transitional)
The earliest layers which represent this period exhibit characteristics of the early
Neolithic and the later layers, the late Neolithic phase of occupation at the site. Among
all the ware types that the assemblage has been distributed into, RW is the most
abundant category that one comes across in this period. This ware category is closely
followed by the BRW category. Infact the BRW category is of special interest. Not only
very few crude sherds of the BRW type have been found, it also is the one category of
sherds which helps in charting out the progression of production techniques of the
assemblage very emphatically. Other than these two ware categories which within
themselves represent the major chunk of the assemblage, the GW (within which we
also have the burnished subtype) and BSW have a minor but nonetheless a significant
share.
Mostly, the potsherds belonging to this period exhibit characteristics which
point at the use of slow wheel. Though hand-made specimens, have been found but
mostly they are all wheel made. But a significant observation made about the
assemblage would be the fact that a large quantity of sherds recorded and analysed
shows signs of a secondary level of forming, like the use of paddle-anvil, or even some
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sort of hand-moulding. Though a good quantity of coarse fabric has been recorded, but
there is a significant number of medium to fine fabric also present in the assemblage –
which is slightly different from the assemblage characteristics recorded at Senuwar
(Singh 2004: 44).
Another aspect of the manufacturing techniques worth discussion would the
presence of many luted vessels. On close observation one can tell, that in certain vessel
forms (especially the pot form in this case), the flaring rim and carinated neck, or the
flaring rim with elongated neck show very clear indication of two-part forming process.
Similar case has been also observed in certain spouted vessel forms as well certain types
of bases. It seems that the rim/spout/base part and their corresponding bosies may have
been formed separately and then consequently luted/joined together. This method of
forming a vessel is seen to become more popular in the later Neolithic and the
Transitional Neolithic-Chalcolithic phases of the period.
Following is the distribution frequency table for the period I pottery assemblage
at the site. This will help to better understand not only the distribution patterns of each
ware type encountered at the site of this period, but also relate it to the corresponding
vessel forms. The table with its two-way distribution helps us to grasp the relationship
between ware type and vessel form better.
Table 1 Period I Ceramic Distribution
Ware

Total

Pot

Dish

Bowl

Basin

RW

11361

427

84

623

77

BRW

4879

259

119

245

GW

1365

28

40

BSW

1176

--

RuW

847

CW

Type

Perforated

Non-

Decorated

Bases

40

38

54

10,018

34

--

12

43

4167

328

--

--

25

28

916

28

234

--

--

21

13

880

42

--

--

--

--

12

--

805

624

21

34

101

43

--

--

425

20,252

777

305

1531

154

40

138

17,211

Vessel

diagnostic

Grand
Total

Red Ware:

108

This ware type forms the bulk of the total potsherds collected and

recorded at the site. The ware is called so based on the surface colour, and several
subtypes within this ware type have been observed in this period. One of the first subtypes to be discussed in this section would the unslipped, unburnished variety of sherds.
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These sherds are found mostly of to be semi-coarse in fabric type, but majority belong
to the medium fabric type. They exhibit a lot of organic/chaff inclusions and in quite a
few specimens even rice husk inclusions can be identified. These are mostly ill-fired
with either jet black core, or a dark grayish one. But a few well fired sherds have also
been noted. The vessel forms that one can associate with this sub-type are some large
basins and thick pot forms.
This ware type was devoid of any wash, slip or burnish, and it would seem that
the vessels of this category were meant for everyday use, but one cannot say that for
sure. The clay used in the production and manufacturing of these vessels were not
levigated, and seem to be heavily tempered. In most cases the fabric (by touch) seems
to be quite gritty as well. The sherds either show a reddish/orangish core which
indicates well-fired sherds or a thick blackish/grayish interior core which is flanked by
thinner red zones, or a thin blackish/grayish zone flanked by a slightly thicker red zones.
This would be indicative of both controlled and uncontrolled firing conditions of
pottery. These type of potsherds also show tiny cavities on the exterior surface, and are
lighter in weight than others. Several bowl forms, with uniformly thick featureless rims,
shallow ones with flaring rims, or pot forms with out-curved rims, or splayed out rims
with a carinated neck seem to fall in this category.
The next sub-type to be discussed is the burnished but unslipped potsherds.
There are sherds which exhibit high levels of burnishing as well sherds which exhibit
poor quality of burnishing. Similar to Senuwar (Singh 2004: 45) and Mahagara (Sharma
et. al 1980:1533) the sherds from the lowest levels at the site, resting on the natural soil
exhibit less smoother, infact slightly coarser burnish which seem to gradually get
smoother as one moves on to the upper layers. This is an important feature of this ware
category. The meticulous observation and recording of the sherds has given us an
opportunity to chart this gradual progress in the burnishing methods of the potters at
the site. Another unique feature of the earlier coarser variety of burnished potsherds
noticed was the fact that they were mostly well-fired, unlike the unburnished ones,
which had more ill fired varieties within them.
The sherds in this subtype are mostly of the medium fabric type, but in the
transitional Neolithic-Chalcolithic layers, we have also recorded some sherds with finer
fabric. In almost all the burnished sherds, the burnishing has been done on a horizontal
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way, parallel to the rim of the vessel. This can be deduced by the scraping marks and/or
soft brushing marks left behind on the exterior surface of the vessel when burnishing is
done. Another aspect observed especially in pot forms is the fact that often burnishing
was only done on the exterior surface, and that too only till the shoulder of the vessel,
whereas in bowl forms it was done in both surfaces. Again, in dish forms, the burnishing
was more prevalent on the interior surface than the exterior. These potsherds had a
higher percentage of ill firing in comparison to the coarser varieties, but when seen with
respect to the total numbers then the percentage of well-fired sherds was higher.
The final subtype to be discussed in this section is the slipped variety of
potsherds with the red ware category. As compared to the earlier subtypes, this would
be numerically the smallest group. These potsherds are the ones which have been
treated with a thin coating of red slip. The sherds encountered in this category are
mostly thin to medium thick, and in most cases display a medium fabric. The clay used
is finer than most of the other category encountered, but the inclusions used (in terms
of its size, and density) is more dependent on the vessel form rather than the ware
category. Most represented vessel form is the bowl type, followed by the pot form.
Almost no dishes or basins have been recorded in the slipped category, except maybe a
few stay sherds. Similar to the burnishing, even the slip is applied on both surfaces in
case of a bowl, but in pots on the exterior surface and only up to the rim on the interior
surface.
Among the slipped sherds, there is another subtype, which exhibits extremely
fine slip on a smoothened surface. It seems that the surface of the vessel was first
burnished and then a very thin coat of slip was applied on it. Even the slip used is
prepared with a fine quality of clay mixed with reddish pigment and applied on the
exterior surface of vessels. In certain sherds where this thin slip had degraded or peeled
off, the burnishing marks on the vessel surface could be observed even more closely.
While the previous category of slipped vessels, we had deep spherical bowls, bowls
with out-curved rims, bowls with pinched lip, shallow bowls, bowls with sharpened
rims and medium sized pot forms with mostly flaring rims, and in some cases with
carinated neck or elongated neck – the second category of vessels were only represented
bowls with thinner featureless rims but are rounded, and small sized pots (very few).
The large sized pots are completely absent from the slipped category.
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Black and red ware: This is the second largest category of sherds recovered from the
period under discussion. However, there is a marked difference in the black and red
ware and red ware sherds. In the red ware of the same period we see greater proportions
of unslipped and unburnished pottery, with relatively smaller quantities of slipped or
burnished, whereas from black and red ware, the proportion of pottery with slip or
burnish on the exterior and even interior surfaces are much higher in proportions. Infact
some of the samples shows signs of being carefully finished as well. But just like red
ware category, there are various subtypes within the larger category of back and red
ware. The first to be discussed would be coarser, slightly crude potsherds that were
recovered from the layer resting on the natural soil. These sherds were mostly quite
degraded and small in size, and hence were difficult to ascertain which vessel form they
belonged to. There was no surface treatment done on these sherds, and even the clay
used for the manufacturing of the vessels display high concentration large to medium
sized inclusions, both organic and sandy-gritty type. These sherds mostly displayed
oxidized exterior and reduced interior with a very thick black core.
The second sub-type to be discussed is the burnished variety. The sherds of this
type are mostly of medium fabric and have higher percentage of sherds which are
medium to thick in section. The exterior surface is mostly oxidized, and the interior
reduced, but there a quite decent quantity of sherds which display reduced black/gray
part stretching from the interior part to the exterior lip, or even at times till the neck.
The burnishing is mostly done on the exterior surface and the interior till neck in the
case of pot forms; and both exterior and interior surfaces show burnish in the case of
bowls and dishes. In certain cases, especially for dishes, the burnishing seems to be
done only on the interior surface, with the exterior surface retaining its roughness.
Shallow and deep bowls, with featureless rims, thickened rims, flaring rims, gradually
thickening rims, medium to largish sized pots with elongated neck and flaring rims, and
dishes with splayed out rims are found in this sub-type.
The next and final sub-type to be found in this category is the slipped type of
vessels. Though numerically they are quite a bit lower than the other sherds found, but
they deserve discussion because of their striking presence. The slip, just like the
burnishing seems to be done in different ways for the different vessel forms. Similar to
the burnished pot forms, the slip also seems to be applied only on the exterior surface
and till neck on the interior surface in certain cases. More than bowls, we find more
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dishes that are slipped, and in most cases they are slipped only on the interior surface
and not the exterior, which in very few cases is burnished.
Another notable feature is that there is no uniformity in the shade/hue of the
slips used in the pottery, in both the oxidized and reduced portions of the ware. It shows
reddish, deep reddish brown and sometimes even chocolate colours (see Fig. 95). This
signifies the fact that slips of a range of colours were used, and depending on firing
methods or the intensity of the temperature a wide range of hues/shades were produced.
There also may have been different types of slip applying methods used; maybe some
were dipped directly into the vessel containing the slip, or the slip was applied using a
cloth.
This lack of uniformity in the assemblage could be for a variety of reasons,
among which; one possibility is that each vessel was given individual attention and
depending on the potter who was making it, the colour of the slip might differ. Or
another possible explanation could be that the clay used might have been sourced from
different locations. Some vessels show signs of both burnishing and slip. It is possible
that after applying the coat of slip the vessels were allowed to dry a little, and then
before they got dried completely, the surface was burnished.
Grey Ware: Though numerically the grey ware is far lesser than the red ware or the
black and red ware category, but they feature in enough numbers to justify a separate
section about them. The sherds that one encounters in this category is in most abundant
cases burnished, and in relatively small numbers we also find the grey slipped variety
too. The fabric that is most commonly witnessed in this period is that of medium-coarse
to medium fine. Though the coarse type is numerically higher, but we also recorded a
significant number of medium to semi-fine fabric type. Which when compared to
Senuwar, the characteristic of this site different. At Senuwar, we encounter only the
coarse, gritty, porous and highly tempered variety of burnished grey ware (Singh 2004:
46). This is not true when it comes to Panr.
At Panr, in the period I itself, we do come across both the medium and the fine
type fabric. The clay used in the manufacturing of the vessels exhibit mostly organic
temper. In a high percentage of sherds, rice husk inclusions have also been recorded.
Apart from this, a low percentage of sherds also have sandy-gritty inclusion texture.
These sherds mostly belong to the largish pot form vessels, or few large bowls that have
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been recorded. Though majority of the sherds show slightly inferior quality of
burnishing, but we do have sherds with good quality of burnish, and almost negligible
sherds in the fine quality of burnishing. There are quite a good percentage of sherds
which display grayish slip. In comparison to red ware and black and red ware, their
numbers are definitely lesser. But then there are some sherds, which display a fine
quality of slip.
The vessels most represented in the category are the bowl forms, with relatively
much lesser numbers in pot and dish forms. In most cases the bowls encountered,
whether burnished or slipped, display it on both exterior and interior surfaces. There
are a few sherds, where the slipping and burnishing is witnessed only on the interior
surface of the vessel. There are few pot form vessels encountered, mostly medium in
size, but then as already elucidated they are mostly found in the bowl category. The
vessels are mostly made on the turn-table, as can be deduced by the presence of slightly
uneven striation marks on the vessel surface. In certain cases, like the ones with burnish
or slip, the striation marks on the potsherd have been obliterated, so it is a little unclear
whether the vessel was thrown on wheel or on the turn table. Quite a few hand-moulded,
and paddle-anvil made sherds have also been seen, where finger impressions and palms
prints also attest to the fact that a secondary method of forming was used in the
manufacturing of the vessel.
Black Slipped Ware:

Though numerically the black slipped ware is far lesser

than the red ware or the black and red ware category, but they are present in almost the
same quantities as that of grey ware and in enough numbers to justify a separate section
about them. The sherds that one encounters in this category are in most cases slipped,
and in a smaller quantity we also find both burnished and slipped varieties. The fabric
that is most commonly witnessed in this period is that of medium to medium fine.
Though the medium type is numerically higher, but we also recorded a significant
number of semi-fine fabric type. At the lowest levels from Senuwar, there was no record
of any black slipped ware being found. As mentioned earlier as well, at Senuwar, we
encounter only the coarse, gritty, porous and highly tempered variety of burnished grey
ware (Singh 2004: 46). But at Panr, we also get black slipped variety of grey ware.
At Panr, in the period I itself, we do come across both the medium and the fine
type fabric, but not the layers resting on the natural soil. These sherds are more visible
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in the layer above the one resting on natural soil. The clay used in the manufacturing of
the vessels exhibit mostly organic temper. In a high percentage of sherds, rice husk
inclusions have also been recorded. Apart from this, a low percentage of sherds also
have sandy-gritty inclusion texture. These sherds mostly belong to the largish basin
form vessels, or few large bowls that have been recorded. Though majority of the sherds
show slightly inferior quality of burnishing, but we do have sherds with good quality
of burnish, and almost negligible sherds in the fine quality of burnishing, similar to the
ones encountered in the grey ware.
The vessels most represented in the category are the bowl forms, with relatively
much lesser numbers in basin and dish forms. In most cases the bowls encountered,
whether burnished or slipped, display it on both exterior and interior surfaces. There
are a few sherds, where the slipping and burnishing is witnessed only on the interior
surface of the vessel. There are few basin form vessels encountered, mostly medium in
size, but then as already elucidated they are mostly found in the bowl category. The
vessels are mostly made on the turn-table, as can be deduced by the presence of slightly
uneven striation marks on the vessel surface, but some even seem to be wheel-thrown.
In certain cases, like the ones with burnish or slip, the striation marks on the potsherd
have been obliterated, so it is a little unclear whether the vessel was thrown on wheel
or on the turn table. Though certain sherds do show finger impressions, but any
conclusive indications have not been found which can tell us if they were hand-moulded
or made with paddle anvil method.
Rusticated sherds:

The sherds of this category are considerably fewer in number

than the other ware types encountered. They are found both in red ware and black and
red ware categories. The number of sherds found in the red ware category showing
rustication is numerically higher than the black and red ones. In these wares, the exterior
surface is roughened or rusticated by the application of clay mixed with coarsely ground
potsherds, stone granules and organic remains (can be chaff, rice husk etc.). This clay
mixture is applied to the vessels at a pre firing stage.
The potteries of this group does contain hand-made, ill-fired, vessels, which
display a ‘coarse’ fabric with thick to medium section containing botanical or mineral
contents used as temper. Rice husk particularly was used in large quantity in the thicker
specimen of cord-impressed and rusticated wares. They emphasize on the fact that on
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the burnished wares of both varieties (cord-impressed and rusticated), it is less
conspicuous. Cow-dung and husk of small grains were also used as temper in these
wares. These vessels are mostly coarse and can be found in both thick and medium
fabric types, which are then treated to a grainy mixture applied on the exterior surface.
In this period this clay mixture that was applied on the exterior surface, mostly by
fingers was thick. These sherds are mostly thick to medium-thick and are more or less
ill fired. Majority of them show a grayish core with thin reddish bands on either side of
the core, while the rest show a jet black core and grayish bands around the core. There
are very few sherds which are well fired.
Mostly non-diagnostic body sherds were recovered in the excavations, which
actually helped in identifying various vessel forming processes as well. The large body
sherd collection displayed not only traces of dabber marks, hard brushing, scraping, but
finger impressions (which hinted at hand-moulding involved as well) as well. These
sherds were mostly with gritty and porous ill fired cores and were heavily tempered
with organic material. The few rims that were collected were only of pot forms, and no
other forms were noticed in this period. This ware type has been also recorded at
Senuwar, in the corresponding period (Singh 2004: 49) as well as in Mahagara,
Chirand, Piklihal (Pal 1986:94-108).
Corded/cord-impressed Ware:

This ware sub-type is said to the one of the

diagnostic feature of the period under discussion. Though not found in large numbers
as red ware or black and red ware, but they are represented in almost all known sites
which boast of a Neolithic phase in their cultural phases. These sherds are found both
in red ware as well as black and red ware, and are in most cases of a coarse fabric. There
are few medium fabric sherds found too, but almost of negligible quantity. The clay
used in the manufacturing of these vessels are not found to be levigated at all, and are
mostly heavily tempered with chaff, rice husk etc.
These vessels are in most cases ill-fired, with a complete blackish core, which
is porous and gritty, just like the type we find in the rusticated ware as well. Few wellfired sherds have also been recovered. Generally the surfaces of the vessels are dullish
red or grayish in colour, with very few sherds displaying some form of surface
treatment. Quite a few sherds with soot or smoky burn patches on their exterior surface
have also been recorded, which may be indications of cooking? These sherds are mostly
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medium-thick to medium in thickness, and none with any form of slip has been recorded
in this period.
Most of the vessels seem to be indicating a turn-table forming, with some that
may very well have been made on a wheel. Few hand-made or dabber worked sherds
have also been recorded, but again all these were devoid of any form surface treatment.
Seven sherds with slight indications of red slip have been recorded. Because the
application of the slip, the cord marks seem to be slightly subdued. But since these
sherds were found on the top most layers of the period, it is quite likely that they
belonged to the period II assemblage, as the slipped variety has been recorded there.
As is evident by the name of this sub ware type, the sherds are identified by the
cord marks, which are in general found to be running vertical to the rim of the vessel.
But slanted and horizontal marks have also been recorded at this period, though in very
few numbers. Another important aspect of this ware worth a discussion is the fact that
from the earliest layers the sherds that were recorded, the marks on them were more
incipient and thickish. They did not seem to be regular and in some cases were quite
indistinct as well. But as the one went upwards to the later layers, the cord markings
became clearer and more regular, with distinct twist and knot marks of the cord visible.
This does hint towards the evolution of the cord impressed ware type.

Black Slipped Ware Sherds
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Sherds with Ochre colour painting,

Cord-impressed Sherds

Black and Red Ware sherds
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Perforated Red Ware Sherds
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Sample Drawings and Description of the Pottery Assemblage- Period I
Black and Red Ware
D#1

Pot with an out curved uniformly thickened featureless rim. It has inclusions
which are small in size, and seems to be formed on the turn-table, with the use
of dabber at a secondary stage. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. It has semi-smooth burnishing and slip on both the surfaces
and is well fired. Few rice husk inclusions can be seen

D#2

Pot with a flaring mouth, which has a featureless rim progressively thinner
towards the tip. It has above average inclusions which are medium in size, and
seems to be formed on the turn-table, with the use of dabber at a secondary
stage. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. It
has slightly-smooth burnishing and slip on both the surfaces and is well fired.
Few rice husk inclusions can be seen, and it is slightly thicker than the previous
specimen. This has a similarity with the ones found in Mahagara (Pal 1986: Fig.
11, 16 & 17) and Senuwar (Singh 2004: Fig. 2A & 2B)

D#3

Basin with a thickened straight sided featureless rim. Relatively medium
thickness of sherd, with average inclusions of medium size. The specimen
indicated use of turn-table, with no secondary forming involved. Only the
exterior surface is both slipped and burnished, with the interior black surface
only exhibiting burnish. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int.
- G2 3/5 PB. It has a slightly-smooth finish.It is slightly ill fired, with organic
inclusions. Similar ones reported from Koldihwa and Mahagara (Pal 1986: Fig.
6 & 9) and Senuwar (Singh 2004: Fig. 7)

D#4

Basin with a thickened featureless rim which is slightly incurved. Slightly
thinner than the previous specimen, with less inclusions of small size. It is
slipped on both sides and has a semi-smooth finish. The exterior slip is dark red
in colour. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB.
It is well-fired and exterior slip is more degraded than the interior side.
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D#5

Deep bowl with a featureless and out flaring uniformly thick rim, but tapers at
the tip. The sherd displays below average inclusion, of small size and has slip
on the exterior side, while the interior side is only burnished. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. It is made on a turn-table,
and is decorated on the exterior surface. There are three ridges on the shoulder
of the vessel running parallel to one another.

D#6

Bowl which is deep and has an out flaring featureless rim, which is uniformly
thick. Similar to the previous specimen, this sherd displays below average
inclusion, of small size and has slip on the exterior side, while the interior side
is only burnished. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2
3/5 PB. It is made on a turn-table, and is decorated on the exterior surface. There
is one visible ridge on the shoulder of the vessel running around the vessel.

D#7

Bowl. The sherd has medium thickness, average inclusions of medium size. It
is also seen to be made on the turn table with no secondary forming process
involved. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB.
Both the external and internal surfaces are burnished, with no evidence of slip
on them. It is slightly ill fired.

D#8

Bowl, which has convex sides and has a featureless rim which tapers at the tip
and flares out. Similar to the previous specimen, this sherd displays below
average inclusion, of small size and has slip on the exterior side, while the
interior side is only burnished. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. It is made on a turn-table, and is decorated on the exterior
surface. There is one visible ridge on the shoulder of the vessel running around
the vessel, just like D#6.

D#9

Bowl which is shallow and has a featureless uniformly thick rim. A different
type of bowl, of medium thickness, average inclusions of medium size. It is also
seen to be made on the turn table with no secondary forming process involved.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. Both the
external and internal surfaces are burnished, with no evidence of slip on them,
and were a well-fired vessel.
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D#10 Bowl which is shallow and has a slightly out flaring uniformly thick rim. Seems
like a shallow bowl, with medium thickness, and average inclusions of medium
size. The vessel seems to have been made on the turn-table, with no secondary
process involved. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2
3/5 PB. Only the exterior surface is burnished, with a slightly-smooth finish,
while the interior surface does not show any burnish. It is well fired.
D#11 Bowl with an almost uniformly thick rim, but with a slightly pinched tip
protruding outwards. The bowl is deep and has almost straight sides. Similar to
the previous specimen, this sherd displays below average inclusion, of small
size and has slip on the exterior side, while the interior side is only burnished.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. It is made
on a turn-table, and is decorated on the exterior surface. There are three incised
lines on the exterior surface running parallel to one another, on the shoulder of
the vessel.
Red Ware
D#12 Basin with a featureless rim, which bulges neck down and then tapers shoulder
onwards. The sherd is of medium thickness with below average inclusions of
medium size. The vessel was made on the turn-table, with the possibility of
hand-moulding in the secondary stage of forming the vessel. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 7/6. Both the surfaces have
been slipped, but the exterior one is almost degraded, whereas the interior is still
intact. It is of a dull red colour, and when touched easily comes off, like a wash.
D#13 Basin with a rim which tapers upwards but is otherwise featureless. The sherd
is of medium thickness with inclusions of medium size. The vessel was made
on the turn-table, with the possibility of hand-moulding in the secondary stage
of forming the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. 2.5 YR 7/6. Both the surfaces have been slipped, but the exterior one is almost
degraded, whereas the interior is still intact. It is of a dull red colour, and when
touched easily comes off, like a wash.
D#14 Basin with a featureless rim which is uniformly thick. The sherd is of medium
thickness with above average inclusions of medium size. The vessel was made
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on the turn-table, with the possibility of hand-moulding in the secondary stage
of forming the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. G2 3/5 PB. Both the surfaces have been slipped, but the exterior one is almost
degraded, whereas the interior is still intact. It is of a dull red colour, and when
touched easily comes off, like a wash.
D#15 Bowl with a splayed out rim and shallow. It is sherd of medium thickness and
has below average inclusions of small size. The vessel was made on a turn-table,
with no other indication of secondary forming stage. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 4/8. Both surfaces have been slipped,
with the exterior one displaying a bright red colour. The sherd is well fired, and
has a semi-smooth finish.
D#16 Bowl with an out curved and flaring rim, and progressively thickened at the
base. The sherd is slightly thinner than the previous one, and has average
inclusions of medium size. This vessel also seems to be made on the turn-table
with no indication of the secondary stage of forming being used. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. Both the surfaces
display slip, with the exterior one slightly more degraded than the interior one.
It is well fired and has a slightly-smooth finish.
D#17 Pot with an externally projecting featureless rim and a concave neck. This is a
small sized pot, with medium thickness and above average inclusions of
medium size. The rim till shoulder is made on a turn-table, whereas below that,
the body of the vessel seems to have been shaped with the help of a dabber.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 4/8. The sherd
shows no signs of any surface treatment, and is quite roughish to feel. It also
displays high percentage of mica and is well-fired.
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D#18 Pot with a flaring rim and an expanding mouth. This is a medium sized pot, with
medium thickness and above average inclusions of medium size. The rim till
shoulder is made on a turn-table, whereas below that, the body of the vessel
seems to have been shaped with the help of a dabber. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 7/6. The sherd shows slip on both the
surfaces, with the exterior side showing bright red, and the interior side dullish
red, but only till neck.
D#19 Shallow bowl with a featureless everted rim and flaring sides which are
progressively getting thickened towards the base. Sherd is of medium thickness
with below average inclusions of small size. There is evidence of slip on the
exterior surface, but very little of it remains. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8
core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. It seems to be made on a turn-table, as
evidenced by the striation marks on the vessel. Even thought the colour is not
very bright (the red part) but it is not dull either.
D#20 Basin with featureless everted rim convex sides, and this featureless rim tapers
towards the mouth. The sherd is of medium thickness, and has above average
inclusions in it. Just like the previous vessel, this one also seems to be made on
a turn-table. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR
7/6. The sherd shows slip a well as burnish on both the surface, external and
internal with the external showing more degradation than the internal surface.
The red surface is of a brighter red colour than normal, and the black core is
more greyish than blackish
D#21 Basin with featureless everted rim, and convex side. The rim is a thick
featureless one and it thins out towards the base. It is also of average thickness,
with more than average inclusion which are of medium size. As like most
vessels of this period, the turn table seems to have been used to form this vessel.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 7/6. It is hard
to tell if there was a slip on the exterior surface, but there definitely seems to be
slightly smooth burnish on both, the exterior and interior surfaces of the vessel.
D#22 Bowl, with a slightly thick complex rim, which has a internal small ledge, just
below the lip. The vessel has thinner walls than average, and has less than
average inclusions in it, which are of small size as well. The vessel seems to be
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made on a turn-table, but is a little difficult to tell, as the striation marks have
mostly been wiped away when the surface was being smoothened. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The slip is smoothly
done on the on both the exterior and internal surfaces, but the external surface
is smoother than the internal one.
D#23 Bowl with an internally thickened and slightly externally projecting rim, which
has a small ledge-like projection on the inner side. It is of medium thickness,
and has medium inclusions of medium size. It seems to be made on the turntable, as is observed from some of the striation marks on the exterior surface.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. It does not
have any visible slip on the exterior surface, though some burnishing may have
been done, but which has a semi-smooth finish.
D#24 Bowl with a uniformly thick rim, which is slightly everted, and has convex
sides. The vessel exhibits medium thickness, like most others but has less than
average inclusions and that too of small size. It is made on a turn-table, which
was established by observing and noting the striation marks on the vessel.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Though the
bowl displays no slip at all, it does seem to have a burnishing on the exterior
surface only, which had slightly smooth texture.
D#25

It is a deep Bowl, with a complex, externally projecting slightly ledged rim,
which tapers to a thinner tip. It is thinner than most other vessels in the period,
and the clay used to make it seems to have very little inclusions. The bowl
definitely seems to be made on a turn-table and has some striation marks to
vouch for that fact. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. There is slip and burnish on both sides of the vessel, and the external
slip especially displays a smooth finish, way more than the internal one.

D#26 Bowl with everted featureless rim which is uniformly thick, and is part of a
perforated vessel. The vessel is of usual medium thickness, and has average
inclusion of medium size in it. Five full perforations have been observed, and
the holes seem to have been made from the exterior surface towards the internal
surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The
exterior surface seems to be burnished slightly, but the internal surface is quite
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rough. Infact, the entire vessel feels slightly gritty ad rougher than most others.
No slip observed.
D#27 This is a decorated sherd belonging to the red ware category. The sherd is quite
thin in thickness, and seems to have been made with levigated clay. The vessel
may have been made on a wheel, rather than the turn-table, going by the thin
walls and regularity of the inclusions, but one cannot say for sure as the striation
marks in this sherd have been completely obliterated by the smoothening and
burnishing of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int.
-.5 YR 7/6. The decoration is in the form of incised marks on the exterior surface
of the vessel, which has also been slipped.
D#28 This body sherd belongs to a cord-impressed red ware vessel. The vessel is of
medium thickness, with above average inclusions of medium size. In all
probability it was made on a turn-table, as some striation mark were noted and
recorded. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
The cord marks are seen to have been made in a slanting/diagnonal fashion, and
four such marks were noted and recorded in the current sherd. There was no slip
or burnish visible on any of the vessel surfaces.
D#29 pot with a simple featureless externally projecting rim, which has uniform
thickness till the point of inflection. It is thinner than average vessels
encountered in this period, with below average inclusions of medium size. The
rim till the neck of the vessel was definitely formed on a turn-table, but the
shoulder of the vessel indicates the use of dabber to shape the vessel further.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are
no indications of slip on either surfaces of the vessel, but the external surface
does seem to have undergone a little semi-smooth burnishing.

l
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D#30 Bowl with a simple featureless rim, which had uniform thickness and is slightly
inverted. The vessel is a thin one, with less than average inclusions of small
size. It seems to have been made on a turn-table, but most of the striation marks
have been obliterated by the burnishing of the exterior surface. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Even though the vessel
displays no slip on any of its surfaces, there is burnishing present on both its
surfaces. The finish of the burnish is also quite smooth.
D#31 Shallow dish, which can almost be qualified as a platter. The rim is otherwise
featureless but it externally projecting with a flat tip, and has uniform thickness
till the inflection point. The vessel is of medium thickness, with average
inclusions of small size. It definitely was made on a turn-table as was noted and
recorded. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
There was no slip or burnish recorded on the exterior surface of the vessel, but
the interior surface displays slip.
D#32 Bowl, with a wide mouth and a complex, externally projecting slightly rounded
rim, which becomes thinner at the neck. The vessel is thin, unlike most other
vessels in the assemblage; ad had less than average inclusions of medium size.
It seems to be shallow bowl, made on a turn-table. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip or burnish visible in
the exterior or interior surfaces of the vessel.
D#33 Bowl with a featureless, uniformly thick everted rim, with a flat tip. The vessel
is of medium thickness, and had average inclusions of small size. There are
striation marks visible on the exterior of the vessel, as well some in the interior
surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
There are some evidence of slip, especially on the exterior surface till the neck
of the interior surface of the vessel, but due to the degraded condition the sherd,
one cannot say it with conviction.
D#34 Dish, with a simple externally projecting rim which is uniformly thick and has
a flat tip. The vessel is of medium thickness, and has average inclusions of small
size. The vessel is all probability was made on a turn-table, but since most of
the striation marks have been obliterated by the smoothening and burnishing of
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the surface so one cannot be sure of it. . Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core
- 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The burnish is mostly seen on the interior surface
of semi-smooth finish, but the exterior surface, atleast till the neck does exhibit
some semblance of burnish as well.
D#35 Dish, with a simple externally projecting rim, of uniform thickness and is
otherwise featureless. The vessel is of medium thickness and has average
inclusions, of medium size. There are some striations visible on both the
external and internal surfaces of the vessel, and hence turn-table was used in its
forming. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
There is no slip or burnish visible on any of the surfaces
D#36 Dish, a shallow one with a simple externally projecting rim, whose tip is slightly
flattened, but the rest is of uniform thickness. The vessel is of medium thickness
and has less than average inclusions of the medium size. It is made on a turntable as is obvious from the striation marks seen on the internal surface. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are some
remnants of slip visible on the external surface but none on the internal surface
at all.
D#37 Bowl with a complex, wide-mouthed, externally projected and slightly beaked
rim. The bowl narrows down towards the base. The vessel has thinner than
normal walls and has average inclusions of medium size. It is difficult to be
completely sure, but it has been observed that the striation marks on this bowl
is more regular than what is normally seen on most, and it is possible that it was
made on a fast wheel, instead of a turn-table. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8
core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip on either surfaces but there is
some evidence of burnish on the external surface.
D#38 Bowl, which is shaped like a handi. It has a slightly beaked, but otherwise
uniform and simple rim. It is of medium thickness and has above average
inclusions of relatively small size. It is made on a turn-table, as the striation
marks are not so even, and the rim is not very uniform as well. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip on either
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surfaces but the external surface, again boasts of somesurface treatment in the
form of burnishing.
D#39 Bowl with a simple everted rim, which has a slight bump at the tip, but is
otherwise featureless and of uniform thickness. The vessel walls are of uniform
thickness and have above average inclusions of medium size. The bowl is made
on a turn-table, as deduced by the striations marks on the interior surface of the
vessel, rather than exterior one, as they have been obliterated by the surface
treatment efforts. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. The exterior surface has been burnished but the interior surface has
been not. Both the surfaces do not show any marks of slipping.
D#40 Bowl, similar to the previous one, a wide mouthed one, with a roudish bottom,
but the difference is in the rim, which is everted and the tip has a sharpered edge
to it. Other than, it has the usual walls of medium thickness and the inclusions
are of average intensity with medium size. The primary forming method of the
vessel seems to be turn-table though most of the marks are not visible due to the
secondary surface treatment of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core
- 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The external surface exhibits burnish but not slip,
and the internal surface has none of the two.
D#41 Bowl, with a externally projecting rim, which is slightly beaked at the lip. The
vessel is of medium thickness and has above average inclusions of medium size.
The bowl has been made on a turn-table as the striation marks are seen on both
the surfaces of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no burnishing or slipping visible on any of the surfaces
of the vessel.
D#42 Deep bowl, with a simple featureless everted rim of uniform thickness. The
vessel walls are thinner than usual, and have average inclusions of small size. It
has been made on a turn-table as marks are seen on both surfaces. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no surface
treatment marks visible on any of the surfaces.
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D#43 Bowl which is almost shaped like a basin, and has a inverted rim, which tapers
to a point at the tip, and then bulges downward towards the base. The walls are
slightly thicker than usual and have above average inclusions of medium size.
The primary method of vessel forming seems to be turn-table, but handmoulding techniques may have been employed as well. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are marks of surface
treatment on any of the vessel surfaces recorded.
D#44

Basin, with an almost perpendicular rim, which is otherwise featureless and
uniform. The vessel walls are of medium thickness and the inclusions are of
high intensity with medium sized grains and chaff. It has been primarily made
on a turn-table with hand-moulding techniques being used at a secondary level.
There is a decoration at the shoulder of the vessel, where circular patterns are
made after gouging/scooping out clay. The patter runs parallel to the rim.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no
evidence of slipping involved but the exterior surface does show some
burnishing.

D#45 Bowl, with a wide mouth which tapers to a narrower base. The rim is simple
everted and featureless one. The vessel walls are thicker than usual, with below
average inclusions of medium size. The vessel may have been made on a faster
wheel, as the striations are more even and then there are two grooves made on
the exterior surface of the vessel, running parallel to the rim which are also made
very evenly. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
There is no surface treatment visible on any of the surfaces.
D#46 Pot, with a simple externally projecting rim, which is otherwise simple and
featureless but uniform, and ends to a narrow mouth. The vessel walls are
thinner than usual and have below average inclusions of medium size. The rim
till neck of the pot has been made on a turn-table, but the rest have been shaped
with a dabber, as dabbing marks were recorded on the interior surface. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are surface
treatment marks visible.
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D#47 Bowl with a very wide mouth and a simple externally projecting rim, which has
a flat tip. The wide mouth of the bowl tapers to a narrow base, of an otherwise
shallow bowl. The vessel walls are thicker than usual, with below average
inclusions of average size. It has been made on a turn-table, as uneven striation
marks are visible on the interior surface of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The external surface exhibits burnish,
whereas as the interior surface does not.
D#48 Bowl, with a closed mouth and a simple inverted rim. The vessel walls are
thinner than usual of this deep bowl and have average inclusions of small size.
In all likelihood it was fashioned on a turn-table, as the striation marks on both
surfaces as well the single groove on the body of the bowl running parallel to
the rim are both slightly uneven. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no surface treatment marks on this vessel.
D#49 Pot, with a complex, extreme externally projecting rim which has a small
internal tilt. This is a small pot with thin vessel walls and below average
inclusions of small size. The vessel may have been made on a turn-table, as the
rim is slightly uneven, and so is the striation marks on the internal surface. Some
dabbing marks have also been recorded in the interior surface of the vessel.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The external
surface displays some slip, but not burnish.
D#50 Bowl, with an externally projecting rim, with a slight beak, which tapers to a
point at the tip. This small bowl has thin vessel walls and seems to be made with
levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is quite likely that it was made on a
fast wheel, as evidenced by its thin walls and uniform striations. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal
surfaces display slip and burnish with a smooth finish.
D#51 Pot with a simple everted rim which is rounded at the tip. It is otherwise
uniformly thick, and featureless. The vessel is of medium thickness and has
average inclusions ofmedium size. The body of the vessel is grittier than other
parts, which may hint at the use of dabber, apart from turn-table to give form to
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the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
There is no other form of surface treatment on the vessel surfaces.
D#52 Pot, with a very wide and elongated mouth. The rim is simple, everted and very
unevenly made, and so is not of uniform thickness. Since only the rim portion
is visible, so it is very difficult to say if the dabber was used to further give
shape to the vessel, apart from the turn-table. The vessel walls are thicker than
usual, ad has above average inclusions of medium size. . Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no surface treatment
marks on either surfaces.
D#53 Pot, similar to the previous one, has a wide mouthed elongated rim. But in this
case, the rim is rounded and externally projecting. Again, the rim is not very
evenly fashioned, so it does not have uniform thickness, but is otherwise
featureless. The vessel was thinner than usual for a pot, and has less than
average inclusions but of medium size. The pot again has onoy rim portion
extant, so it is difficult to say if apart from turn-table any other method of
fashioning the pot was employed. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface has undergone some burnishing, till
the interior neck portion but the interior surface otherwise has been left
untouched.
D#54 Bowl, of medium size, with a simple everted rim, which is otherwise featureless
and has uniform thickness. The vessel had medium wall thickness and average
inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a turn table. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface shows
remnants of slip, which is not present on the interior side, which instead shows
some burnishing marks.
D#55 Bowl, of medium size, which has complex externally projecting rim, with a
slight sharp tipped beak. The vessel has thinner than usual wall thickness and
has less than average inclusions of small size. The bowl may have been
fashioned on a fast wheel, as it is so uniformly formed. . Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior and interior surfaces,
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both display burnishing of semi-smooth texture. The exterior surface also
displays slip of semi-smooth texture, which the interior surface does not.
Grey Ware
D#56 Pot with a simple everted, which tapers to a point at the tip. The rim is otherwise
featureless and of uniform thickness. The pot is wide-mouthed and the vessel
walls are thinner than usual for a pot. It has definitely been fashioned on a turntable, and the body of the vessel was subjected to the dabber to fashion it in to
shape further. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B.
Both the exterior and the interior surfaces seem to have been burnished, with a
semi-smooth texture. On the interior surface the burnish is visible till the
shoulder of the vessel no slip has been observed.
D#57 Pot with a simple externally projecting rim, with has a slight bulge at the tip,
and the rest is more or less uniform and featureless. The uneven rim hints at the
use of a turn-table, and the gritty feel of the interior and exterior body surfaces
along with dabbing marks confirms the use of a dabber. Munsell colour: ext. G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The exterior surface has burnishing
marks, and a slightly smooth texture till the neck on the interior surface, but no
slip.
D#58 Pot, with a extremely externally projecting rim, with is otherwise featureless
and uniform in its shape. The pot has a very wide mouth which tapers to much
narrower neck. The vessel is of medium thickness and has above average
inclusions of medium size. It has been fashioned on a turn-table till the neck
portion and the rest of the body has been shaped using the dabber. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no slip on any
of the surfaces but the exterior surfaces displays burnish with a slightly smooth
finish.
D#59 Pot, of a small size, with a simple externally projecting rim, of a short size,
which is rounded and has uniform thickness. The vessel walls are uniform in its
thickness and have less than average inclusions of small size. The rim has been
shaped on a turn-table, but since no part of body was observed, it is difficult to
ascertain the use of dabber in the shaping of the vessel further. Munsell colour:
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ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. Ther is both slip and burnish
noted and recorded in the exterior surface and till neck of the interior surface of
the vessel. The finish of both the slip and burnish is quite smooth.
D#60 Pot of a small size, with a complex bilaterally projecting rim. The rim has a
slightly rounded beaked shape and is thick. The vessel has medium wall
thickness and has above average inclusions of medium size. Just like the
previous pot, only the rim portion of the vessel is extant, so apart from the use
of turn-table to give shape to the vessel, it is difficult to confirm the use of any
other implement. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5
B. There is no surface treatment witnessed on the surfaces of the vessel.
D#61 Bowl, of medium size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly pointed at
the tip, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel is of average
thickness and has less than average inclusions of small size. It has been
fashioned on a turn-table as evidenced by the uneven striation marks. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is burnishing on
both the surfaces of the vessel of semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed
on the exterior surface and not the interior one.
D#62 Dish, of medium size, with a slightly tapered at the tip, externally projecting
rim. The vessel is of medium thickness and has less than average inclusions of
small size. The dish seems to have been made on a turn-table, as it is not very
even and uniformly made. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int.
-. G2 5/5 B. There are burnishing marks on both the surfaces, but the interior
burnish is smoother than the exterior. There is no slip observed.
D#63 Bowl of medium size, with a complex externally projecting beaked rim, which
tapers to a point at the tip. It has very thin vessel walls and has very few
inclusions of small size. It seems to have been fashioned on a fast wheel, owing
to its uniformly formed thin walls. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2
5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is slip and burnish recorded on both the surfaces
of the vessel, and they are done with skill, and has a smooth finish.
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D#64 Bowl, of medium size with a complex bilaterally projecting rim, which has
tapered to a point at the tip and then has a slight outward tilt at the neck of the
vessel. It has relatively thin walls and has less than average inclusions of small
size. It may have been shaped on a turn-table, and not on a fast wheel. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no slip on either
of the surfaces but the exterior surface has burnish which extends till the neck
of the interior surface. The burnish has a semi-smooth finish.
D#65 Dish, of medium size, which a simple externally projecting rim, which has a
slightly rounded bulge at the tip. It is otherwise featureless and uniform. The
vessel walls are of average thickness and have average inclusions of medium
size which is rare in the grey ware assemblage of this period. It has been shaped
on a turn-table, and not on a fast wheel. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no sip on either surface but there is evidence
of burnishing on the interior and exterior surface. The burnish of the interior
surface has a better finish.
D#66 Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight beak
with a sharpened tip which protrudes outward. The vessel walls are thinner than
usual, and have less than average inclusions of small size. The vessel may have
been made on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation marks. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is evidence of slip
on exterior surface, but not on the interior surface. It has a smooth finish.
D#67 Bowl of medium size, which has simple externally projecting rim, with a
slightly sharpened tip, and it is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel
has medium to thin thickness and has less than average inclusions of small size.
It has been shaped on a turn-table as confirmed by the lack of evenness and
uniformity. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B.
There is slip on both the surfaces of the vessel, and they are both of semi-smooth
finish.
D#68 Bowl of small size, with a complex externally projecting rim, which has a
triangular shaped beak tilting outward. It has medium wall thickness and very
little inclusions of small size. It may have been formed on the fast wheel, due to
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the uniformity of its striations and grains. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core
- G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is evidence of slip and burnish on the exterior
surface but only burnish on the interior surface. The finish of both slip and
burnish is semi-smooth.
D#69 Bowl of small size, with a simple almost perpendicular rim, which is a little
sharpened at the tip. It is otherwise featureless, and mostly uniform in its
thickness. The vessel walls are medium in thickness with average inclusions of
medium size. The vessel may have shaped on a turn-table itself. Munsell colour:
ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no slip on either surface
of the vessel, but there is evidence of burnish on the exterior surface which has
a slightly smooth finish.
D#70 Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which is otherwise featureless
and has uniform thickness. The vessel had medium wall thickness and average
inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a turn table. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface shows
remnants of slip, which is not present on the interior side, which instead shows
some burnishing marks.
D#71 Dish of small size, with a externally projecting rim, which is bilaterally
projecting and a slight pointed tilt inward at the tip. It is otherwise uniform in
thickness. The vessel walls are medium with average inclusions of small size.
The vessel had been formed on a turn-table, as uneven striation marks are
visible. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There
is evidence of burnish on both surfaces of the vessel, with s slightly smooth
texture but no slip has been observed on any of the surfaces.
D#72 Bowl of medium size with a lipped portion, the rim is otherwise everted, with a
sharpened tip. The lipped portion seems to be made with finger-moulding
method, after the vessel was shaped on a turn-table. There are still some fingerprints visible on the lip. The vessel is of medium thickness, with average
inclusions of small size. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -.
G2 5/5 B. There is evidence of burnish on the exterior portion, but not on the
interior surface. The finish is of slightly smooth texture.
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D#73 It is a broken fragment of a spout. The spout is broken in such a way that neither
the tip, nor the luted portion where it would have attached itself to a pot or a
bowl is visible. The thickness of the spout walls are medium and it has less than
average inclusions of medium size. It may have been fashioned on a wheel and
then luted to a vessel. . Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -.
G2 5/5 B. There is evidence of burnishing on the exterior surface and is quite
rough on the interior surface. The finish of the burnish is of slightly smooth
texture.
D#74 it is a fragment of a vessel, and it is difficult to say what form the vessel had,
whether it was a pot, bowl or a dish. It seems to be the body portion of the
vessel, and has some decoration on it. The decorative motif has a horizontal line
under which there are embossed circles. The vessel is a thin one and the clay
used to shape seems to be levigated. It seems that the vessel may have been
fashioned on a fast wheel, owing to the regular thin walls and the uniformity of
the decorative motifs. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2
5/5 B. There is slip on both sides of the vessel, and has a smooth finish.
Black Slipped Ware
D#75 Bowl of small size, with a complex externally projecting beaked rim, which
tapers to a point at the tip. It has very thin vessel walls and has very few
inclusions of small size. It seems to have been fashioned on a fast wheel, owing
to its uniformly formed thin walls. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1
6/N int. -.G1 5/N. There is slip and burnish recorded on both the surfaces of the
vessel, and they are done with skill, and it has a smooth finish.
D#76 Bowl of small size, with a simple almost perpendicular rim, which is a little
sharpened at the tip. It is otherwise featureless, and mostly uniform in its
thickness. The vessel walls are quite thin with average inclusions of medium
size. The vessel may have shaped on a turn-table itself. Munsell colour: ext. G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no slip on either surface of
the vessel, but there is evidence of burnish on the exterior surface which has a
slightly smooth finish
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D#77 Dish with a complex externally projecting rim, which is slightly rounded and
beaked at the tip. It is otherwise of uniform thickness, and featureless. The
vessel walls are medium with average inclusions of small size. The vessel had
been formed on a turn-table, as uneven striation marks are visible. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.

G1 5/N. There is evidence

of burnish on both surfaces of the vessel, with s slightly smooth texture but no
slip has been observed on any of the surfaces.
D#78 Bowl, of small size, which has complex externally projecting rim, with a slight
sharp tipped beak. The vessel has thinner than usual wall thickness and has less
than average inclusions of small size. The bowl may have been fashioned on a
fast wheel, as it is so uniformly formed. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core
- G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N. The exterior and interior surfaces, both display
burnishing of semi-smooth texture. The exterior surface also displays slip of
semi-smooth texture, which the interior surface does not.
D#79 Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly pointed at the
tip, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel is of average thickness
and has less than average inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a
turn-table as evidenced by the uneven striation marks. Munsell colour: ext. - G2
5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is burnishing on both the surfaces
of the vessel of semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed on the exterior
surface and not the interior one.
D#80 Bowl of medium size, which is in most ways very similar to the last bowl. It has
simple externally projecting rim, with a slightly sharpened tip, and it is
otherwise featureless and uniform. The only difference between this one and the
last is that this has an even wider mouth. The vessel has medium to thin
thickness and has less than average inclusions of small size. It has been shaped
on a turn-table as confirmed by the lack of evenness and uniformity. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is slip on both the
surfaces of the vessel, and they are both of semi-smooth finish.
D#81 Bowl of medium size, which has simple externally projecting rim, with a
slightly sharpened tip, and it is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel
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has medium to thin thickness and has less than average inclusions of small size.
It has been shaped on a turn-table as confirmed by the lack of evenness and
uniformity. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B.
There is slip on both the surfaces of the vessel, and they are both of semi-smooth
finish.
D#82 Pot, of medium size, has a wide mouthed elongated rim. But in this case, the
rim is rounded and externally projecting. Again, the rim is not very evenly
fashioned, so it does not have uniform thickness, but is otherwise featureless.
The vessel was thinner than usual for a pot, and has less than average inclusions
but of medium size. The pot again has only rim portion extant, so it is difficult
to say if apart from turn-table any other method of fashioning the pot was
employed. . Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B.
The exterior surface has undergone some burnishing, till the interior neck
portion but the interior surface otherwise has been left untouched
D#83 Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight beak
with a sharpened tip which protrudes inward. The vessel walls are thinner than
usual, and have less than average inclusions of small size. The vessel may have
been made on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation marks. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is evidence of slip
on exterior surface, but not on the interior surface. It has a smooth finish.
D#84 Dish with a complex externally projecting rim, which is slightly rounded and
beaked at the tip. It is otherwise of uniform thickness, and featureless. The
vessel walls are medium with average inclusions of small size. The vessel had
been formed on a turn-table, as uneven striation marks are visible. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.

G1 5/N. There is evidence

of burnish on both surfaces of the vessel, with s slightly smooth texture but no
slip has been observed on any of the surfaces
D#85 Bowl, of medium size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly pointed at
the tip, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel is of average
thickness and has less than average inclusions of small size. It has been
fashioned on a turn-table as evidenced by the uneven striation marks. Munsell
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colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is burnishing on
both the surfaces of the vessel of semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed
on the exterior surface and not the interior one.
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Period II (Chalcolithic)
The ware types that we came across in the Neolithic and Neolithic-Chalcolithic
phase (Period I) continue to be present in the layers representing the Chalcolithic phase
at the site. Among all the ware types that the assemblage has been distributed into, RW
is the most abundant category that one comes across in this period, similar to what we
encountered in period I as well. This ware category is closely followed by the BRW
category. In this period almost no sherds pf crude BRW were recovered, which were
present in the earlier period. The time and skill investment in the execution of vessels
in the BRW category seems to have undergone a drastic change. Other than these two
ware categories which within themselves represent the major chunk of the assemblage,
the GW (within which we also have the burnished subtype) and BSW have a minor but
nonetheless a significant share.
Mostly, the potsherds belonging to this period exhibit characteristics which
point at the use of wheel, instead of a turn-table. Though hand-made specimens, have
been found but mostly they are all wheel made, unlike the previous period where the
frequency of turn-table made, or hand-moulded, or dabber marked vessels were more
abundant. But a significant observation made about the assemblage would be the fact
that a large quantity of sherds recorded and analysed shows signs of a surface treatment,
and this treatment also shows marked increase in the quality, unlike the previous layer.
The slip and burnish in this period show a marked improvement in finish and texture.
Though a good quantity of coarse fabric sherds has been recorded, but the percentage
of medium to fine fabric sherds present in the assemblage has increased dramatically.
Another aspect of the manufacturing techniques worth discussion would the
presence of many various kinds of decorations. Whereas, in the previous period,
incised lines, or pin-prick like designs were more popular (mostly on grey ware or black
slipped ware), in this period we see some other styles gaining popularity as well.
Among them is the post-firing ochre colour paintings found red ware and grey ware (in
unslipped and unburnished coarse ware as well as in slipped and burnished finer quality
ware). There are several patterns of this ochre colour drawings recorded in the
assemblage, from linear simple ones, to more complex ones. Some sherds, though lesser
in number have also been found, in which the paintings have been done in pre-firing
stage, which are more durable.
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Among other decorated patterns, the pin prick design – in which on the exterior
rim edge one can notice punctured holes, which seem to have been made with a pin,
while on the interior surface at the corresponding punctured holes, one finds rounded
ridges – seems to maintain its popularity, which was witnessed in the preceding period
as well. Apart from this, appliqué designs are also recorded where a band of clay is
applied and then pinched and twisted with a finger-tip. The incised designs, which are
mostly executed at a post firing stage, also continue, with more patterns being recorded.
The incisions could well have been with the aid of a bone-point, several of which have
been recovered from the corresponding layers of the period II.
Following is the distribution frequency table for the period II pottery
assemblage at the site. This will help, just like the period I table to better understand
not only the distribution patterns of each ware type encountered at the site of this period,
but also relate it to the corresponding vessel forms. The table will also help in
understanding the change in patterns of the assemblage from the previous period to this
one. It demonstrates how certain vessel forms become either less popular or more
popular. It also highlights if newer vessel forms emerged in the period or not.
Table 2 Period II Ceramic Distribution
Ware

Total

Pot

Dish

RW

70,510

627

134

756

BRW

10,134

345

178

GW

755

42

BSW

27,678

RuW
CW

Type

Bowl Basin

Perforated Lipped

Decorated Bases

Non-

Vessel

Bowl

diagnostic

132

75

151

108

189

68,438

434

78

--

47

87

56

8909

67

328

54

--

--

31

23

210

121

325

1567

213

--

21

103

32

25,296

1713

56

--

24

--

--

--

12

--

1621

879

42

28

121

67

--

--

18

--

603

732

3230

544

75

219

359

300

1,05,077

Grand
Total

1,11,669 1233

Red Ware:

This ware type forms the bulk of the total potsherds collected and

recorded at the site, just like we recorded in the previous period. But the quantity of
sherds collected and recorded in this period have increased manifold in comparison.
The unslipped, unburnished variety of sherds, though still found in the semi-coarse to
coarse fabric type, but majority of them belong to the medium fabric type. The
chaff/organic inclusions continue to flourish in the sherds, with a increase in the
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proportion of sherds exhibiting rice husk inclusions. The proportion of well-fired sherds
also increases, with the proportion of ill-fired with either jet black core, or a dark
grayish one remaining steady. The vessel forms that one can associate with this subtype are some large basins and thick pot forms, similar to the last period, with the
addition of bowl forms too. There are quite a few medium to large sized bowls observed
in this period of pottery.
In comparison to the last period, the proportion of the second sub-type of red
ware, which is the one displaying surface treatment, in the form of burnish seem to
increase. Most of the sherds with the burnish, is of poor quality, and it would seem that
the vessels of this category were meant for everyday use, but one cannot say that for
sure. The clay used in the production and manufacturing of these vessels were not
levigated, and seem to be heavily tempered, with rice husk inclusions visible. In most
cases the surface treatment, in the form of burnish seems to have been done with a lot
of care, but in most cases it did not seem to be so. There are high numbers of thickish
sherds found in this category, along with medium ones, with very few recorded in the
thin variety.
The sherds either show a reddish/orangish core which indicates well-fired
sherds or a thick blackish/grayish interior core which is flanked by thinner red zones,
or a thin blackish/grayish zone flanked by a slightly thicker red zones. These type of
potsherds also show tiny cavities on the exterior surface, and are lighter in weight than
others. There are no sherds found in this ware type which show any form of decoration
or painting. Several bowl forms, with uniformly thick featureless rims, spouted ones,
pots with flaring rims, or basin forms with out-curved rims, or splayed out rims seem
to fall in this category.
It has already been established that numerically the red ware make up the bulk
of the assemblage, more abundant than all of the rest ware types put together. Within
this, the coarse, and the semi-coarse fabric is again the most numerically preponderant.
Though the clay paste and the firing methods do seem to be continuing on the same
tangent as the preceding period, but certain changes and improvements can be
witnessed. For instance, the clay used in making these vessels is less gritty, and in most
cases, the sherds seem to be well-fired, hinting towards increased use of controlled
firing conditions. Several basin forms make an appearance in this category, especially
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the ones with out-turned rims, and bowls with vertical sharp rims and straight sides,
with out-curved rim, with featureless thickened rim, lipped bowl and basins and shallow
bowls with splayed out rims are also abundant.
There are some new forms which also appear in the assemblage in this period
within this unslipped and unburnished category, and these would be the flat based bowl,
pots with incurved rims as well as flaring rims, and particularly pot with comparatively
shorter rims than before. The flat based bowls, not only make their first appearance in
the layers belonging to period II, but they are also quite popular in the assemblage.
Quite a few specimens have been recorded, again, similar to the finds in similar levels
at Senuwar (Singh 20004:101)
The final subtype to be discussed in this section is the slipped variety of
potsherds within the red ware category. As compared to the earlier subtypes, this would
be numerically the smallest group, but the proportion of them within the larger category
of red ware, have increased dramatically from the last period. After the coarse and semicoarse ware, this slipped category of red ware is the second most important group. In
this sub-type we find painted, incised as well as undecorated ones. The sherds
encountered in this category are mostly thin to medium thick, and in most cases display
a medium fabric. The clay used is finer than most of the other category encountered,
but the inclusions used (in terms of its size, and density) is more dependent on the vessel
form rather than the ware category. One significant difference from the slipped ware
category of the earlier period, was the gritty porous core than the period I red ware
sherds exhibited in comparison to the more compact and well fired ones found in period
II.
Among the slipped sherds, there are two subtypes, one which exhibits extremely
fine slip on a smoothened surface, and the other which has a slightly more thickish slip.
Also, notably quite a few decorative patters have recorded at this layer, which is worth
a discussion. It seems the painting on this vessels have been done both in a prefiring as
well as in the post firing stage, but he pre-firing stage ones are more popular and found
in higher percentage than the post-firing ones, in contrast to the previous period. The
patterns are mostly linear painted on the exterior surface, or the interior surface, or in
some rarer cases both the surfaces. The most popular pigment is definitely the creamish
or the ochre colour, but bands of blackish pigment has also been recorded. Several
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designs types like slanting lines, wavy lines both vertical and horizontal, triangular
incised lines. Several slated strokes in a row, zigzag motifs, latticed motifs etc seem to
be on the popular side.
Again, in comparison to the previous period, there are more decorative patterns
now in the red ware assemblage. The ones that were recorded in the previous period
continue into this period, but certain new patterns are also recorded. One of the most
striking new decorations is the appliqué type – within which two distinct type has been
noticed. One is a fingertip pinched pattern, and the other the rope like twist pattern.
These are mostly made on either burnished vessel or a slipped one. The next most
commonly found new design is the vertical incised lines found on either the neck or
shoulder ridge of the vessels. These lines are executed in a pre-firing stage, and are
either in wavy lines, or straight lines, both vertical. Another very popular design is the
single, double or multiple grooves that are etched onto the neck, lip, shoulder of the
vessels. In certain vessels, instead of grooves one also tends to find ridges. These seem
to have also been executed at a pre-firing stage.
Another group painted sherds which make an appearance for the first time in
this period is the black painted red ware sherds. Although very few sherds of this type
have been discovered, and they form an insignificant portion of the pottery yield,
nonetheless they deserve a discussion. The paintings on the sherds are done with black
pigment, and have a very limited repertoire of motifs. They are mostly represented by
linear patters executed on the exterior surface of the vessels, and in very rare cases on
the interior surface. Even though the motifs are simple, but they have been executed
with certain finesse. The sherds mostly have a dark red or slightly brown slip on the
surface which bears the painted motif, and is of medium fabric, with moderately
levigated clay.
These are mostly small sherds and are hence difficult to tell what forms they
represent, but in most cases they seem to belong to small bowls and pots, and are all
wheel-thrown. Similar sherds have also been recorded at Senuwar (Singh 2004: 104) in
the corresponding layers of period II (Chalcolithic). Singh is of the opinion that these
sherds are similar to the Malwa ware of the Central Indian Chalcolithic culture, which
mostly has lattice motif, or groups of parallel vertical lines executed on bowls with
straight or convex sides and featureless rims (Thapar 1967: 18-20; Deo et.al. 1965: 45).
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Though based on this some form of cultural contact has been suggested by him, but
unless more in-depth research on this topic is done one cannot be sure of any such.
Black and red ware: This is the third largest category of sherds recovered from the
period under discussion after the red ware and the black slipped ware. However, there
is a marked difference in the black and red ware sherds of the preceding period I and
the ones found in this period. In the red ware of the same period we see greater
proportions of unslipped and unburnished pottery, with relatively smaller quantities of
slipped or burnished, whereas from black and red ware, the proportion of pottery with
slip or burnish on the exterior and even interior surfaces are much higher in proportions.
But just like red ware category, there are various subtypes within the larger category of
back and red ware.
The coarser, slightly crude potsherds that were recovered from the layer resting
on the natural soil in the period I of the site, seems to have become quite absent in this
period II layers. Some very degraded sherds which are also very small in size, have
been found, but it has obviously been difficult to ascertain which exact sub-type within
black and red ware they belonged to. There was no surface treatment visible on these
sherds, and even the clay used for the manufacturing of the vessels display high
concentration large to medium sized inclusions, both organic and sandy-gritty type.
These sherds mostly displayed oxidized exterior and reduced interior with a very thick
black core.
The second sub-type to be discussed is the burnished variety. The sherds of this
type are mostly of medium fabric and have higher percentage of sherds which are
medium to thick in section. The exterior surface is mostly oxidized, and the interior
reduced, but there a quite decent quantity of sherds which display reduced black/gray
part stretching from the interior part to the exterior lip, or even at times till the neck.
The burnishing is mostly done on the exterior surface and the interior till neck in the
case of pot forms; and both exterior and interior surfaces show burnish in the case of
bowls and dishes, similar to what wad witnessed in period I as well.
But the most significant and interesting fact about this ware type which makes
it so different from the previous period is the variety of new shapes that proliferated in
this Chalcolithic phase at the site. There are several bowl, pot and dish forms that we
observe within the black and red ware, but apart from these newer vessel forms like
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channeled spouts, flat based bowls, lipped bowls as well as basins also start to show up.
Within the bowl forms, the most common forms that were observed in the period were
the vertical sharpened rim with straight sides as well the ones with convex sides, sharp
rim with flaring sides, deep bowl with out-curved rims, vertical rims with flat bases,
bowl or dish on stands, and spouted bowls. Among the pot form, we find several
featureless rim types, with some having carination at the neck, or the waist. Some pot
forms with tapering sides, or flat base, or even spayed out rims have been recorded
The next and final sub-type to be found in this category is the slipped type of
vessels. Though numerically they are quite a bit lower than the other sherds found, but
they deserve discussion because of their striking presence. Similar to the burnished pot
forms, the slip also seems to be applied only on the exterior surface and till neck on the
interior surface in certain cases. Most of the times, the slip applied on the vessels seem
to be of the thicker variety, unlike the red ware. This could have been done to cover the
otherwise coarser or uneven surface of the vessels. More bowls and dishes are slipped
in comparison to the pot or basin forms, and in most cases they are slipped only on the
interior surface and not the exterior, which in very few cases is burnished. Majority of
the sherds displayed a blackish or in most cases grayish core, which indicates more
towards an uncontrolled firing conditions.
There is one sub-type within this slipped version of black and red ware, which
is marked by a dull exterior surface. The red slip that has been applied on the exterior
surface seems to be thin; whereas the brighter blackish/deep grayish slip applied on the
interior surface is comparatively much thicker. The clay paste also has a slightly higher
density of inclusions than is usual for the slipped variety of black and red ware. Some
of these sherds seem to have incised patterns on them, which were made on a post firing
stage. All these sherds seem to be made almost entirely on the fast wheel, with maybe
some sherds which may hint towards a secondary pinching or hand-moulding done at
a secondary level of forming the vessel.
Another sub-type worth discussing is the sherds, in which the black interior
stretches up to the exterior surface, slightly below the rim of the vessel, while in certain
cases, the black surface even extends up to the shoulder of the vessel. There are three
subdivisions among this group of sherds as well. There are some which have slip on
both their surfaces, sometimes along with burnishing, and sometimes without any.
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There is another group in which the exterior is both slipped and burnished, whereas the
interior is only burnished but not slipped. And the third and final kind, where the
exterior surface was hard brushed, not burnished, whereas the interior surface was
treated with both slip and burnish. These sherds in almost all cases belonged to shallow
bowls with splayed out rims, or dishes with wide mouths.
There are some newer sub-groups of black and red ware in this period, which
we had not come across in the previous period at all among those, the thin, well
levigated clay made vessels, with a fine slip and lustrous surface is one. These vessels
are most definitely wheel thrown and have lustrous exterior surface, sometimes both
exterior and interior surface. These are almost in all cases well fired, and emit a metallic
sound when hit. Only bowls are represented in this category of black and red ware
sherds, and that too only the ones with convex sides, or the ones with everted featureless
rims.
The painted and other decorated designs that were recorded among the
black and red ware sherds of this period, were similar to the ones that were also found
on the red ware sherds. For example, several incised patterns have been recorded,
among which bands, mostly horizontal seem to be quite popular. In some cases, these
incised bands seem to be filled with a colour pigment, either creamish, or ochre colour.
Several other painted motifs have also been identified, done both in a pre-firing stage
as well as post-firing stage of pottery production. The use of while and ochre pigment
on these sherds seems to a common feature, in the form of parallel slanting lines,
vertical wavy lines in the interior rim surface, criss-cross patterns ans short oblique
lines.
Grey Ware: in contrast to the preceding the proportion of the grey ware vessels is far
lesser than the red ware or the black and red ware category, but they feature in enough
numbers to justify a separate section about them. The sherds that one encounter in this
category is in most cases burnished, and in relatively small numbers we also find the
grey slipped variety too. The fabric that is most commonly witnessed in this period is
that of medium-fine category. Though the coarse type was present in significant
numbers in the preceding period, in this period, they are almost absent. Instead some
amount of medium-coarse fabric has been recorded, which are normally thick sherds,
made with unlevigated clay, with a gritty porous blackish core and highly tempered.
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Which when compared to Senuwar, the characteristic of this site different. At Senuwar,
we encounter only the black slipped ware or just the black wares at this period, with
almost no mention of grey ware or the burnished and/or slipped grey ware sherds (Singh
2004: 93-105).
At Panr, in the period I itself, we do come across both the medium and the fine
type fabric. The clay used in the manufacturing of the vessels exhibit mostly organic
temper. In a high percentage of sherds, rice husk inclusions have also been recorded. In
the period II sherds, we invariably find a thick slip of colours which varies from light
smoky grey to deeper shades of blackish grey. The thickness of the slip is evident when
one observes the section carefully. Apart from this, a low percentage of sherds also
have sandy-gritty inclusion texture. These sherds mostly belong to the largish pot form
vessels, or few large bowls that have been recorded.
The vessels most represented in the category are the bowl forms, with relatively
much lesser numbers in pot and dish forms. In most cases the bowls encountered,
whether burnished or slipped, display it on both exterior and interior surfaces. There
are a few sherds, where the slipping and burnishing is witnessed only on the interior
surface of the vessel. There are few pot form vessels encountered, mostly medium in
size, but then as already elucidated they are mostly found in the bowl category. At
times, on the vessels where the slip had not been applied on the interior surface, one
can small cavities left behind by the organic clay inclusions, like chaff and rice husk.
Some slipped sherds also have visible burnishing marks on their exterior surface, which
may hint at the fact that in certain cases the burnishing was done post slip application
as well.
In certain cases, like the ones with burnish or slip, the striation marks on the
potsherd have been obliterated, so it is a little unclear whether the vessel was thrown
on wheel or on the turn table. Quite a few hand-moulded, and paddle-anvil made sherds
have also been seen, where finger impressions and palms prints also attest to the fact
that a secondary method of forming was used in the manufacturing of the vessel. But
in most cases, it seems that the fast wheel was the primary mode of manufacturing
vessels in this ware type. In terms of the slipping and burnishing of the sherds are
concerned, they definitely show an improvement from the earlier period. There are also
more decorated sherds that are encountered in this layer, both painted with ochre colour
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as well as incised decorations. Different bands, around the rim, or the neck or shoulder,
different criss-cross patterns, sets of vertical lines, were all found to be executed at a
pre firing stage, instead of post-firing.
Various different vessel forms are represented in the grey ware category,
especially in its burnished form. Most popular form is the bowl, with a number of
varieties represented. We have bowls with featureless rims, with flaring sides and sharp
rims, with incurved and featureless rims, featureless rims with convex sides, vertical
featureless rims, deep bowls with spayed out rims, bowls with out-curved rims and
convex sides, and even few chanelled bowls. We also few small to medium sized pot
forms, especially the ones with flaring rims, and splayed out rims with a concave neck,
also a few with narrow necks, vertical featureless rims and globular body. Similar finds
have been reported from Chirand as well as from Period IB at Senuwar (Singh 2004:
66)
Black Slipped Ware:

Though numerically the black slipped ware is far lesser

than the red ware, but it found in twice the proportion of black and red ware category,
and their proportions have gone up in dramatically from the preceding period. In period
I, they were present in almost the same quantities as that of grey ware and in enough
numbers to justify a separate section about them, but now they are the second largest
ware category. The sherds that one encounters in this category are in most cases slipped,
and in a smaller quantity we also find both burnished and slipped varieties. The fabric
that is most commonly witnessed in this period is that of medium to fine, infact the
finer fabric seems to have become more popular as well. At the lowest levels from
Senuwar, there was no record of any black slipped ware being found. As mentioned
earlier as well, at Senuwar, we encounter only the coarse, gritty, porous and highly
tempered variety of burnished grey ware (Singh 2004: 46). But, in period II at Senuwar,
similar finds of black slipped ware sherds have also been reported (Singh 2004:97-99).
At Panr, in the period I itself, we do come across both the medium and the fine
type fabric, but not the layers resting on the natural soil. These sherds are more visible
in the layer above the one resting on natural soil. The clay used in the manufacturing of
the vessels exhibit mostly organic temper. In a high percentage of sherds, rice husk
inclusions have also been recorded. Apart from this, a low percentage of sherds also
have sandy-gritty inclusion texture. In this period however, we find black slipped ware
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in all three basic fabrics of coarse, medium and fine. Though the two fabric type of
coarse and fine is numerically less than the medium one, they are all worth discussion.
With the finer fabric type, we find bright black slip being used, with a glossy
and lustrous texture, which might suggest burnishing and smoothening done over the
application of slip. Most popular form in which we find these fine fabric bright black
slipped sherds belong to the dish category. There are also specimens indicating a duller
black slip, which at times looks almost dark grayish in colour, which are much thinner
than the earlier discussed lustrous black slip. In most of the sherds, the slip has almost
degraded on the exterior surface, exposing the grayish coarser surface under. In the
vessels belonging to this black slipped variety, the clay is mostly well levigated, and
free from impurities, with the core having either a black or a dark grayish colour.
Generally the slip is applied on both surfaces, with very examples where it is not applied
on the interior surface.
At Senuwar (Singh 2004: 98) and Khairadih (Singh 1987-88: 28; Singh 198586: 78-86), there have been sherds recorded in the black slipped ware category which
has a clay mixture applied on the external body surface of vessels. These rusticated
sherds are partially roughened with the application of this thickish coarse grainy mix.
No such rusticated sherds were found in the assemblage at Panr in this ware category.
The vessels most represented in the category are the bowl forms, with relatively
much lesser numbers in basin and dish forms. In most cases the bowls encountered,
whether burnished or slipped, display it on both exterior and interior surfaces. There
are a few sherds, where the slipping and burnishing is witnessed only on the interior
surface of the vessel. There are few basin form vessels encountered, mostly medium in
size, but then as already elucidated they are mostly found in the bowl category. Another
important category seems to be the pot form, especially the smaller sized ones with
splayed out rims. Several bowl types, like the one with straight sides, slightly carinated
bowls, convex sided bowls, deep bowls, corrugated bowls, lid shaped bowls, bowls
with concave neck and convex sides and bowls with vertical featureless rims have been
seen to be most popular.
The black slipped wares along with black and red ware (inclusive of all subtypes within them) are reported from many sites in the Ganga plains in corresponding
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levels. Some of the major sites explored and excavated include, Chechar-Kutubpur (IAR
1977-78: 17-19), Taradih (IAR 1981-82:10-11; IAR 1983-84: 12-13; IAR 1984-85: 910), Chirand (IAR 1971-72: 6; Singh 1969: 102-110; Srivastava 1980: 47-50),
Khairadih (Singh 1987-88: 28-33; Singh 1985-86: 78-86), Narhan (Singh 1994: 39),
Sohgaura (IAR 1961-62: 56; IAR 1974-75: 46-47; Chaturvedi 1985: 101-108)
Lahuradewa, Raja Nala-ka-tila, Malhar, (Tewari et.al 2004-05; Tewari et.al 1998-99),
Senuwar, (Singh 2004).
These ware categories and the form types also show close affinity with the
Belan-Vindhyan sites as well, Koldihwa being the most important site in this respect
(Pal 1986). There is a striking similarity both in fabric and form in correspondence to
their ware category. In this regards, forms like bowls with sharp rims and flaring sides,
deep bowls with out-curved rim, bowls with vertical and featureless rims, bowl/dish on
stands, pots with flaring featureless rims, pots with carinated necks, bowls with everted
featureless rims, bowls with convex sides, flattish base and in-curved rims, bowls with
vertical rims and straight sides and bowls with concave neck and concave sides are
most popular and common to almost all sides. In certain cases the similarity is striking
that if placed on a tray together it would be difficult to tell which sherd belonged to
which site. Many scholars suggest that this could be indicative of some form of
evidence towards cultural affinity and intercourse between sites of all these regions.
There are few sherds recorded with decoration and/or painting on their surfaces
as well. The creamish or whitish pigment is used in this ware category as well, both on
interior as well as exterior surfaces of the vessel. There are several linear as well as
multiple motifs encountered in the ware type. Apart from painted motifs, incised
markings are also present, in the form or grooves, along the bosy or neck of the vessels
running parallel to the rim.
Rusticated sherds:

The sherds of this category are considerably fewer in number

than the other ware types encountered in the period II. They are found both in red ware
and black and red ware categories, just like the preceding period. The number of sherds
found in the red ware category showing rustication is numerically higher than the black
and red ones. In these wares, the exterior surface is roughened or rusticated by the
application of clay mixed with coarsely ground potsherds, stone granules and organic
remains (can be chaff, rice husk etc.). These category sherds have definitely decreased
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in terms of proportion of the entire assemblage of sherds, but numerically more sherds
have been encountered and recorded in this period than the previous one.
Majority of the sherds encountered and recorded in this period were
fragmentary, and therefore of indeterminate nature. These vessels are mostly coarse and
can be found in both thick and medium fabric types, which are then treated to a grainy
mixture applied on the exterior surface. The clay used in preparing the vessels were
mostly heavily tempered with both organic and inorganic elements and a gritty feel to
it. In this period this clay mixture that was applied on the exterior surface, mostly by
fingers was thick, and barring a few examples they were generally evenly applied.
These sherds are mostly thick to medium-thick and are more or less ill fired. Majority
of them show a grayish core with thin reddish bands on either side of the core, while
the rest show a jet black core and grayish bands around the core. There are very few
sherds which are well fired. In many instances, finger impressions were also
encountered and recorded on the surface of the vessels.
Mostly non-diagnostic body sherds were recovered in the excavations, which
actually helped in identifying various vessel forming processes as well. The large body
sherd collection displayed not only traces of dabber marks, hard brushing, scraping, but
finger impressions (which hinted at hand-moulding involved as well) as well. The few
rims that were collected were only of pot forms, and no other forms were noticed in this
period. In most cases, the upper exterior portion of the vessels were either burnished
or slipped and the lower portion would be roughened with a thick paste and in some
cases an ochrous wash as well. The interior of the vessel would be without any surface
treatment, and in few cases even hard brushed.
Due to the fact that most sherds had a coarse fabric, it has been presumed by
many scholars that these category of vessels may have been for cooking purposes, as
the rustication would make the vessels stronger and more heat resistant. In certain cases,
soot marks have also been encountered, but not in sufficient numbers to completely
justify it being called cooking vessels. Also, there are some sherds which have a finer
fabric, and the slipping and burnishing on the exterior portion give them a glossy and
lustrous finish. In these sherds, even the rustication is done with more care and the layer
is thinner than the others. In these cases, they may have done as a decorative feature
and not for any functional purpose at all.
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There are also specimens which have the thick coarse grained rustication paste
applied on the exterior surface, and just after the application several horizontal bands
are made by fingers throughout the rusticated surface which gives a very pleasing look
to the pottery. This may add more flesh to the argument of the rustication meant for a
decorative purpose. Further, in the upper layers of the period, more thinner rusticated
sherds with finer fabric is recorded, and these have thinner rustication paste and are not
as grainy. The clay used in making these vessels also seem to be of slightly levigated
kind, showing a more compact core.
Corded/cord-impressed Ware:

Though not found in large numbers as red ware

or black and red ware, but they are represented in almost all the layers which correspond
to period II of the assemblage. These sherds are found both in red ware as well as black
and red ware, and are in most cases of a coarse fabric, just like the preceding period.
There are few medium fabric sherds found too, but almost of negligible quantity. The
clay used in the manufacturing of these vessels are not found to be levigated at all, and
are mostly heavily tempered with chaff, rice husk etc.
The production techniques used in the production of these sherds mostly
remained unchanged from the preceding period, with both wheel thrown and handmade specimens being present in the assemblage. Most of the vessels seem to be
indicating a turn-table forming, with some that may very well have been made on a
wheel. The corded/cord-impressed pottery recovered and recorded in this period show
a far greater variation in its impressions than the ones recorded in the earlier period.
There are potsherds without any kind of surface treatment, and hence retained thin to
medium cord impressions. These type of sherds are most numerous in the assemblage,
and are made of unlevigated clay and have rough surfaces on both sides of the vessels.
There is another category of sherds which have interior surfaces treated with a
thin layer of clay, to make the surface even as well as possibly impervious. These sherds
are marked by medium to bold cord marks. Very few sherds belonging to this category
of cord-impressed ware have been found from this period. Similar finds have also been
reported from Senuwar both in period IA and IB (Singh 2004: 66). Tere are also sherds
which show surface treatment only on their exterior surface. In this category of sherds,
it seems that after imparting the cord marks, the marked surface is either treated with a
red slip or an ochrous wash. If slip is applied then the cord marks seem to be subdued,
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but they remain bold if a wash is applied. These make up the second most popular
category of sherds in the ware type.
As is evident by the name of this sub ware type, the sherds are identified by the
cord marks, which are in general found to be running vertical to the rim of the vessel.
But slanted and horizontal marks have also been recorded at this period, though in very
few numbers. Another important aspect of this ware worth a discussion is the fact that
from the earliest layers the sherds that were recorded; the marks on them were more
incipient and thickish. They did not seem to be regular and in some cases were quite
indistinct as well. But as the one went upwards to the later layers, the cord markings
became clearer and more regular, with distinct twist and knot marks of the cord visible.
This does hint towards the evolution of the cord impressed ware type.
In another category of sherds, the vessels are treated with a red slip on the
interior surface, and have a smoother surface than most other sherds. This slip is
continued till the rim or the neck on the exterior surface and the remainder of the
exterior surface is covered by bold and vertical cord marks. Though a few sherds of this
type had been recorded in the preceding period, but in the current period II they became
very popular. Similar sherds have also been encountered in Khairadih (Singh 1987-88:
28-33), Narhan (Singh 1994: 73) and Senuwar (Singh 2004: 67). Apart from these, there
are also sherds where one can see impressions of other plants on the exterior surface.
There are sherds, which have cord-like patterns incised on the exterior surface in the
forms of small either slanting or vertical lines, executed with a pointed object, like a
bone point. These designs appear for the very first time in this period.
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Black Slipped Ware Sherds

Black and Red Ware Sherds
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Cord-impressed Sherds

Red Ware Sherds with incised decoration
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Red Ware Perforated ware with handles

Red Ware Stand fragments
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Sample Drawings and Description of the Pottery Assemblage- Period II
Red Ware
D#1

Pot, with a extremely externally projecting rim, with is otherwise featureless
and uniform in its shape. The pot has a very wide mouth which tapers to much
narrower neck. The vessel is of medium thickness and has above average
inclusions of medium size. It has been fashioned on a turn-table till the neck
portion and the rest of the body has been shaped using the dabber. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip on
any of the surfaces but the exterior surfaces displays burnish with a slightly
smooth finish

D#2

Pot with a simple externally projecting rim, which tapers to a point at the tip.
The rim is otherwise featureless and of uniform thickness. The pot is widemouthed and the vessel walls are thinner than usual for a pot. It has definitely
been fashioned on a turn-table, and the body of the vessel was subjected to the
dabber to fashion it in to shape further. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and the interior surfaces seem to
have been burnished, with a semi-smooth texture. On the interior surface the
burnish is visible till the shoulder of the vessel no slip has been observed.

D#3

Pot, with a very wide and elongated mouth. The rim is simple, everted and very
unevenly made, and so is not of uniform thickness. Since only the rim portion
is visible, so it is very difficult to say if the dabber was used to further give
shape to the vessel, apart from the turn-table. The vessel wall are thicker than
usual; and has above average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no surface treatment
marks on either surface.

D#4

Pot, similar to the previous one, has a wide mouthed elongated rim. But in this
case, the rim is rounded and externally projecting. Again, the rim is not very
evenly fashioned, so it does not have uniform thickness, but is otherwise
featureless. The vessel was thinner than usual for a pot, and has less than
average inclusions but of medium size. The pot again has onoy rim portion
extant, so it is difficult to say if apart from turn-table any other method of
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fashioning the pot was employed. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface has undergone some burnishing, till
the interior neck portion but the interior surface otherwise has been left
untouched.
D#5

Pot with a simple externally projecting rim, with has a slight bulge at the tip,
and the rest is more or less uniform and featureless. The uneven rim hints at the
use of a turn-table, and the gritty feel of the interior and exterior body surfaces
along with dabbing marks confirms the use of a dabber. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface has burnishing
marks, and a slightly smooth texture till the neck on the interior surface, but no
slip

D#6

Dish, of medium size, with a slightly tapered at the tip, externally projecting
rim. The vessel is of medium thickness and has less than average inclusions of
small size. The dish seems to have been made on a turn-table, as it is not very
even and uniformly made. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are burnishing marks on both the surfaces, but the interior
burnish is smoother than the exterior. There is no slip observed.

D#7

Dish with a very wide mouth and a complex externally projecting rim, which
has a flat tip and a sharp beak outward. The wide mouth of the bowl tapers to a
narrow base, of an otherwise shallow bowl. The vessel walls are thicker than
usual, with below average inclusions of average size. It has been made on a
turn-table, as uneven striation marks are visible on the interior surface of the
vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The
external surface exhibits burnish, whereas as the interior surface does not.

D#8

Pot of a small size, with a complex bilaterally projecting rim. The rim has a
slightly rounded beaked shape and is thick. The vessel has medium wall
thickness and has above average inclusions of medium size. Just like the
previous pot, only the rim portion of the vessel is extant, so apart from the use
of turn-table to give shape to the vessel, it is difficult to confirm the use of any
other implement. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
7/6. There is no surface treatment witnessed on the surfaces of the vessel.
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D#9

Dish with a very wide mouth and a simple externally projecting rim, which has
a flat tip. The wide mouth of the bowl tapers to a narrow base, of an otherwise
shallow bowl. The vessel walls are thicker than usual, with below average
inclusions of average size. It has been made on a turn-table, as uneven striation
marks are visible on the interior surface of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The external surface exhibits burnish,
whereas as the interior surface does not.

D#10 Dish, a shallow one with a simple externally projecting rim, whose tip is slightly
flattened, but the rest is of uniform thickness. The vessel is of medium thickness
and has less than average inclusions of the medium size. It is made on a turntable as is obvious from the striation marks seen on the internal surface. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are some
remnants of slip visible on the external surface but none on the internal surface
at all.
D#11 Pot with a flaring rim and an expanding mouth. This is a medium sized pot, with
medium thickness and above average inclusions of medium size. The rim till
shoulder is made on a turn-table, whereas below that, the body of the vessel
seems to have been shaped with the help of a dabber. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 7/6. The sherd shows slip on both the
surfaces, with the exterior side showing bright red, and the interior side dullish
red, but only till neck.
D#12 Bowl which is almost shaped like a basin, and has an almost perpendicular rim,
which tapers to a point at the tip, and then bulges downward towards the base.
The walls of the vessel are almost parallel to each other and areslightly thicker
than usual and have above average inclusions of medium size. The primary
method of vessel forming seems to be turn-table, but hand-moulding techniques
may have been employed as well. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are marks of surface treatment on any of the vessel
surfaces recorded.
D#13 Dish with a wide open mouth, a complex externally projecting ledge, which has
a concave protrusion. The vessel is of medium thickness and has less than
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average inclusions of the medium size. It is made on a turn-table as is obvious
from the striation marks seen on the internal surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are some remnants of slip visible
on the external surface but none on the internal surface at all.
D#14 Bowl with a featureless, uniformly thick everted rim, with a flat tip. The vessel
is of medium thickness, and had average inclusions of small size. There are
striation marks visible on the exterior of the vessel, as well some in the interior
surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
There is some evidence of slip, especially on the exterior surface till the neck of
the interior surface of the vessel, but due to the degraded condition the sherd,
one cannot say it with conviction.
D#15 Bowl of medium size, with a complex internally projecting rim, with a slight
rounded beak. The vessel is of medium thickness and has average inclusions of
medium size. The vessel seems to be made on a fast wheel, and has uniform
walls and thickness. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. There is some evidence of burnishing on the exterior surface, but none
on the interior surface of the vessel. The finish is semi-smooth. No slip has been
seen on either surface of the vessel.
D#16 Bowl with a simple inverted rim, which tapers to a point at the tip but it is
otherwise featureless and uniform. The bowl is of average depth and has thicker
vessel walls than usual. It has above average inclusions of medium size. It was
probably made on a fast wheel as the vessel attests to the uniformity of the vessel
walls. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There
is evidence of slip on the exterior surface, and has slightly smooth finish. The
interior surface seems to have been burnishing of slightly smooth texture.
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D#17 Dish, of medium size, which could be called a bowl as well. It has a complex,
internally projecting rim, which has a slight triangular beak protruding
internally. The vessel has thicker walls than usual and has above average
inclusions of medium size. . Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no evidence of slipping on either surface, but there is
burnishing present on both the surfaces, of semi-smooth texture.
D#18 Bowl with a slightly everted rim, which is slightly tapered to a point at the tip,
but is otherwise featureless and uniform. It has medium-thick walls and has
average inclusions of medium size. It seems to have been fashioned on a fast
wheel and has uniform striations throughout the surface. . Munsell colour: ext.
- 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of burnishing
on both the surfaces of the vessel of semi-smooth texture, but no slip has been
noticed.
D#19 Basin with a featureless everted rim which is uniformly thick and has a flat tip.
The sherd is of medium thickness with above average inclusions of medium
size. The vessel was made on the fast wheel, with the possibility of handmoulding in the secondary stage of forming the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. Both the surfaces have been
slipped, but the exterior one is almost degraded, whereas the interior is still
intact. It is of a dull red colour, and when touched easily comes off, like a wash.
D#20 Bowl, with a slightly thick complex rim, which has a internal small ledge, just
below the lip. The vessel has thinner walls than average, and has less than
average inclusions in it, which are of small size as well. The vessel seems to be
made on a fast wheel, but is a little difficult to tell, as the striation marks have
mostly been wiped away when the surface was being smoothened. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The slip is smoothly
done on the on both the exterior and internal surfaces, but the external surface
is smoother than the internal one.
D#21 Bowl with a uniformly thick rim, which is slightly everted, and has convex
sides. The vessel exhibits medium thickness, like most others but has less than
average inclusions and that too of small size. It is made on a fast wheel, which
was established by observing and noting the striation marks on the vessel.
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Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Though the
bowl displays no slip at all, it does seem to have a burnishing on the exterior
surface only, which had slightly smooth texture.
D#22 Bowl which is almost shaped like a basin, and has an inverted rim, which tapers
to a point at the tip, and then bulges downward towards the base. The walls are
slightly thicker than usual and have above average inclusions of medium size.
The primary method of vessel forming seems to be fast wheel, but handmoulding techniques may have been employed as well. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no marks of surface
treatment on any of the vessel surfaces recorded
D#23 Bowl of medium size, with a complex internally projecting rim, with a slight
rounded beak. The vessel is of medium thickness and has average inclusions of
medium size. The vessel seems to be made on a fast wheel, and has uniform
walls and thickness. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. There is some evidence of burnishing on the exterior surface, but none
on the interior surface of the vessel. The finish is semi-smooth. No slip has been
seen on either surface of the vessel.
Black and Red Ware
D#24 Basin with a featureless rim, which bulges neck down and then tapers shoulder
onwards. The sherd is of medium thickness with below average inclusions of
medium size. The vessel was made on the turn-table, with the possibility of
hand-moulding in the secondary stage of forming the vessel. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. Both the surfaces have been
slipped, but the exterior one is almost degraded, whereas the interior is still
intact. It is of a dull red colour, and when touched easily comes off, like a wash.
D#25 It is a deep Bowl, with a complex, externally projecting slightly ledged rim,
which tapers to a thinner tip. It is thinner than most other vessels in the period,
and the clay used to make it seems to have very little inclusions. The bowl
definitely seems to be made on a fast wheel and has some striation marks to
vouch for that fact. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.
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G2 3/5 PB. There is slip and burnish on both sides of the vessel, and the external
slip especially displays a smooth finish, way more than the internal one
D#26 Bowl with a simple featureless rim, which had uniform thickness and is slightly
inverted the tip. The vessel is a thin one, with less than average inclusions of
small size. It seems to have been made on a fast wheel, but most of the striation
marks have been obliterated by the burnishing of the exterior surface. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -. G2 3/5 PB. Even though the
vessel displays no slip on any of its surfaces, there is burnishing present on both
its surfaces. The finish of the burnish is also quite smooth.
D#27 Bowl, of medium size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly pointed at
the tip, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel is quite thinner
unlike the average thickness ones and has less than average inclusions of small
size. It has been fashioned on a turn-table as evidenced by the uneven striation
marks. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -. G2 3/5 PB.
There is burnishing on both the surfaces of the vessel of semi-smooth texture,
but slip is only observed on the exterior surface and not the interior one.
D#28 Bowl, with a wide mouth and a complex, externally projecting slightly rounded
rim, which becomes thinner at the neck and has a slight ledge like protrusion on
the exterior side. The vessel is thin, unlike most other vessels in the assemblage;
ad had less than average inclusions of medium size. It seems to be shallow bowl,
made on a fast wheel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. . G2 3/5 PB. There is no slip or burnish visible in the exterior or interior surfaces
of the vessel
D#29 Bowl with a featureless, uniformly thick everted rim, with a flat tip. The vessel
is of medium thickness, and had average inclusions of small size. There are
striation marks visible on the exterior of the vessel, as well some in the interior
surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -. G2 3/5 PB.
There is some evidence of slip, especially on the exterior surface till the neck of
the interior surface of the vessel, but due to the degraded condition the sherd,
one cannot say it with conviction.
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D#30 Dish with a complex externally projecting rim, which is slightly rounded and
beaked at the tip. It is otherwise of uniform thickness, and featureless. The
vessel walls are medium with average inclusions of small size. The vessel had
been formed on a turn-table, as uneven striation marks are visible. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -. G2 3/5 PB. There is evidence
of burnish on both surfaces of the vessel, with s slightly smooth texture but no
slip has been observed on any of the surfaces
D#31 Dish with a complex externally projecting rim, which is slightly triangular
beaked at the tip. It is otherwise of uniform thickness, and featureless. The
vessel walls are medium with less than average inclusions of small size. The
vessel had been formed on a fast wheel, as even striation marks are visible.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -. G2 3/5 PB. There is
evidence of burnish on both surfaces of the vessel, with a slightly smooth texture
but no slip has been observed on any of the surfaces.
D#32 Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly pointed at the
tip, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel is of average thickness
and has above average inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a fast
wheel as evidenced by the uneven striation marks. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -. G2 3/5 PB. There is burnishing on both the surfaces
of the vessel of semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed on the exterior
surface and not the interior one.
D#33 Bowl of small size, with a simple almost perpendicular rim, which is a little
rounded at the tip. It is otherwise featureless, and mostly uniform in its
thickness. The vessel walls are medium thick with average inclusions of
medium size. The vessel may have shaped on a fast wheel, with some handmoulding techniques involved. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B
int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no slip on either surface of the vessel, but there is
evidence of burnish on the exterior surface which has a slightly smooth finish
D#34 Basin with a thickened straight sided rim, which is slightly inverted, with a
bilateral projection slanting inward. It has relatively medium thickness of sherd,
with average inclusions of medium size. The specimen indicated use of turn-
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table, with no secondary forming involved. Only the exterior surface is both slipped
and burnished, with the interior black surface only exhibiting burnish. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. It has a slightly-smooth finish.It is
slightly ill fired, with organic inclusions
D#35

Basin with a thickened featureless rim which is slightly incurved, but has an outward
rounded beak. Slightly thinner than the previous specimen, with less inclusions of small
size. It is slipped on both sides and has a semi-smooth finish. The exterior slip is dark

red in colour. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5
PB. It is well-fired and exterior slip is more degraded than the interior side.
Grey Ware
D#36 Bowl with an almost uniformly thick rim, but with a slightly pinched beaked tip
protruding outwards. The bowl is deep and has almost slanted sides. Unlike the
previous specimen, this sherd displays below average inclusion, of small size and has
slip on the exterior side, while the interior side is only burnished. Munsell colour: ext.
- 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - G2 3/5 PB. It is made on a turn-table, and is
decorated on the exterior surface. There are three incised lines on the exterior surface
running parallel to one another, on the shoulder of the vessel.
D#37

Bowl with a splayed out rim and shallow. It is sherd of medium thickness and has below
average inclusions of small size. The vessel was made on a fast wheel, with no other
indication of secondary forming stage. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 4/8. Both surfaces have been slipped, with the exterior one displaying
a bright red colour. The sherd is well fired, and has a semi-smooth finish.
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D#38 Bowl with a simple featureless rim, which had uniform thickness and is slightly
inverted the tip. The vessel is a thin one, with less than average inclusions of
small size. It seems to have been made on a fast wheel, but most of the striation
marks have been obliterated by the burnishing of the exterior surface. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Even though the
vessel displays no slip on any of its surfaces, there is burnishing present on both
its surfaces. The finish of the burnish is also quite smooth.
D#39 Bowl, with a externally projecting rim, which is slightly beaked at the lip. The
vessel is of medium thickness and has above average inclusions of medium size.
The bowl has been made on a fast wheele as the striation marks are seen on both
the surfaces of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no burnishing or slipping visible on any of the surfaces
of the vessel.
D#40 Deep bowl, with a simple featureless everted rim of uniform thickness. The
vessel walls are thinner than usual, and it has average inclusions of small size.
It has been made on a turn-table as marks are seen on both surfaces. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no surface
treatment marks visible on any of the surfaces.
Black Slipped Ware
D#41 Bowl, with a externally projecting rim, which is slightly beaked at the lip,
pushed outward. The vessel is of medium thickness and has above average
inclusions of medium size. The bowl has been made on a turn-table as the
striation marks are seen on both the surfaces of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext.
- 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no burnishing or slipping
visible on any of the surfaces of the vessel.
D#42 Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which is otherwise featureless
but has a rounded tip and uniform thickness. The vessel had medium wall
thickness and average inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a turn
table. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The
exterior surface shows remnants of slip, which is not present on the interior side,
which instead shows some burnishing marks
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D#43 Bowl of medium size, which is deep and has a inverted rim which is sharpened
at the tip and then becomes thicker downward. The mouth of the bowl is narrower than
the the body of the vessel, which actually bulges downward. The vessel walls have
medium thickness with less than average inclusions of small size. Munsell colour: ext.
- G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The exterior and interior surfaces both
display slip and burnish, of smooth texture.
D#44

Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly pointed at the tip and
is beaked outward, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel is of average
thickness and has less than average inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a
turn-table as evidenced by the uneven striation marks. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B
core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is burnishing on both the surfaces of the vessel
of semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed on the exterior surface and not the
interior one.

D#45

This is a body sherd of black slipped ware, which has a decorative motif on the exterior
surface. The decoration is made of three incised lines, almost in the shape of trident.
The incisions may have been made post-firing, with a sharp pointed object, like a bone
tool. The sherd is quite thin, and seems to be made with levigated clay. The vessel this
sherd was a part of must have been shaped on a fast wheel. Munsell colour: ext. -

G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. Both the surfaces of the vessel seem
to have treated with both burnish and slip, and it has certain sheen to it
D#46 Similar to the last sherd, this is also a body sherd of black slipped ware, which
has a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The decoration is made of two
incised lines, almost in the shape of ‘V’. The incisions may have been made
post-firing, with a sharp pointed object, like a bone tool. The sherd is quite thin,
and seems to be made with levigated clay. The vessel this sherd was a part of
must have been shaped on a fast wheel. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. Both the surfaces of the vessel seem to have treated
with both burnish and slip, and it has smooth and shiny texture to it
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D#48 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of yellow ochre paint being used to make three circles and a possible
band on the red slipped surface. The sherd has extremely thin walls and seems
to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface has slip and burnish, but the interior
surface only has burnish. The finish of the slip is quite smooth.
Decorated Sherds
D#49 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of yellow ochre paint being used to make four circles on the red slipped
surface. The sherd has extremely thin walls and seems to be made of levigated
clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The
exterior surface has slip and burnish, but the interior surface only has burnish.
The finish of the slip is quite smooth.
D#50 This is a grey ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of whitish being used to make nine horizontal lines on the grey slipped
surface. The sherd has extremely thin walls and seems to be made of levigated
clay. . Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B.The
exterior surface has slip and burnish, but the interior surface only has burnish.
The finish of the slip is quite smooth.
D#51 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of five incised lines on the red slipped surface. The sherd has extremely
thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface has
slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish. The finish of the slip
is quite smooth.
D#52 This is a grey ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of whitish paint being used to make eight diagonal lines which is topped
by two lines of circular dots on the grey slipped surface. The sherd has
extremely thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour:
ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The exterior surface has slip
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and burnish, but the interior surface only has burnish. The finish of the slip is
quite smooth, which a slight sheen to it.
D#53 This is a grey ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of whitish paint being used to make six circular dots huddled together
at the right side corneron the grey slipped surface. The sherd has extremely thin
walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B
core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The exterior surface has slip and burnish, but
the interior surface only has burnish. The finish of the slip is quite smooth.
D#54 This is a red ware sherd, which may belong to either a bowl or a dish. This
fragment seems to be from the part where the handle of the vessel may have
been and a part of it has remained intact. The vessel walls are thinner than usual
and had below average inclusions of medium size. The vessel was in all
likelihood made on a fast wheel, but the handle seems to have been fashioned
with fingers. Some thumb and finger impressions have also been recorded.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is
evidence of slip on the exterior surface, but none on the interior surface. The
finish is slightly smooth of the slip.
D#55 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a zig-zag line incised on the red slipped surface. The sherd has
extremely thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior
surface has slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish. The finish
of the slip is quite smooth.
D#56 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a lattice like pattern line incised on the red slipped surface. The sherd
has thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface
has slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish. The finish of the
slip is quite smooth.
D#57 This is a red ware sherd, and is part of a perforated vessel. The vessel is of usual
medium thickness, and has average inclusion of medium size in it. One half
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broken perforation can be observed, and the holes seem to have been made from
the exterior surface towards the internal surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface seems to be burnished
slightly, but the internal surface is quite rough. Infact, the entire vessel feels
slightly gritty ad rougher than most others. No slip observed.
D#58 Bowl with everted featureless rim which is uniformly thick, and is part of a
perforated vessel. The vessel is of usual medium thickness, and has average
inclusion of medium size in it. One full perforation and two broken ones have
been observed, and the holes seem to have been made from the exterior surface
towards the internal surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface seems to be burnished slightly, but the
internal surface is quite rough. Infact, the entire vessel feels slightly gritty ad
rougher than most others. No slip observed, but what seems like a wash can be
seen.
D#59 This sherd belongs to a red ware vessel, which has rustication marks on the
external surface, of what seems to be the lower body of the vessel. The vessel
walls are thicker than usual, and have above average inclusion of medium to
large size. This sherd seems to be the body part of a pot, as some dabbing marks
can be seen on it, on the interior surface. The exterior has a thin layer of
rustication, which is extremely gritty in texture. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Apart from the rustication, there isn’t any
other surface treatment on the vessel surface.
D#60 This a red ware fragment of a stand, possibly belonging to a bowl-on-stand or
dish-on-stand. Both the bowl/dish part and the base of the stand are broken. The
stand seems to be of medium thickness, and it is narrower towards the top and
wider at the base part. It has average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface has a
dark red slip, which has a semi-smooth texture, and has two sets of three lines
each near the top and three sets of three embossed lines near the base to,
equidistant to each other.
D#61 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a wavy or swiggly line incised on the red slipped surface. The sherd
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has extremely thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and
interior surface has slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish.
The finish of the slip is quite smooth.
D#62 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of black painted bands on the red slipped surface. The lower band is
painted in such a way that it looks like a pair of eyes staring back. The sherd has
medium thick walls and has average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior
surface has slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish. The finish
of the slip is quite smooth.
D#63 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a two sets of five lines incised on the red slipped surface, running
parallel to each other. The sherd has medium thin walls and seems to be made
of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface has slip and burnish, but the
exterior surface has better finish. The finish of the slip is quite smooth
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Neolithic and Chalcolithic at Panr: A discussion
After the perusing through the above discussion, one thing becomes glaringly
obvious – the site displays a very different picture of the Neolithic-Chalcolithic phases
than one would traditionally theorize and understand most of the cultural complexes, in
the subcontinent. They are, in no way primitive and simplistic cultural complexes with
crude and insipient form of culture. Even though the notion of longevity and continuity
of these cultures have been somewhat looked into, but the concern for understanding
the dimensions of cultural change within these systems is something that this current
research seeks to address.
It is obvious from the discussion on the different ware types, like red ware, black
and red ware, grey ware, black slipped ware, rusticated ware and corded/cordimpressed ware display varied characteristics even within themselves from different
layers belonging to the same period. It is significant to note that cord-impressed and
rusticated ware which is said to be a ‘diagnostic’ feature of the Indian sub-continental
Neolithic-Chalcolithic pottery is represented at Panr, in several sub-types, each with
own sets of characteristics, and represented in both red ware and black and red ware.
This in itself gives us a new perspective into the pottery assemblage of the period. Also,
this prompts us into acknowledging the fact that each site or each region will have its
own characteristic features and based on the assemblages of two or three sites it would
be wrong to proffer any ‘characteristic’ ‘regional’ or ‘period’ conclusions.
Firing:
Another aspect which becomes apparent from the Panr pottery analysis and
needs to be discussed in detail is the fact that that both oxidized and reduced wares are
found in significant numbers. We find not only black and red ware, along with red
ware but also grey ware. It is therefore; quite possible that Neolithic-Chalcolithic
pottery was fired in conditions that result in both oxidizing and reducing atmospheres.
Also, in black and red ware we come several subtypes where we differential firing
done to the vessel. In certain cases, the exterior and interior show different colours,
i.e., either oxidized red, or a reduce black or grey. But in some others the interior
grey/black surface can stretch till the rim/neck/shoulder of the exterior surface or vice
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versa. This hints towards a several different types of firing involved in the process of
manufacturing these vessels.
Another significant aspect was that most of the vessels were of the well fired
category. Ill-fired ones are also recorded, but the percentage of well fired ones is quite
high. In period I 18 the percentage of well-fired sherds is 35.26%, whereas in period
II, the percentage is 49.23%. All the slipped or burnished sherds were found to be wellfired. This was determined by using the Munsell Soil Colour Charts to record the
colour of the core of each sherd recorded (see table for an example).
Table 3 Munsell Chart for Red Ware (Period I)

Serial
No.

Ware
Type

Core Colour

Ext. Margin
Colour

Int. Margin
Colour

Ext. Surface
Colour

Int. Surface
Colour

1

Red Ware

G2 4/5 PB

2.5 YR 7/3

5 YR 7/8

5 YR 5/6

5 YR 4/6

2

Red Ware

5 YR 6/6

5 YR 6/6

5 YR 6/6

5 YR 7/6

2.5 YR 5/6

3

Red Ware

5 YR 7/6

5 YR 7/6

5 YR 7/6

2.5 YR 5/6

2.5 YR 6/8

4

Red Ware

G2 5/10 B

G2 5/10 B

G2 5/10 B

2.5 YR 7/6

2.5 YR 6/6

5

Red Ware

2.5 YR 6/4

2.5 YR 6/4

2.5 YR 6/4

2.5 YR 5/6

2.5 YR 6/6

6

Red Ware

G25/5 PB

5YR 6/6

5YR 6/6

5YR 6/6

5YR 6/6

7

Red Ware

5 YR 7/6

5 YR 7/6

5 YR 7/6

5 YR 7/6

5 YR 7/6

8

Red Ware

G2 5/5 PB

2.5 YR 7/4

2.5 YR 7/4

2.5 YR 5/6

2.5 YR 7/4

9

Red Ware

5 YR 5/4

5 YR 5/4

5 YR 5/4

5 YR 5/8

5 YR 6/6

10

Red Ware

2.5 YR 5/1

2.5 YR 6/4

2.5 YR 6/4

2.5 YR 6/4

2.5 YR 6/4

11

Red Ware

5 YR 6/3

5 YR 6/3

5 YR 6/3

5 YR 5/4

5 YR 6/4

12

Red Ware

2.5 YR 6/6

2.5 YR 6/6

2.5 YR 6/6

2.5 YR 6/6

2.5 YR 6/6

13

Red Ware

G2 6/5 PB

5YR 7/8

5YR 7/8

2.5 YR 5/4

2.5 YR 6/6

14

Red Ware

2.5 YR 6/8

2.5 YR 6/8

2.5 YR 6/8

2.5 YR 4/6

2.5 YR 4/8

15

Red Ware

G2 7/5 PB

2.5 YR 6/6

2.5 YR 6/6

2.5 YR 6/6

2.5 YR 6/6

16

Red Ware

G2 7/5 PB

2.5 YR 7/6

2.5 YR 7/6

2.5 YR 4/6

2.5 YR 4/6

17

Red Ware

G2 7/5 PB

2.5 YR 6/6

2.5 YR 6/6

2.5 YR 6/6

2.5 YR 6/6

18

Red Ware

2.5 YR 7/6

2.5 YR 7/6

2.5 YR 7/6

2.5 YR 7/6

2.5 YR 7/6
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It is quite likely that two or more different styles of firing were in practice at
that period. The oxidized wares (red wares) may have been a result of open-firing
methods, whereas, the reduced wares (grey wares) may have been due to the closed
firing technique. Possibly another method, called the inverted firing method could
have resulted in the black and red wares. Here it is also quite significant to note that a
high number of Neolithic-Chalcolithic pottery in period I and II is reduced, suggesting
that some ‘styles’ may have been intentionally manufactured over others to obtain
consistent results. This also indicates a preference to a particular ‘style’.
Turn-Table, Hand-Moulding and Lutation
In general, the wares are medium coarse, well-fired and mostly made on a slow
wheel (turn-table). The pottery of this period is mostly wheel-made although handmade
specimens are also found in each ware in sufficiently good number though not as
frequent as the former.

Specimens Indicating Slow Wheel

The analysis showed that all parts of certain shapes do not seem to have been
fashioned at one time. Some forms like the bases of flaring rims, and carinated neck,
and tubular spouted pots give clear indication that these were made in two parts with
the spouts and the body being made separately and later two portions were luted
together. Similarly, body and rim of the vessels were fashioned in parts and were then
joined. Such vessels generally break at the luted point.
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Specimens indicating Lutation

We may never know for certain who made the vessel in a specific case, but we
believe it is more important in this context to understand who a potter is. Making a
pottery is not a solitary event; many hands are involved in fashioning a single pot. Some
dig the clay, form the pot, apply a surface treatment, carry out firing etc. Then is it just
the one who fashion’s the vessel the potter? If individual contribution is to be given
importance, then why just give it to the creator of vessel shape, why not the others. And
how does one decide what constitutes vessel forming or fashioning.
Techniques Employed in Bases
Here, two sets of bases have been shown, to further elucidate on the point that
was being made earlier. It is an attempt to highlight the differences that can be spotted
if careful examinations of the sherds are made. These differences ultimately show how
rich and varied the whole assemblage of pottery is.
Two sides of Base 1
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Two sides of Base 2

Examples to show use of slow wheel and lutation on the bases

Both the bases, though similar in type are yet not uniform. The exterior surface
on both has been smoothened, but some indications of wheel-turning can still be seen.
The interior surface has more interesting features. Not only does it show markers of
luting, but the way the clay was moulded on the interior is evident. There are finger
impressions left by the maker, and they are very unique. Again, these are indicative of
the individual skill and effort that was made on the making of the vessel. One can
clearly see the finger impressions on this particular base. And again, the technique of
luting is different from the earlier two sets of bases that were described.

Base showing finger impressions

Techniques Employed in Rims
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Another notable feature that is observed is in the rim forms. The two rim
drawings (see figure ) elucidate the general curves of the ‘bowl’ and ‘basin’ rim forms
found in the assemblage. As one will notice in both the pictures showing two different
vessel forms found at Panr, the rims shape is similar to each other, but not entirely the
same. There is no uniformity, but even in this similarity, an essence of variability is
there. This is to be expected when slow wheel is used or hand moulding is applied.
This gives each vessel, individuality, and is also a strong indicator of an individualized
agency behind the making of each pot.

Different rim types in Bowl and Basin forms in Period I

Panr Assemblage: A Brief Recap
Based on the macro-visual analyses presented here, two key shifts are
discernible. First, the pottery from period I and II, the earliest phase identified in the
Neolithic-Chalcolithic assemblage of Panr, shows differences from each other in both
public and private attributes. Pastes are less carefully prepared, surfaces are more
expedient, and firing is distinctive from other layers. Here we see shifts in the private
attributes, with a clear emphasis on finer pastes, smaller inclusions, and higher quality
textures, while externally visible attributes remain largely within the scope of earlier
periods. This is interesting in that it indicates a higher level of engagement by the
potter in the preparation of pastes and forming processes in the later phases.
The macro-visual technological analyses of assemblages from different phases
dating to the Neolithic in the assemblage of Panr in the Middle Ganga Region have
highlighted subtle shifts in pottery production techniques and investment previously
not identified. The earliest phase consists of pastes with larger, more frequent and
poorly sorted inclusions, coarser textures, and largely fired in an oxidizing
environment. Furthermore, the technological changes are paralleled in the Production
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Task Index that indicates an assemblage-wide shift in labor and time investment in
pottery production from the earliest phase to later phases.
The implications of this research are twofold. First, there is a chronological
shift within the Neolithic-Chalcolithic pottery production after the earliest phase, when
potters begin to invest more heavily in manufacturing procedures. Second, wares, both
simple and complex variants, are more labor/time –intensive in their production than
other Early Neolithic decorative types.
The traditional use of the phrase ‘Corded/Diagnostic pottery’ merely as an index
of culture history or economic development in the Middle Ganga Neolithic has meant
that although Corded Ware figure prominently in wider synthesis and reference pottery
studies, hardly anything is known about their ‘monochrome’4 everyday counterparts;
also no model has really attempted to consider its use- and find- context or its horizontal
distribution at the intra-site level. For cultures that produced pottery, archaeologists
invariably spend a great deal of time defining pottery ‘types’.
Each type is a series of attributes which distinguishes one group of pottery
(whether whole vessels or potsherds) from all other groups of pottery, such that each
type was produced in a single time and place. Ideally, the attributes used to identify
types are ones that are identifiable with the naked eye, and are found on small fragments
of pottery, so that the sorting of potsherds into types is quick and straightforward. By
sorting potsherds in terms of types, archaeologists can examine a series of potsherds
(including those lying on a site surface) and quickly suggest when and where the pottery
was made.
By extension, they can estimate when a prehistoric site was used, whether there
are any traded pieces, and so on. Further, pottery vessels are generally built using three
basic container forms. Although there are sculptural-style vessels that do not follow this
pattern, nearly all pottery vessels do use the basic forms, either alone or in combination.
When the basic forms are used together, the pot also has transitions from one shape to
the next. Understanding these basic forms and transitional styles helps the potter create
aesthetically pleasing pottery. Thereby, an elucidation of vessel shapes that one
employs for the analysis of their pottery is essential to understand his/her ideas

4

Pottery made typically in one colour (Kipfer 2007: 219).
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pertaining to it. This in the case of most studies done on pottery in the region is
conspicuous by its absence. No indication of any typology that may have been involved
in categorizing the various potteries into different vessel shapes has been provided.
One of the driving concerns behind this work was the absence of proper
contextual data which meant that the information provided in almost all the reports of
excavated sites in the Middle Ganga valley regarding the pottery is insufficient. There
is no reference or tabulated information provided that had recorded the exact figure of
potsherds of each type in any of the excavation reports of the region. In such a case one
does not know where to put what information and in which context. Any attempt to reanalyse the pottery by going beyond the simplistic typological analysis already done
with whatever information the report provides, will float in mid-air and then fall flat on
its face, as the information database that one has to work with here is in itself incomplete
and severely lacks in quality at several instances.
One has to go beyond making straightforward statements and delve into more
complex analogies, and asking the assemblage questions like why the utilitarian use
increased. An example of the widespread tendency to make sweeping statements
regarding the pottery production or even the consumption at the Neolithic-Chalcolithic
periods would be to mention here that it is commonly believed that ‘fine finish and
texture’ of burnished were in high demand. The increase of burnished ware should also
be seen in relation to other factors like demographic changes, and also the artifact
assemblage from the corresponding layers. One should look at the charts more
critically, and it will be interesting to notice the changes in the numbers of each pottery
type from one layer to another. These issues are related to the concepts of demand, so
what led to the demand? Pottery analysis should not be seen in isolation, they have to
be put into context as well.
In this respect, the assemblage at Panr did not disappoint. The vast diagnostic
assemblage of Period I and Period II pottery showed great variation as well great skill
of the potter. As the analysis delved deeper and poked the data in various ways to look
for more avenues to explore, it threw up more interesting features that were previously
unnoticed and thereby, un-researched. It showed, as was expected that if pottery
analysis is done with more industriousness then it will throw more light upon the social
fabric of the contemporary times. It also showed that within one single period, there are
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more variability than one would expect. The fluidity of the period, NeolithicChalcolithic found true expression in the pottery assemblage of the Panr.
Technological choices are not only limited by environmental contexts; rather
they are socially informed behaviors that reflect cultural norms and understandings.
Chronological changes and the profusion of decorative styles, diversity of motifs, and
distinctions between high and low investment pottery support the notion that pottery as
a technology and a symbolic element of Neolithic-Chalcolithic life underwent
interesting and intriguing changes over the course of the period.
Cord impressed ware – A Discussion
Cord-impressed pottery, as the name suggest bears cord-impressions, mostly on
the outer surface, either partially or fully. Impressions are made either as a decorative
pattern with a paddle wrapped with a cord, or they remain over the surface as a byproduct while beating and shaping the pot in leather-hard condition with a cordwrapped paddle (Hazarika 2013:78). These impressions have been variously considered
either as decorations (stylistic) or just as a process of potting (technological) or both,
besides its functional aspect, if there is any. All the terms, like cord-impressed, cordmarked and corded wares, are used to designate this kind of pottery. The Neolithic
culture of Japan, starting as early as 13,600 BC, is termed as Jomon culture based on
the pottery (which bears cord-marks, called ‘jomon’ in Japanese). The term Jomon was
coined by Edward S. Morse who discovered corded ware at the Omori site in 1867.
(See Zhushchikhovskaya 2007 for further details).
The cord-impressed ware, a typical ceramic industry widely distributed in the
prehistoric contexts of East and Southeast Asia was first reported in the Indian
subcontinent from Assam (Sharma 1966). Later on this ware has been reported from
several sites of northern Vindhyas and the Gangetic valley. Considering the wide
occurrences, this ware has been considered as a unique characteristic, sometimes even
called a ‘diagnostic ware’ of the ceramic traditions of Neolithic-Chalcolithic culture of
Eastern India5. This ware has important bearings on the origin and development of the
Neolithic culture of Northeast India (Hazarika 2006a, 2006b, 2008a, 2008b). In this

5

region in the eastern part of the country comprising the present states of Bihar, Jharkhand, Orissa, West
Bengal and the eastern part of Uttar Pradesh as well as the north-eastern corner of India, covering present
day states of Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura.
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particular section the attempt is to understand the archaeological context of this vast
area based on its geo-physical entities rather than the political boundaries of these
Indian states.
Sites of northern Vindhyan region like Koldihawa, Mahagara and Kunjhun have
yielded a considerable percentage of cord-impressed ware besides rusticated ware,
burnished red ware and burnished black ware (Pal 1987: 62). The cord-impressed ware
of Koldihawa (Pal 1986) is made of semi levigated clay and which has not been not
fired at high temperature. The surface colour is matte or dull red and the colour of the
core in blackish, ashy, grey and dull red. It has a coarse fabric and porous core. Except
a few, most of the sections of the potsherds are thick to medium. In a general description
of the Vindhyan cord-impressed pottery, Pal (1987: 63) mentions that the clay for
making this pottery apart from not being made of well levigated, also contains calcium
granulates and small iron nodules. Several materials such as rice and millet husk,
chopped straw and leaves are also supposed to have been mixed.
The pottery is handmade and ill-fired, and palm and finger impressions can be
observed. The bowls and basins are cord-impressed on the whole exterior, but the neck
portions of the jars and handis lack cord-impressions. The cording pattern of each pot
is different in terms of intensity and cording strokes. The impressions vary from thick
to thin through medium – deep to dull and indistinct and the cording strokes are vertical,
horizontal, oblique or slanting and occasionally multi-directional. The core of the pot
ranges from blackish to smoky grey and the surface is matted, dull yellow and smoky
blackish. The shapes are convex, straight or tampering sided shallow and deep bowls,
flat bowls or platters, tubular spouted bowls, and straight, concave or carinated necked
jars and handis.
Pal (1987: 61-65) found similarities between cord-decorations of the Vindhyan
pottery with those found at the sites of Daojali Hading and Sarutaru in Assam. However
it must be mentioned here that they differ in colour as well as in the range of other
decorative patterns (Sharma and Mandal 1980: 48). Pachoh, Indari (Pal 1986: 92-116)
and the recently excavated site of Tokwa have all yielded cord-impressed ware in the
Neolithic level besides other ware (Misra et. al. 2000-01: 59-72). In certain Mesolithic
sites of the Vindhyas such as Morana Pahar, Baghai Khor, Lekhahia and Ghagharia,
cord-impressed pottery (Pal 1986:76-79) also appear, though primitive in terms of clay
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preparation, firing condition and state of preservation in comparison to the Neolithic
context of the other Belan valley and Vindhyan sites, which Pal attributes to cultural
interaction (1987: 63).
The cord-impressed ware of Lekhahia (Pal 1986: 79) is ill-fired and has a coarse
fabric, thick to medium section and gritty core containing small lateritic granules. The
sherds found were in bad shape and small in sizes which meant that no shapes could be
reconstructed. Misra (2010: 14) suggests that the recovery of cord-impressed pottery
from rock shelter sites of late Mesolithic context might have been due to the symbiotic
relations between late Mesolithic and Neolithic cultures. He further suggested that there
were certain people still living a Mesolithic way of life even at a time when Neolithic
people were living in this area.
Among the Middle Ganga sites, in period I (termed by excavators as Narhan
Culture) at Narhan, two cord-impressed potsherds have been found, out of which one
seems to be a deep bowl sherd of black and red ware in coarse fabric. The whole interior
and the rim portion of the exterior is black while the rest of the exterior is red. Cordimpressions are found on the exterior of the pot on the red portion. This sherd is similar
or almost identical to the one found in Mahagara. The other piece is lipped basin of red
slipped ware bearing a thick slip. The cord-impressed design, similar to other potsherds,
is seen on the exterior about 4 cm below the rim (Singh 1994: 43). Cord-impressed
pottery is also found in later periods, even during the Early Historic period (Singh et.
al. 1984-85: 117-120) (Fig. 13). Apart from this sherd, another variety of this pottery is
found from the lowest levels of period II (identified at mound-2) – but this particular
sherd is quite different from the period I pottery.
Cord-impressed pottery has also been found in period I at the site of Taradih in
Gaya district of Bihar (IAR 1984-85: 9). Excavations carried out at Chirand (Verma
1970-71: 19-23), district of Saran, Bihar has also revealed a Neolithic stratum of 3.5 m
thickness in which a potsherd shows mat impressions. At the site of Sohgaura
(Chaturvedi 1985: 101-108), on the confluence of rivers Rapti and Ami in Gorakhpur
District of Uttar Pradesh, cord-impressed ware dominates Period I which is assigned to
the Neolithic period. The pottery is coarse to medium in fabric and usually ill-fired. It
is made of gritty clay mixed with rice husks, straw, etc. There is no uniformity of colour
in the section of the potsherds. Sometimes the core is black with red zones on either
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sides and in some potsherds, the inner portion of the core is black and the outer portion
is red; however, some potsherds show uniformity and display back cores. The exterior
surface of some potsherds is red while the interior is either grey or black – cordimpressions occur only in the exterior and consist mainly of beaded lines usually
vertical to other patterns.
This pottery continues even up to Period II mostly assigned to Chalcolithic and
also found in sites like Susipar, Ramnagar Ghat, Gerar and Lahuradewa in Basti District
of Uttar Pradesh, Lalnahia and Kunjhum in Sidhi District of Madhya Pradesh, Chechar
in Vaishali District of Bihar etc. Archaeological explorations at the alluvial plains along
the foothills of Kaimur, within a radius of 25-30 km were conducted by Singh (19881989: 6-18, also see Singh 1995-96: 75-93) which led to the discovery of several sites
of early farming communities. Cord-impressed ware, noticed during the excavations at
Senuwar in the period IA (Neolithic) is thin to medium in section. The clay is not
heavily tampered but not well levigated, with the core gritty and porous and external
surface marked with cord-impressions. The impressions of cord are incipient to thin
and, at times, are indistinct; with the cording strokes being vertical, oblique or slanting.
Only bowls have been encountered in this ware.
In the subsequent Period, IB (Neolithic – Chalcolithic), this ware shows greater
variations in impressions and is usually in bold relief. Few cord-impressed ware
potsherds were also recorded in the Chalcolithic context at the site of Khairadih (Singh
1987-88: 32) on the right bank of Ghaghra in the Ballia District of Uttar Pradesh as well
as in several sites like Daindih, Senuwar, Raja ki Akorhi, Akorhi, Kusuridih and
Madhuri of Neolithic, Chalcolithic and Northern Black Polished Ware contexts (Singh
1987-88: 33). In the site of Senuwar (Singh 2004), located in the district of Rohtas of
Bihar, cord-impressions are found in various patterns in bold relief and noted
exclusively on red ware bowls and small-sized pots. The upper portion of the pot is
treated with a thick red slip to cover the rough surface and the remaining lower portion
is covered with cord strokes. It has medium section and coarse fabric.
This pottery, found at the sites of Sakas and Malaon in the alluvial plains of
Kaimur foothills in southern Bihar, are coarse and the impressions on the exterior are
bold (Singh 1996-7). The strokes are vertical, slanting and horizontal. The clay is not
well levigated and heavily tempered with organic material as well as being ill-fired.
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These are usually dull red and matte red and are devoid of any surface treatment. Very
few potsherds are treated with red slip in the interior surface. The slip on the outer
surface is noted up to the rim or slightly below it and is a covered with cord-marks.
Shapes are mostly bowls and vases. The potsherds have remarkable identity with that
of Senuwar (Singh 1996-97: 67-75) which again is said to have striking similarities
with the Vindhyan Neolithic pottery (Singh 2000-01: 110).
Singh et. al. (1991-92) also recorded cord-impressed ware during the
excavations at Imlidih Khurd, in the left bank of Kuwana river, a tributary of Ghaghra
River. Period I is characterised by crude red ware, occasionally bearing cordimpressions. The main types recorded at the site include a pedestal bowl with incurved
rim and cord-impressions on the exterior and a slipped and heavily burnished interior.
The pedestals of such bowls in all likelihood were made separately, probably on the
wheel and then luted to the body. Another type of vessel recorded is a vase with a flaring
rim, constricted neck and expanding sides, making a globular pear-shaped body, which
bears cord-impressed designs just below the neck and all over the exterior. The third
type of vessel is a handi-like vase with out-turned or flaring rim and expanding body
below the neck and sharp carination at the waist, which has cord-impressions below the
carinated waist.
Singh (1992-93: 21-35, also see Singh 1993-94: 41-48), further outlining the
corded ware, found in these sites mentions that the cord-impression has at least a dozen
patterns recorded so far, which include rope pattern, criss-cross design and excised
notches. After making these patterns, a thick paste is applied in the pre-firing stage
which subdues the impression. In addition to the corded pattern, pots are also decorated
with post-firing scratching by a sharp instrument and the painting is done on the pot
with dots and dashes in red colour over a bright red surface.
Tewari and Srivastava (1993-94: 13-39) have also record some mat-impressed
or corded ware potsherds from sites like Bhiti (Khoria), Chandidiha, Nagwa and Pipri,
which are handmade and small in size, with unclear shapes. A few cord-impressed ware
potsherds were recovered from period I and II of Musanagar during the excavations in
the year 1995 (Tewari and Srivastava 1995-96: 69). Excavations at the site of Bhunadih,
located 2 km east of Janwan on the right bank of Bahera nala, have shown two-fold
cultural sequence in which period IA (pre-Narhan, Neolithic) and IB (overlap phase
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between Neolithic and Narhan culture) and II (Narhan, Chalcolithic) yield cordimpressed pottery besides other wares, which resemble pottery of Imlidih Khurd (Singh
and Singh 1997-98: 11-29).
The site of Waina in the left bank of the ancient bed of Chhoti Saraju has also
yielded cord impressed red ware with spouted vessels, bowls and vases as principal
pottery types in Period IA (Singh and Singh 1995-96: 42). This pottery is recoded at
different context at sites like Tulsi Diha, Dhuriapur, Duruie etc. of Saryu valley of
Middle Ganga plain (Pandey and Srivastava 2009: 220-224); Ammadei, Bharaturwa,
Khatkar, Bhatolwa, Deoraon, Tendhiya Bargaon, Siswania/Pachisa, Susipar, etc. from
different cultural context (Chalcolithic to Early Historic context) (Singh et. al. 199091: 69-82, Singh et. al. 1991-92: 33-44); Dhuriapar (Singh et. al. 1991-92: 58),
Hulaskhera (Tewari et. al. 1995-96: 95-133), Benipur (Tewari and Mani 1995-96: 149168), Raja Nal Ka Tila (Tewari and Srivastava 1996- 97: 81), Agiabir (Singh and Singh
1998-99: 116, Singh and Singh 1999-2000: 32), Malhar (Tewari et. al. 1999-2000: 6898), Phakkada Baba (Tewari 1999-2000: 102) and Gauriaghat Ranijot (Tewari and
Srivastava 1999-2000: 174). Tewari et. al. (2001-02) also recorded a few sherds bearing
cord-impressions on their external surface in Period I at the site of Dadupur in the banks
of Nagwa Nala in Lucknow District.
Excavations at Lahuradewa (Tewari et. al. 2001-02: 54- 62, Tewari et. al. 200506) yielded coarse variety of red and black and red wares, mostly handmade, which
bear cord-impressions on the exterior in Period I, assigned to early farming phase. Some
of the potsherds are treated with red slip in the outer surface and the shapes include
vessels and bowls. Few painted potsherds of coarse variety of black and red ware have
fine red slip in the upper shoulder, decorated with post firing incised parallel linear
pattern and subsequently with painted small vertical lines in creamish white colour.
Below the shoulder, they bear oblique cord-impressions. The cord-impression
continues even in the later Chalcolithic stages.
Jhusi, located on the left bank of the Ganga within a marked meander, very close
to the Ganga-Yamuna confluence, also yielded cord-impressed ware along with other
handmade wares, i.e. rusticated ware, burnished red ware, burnished black ware and
crude black and red ware (Misra et. al. 2009). Rice husk was used as a tempering
material in almost all the sherds found. The ceramics are ill fired and has thick to
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medium fabric. The clay is not well levigated. In some instances, there is rustication on
the corded or burnished red surface. The rustication and cording pattern have
similarities with the Neolithic pottery of the Vindhyan region. The corded designs
continued even in the succeeding Chalcolithic period (Misra et. al. 2009).
Another site, Hetapatti, located on the left bank of Ganga, has also recorded a
Neolithic horizon in which cord-impressed ware occur along with other rusticated, red
and burnished red ware (Pal 2007-08: 273). Recent investigations (Dubey et. al. 2010:
200-204) at the site of Pakka Kot, situated in the ancient bed of Chhoti Sarayu river of
Ballia district, Uttar Pradesh yielded cord-impressed red ware along with red ware
(Fig.20). The pottery types are bowls, vases and basins which are comparable with
Imlidih Khurd, Lahuradewa and Bhunadih. The excavations at Lahuradewa and other
sites in the Vindhyan complex have now clearly established that the incipient and early
pottery traditions drew heavily upon the cord impressed paddle technique which seems
to have been used initially to give the desired form to hand-modeled forms but was also
subsequently used to similarly beat into shape later wheel-made wares.
But over the course of the second millennium BCE, a rise of slipping and
polishing techniques have meant that evidence of cord impressed techniques of
preparation have been subsequently destroyed. The evidence of this comes from the
sites in the Kakoria-Koldihwa complex where the indifferent slipping on many thick
red ware forms betrays the use of the cord impressed paddle technique. Same is the case
from Dadupur where it appears in the large and broad trough forms in the thick
rusticated ware as well as in the black-and-red wares (Tewari et. al. 2002-03:110). At
Narhan evidence is found that shows that the technique seems to have continued till the
NBPW period and it also seems like a distinct possibility that some of these forms may
actually have been deliberately given a cord impressed exterior as a decorative or
symbolic manifestation rather than functional one (Singh 1994). The longevity of this
tradition and its multiple contexts though has been noticed and noted, but not
adequately highlighted and worked upon.
Period III (Northern Black Polished Ware)
The ware types that we came across in the Neolithic and Neolithic-Chalcolithic
phase (Period I) and the Chalcolithic phase (Period II) continue to be present in the
layers representing the Northern Black Polished Ware phase at the site. Among all the
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ware types that the assemblage has been distributed into, RW is the most abundant
category that one comes across in this period, similar to what we encountered in period
I and II as well. This ware category is closely followed by the BSW category. In this
period more cruder forms of BRW were recovered, which were not represented in the
earlier period. The time and skill investment in the execution of vessels in the BSW
category seems to have undergone a significant change. Other than these two ware
categories which within themselves represent the major chunk of the assemblage, the
GW (within which we also have the burnished subtype) has a minor but nonetheless a
significant share. The most striking change in the ware concentration is the change in
proportions of BRW encountered in the assemblage. In the earlier periods they formed
the second most important chunk of the potsherds, not just in terms of proportions but
also in variety.
Mostly, the potsherds belonging to this period exhibit characteristics which
point at the use of wheel, with the proportions of sherds exhibiting use of hand
moulding reducing significantly. Though hand-made specimens, have been found but
mostly they are all wheel made, unlike the previous period where the frequency of turntable made, or hand-moulded, or dabber marked vessels were more abundant. But a
significant observation made about the assemblage would be the fact that a large
quantity of sherds recorded and analysed shows signs of no surface treatment and this
quite different from the preceding layer, where some of surface treatment, either in
terms of wash, burnish or slip was present. But the ones which show surface treatment,
their quality have also undergone a change. The slip and burnish in this period show a
marked improvement in finish and texture.
Another aspect of the manufacturing techniques worth discussion would the
presence of different kinds of decorations. Whereas, in period I, incised lines, or pinprick like designs were popular (mostly on grey ware or black slipped ware), and in
period II we see some other styles gaining popularity as well. Among them is the postfiring ochre colour paintings found red ware and grey ware (in unslipped and
unburnished coarse ware as well as in slipped and burnished finer quality ware). There
are several patterns of this ochre colour drawings recorded in the assemblage, from
linear simple ones, to more complex ones. In this period though, we see some decorative
patterns and styles completely disappearing. Among them the first one to be mentioned
would be the pin-prick design, in design – in which on the exterior rim edge one can
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notice punctured holes, which seem to have been made with a pin, while on the interior
surface at the corresponding punctured holes, one finds rounded ridges.
Among other decorated patterns, the cut and incised forms seem to maintain its
popularity, which was witnessed in the preceding period as well – though the ridge like
designs seem to have faded from the assemblage. Apart from this, appliqué designs are
also recorded where a band of clay is applied and then pinched and twisted with a
finger-tip. The incised designs, which are mostly executed at a post firing stage, also
continue, with more patterns being recorded. The incisions could well have been with
the aid of a bone-point, several of which have been recovered from the overlapping
layers of the period II and III.
The most interesting and significant aspect of this period’s pottery is the
appearance of the northern black polished ware in the assemblage. Though the
assemblage does not does of an extremely large collection of NBPW, but they are found
in significantly large numbers, and show an amount of variability within them. Several
ware types, like the black slipped ware, black and red ware and grey ware also seem to
continue into this period, though in different proportions, but with sub-types which
carry forward into this phase. There is an emergence of new for types, like the handled
vessels, the lids, and the pans, but the a certain proportion of old forms also continue,
and some seem to the full-fledged forms of the earlier prototype forms witnessed in the
preceding periods.
Following is the distribution frequency table for the period III pottery
assemblage at the site. This will help, just like the period I and II table to better
understand not only the distribution patterns of each ware type encountered at the site
of this period, but also relate it to the corresponding vessel forms. The table will also
help in understanding the change in patterns of the assemblage from the previous period
to this one. It demonstrates how certain vessel forms become either less popular or more
popular. It also highlights if newer vessel forms that emerged in the period or not.
Table 4 Period III Ceramic Distribution
Ware
Type
RW
BRW

Total

Pot

Dish

88,580 1232 258
1389

21

78

Bowl Basin

Pans

Lids

Handled Lipped
vessels

Bowl

Decorated Stands

Nondiagnostic

567

2318

59

335

69

425

123

67

83,127

121

399

--

--

--

34

21

12

702
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GW

13,765

--

456

789

213

--

--

--

--

76

--

12,231

BSW

23,645

31

346

1789

246

--

--

--

21

76

--

21,136

NBPW

2456

--

132

256

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

2068

CW

567

37

31

145

21

--

--

--

--

12

--

321

3667

3197

59

335

69

480

308

79

1,19,585

Grand
Total

1,30,402 1321 1301

Red Ware:

This ware type forms the bulk of the total potsherds collected and

recorded at the site, just like we recorded in the previous period. But the quantity of
sherds collected and recorded in this period have increased manifold in comparison.
The unslipped, unburnished variety of sherds, though still found in the semi-coarse to
coarse fabric type, but majority of them belong to the medium fabric type. The
chaff/organic inclusions continue to flourish in the sherds, with a decrease in the
proportion of sherds exhibiting rice husk inclusions. The proportion of well-fired sherds
also seems to decrease, with the proportion of ill-fired with either jet black core, or a
dark grayish one increasing. The vessel forms that one can associate with this sub-type
are some large basins and thick bowl forms, similar to the last period, with the
disappearance of thickish pot forms too.
In comparison to the last period, the proportion of the second sub-type of red
ware, which is the one displaying surface treatment, in the form of burnish seems to
decrease, but the quality of the finish increases. Most of the sherds with burnish is of
much better quality than the ones witnessed in the preceding periods, and it would seem
that the amount of times and labour investment on each of the sherd increased from the
earlier phases. The clay used in the production and manufacturing of these vessels were
not levigated, and seem to be heavily tempered, with organic inclusions visible, but not
rice husk. The sherds recorded in this category are mostly of the medium thickness,
with the coarse and fine fabric types becoming numerically and proportionally lesser
than the period II assemblage.
The sherds in this sub-type are mostly ill-fired, with blackish core or a grayish
core, in between two thin bands of reddish/orangish sections maybe due to the increased
demand of these sherds, it is possible that more and more sherds were being fired in
uncontrolled open pits, which led to ill-firing of the vessels. There are no sherds found
in this ware type which show any form of decoration or painting. Several bowl forms,
some continuing from the previous periods like ones with uniformly thick featureless
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rims, spouted ones, pots with flaring rims, or basin forms with out-curved rims, or
splayed out rims seem to fall in this category. Apart from them certain basin forms
seems to make an appearance, along with certain lids forms.
There are some new forms which also appear in the assemblage in this period
within both the unslipped and unburnished category, as well as the slipped and
burnished ones, and these would be the pan forms, flat based basins, pots with handi
like forms, and particularly vessels with handles, of different varieties. The flat based
bowls, which had made their first appearance in the layers belonging to period II, are
still quite visible and quite popular in the assemblage. Quite a few specimens have been
recorded, again, similar to the finds in similar levels at Senuwar (Singh 20004:138)
The final subtype to be discussed in this section is the slipped variety of
potsherds within the red ware category. As compared to the earlier subtypes, this would
be numerically the smallest group, but the proportion of them within the larger category
of red ware, have increased dramatically from the last period. The slipped variety of
red ware found in this period, is by far the most remarkable in finish and quality
encountered at the assemblage so far. In this sub-type we find painted, incised as well
as undecorated ones. The sherds encountered in this category are mostly thin to medium
thick, and in most cases display a fine fabric. The clay used is finer than most of the
other category encountered, but the inclusions used (in terms of its size, and density) is
more dependent on the vessel form rather than the ware category.
Among the slipped sherds, there are two subtypes, one which exhibits extremely
fine slip on a smoothened surface, and the other which has a slightly more thickish slip.
Also, along with the introduction of many new form types pf vessels, we also quite
notably have a new sub-ware type recorded at this layer, which is worth a discussion.
And this would the sherds of extremely well levigated clay, and a lustrous and
smoothened finish on the exterior surface treatment. The clay used to make these
vessels are so fine, that when struck they emit a metallic sund, very similar to the NBPW
sherds. Along with different and new surface treatment, the red ware type also
represents newer vessel forms. The lid-like bowls with splayed out rims, bowls with
externally thickened vertical rims, bowls with collared rims, bowls with featureless
everted rims with slight carination, knobbed lids, pots with constricted yet angular
necks and straight sides appear within this ware category.
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A group painted sherds which made an appearance for the first time in period
II, the black painted red ware sherds, is conspicuous by its absence. Although very few
sherds of this type had been discovered, in the previous period and they formed an
insignificant portion of the pottery yield, nonetheless they deserved a discussion. The
paintings on the sherds done with black pigment had a very limited repertoire of motifs.
They were mostly represented by linear patters executed on the exterior surface of the
vessels, and in very rare cases on the interior surface. But these sherds are completely
absent in this period.
Black and red ware: This ware type was the third largest category of sherds recovered
from the period II of the site after the red ware and the black slipped ware. Even though
there was a marked difference in the black and red ware sherds of the preceding period
I and the ones found in period II, they still made up a significant bulk of the assemblage.
But in the current, all that seems to change. The proportion of black and red ware, in
contrast to its preceding layers, seems to fall drastically. The Chalcolithic period II
seems to have seen the peak in the production and the quality of black and red ware
sherds. That high is no longer seen in the assemblage of period III.
The coarser, slightly crude potsherds that were recovered from the lower period
I layers of the site, and were absent in the period II layers, are again visible in the
assemblage, but in fewer numbers. Some much degraded sherds which are also very
small in size, have been found, but it has obviously been difficult to ascertain which
exact sub-type within black and red ware they belonged to. There was no surface
treatment visible on these sherds, and even the clay used for the manufacturing of the
vessels display high concentration large to medium sized inclusions, both organic and
sandy-gritty type. These sherds mostly displayed oxidized exterior and reduced interior
with a very thick black core.
The second sub-type to be discussed is the burnished variety. The sherds of this
type are mostly of medium fabric and have higher percentage of sherds which are
medium to thick in section. The exterior surface is mostly oxidized, and the interior
reduced, but there a quite decent quantity of sherds which display reduced black/gray
part stretching from the interior part to the exterior lip, or even at times till the neck.
The burnishing is mostly done on the exterior surface and the interior till neck in the
case of pot forms; and both exterior and interior surfaces show burnish in the case of
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bowls and dishes, similar to what wad witnessed in period I and period II as well. the
quality and finish of the burnish applied to the sherds seems to decrease in contrast to
the earlier periods, and in tandem even the number of sherds recovered from the period
III layers seems to decrease in number.
But the most significant and interesting fact about this ware type which makes
it so different from the previous period is the variety of new shapes that proliferated in
the Chalcolithic phase at the site seem to completely disappear from the assemblage.
There are several bowl, pot and dish forms that we observe within the black and red
ware, but apart from these newer vessel forms like channeled spouted bowls, flat based
bowls and pots, dish/bowl on stands, deep pot with straight sides, large sized basins
which are no longer represented within the assemblage. Within the bowl forms, the
most common forms that were observed in the period were the vertical sharpened rim
with straight sides as well the ones with convex sides, sharp rim with flaring sides, deep
bowl with splayed out rims, vertical rims with flat bases, and straight sided as well as
flanged bowls.
The next and final sub-type to be found in this category is the slipped type of
vessels. Though numerically they are quite a bit higher in proportion to the number of
black and red ware sherds found in this period, and hence deserve discussion because
of their striking presence. Similar to the burnished pot forms, the slip also seems to be
applied only on the exterior surface and till neck on the interior surface in certain cases.
Most of the times, the slip applied on the vessels seem to be of the thicker variety,
unlike the red ware. This could have been done to cover the otherwise coarser or uneven
surface of the vessels. More bowls and dishes are slipped in comparison to the pot or
basin forms, and in most cases they are slipped only on the interior surface and not the
exterior, which in very few cases is burnished. Majority of the sherds displayed a
blackish or in most cases grayish core, which indicates more towards an uncontrolled
firing conditions.
Among the slipped category, there are sherds of black and red ware in this
period, which even though we had come across in the previous period but the quantity
of the sherds in proportion seems to have increased. These are the thin, well levigated
clay made vessels, with a fine slip and lustrous surface is one. These vessels are most
definitely wheel thrown and have lustrous exterior surface, sometimes both exterior and
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interior surface. These are almost in all cases well fired, and emit a metallic sound when
hit. Only bowls are represented in this category of black and red ware sherds, and that
too only the ones with convex sides, or the ones with everted featureless rims. These
are very similar to some of the black slipped ware sherds recorded and analysed in the
same period.
Grey Ware: In contrast to the preceding period, the proportion of the grey ware
vessels is far greater than the black and red ware, but lesser than red ware category and
black slipped ware, but they much higher proportions than any of the layers before and
so justify a separate section about them. The sherds in this category are in most cases
burnished, and in relatively decent numbers we also find the grey slipped variety too.
The fabric that is most commonly witnessed in this period is that of medium-fine
category. Though the coarse type was present in significant numbers in the preceding
period, in this period, they are almost absent. Instead some amount of medium-coarse
fabric has been recorded, which are normally thick sherds, made with unlevigated clay,
with a gritty porous blackish core and highly tempered. Which when compared to
Senuwar, the characteristic of this site different.
At Senuwar, we do not encounter this type of sherds at these corresponding
layers and only the black slipped ware are recorded and discussed, with almost no
mention of grey ware or the burnished and/or slipped grey ware sherds (Singh 2004:
135-138). The clay used in the manufacturing of the vessels exhibit mostly organic
temper. In a high percentage of sherds, rice husk inclusions have also been recorded. In
the period II sherds, we invariably find a thick slip of colours which varies from light
smoky grey to deeper shades of blackish grey. The thickness of the slip is evident when
one observes the section carefully. Apart from this, a low percentage of sherds also
have sandy-gritty inclusion texture. These sherds mostly belong to the largish pot form
vessels, or few large bowls that have been recorded. Similar sherds were also recorded
in period III but in much higher numbers that the ones encountered before.
The vessels most represented in the category are the bowl forms, with relatively
much lesser numbers in pot and dish forms. In most cases the bowls encountered,
whether burnished or slipped, display it on both exterior and interior surfaces. There
are a few sherds, where the slipping and burnishing is witnessed only on the interior
surface of the vessel. There are few pot form vessels encountered, mostly medium in
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size, but then as already elucidated they are mostly found in the bowl category. At
times, on the vessels where the slip had not been applied on the interior surface, one
can small cavities left behind by the organic clay inclusions, like chaff and rice husk.
Some slipped sherds also have visible burnishing marks on their exterior surface, which
may hint at the fact that in certain cases the burnishing was done post slip application
as well.
Various different vessel forms are represented in the grey ware category,
especially in its burnished form. Most popular form is the bowl, with a number of
varieties represented. We have bowls with featureless rims, with flaring sides and sharp
rims, with incurved and featureless rims, featureless rims with convex sides, vertical
featureless rims, deep bowls with spayed out rims, bowls with out-curved rims and
convex sides, and even few chanelled bowls. We also few small to medium sized pot
forms, especially the ones with flaring rims, and splayed out rims with a concave neck,
also a few with narrow necks, vertical featureless rims and globular body.
Black Slipped Ware:

Though numerically the black slipped ware is far lesser

than the red ware, but it found in twice the proportion of grey ware, and their
proportions have maintained similar proportions as the preceding period. In period I,
they were present in almost the same quantities as that of grey ware and in enough
numbers to justify a separate section about them, but now they are the second largest
ware category. The sherds that one encounters in this category are in most cases slipped,
and in a smaller quantity we also find both burnished and slipped varieties. The fabric
that is most commonly witnessed in this period is that of medium to fine, infact the
finer fabric seems to have become more popular as well. Even in corresponding layers
at Senuwar (Singh 2004: 136) we find higher proportions of black slipped ware being
reported, which made up the numerically second largest ware type in the period
assemblage.
With the finer fabric type, we find bright black slip being used, with a glossy
and lustrous texture, which might suggest burnishing and smoothening done over the
application of slip. Most popular form in which we find these fine fabric bright black
slipped sherds belong to the dish category. There are also specimens indicating a duller
black slip, which at times looks almost dark grayish in colour, which are much thinner
than the earlier discussed lustrous black slip. In most of the sherds, the slip has almost
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degraded on the exterior surface, exposing the grayish coarser surface under. In the
vessels belonging to this black slipped variety, the clay is mostly well levigated, and
free from impurities, with the core having either a black or a dark grayish colour.
Generally the slip is applied on both surfaces, with very examples where it is not applied
on the interior surface.
The vessels most represented in the category are the bowl forms, with relatively
much lesser numbers in basin and dish forms. In most cases the bowls encountered,
whether burnished or slipped, display it on both exterior and interior surfaces. There
are a few sherds, where the slipping and burnishing is witnessed only on the interior
surface of the vessel. There are almost no basin form vessels encountered, and as
already elucidated they are mostly found in the bowl category. There are two distinct
slip colours that one notices in this period. One would be a dull black, and the other
bright, lustrous black, with a glossy texture. These sherds display such lustrous slips
that they can almost be mistaken for being NPBW sherds.
While most the forms like bowl types, like the one with straight sides, slightly
carinated bowls, convex sided bowls, deep bowls, corrugated bowls, lid shaped bowls,
bowls with concave neck and convex sides and bowls with vertical featureless rims are
seen to continue in this period, some newer forms have also been witnessed. Particular
mention must be made in this regard of the flanged bowls, flanged corrugated bowls
and pots with featureless rims and prominent ridges. Within the flanged bowls, the
flange is noticed from being almost incipient to prominent. Even within the corrugated
flanged ones, we encounter specimens with not-so well-defined corrugation, as well as
ones with distinct corrugations, wither wide-spaced and less-spaced too.
Northern black polished ware sherds:

The sherds of this category are

considerably fewer in number than the other ware types encountered in the period III,
but they are undoubtedly the most distinct and striking group of sherds in the
assemblage. They are found in the reduced ware category, and have made their
appearance for the first time in this period and were unknown in the preceding period.
The number of sherds found in the NBPW category showing glossy, lustrous polished
slip seems to increase as one goes from the lower layers to the higher layers representing
the period III. In these wares, the exterior surface is smoothened or polished by the
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application of fine clay slip, made of well levigated clay, and mixed with almost no
inclusions.
Majority of the sherds encountered and recorded in this period were
fragmentary, and therefore of indeterminate nature. But the ones that were diagnostic
in nature, like rim forms mostly, show that bowl form was the most popular, followed
by dish forms. There are almost no sherds found which show any other vessel form
other than these two. The clay used in preparing the vessels was mostly levigated, with
only few which display some inclusions with both organic and inorganic elements a
very slight gritty feel to it. These sherds are mostly medium-thin to thin and are more
or less well-fired. Majority of them show a grayish core with thin light grayish bands
on either side of the core, while very few have a jet black core and grayish bands around
the core. There are very few sherds which are ill-fired. In a few instances, finger
impressions were also encountered and recorded on the surface of the vessels.
Mostly non-diagnostic body sherds were recovered in the excavations, which
actually helped in identifying various vessel forming processes as well. The large body
sherd collection displayed not only traces of striation marks, soft brushing, scraping,
but finger impressions (which hinted at slip being applied with hands involved) as well.
The few rims that were collected were only of bowl and dish forms, and no other forms
were noticed in this period. In most cases, the exterior portion of the vessels were either
burnished and slipped or slipped and polished, with a variety of colours. The colours
that the NBPW displayed ranged from blackish to bluish-black hues, from cool greys
to more intense and darker blackish grey hues, even reddish, brownish hues were noted
and recorded. Even the interior surface of the vessels was slipped, but they did not have
the lustrous polish on them, which was only reserved for the exterior surface.
Due to the fact that most sherds had a fine to very fine fabric, it has been
presumed by many scholars that these category of vessels may have been for serving
purposes, as the lustrous polish would make the vessels more aesthetically pleasing and
hence only used for display purposes. But, in certain cases, few medium thick sherds
have also been recorded, which slightly levigated clay but are not completely finetextured, but not in sufficient numbers to come up with a theory regarding them. But
their mere presence does bring up some interesting questions which need to be looked
into. Why did we have certain thicker vessels also displaying the black polish, if they
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were only meant as table-ware? We suspect the function of the NBPW would not be as
simple as it seems to be. There would be more complexity attached to its function and
use, which hopefully can be delved into in future, with more contextual information.
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Coarse Red Ware sherds; Coarse Red Ware in section

Red Ware sherds, various types

Red Ware Handle Fragments
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Northern Black Polished Ware sherds
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Sample Drawings and Description of the Pottery Assemblage- Period III
Red Ware
D#1

Basin, of medium large size, with a complex externally projecting rim, with a
slightly rounded beaked tip, protruding outward. The vessel walls are medium
thick and have average inclusions of medium size. There are striation marks
visible on the exterior surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip or burnish noticed on the exterior surface
but dull red wash on the exterior surface is noticed and recorded.

D#2

Basin, of medium-large size, a simple almost perpendicular rim, which is
featureless and uniform in thickness. The vessel seems to become broader
towards the base. The vessel walls are thicker than usual, and it has high
inclusions density of medium size, with a high percentage of organic material.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Similar to
the previous basin, this also has a wash of dull red colour on the exterior surface,
and no slip or burnish was noticed.

D#3

Basin, of medium-large size, a simple everted rim, which is otherwise
featureless and uniform in thickness but has a slight beak. The vessel seems to
become broader towards the base. The vessel walls are thicker than usual, and
it has high inclusions density of medium size, with a high percentage of organic
material. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
Similar to the previous basin, this also has a wash of dull red colour on the
exterior surface, and no slip or burnish was noticed.

D#4

Basin of medium-large size, with a everted rim, which is slightly beaked at the
tip, with a rounded edge. The tip also seems to have a bilateral projection
inwards, with a groove on it, which runs around the entire rim. The vessel walls
are medium thick and is more or less has above average inclusions of medium
size. The sherd is slightly ill-fired too. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is a wash on the exterior surface, but no slip
or burnish has been recorded.
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D#5

Basin, of medium large size, with a complex externally projecting rim, with a
slightly rounded beaked tip, protruding outward. The vessel walls are medium
thick and have average inclusions of medium size. There are striation marks
visible on the exterior surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip or burnish noticed on the exterior surface
but dull red wash on the exterior surface is noticed and recorded.

D#6

Dish, of large size, with a complex externally projecting rim, which has a ledgelike projection outward. The rim is otherwise of uniform thickness. The vessel
walls are thicker than usual and it has average inclusions of medium size. The
sherd is otherwise well fired. . Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of wash on the exterior surface, but there
isn’t any evidence of slipping or burnishing of the surface.

D#7

Basin, of medium-large size with an almost uniformly thick rim, but with a
slightly rounded beak like tip protruding outwards. The basin is deep and has
almost straight sides. Similar to the previous specimen, this sherd displays
below average inclusion, of small size and has slip on the exterior side, while
the interior side is only burnished. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 4/8. It is made on a turn-table, and is decorated on the
exterior surface. There are three incised lines on the exterior surface running
parallel to one another, on the shoulder of the vessel.

D#8

Bowl with a slightly complex rim, which had uniform thickness and is slightly
inverted, with the tip having a sharpened beak like. The vessel is a medium-thin
one, with less than average inclusions of small size. It seems to have been made
on a fast wheel, but most of the striation marks have been obliterated by the
burnishing of the exterior surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Even though the vessel displays no slip on any of its
surfaces, there is burnishing present on both its surfaces. The finish of the
burnish is also quite smooth.
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D#9

Bowl, with a externally projecting rim, which is slightly beaked at the lip. The
vessel is of medium thickness and has above average inclusions of medium size.
The bowl has been made on a fast wheel as the striation marks are seen on both
the surfaces of the vessel, and also the groove incised on the external lower body
is quite even. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
7/6. There is no burnishing or slipping visible on any of the surfaces of the vessel

D#10

Bowl of medium size, which is deep and has a inverted rim which is sharpened at the
tip and then becomes thicker downward. The mouth of the bowl is narrower than the
the body of the vessel, which actually bulges downward. The vessel walls have medium
thickness with less than average inclusions of small size. There is a groove that runs on
the lower body all around the surface, running parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext.
- 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior and interior surfaces both
display slip and burnish, of smooth texture.

D#11

Bowl, with a closed mouth and a simple inverted rim, which is slightly bulged inward.
The vessel walls are of medium thickness of this deep bowl and have average inclusions
of small size. In all likelihood it was fashioned on a fast wheel, as the striation marks
on both surfaces are quite even. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int.
-.5 YR 7/6. There are no surface treatment marks on this vessel.

D#12 Bowl with a simple featureless rim, which had uniform thickness and is slightly
everted the tip. The vessel is a thin one, with less than average inclusions of
small size. It seems to have been made on a fast wheel, but most of the striation
marks have been obliterated by the burnishing of the exterior surface. The sherd
also has a form of decorative motif on the exterior surface. There seems to a line
of incised holes, which aren’t made evenly. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8
core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -. 2.5 YR 4/8. Even though the vessel displays no slip on
any of its surfaces, there is burnishing present on both its surfaces. The finish
of the burnish is also quite smooth.
D#13 Basin of medium size, which has a complex, bilaterally projecting inverted rim.
It is otherwise featureless and uniform, and has straight sided walls. The walls
of the vessel are medium thick and are more or less of uniform thickness. There
is a groove that runs parallel to the rim along the neck of the vessel.Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip
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recorded on any of the vessel surfaces, but there is burnishing on the exterior
part of the vessel surface.
D#14

Bowl, which is of small size and has a handi-like shape. The rim is simple and slightly
inverted, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel itself beyond the point of
inflection becomes more globular in shape. The walls of the vessels are medium-thin,
and are mostly uniform with average inclusions of medium size. The dabber may have
been used to shape the vessel, especially the lower body part. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is burnish on the exterior body surface,
but not on the interior surface, of slightly smooth texture.

D#15

Bowl of medium size, which has a complex internally projecting rim, with a tip which
is slightly bulged outward. Even on the interior side, there is a slight ledge protrusion.
It’s vessel walls are medium thick which are uniform and has above average inclusions
of small size. There is a groove that runs along the neck of the vessel on the exterior

surface parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip or burnish on the surfaces of the vessel, but there
is definitely a sort of wash observed on the exterior surface.
D#16 Bowl or Dish, of medium-large size, with a complex bilaterally outward
projecting rim. The inward tip of the rim has a sharpened edge to it. The rim is
otherwise of uniform thickness. Since the vessel fragment is only the rim, it is
difficult to say if the vessel was a bowl or a dish. The vessel walls are medium
thick with less than average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no surface treatment
visible on either of the surfaces.
D#17 Base, of probably a bowl or a dish. It is a simple, non-contiguous base which is
discoid in shape. The vessel walls are medium thick and the string mark where
the vessel was cut from the wheel where it was fashioned is clearly visible.
There is above average inclusions of medium size, with a lot organic chaff
visible. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. No
surface treatment is visible.
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D#18

Bowl of medium size, with a complex everted rim, which has a channeled tip. The
exterior part of the tip has a rounded edge which is bulging more than the interior part.
The vessel walls are otherwise quite thick and it has above average inclusions of
medium to large size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
7/6. There is no surface treatment to be observed on either of the vessel surfaces.

D#19

Bowl or Dish, of medium-large size, with a complex bilaterally outward projecting rim.
The outward tip of the rim has a sharpened edge to it. The rim is otherwise of uniform
thickness. Since the vessel fragment is only the rim, it is difficult to say if the vessel
was a bowl or a dish. The vessel walls are medium thick with less than average
inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. There is no surface treatment visible on either of the surfaces.

D#20

Pot of a medium size, with a complex bilaterally projecting rim. The rim has a slightly
rounded beaked shape and is thick. The vessel has medium wall thickness and has
above average inclusions of medium size. Just like the previous pot, only the rim
portion of the vessel is extant, so apart from the use of turn-table to give shape to the
vessel, it is difficult to confirm the use of any other implement. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no surface treatment witnessed
on the surfaces of the vessel.

D#21

This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the interior surface. The
motif is of comb-like marks made on the interior surface of the vessel. The sherd
has extremely thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and
interior surface has slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish.
The finish of the slip is quite smooth. There are some soot/burn marks on the
exterior surface of the vessel.

D#22 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a grooves made on the exterior slipped surface, in total five of them
running parallel to one another and the rim. The sherd has thin walls and seems
to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface has slip and burnish,
but the exterior surface has better finish. The finish of the slip is quite smooth.
There are some soot/burn marks on the exterior surface of the vessel.
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D#23 Dish with a complex externally projecting rim, which is slightly rounded and
uneven at the tip. It is otherwise of uniform thickness, and featureless. The
vessel walls are medium with average inclusions of small size. The vessel had
been formed on a turn-table, as uneven striation marks are visible. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -. 2.5 YR 4/8. There is evidence
of burnish on both surfaces of the vessel, with s slightly smooth texture but no
slip has been observed on any of the surfaces
D#24 Dish, with a slightly thick complex rim, which has an internal small bulge, just
below the lip. The vessel has thinner walls than average, and has less than
average inclusions in it, which are of small size as well. The vessel seems to be
made on a fast wheel, but is a little difficult to tell, as the striation marks have
mostly been wiped away when the surface was being smoothened. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The slip is smoothly
done on the on both the exterior and internal surfaces, but the external surface
is smoother than the internal one.
D#25 Bowl of medium size, with a slightly inverted rim, which a exterior ledge. The
ledge is rounded and just below the ledge there is a slightly uneven wavy line
incised on the exterior surface. In correspondence to this line, there is another
wavy line incised on the interior surface too. They are both equally uneven. The
vessel walls are of medium thickness and are more or less of uniform thickness
with above average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The vessel may have been formed using
some hand moulding techniques and is not entirely wheel thrown. No surface
treatment observed.
D#26 Bowl, of medium size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly pointed at
the tip and is beaked outward, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The
vessel is of average thickness and has less than average inclusions of small size.
It has been fashioned on a turn-table as evidenced by the uneven striation marks.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is
burnishing on both the surfaces of the vessel of semi-smooth texture, but slip is
only observed on the exterior surface and not the interior one.
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D#28 Spout, this is a broken fragment of a vessel. The spout is broken in such a way
that the tip, and the luted portion where it would have attached itself to a pot or
a bowl is visible. The thickness of the spout walls are medium and it has less
than average inclusions of medium size. It may have been fashioned on a wheel
and then luted to a vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of burnishing on the exterior surface and is
quite rough on the interior surface. The finish of the burnish is of slightly smooth
texture.
D#29 Miniature Bowl, with a simple externally protruding rim. The entire bowl is
found intact. The vessel walls are of medium thickness and it has average
inclusions of medium size. The inclusions are mostly organic. The vessel seems
to have hand moulded, may be a lump of clay was shaped into this form by
fingers. Finger impressions have been recorded on the vessel. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. No other surface treatment
has been noticed on the vessel.
D#30 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a black painted band running across the sherd on the exterior slipped
surface. The sherd has thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the
exterior and interior surface has slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has
better finish. The finish of the slip is quite smooth. There are some soot/burn
marks on the exterior surface of the vessel.
D#31 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a diagonal rope like impressions made on the exterior slipped surface,
in total five of them running parallel to one another. The sherd has thin walls
and seems to have low inclusions of small size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface has
slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish. The finish of the slip
is quite smooth. There are some soot/burn marks on the exterior surface of the
vessel.
D#32 Bowl, which is of medium size and has a handi-like shape. The rim is complex
and slightly inverted, and has a internal ledge-like feature and the tip of which
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is pointed outward. The vessel itself beyond the point of inflection becomes
more globular in shape. The walls of the vessels are medium-thin, and are
mostly uniform with average inclusions of medium size. The dabber may have
been used to shape the vessel, especially the lower body part. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is burnish on the
exterior body surface, but not on the interior surface, of slightly smooth texture
D#33 Bowl with a very wide mouth and a simple externally projecting rim, which has
a slightly corrugated flatish tip. The wide mouth of the bowl tapers to a narrow
base, of an otherwise shallow bowl. The vessel walls are thicker than usual, with
below average inclusions of average size. It has been made on a turn-table, as
uneven striation marks are visible on the interior surface of the vessel. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The external surface
exhibits burnish, whereas as the interior surface does not.
D#34 Bowl, with an externally projecting rim, with a slight outward protruding
pinched beak, and otherwise has a flatish tip. This small bowl has thin vessel
walls and seems to be made with levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is
quite likely that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its thin walls and
uniform striations. There is a single groove on the exterior surface running
across the body of the sherd, parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal surfaces
display slip and burnish with a smooth finish.
D#35 Bowl, with an externally projecting rim, with a slight beak, which tapers to a
point at the tip. This medium sized bowl has thin vessel walls and seems to be
made with levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is quite likely that it was
made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its thin walls and uniform striations.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the
external and internal surfaces display slip and burnish with a smooth finish.
D#36 Bowl, with an externally projecting rim, with a slight outward protruding
pinched beak, and otherwise has a flatish tip. This small bowl has thin vessel walls
and seems to be made with levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is quite likely
that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its thin walls and uniform striations.
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There is a single groove on the exterior surface running across the neck of the sherd,
parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
Both the external and internal surfaces display slip and burnish with a smooth finish.
D#37

Dish of small size, with a externally projecting rim, which is bilaterally projecting and
a slight pointed tilt inward at the tip. It is otherwise uniform in thickness. The vessel
walls are medium with average inclusions of small size. The vessel had been formed
on a fast wheel, as even striation marks are visible. On the interior lip of the vessel
there are two grooves running parallel to one another and the rim. Munsell colour: ext.
- 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of burnish on both
surfaces of the vessel, with s slightly smooth texture but no slip has been observed on
any of the surfaces.

D#38

Pot with a simple externally projecting rim which is rounded at the tip. It is otherwise
unevenly thick, and featureless. The vessel is of medium thickness and has average
inclusions of medium size. The body of the vessel is grittier than other parts, which
may hint at the use of dabber, apart from turn-table to give form to the vessel.

Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no
other form of surface treatment on the vessel surfaces.
D#39 Pot with a simple externally projecting rim, which tapers to a point at the tip.
The rim is otherwise featureless and of uniform thickness. The pot is widemouthed and the vessel walls are thinner than usual for a pot. It has definitely
been fashioned on a wheel, and the body of the vessel was subjected to the
dabber to fashion it in to shape further. There are three grooves on the exterior
lip of the vessel running parallel to one another, and another along the shoulder
of the vessel exterior surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and the interior surfaces seem to have been
burnished, with a semi-smooth texture. On the interior surface the burnish is
visible till the shoulder of the vessel no slip has been observed.
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D#40 Perforated sherd, of red ware vessel. This is a nondiagnostic fragment of the
vessel, in which six full perforations and six half broken perforations can be
observed and has been recorded. The vessel thickness is medium and has
average inclusions of small size. The texture of the inclusions is quite gritty.
The perforations seem to have been made from exterior surface towards the
interior side. It has a dull red wash on the exterior side, and a deeper colour on
the interior surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. There are no slip markers, but slight burnishing seems to have been
done on the exterior surface.
D#41

Perforated sherd, of red ware vessel. This is a base fragment of the vessel, in which
five full perforations. The vessel thickness is medium and has average inclusions of
small size. The texture of the inclusions is quite gritty. The perforations seem to have
been made from exterior surface towards the interior side. It has a dull red wash on the
exterior side, and a deeper colour on the interior surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no slip markers, but slight burnishing
seems to have been done on the exterior surface

D#42

Bowl, with an complex everted rim, with a slight outward protruding pinched beak,
and otherwise has a slantish tip. This small bowl has medium thick vessel walls and
seems to be made with clay that has less than average inclusions, with very small size.
It is quite likely that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its medium walls

and uniform striations. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int.
-.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal surfaces display slip and burnish with
a smooth finish.
D#43 Bowl, with an complex everted rim, with a slight outward protruding rounded
beak, and otherwise has a flatish tip. This small bowl has medium vessel walls
and seems to be made with levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is quite
likely that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its walls and uniform
striations. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
Both the external and internal surfaces display slip and burnish with a smooth
finish.
D#44 Bowl, with an externally projecting rim, with a more or less flatish tip. This
small bowl has thin vessel walls and seems to be made with levigated clay, with
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very little inclusions. It is quite likely that it was made on a fast wheel, as
evidenced by its thin walls and uniform striations. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal surfaces
display slip and burnish with a smooth finish.
D#45

Basin with a thickened straight sided rim, which is slightly inverted, with a bilateral
projection slanting outward. It has relatively medium thickness of sherd, with average
inclusions of medium size. The specimen indicated use of turn-table, with no secondary
forming involved. Only the exterior surface is both slipped and burnished, with the
interior black surface only exhibiting burnish. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 7/6. It has a slightly-smooth finish. It is slightly ill fired, with
organic inclusions

D#46

Bowl with a featureless, uniformly thick everted rim, with a flat tip. The vessel is of
medium thickness, and had average inclusions of small size. There are striation marks
visible on the exterior of the vessel, as well some in the interior surface. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is some evidence of slip,
especially on the exterior surface till the neck of the interior surface of the vessel, but
due to the degraded condition the sherd, one cannot say it with conviction.

D#47

Bowl which is almost shaped like a basin, and has an inverted rim, which tapers to

a point at the tip, with the protrusion outward. The walls are slightly thicker than
usual and have above average inclusions of medium size. The primary method
of vessel forming seems to be fast wheel, but hand-moulding techniques may
have been employed as well. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no marks of surface treatment on any of the vessel
surfaces recorded
D#48 Pot with a complex everted rim and an expanding mouth. The rim has an
external concave ledge, which is slightly triangular in shape. This is a medium
sized pot, with medium thickness and above average inclusions of medium size.
The rim till shoulder is made on a fast wheel, whereas below that, the body of
the vessel seems to have been shaped with the help of a dabber. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 7/6. The sherd shows slip on
both the surfaces, with the exterior side showing bright red, and the interior side
dullish red, but only till neck.
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D#49 Bowl with a complex, everted, uniformly thick rim, with a flatish internal ledge.
The vessel is of medium thickness, and had average inclusions of small size.
There are striation marks visible on the exterior of the vessel, as well some in
the interior surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. There is some evidence of slip, especially on the exterior surface till
the neck of the interior surface of the vessel, but due to the degraded condition
the sherd, one cannot say it with conviction.
D#50 Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly rounded at the tip, but
is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel is of average thickness and has less
than average inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a fast wheel as evidenced
by the even striation marks. On the external surface, it also has two sets of two grooves
each running along the body of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is burnishing on both the surfaces of the vessel of semismooth texture, but slip is only observed on the exterior surface and not the interior
one.
D#51

Bowl, with an externally projecting rim, with a slight rounded beak. This small bowl
has thin vessel walls and seems to be made with levigated clay, with very little
inclusions. It is quite likely that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its thin
walls and uniform striations. On the external surface, it also has two sets of two grooves
each running along the body of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal surfaces display slip and burnish
with a smooth finish

D#52

Bowl of small size, with an externally projecting rim, which has a triangular

beak protruding outward. The rim tip is otherwise flat, and is externally folded,
but is straight on the interior surface. This small bowl has thin vessel walls and
seems to be made with levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is quite likely
that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its thin walls and uniform
striations. On the external surface, it also has two sets of two grooves each
running along the body of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal surfaces display slip
and burnish with a smooth finish.
D#53

Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight roundedbeak
with an internal broad ledge which also protrudes inward. The vessel walls are medium
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thick, and have less than average inclusions of small size. The vessel may have been
made on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation marks Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of slip on exterior surface,
but not on the interior surface. It has a smooth finish.
D#54

Lid shaped bowl, or a lid, with an internally folded rim and uniformly thickened sides.
The vessel is medium thick and has average inclusions of small size. The vessel has
been made on a wheel made and has striations visible on both the surfaces. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the surfaces have bright
red slip, with a semi-smooth finish. Similar forms have also been recorded at Koldihwa
(Pal 1986:Fig.20, 85) and Senuwar (Singh 2004: Fig 35, 143).

D#55

Bowl of medium size, which has simple externally projecting rim, with a slightly
bulging lip, outward, and it is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel has
medium to thin thickness and has less than average inclusions of small size. It has been
shaped on a turn-table as confirmed by the lack of evenness and uniformity. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.There is slip on both the
surfaces of the vessel, and they are both of semi-smooth finish.

D#56 Bowl of medium size, which has simple externally projecting rim, with a flatish tip,
and it is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel has medium thickness and has
average inclusions of small size. It has been shaped on a fast wheel as confirmed by
the evenness and uniformity of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is slip on both the surfaces of the vessel, and they are
both of semi-smooth finish.
D#57

Pot, of medium size, has a wide mouthed medium sized rim. But in this case, the rim
is rounded and externally projecting. Again, the rim is not very evenly fashioned, so it
does not have uniform thickness, but is otherwise featureless. The vessel was thinner
than usual for a pot, and has less than average inclusions but of medium size. The pot
again has only rim portion extant, so it is difficult to say if apart from fast wheel, any
other method of fashioning the pot was employed. . Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B

core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The exterior surface has undergone some
burnishing, till the interior neck portion but the interior surface otherwise has
been left untouched
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D#58 Base, of a bowl or a dish. It is a simple, contiguous base which is concave in
shape. The vessel walls are medium thick and the string mark where the vessel
was cut from the wheel where it was fashioned is clearly visible. There is above
average inclusions of medium size, with a lot organic chaff visible. The bowl in
question is a corrugated bowl, as the corrugation marks are visible. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. No surface treatment
is visible.
D#59 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of two sets of two incised lines each, running parallel to each other on
the red slipped surface. The sherd has extremely thin walls and seems to be
made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int.
-.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface has slip and burnish, but the interior surface
only has burnish. The finish of the slip is quite smooth.
D#60 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of bright red paint being used to make three uneven bands on the dull
red slipped surface. The sherd has extremely thin walls and seems to be made
of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. The exterior surface has slip and burnish, but the interior surface only
has burnish. The finish of the slip is quite smooth.
Black Slipped Ware
D#61

Bowl, of medium size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly pointed at the tip
and is beaked outward, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel is of
average thickness and has less than average inclusions of small size. It has been
fashioned on a fast wheel as evidenced by the even striation marks. There are two
grooves on the exterior surface, running parallel to each other, and parallel to the rim
Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is burnishing on
both the surfaces of the vessel of semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed on the
exterior surface and not the interior one.

D#62 Dish, of medium size, which could be called a bowl as well. It has a complex,
internally projecting rim, which has a slight flatish tip slanting internally. The
vessel has thicker walls than usual and has below average inclusions of small size.
Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no evidence
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of slipping on either surface, but there is burnishing present on both the surfaces, of
semi-smooth texture.
D#63

Dish, of medium size, which has a complex, slightly internally projecting rim. The
vessel has thicker walls than usual and has above average inclusions of medium size.
There is an incised line on the neck of the vessel all around the exterior surface, running
parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR

7/6. There is no evidence of slipping on either surface, but there is burnishing
present on both the surfaces, of slightly-smooth texture.
D#64

Dish, of medium size, which has a complex, internally projecting rim, which has a
slight triangular beak protruding internally. The vessel has thicker walls than usual and
has less than average inclusions of small size. There are two incised lines on the neck
of the vessel all around the exterior surface, running parallel to the rim Munsell colour:
ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no evidence of slipping on
either surface, but there is burnishing present on both the surfaces, of semi-smooth
texture.

D#65

Dish, of small size, which could be called a bowl as well. It has a complex, internally
projecting rim, which has a slight triangular sharpened tip protruding internally. The
vessel has thinner walls than usual and has above average inclusions of medium size.
Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no evidence
of slipping on either surface, but there is burnishing present on both the surfaces, of
semi-smooth texture.

D#66

Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly rounded at the tip, and
has a slight sharpened beak protruding outward, but is otherwise featureless and
uniform. The vessel is of average thickness and has less than average inclusions of
small size. It has been fashioned on a fast wheel as evidenced by the even striation
marks. On the external surface, it also has one set of two grooves, very close to one
another each running along the body of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B

core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is burnishing on both the surfaces of the
vessel of semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed on the exterior surface
and not the interior one.
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D#67

Bowl, of small size with an externally projecting rim, with a slight rounded beak,
pinched at the tip. This small bowl has thin vessel walls and seems to be made with
levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is quite likely that it was made on a fast
wheel, as evidenced by its thin walls and uniform striations. On the external surface, it
also has one groove each running along the body of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. Both the external and internal surfaces display
slip and burnish with a smooth finish

D#68

Lid shaped bowl, or a lid, with an internally slightly folded rim and uniformly thickened
sides. The vessel is medium thick and has average inclusions of small size. The vessel
has been made on a wheel made and has striations visible on both the surfaces. There
are painted motifs on the exterior surface of the vessel. It has whitish dots painted in a
haphazard manner running diagonal across the surface of the vessel. Munsell colour:
ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. Both the surfaces have bright red slip,
with a semi-smooth finish.

D#69

Dish, of small size, which could be called a bowl as well. It has a complex, internally
projecting rim, which has a slight triangular sharpened tip protruding internally. The
vessel has thicker walls than usual and has above average inclusions of small size.
Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no evidence
of slipping on either surface, but there is burnishing present on both the surfaces, of
semi-smooth texture.

D#70

Dish, of small size, which has a complex, internally projecting rim, which has a slight
triangular sharpened tip protruding straight. The vessel has medium walls and has
below average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2
5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no evidence of slipping on either surface, but there is
burnishing present on both the surfaces, of semi-smooth texture.

D#71

Dish, of large size, which has a simple, inverted rim, with a slight triangular rounded
tip protruding straight. The vessel has medium walls and has below average inclusions
of medium size. There is an incised line running across the neck of the vessel, parallel
to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is

both, evidence of slipping on the exterior surface, but there is burnishing present
on both the surfaces, of semi-smooth texture.
D#72 Dish, of small size, which has a complex, internally projecting rim, which has
a slight triangular rounded tip protruding inwards. The vessel has medium-thin
walls and has below average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5
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B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is evidence of slipping on both the surfaces,
but there is burnishing present on only the exterior surfaces, of semi-smooth texture.
D#73

Dish, of smaller size, which has a complex, internally projecting rim, which has a slight
triangular sharpened tip protruding inward. The vessel has medium walls and has below
average inclusions of medium size. There is an incised line running across the neck of
the vessel, parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2
5/5 B. There is no evidence of slipping on either surface, but there is burnishing present
on both the surfaces, of semi-smooth texture.

D#74

Dish, of medium-large size, which has a simple, inverted rim, with a slight triangular
rounded tip protruding inward. The vessel has medium walls and is otherwise quite
shallow and has below average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - G2
5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There are both, evidence of slipping on the
exterior surface, but there is burnishing present on both the surfaces, of slightly-smooth
texture.

D#75

Dish, of small size, which has a complex, almost perpendicular rim which has a slight
triangular rounded beak protruding outwards. The vessel has medium-thin walls and
has below average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is evidence of slipping on both the surfaces, but there
is burnishing present on only the exterior surfaces, of semi-smooth texture.

D#76

Dish, of medium size, which has a complex, everted rim, with a slight triangular
sharpened tip protruding outward. The vessel has medium walls and has below average
inclusions of medium size. There is an incised line running across the neck of the
vessel, parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2
5/5 B. There is no evidence of slipping on either surface, but there is burnishing present
on both the surfaces, of semi-smooth texture.

D#77

Dish, with a complex bilaterally projecting rim, which has a sharpened beak like
protrusion outward, and a slanting ledge internally. The vessel has medium thick walls
and is otherwise a shallow vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int.
-. G2 5/5 B. There is evidence of slipping on both the surfaces of the vessel, and there
is burnishing done on the interior surface as well. The slip and burnish, both have a
smooth finish.
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D#78 Dish, of medium size with a simple everted rim, which has a blunt and flatish
tip, and is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel walls are thicker than
usual for this kind of ware, and it has more or less uniform with average
inclusions of small size. There is an incised line on the exterior surface of the
vessel on its neck. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.G1
5/N. There is slip noticed on both the exterior and interior surfaces of the vessel.
The interior surface also has burnish on the surface of slightly-smooth texture.
D#79 Bowl of medium size, with a complex externally projecting beaked rim, which
tapers to a point at the tip of the beak, but it is otherwise flatish. It has medium
thick vessel walls and has less than average inclusions of small size. It seems to
have been fashioned on a fast wheel, owing to its uniformly formed walls. There
is a Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -. G1 5/N. There is
slip and burnish recorded on both the surfaces of the vessel, and they are done
with skill, and it has a smooth finish.
D#80 Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly rounded at the
tip, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. There is a slight carination at the
shoulder of the vessel. The vessel has thin walls and has less than average
inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a fast wheel as evidenced by
the even striation marks. On the external surface, it also has one incised line
running along the body of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N.There is burnishing on both the surfaces of the vessel of
semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed on the exterior surface and not
the interior one.
D#81 Bowl, with an everted rim, with a slight rounded beak, protruding outward. This
small bowl has thin vessel walls, which becomes thicker as it flares out towards
the body of the vessel and seems to be made with levigated clay, with very little
inclusions. It is quite likely that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its
thin walls and uniform striations. On the external surface, it also has two sets of
two grooves each running along the neck of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal
surfaces display slip and burnish with a smooth finish
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D#82 Basin, of largish size with an everted rim, which is rounded at tip and is slightly
beaked outward. The vessel walls are medium thick and it has more than
average inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a wheel and it has two
sets of two grooves each on the interior lip and neck of the vessel. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N. There is slip on the
exterior surface, and on the interior surface there is burnish present. Both have
a semi-smooth finish.
#83

Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which has a slight rounded beak
at the tip protruded outward, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The
vessel is of less than average thickness and has less than average inclusions of
small size. It has been fashioned on a fast wheel as evidenced by the even
striation marks. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N.
There is burnishing on both the surfaces of the vessel of semi-smooth texture,
but slip is only observed on the exterior surface and not the interior one.

D#84 Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which has a slight rounded tip
protruded outward, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel has thin
walls and has less than average inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned
on a fast wheel as evidenced by the even striation marks. Munsell colour: ext. G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N. There is burnishing on both the surfaces
of the vessel of semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed on the exterior
surface and not the interior one, just like the previous one.
D#85 Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly rounded at the
tip, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel walls are quite straightsided as well, and the vessel is broken at the point of inflection of the bowl.The
vessel is of average thickness and has less than average inclusions of small size.
It has been fashioned on a fast wheel as evidenced by the even striation marks.
Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N. There is
burnishing on both the surfaces of the vessel of semi-smooth texture, but slip is
only observed on the exterior surface and not the interior one.
D#86 Bowl, with a simple everted rim, with a slight rounded beak, protruding
outward. The vessel walls of this vessel is quite globular in shape.This small
bowl has thin vessel walls and seems to be made with levigated clay, with very
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little inclusions. It is quite likely that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced
by its thin walls and uniform striations. On the external surface, it also has three
sets of two grooves each running along the body of the vessel. Munsell colour:
ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N. Both the external and internal
surfaces display slip and burnish with a smooth finish
D#87 Base fragment, possibly belonging to a bowl, but one cannot be sure. The vessel
walls are quite thin and it seems to be made with levigated clay, with almost
invisible inclusions. The vessel seems to have been made on a fast wheel, as the
striation marks and the string cut marks seem to suggest. Munsell colour: ext. G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N. There seem to be slip on both the
surfaces of the vessel, of semi-smooth finish.
D#88 Bowl, with a simple everted rim, with a slight rounded beak, protruding
outward, and sharpened at the tip. The vessel walls of this vessel are quite
globular in shape. This small bowl has thin vessel walls and seems to be made
with levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is quite likely that it was made
on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its thin walls and uniform striations. On the
external surface, it also has four grooves running along the body of the vessel,
whereas on the interior side there is two rows of incised triangles, running
parallel to one another. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. .G1 5/N. Both the external and internal surfaces display slip and burnish with a
smooth finish
D#89 Bowl with an out curved and flaring rim, and progressively thickened at the
base. The sherd is slightly thinner than what one usually gets in this category,
and has average inclusions of medium size. This vessel also seems to be made
on the fast wheel with no indication of the secondary stage of forming being
used. There is some form of decoration on the exterior surface, an incised line
running parallel to the rim and a couple of wavy lines made of incised dots.
Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N. Both the surfaces
display slip, with the exterior one slightly more degraded than the interior one.
It is well fired and has a slightly-smooth finish
D#90 Bowl, of medium size, with a simple everted rim (almost perpendicular), which
is slightly rounded at the tip, but is otherwise featureless and uniform. The
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vessel walls are quite straight-sided as well, and the vessel is broken at the point
of inflection of the bowl. The vessel is of average thickness and has less than
average inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a fast wheel as
evidenced by the even striation marks. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core
- G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N. There is burnishing on both the surfaces of the vessel of
semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed on the exterior surface and not
the interior one.
D#91 Bowl, of small size, with a simple everted rim, which is slightly rounded at the
tip and has a slight beak protruding outward, but is otherwise featureless and
uniform. The vessel walls are quite globular in shape, and the vessel is broken
at the point of inflection of the bowl. The vessel is of average thickness and has
less than average inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a fast wheel
as evidenced by the even striation marks. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG
core - G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N. There is burnishing on both the surfaces of the
vessel of semi-smooth texture, but slip is only observed on the exterior surface
and not the interior one.
D#92 Shallow dish, which can almost be qualified as a platter. The rim is otherwise
featureless but it externally projecting with a flat tip, and has uniform thickness
till the inflection point. The vessel is of medium thickness, with average
inclusions of small size. It definitely was made on a turn-table as was noted and
recorded. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/10 BG core - G1 6/N int. -.G1 5/N. There
was no slip or burnish recorded on the exterior surface of the vessel, but the
interior surface displays slip.
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Grey Ware
D#93 Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight beak
with a rounded tip which protrudes outward. It has a rounded protruded ledge
on the exterior surface, and this ledge runs all along the exterior surface. The
vessel walls are straighter than normal. The vessel walls are thinner than usual,
and have less than average inclusions of small size. The vessel may have been
made on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation marks. Munsell colour:
ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is evidence of slip on
exterior surface, but not on the interior surface. It has a smooth finish.
D#94 Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight beak
with a short rounded tip which protrudes outward. . It has a rounded protruded
ledge on the exterior surface, and this ledge runs all along the exterior surface.
The vessel walls are more globular than the previous one recorded. The vessel
walls are thinner than usual, and have less than average inclusions of small size.
The vessel may have been made on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation
marks. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There
is evidence of slip on exterior surface, but not on the interior surface. It has a
semi-smooth finish.
D#95 Bowl, with a simple inverted rim, which is rounded at the tip, and otherwise
featureless and uniform. The vessel walls are medium thick, with less than
average inclusions of medium size. There is an incised line running all long the
body of the vessel, parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2
5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is slip and burnish both present on the exterior
surface of the vessel, but on the interior only burnish is present. The finish of
the surface treatment is semi-smooth.
D#96 Bowl, with an open mouth, which has a simple inverted rim, of uniform
thickness and otherwise featureless. The vessel walls are medium thick
uniformly, and it has less than average inclusions of small size. There are two
sets of pronounced grooves on the exterior surface, running parallel to each
other and the rim. They almost have a corrugated look. Munsell colour: ext. G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The exterior and interior surface look
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burnished but not slipped. The finish of the exterior surface is smoother than the
interior surface.
D#97 Basin, of medium size, with an inverted thickened rim, which is slightly beaked
inwards, and has a bulging ledge on the interior side. There is an incised line
running across the interior surface, below the lip of the vessel. The vessel has
thick walls and has average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is no slip on either surfaces of
the vessel, but there is burnish on the exterior surface, with slightly smooth
texture.
D#98 Pot, of small size with an almost perpendicular rim, which is otherwise uniform
and featureless but has a sharpened tip. At the neck of the vessel, the body
bulges out in a globular shape at the point of inflection. The vessel walls are
thinner than usual, and it is made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - G2
5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The exterior and the interior surfaces till
the neck has burnishing marks, of semi-smooth texture but no slip on either of
the surfaces.
D#99 Dish of medium size, with a simple inverted rim, which is uniform and
featureless. The vessel walls are medium thick and are uniform in their width
throughout. They have less than average inclusions of small size. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. Both the surfaces exhibit
slip and burnish and they have a semi smooth finish.
D#100 Basin of medium-large with a simple everted rim, which is uniformly thick and
featureless. The vessel walls are of medium thick and uniform, with less than
average inclusions of small size. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5
B int. -. G2 5/5 B.. the exterior surface shows both slip and burnish of semismooth texture but the interior surface only displays burnish of slightly-smooth
texture.
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Northern Black Polished Ware
D#101 Bowl of small size, with an inverted rim, which has a slightly rounded outturned
beak, but it otherwise uniform and featureless. The vessel has very thin walls
and is made of levigated clay. There are two grooves on the exterior lip, running
parallel to each other and to themselves. The finish, uniformity of the vessel
walls hint at a skilled use of the wheel. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The exterior and interior surface of the vessel both
display slip, and a polish of very fine quality. It has a golden tinge to it,
especially on the exterior surface.
D#102 Bowl of small size, with an everted (almost perpendicular) rim, which has a
slightly rounded outturned beak, but it is otherwise uneven and slightly
corrugated. The vessel has very thin walls and is made of levigated clay and it
flares towards the base. There are two grooves on the exterior lip, running
parallel to each other and to themselves and two almost corresponding ones on
the interior lip as well. The finish, uniformity of the vessel walls hint at a skilled
use of the wheel. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5
B. The exterior and interior surface of the vessel both display slip, and a polish
of very fine quality. It has a golden tinge to it, especially on the exterior surface.
D#103 Bowl of small size, with an externally projecting rim, which has a slightly
rounded outturned beak, but it otherwise uniform and featureless. The vessel
has very thin walls and is made of levigated clay. There is one groove on the
exterior body, running parallel to each other and to themselves. The finish,
uniformity of the vessel walls hint at a skilled use of the wheel. Munsell colour:
ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The exterior and interior surface
of the vessel both display slip, and a polish of very fine quality. It has a golden
brown tinge to it, especially on the exterior surface.
D#104 Bowl of small size, with an externally projecting rim, which has a slightly
tapering outturned beak, but it otherwise uniform and featureless. The vessel
has very thin walls and is made of levigated clay. The finish, uniformity of the
vessel walls hint at a skilled use of the wheel. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B
core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The exterior and interior surface of the vessel
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both display slip, and a polish of very fine quality. It has a bluish silvery tinge
to it, especially on the exterior surface.
D#105 Bowl of small size, with an everted rim, which has a slightly rounded outturned
beak, but it otherwise uniform and featureless. The vessel has very thin walls
and is made of levigated clay. There are two embossed grooves on the exterior
body, running parallel to each other and to themselves, which almost gives the
lower body an uneven look. The finish, uniformity of the vessel walls hint at a
skilled use of the wheel. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -.
G2 5/5 B. The exterior and interior surface of the vessel both display slip, and
a polish of very fine quality. It has a golden tinge to it, especially on the exterior
surface.
D#106 Bowl of medium size, with an everted rim, which has a slightly rounded
outturned beak with a sharpened tip, but it otherwise uniform and featureless.
The vessel has very thin walls and is made of levigated clay. There are two
grooves on the exterior lower body, running parallel to each other and to
themselves. The finish, uniformity of the vessel walls hint at a skilled use of the
wheel. Munsell colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. The
exterior and interior surface of the vessel both display slip, and a polish of very
fine quality. It has a silvery tinge to it, especially on the exterior surface.
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Period IV (Śunga-Kuṣāṇa)
Period IV at the site, belonging to Śunga-Kuṣāṇa phase, shows a marked
increase in vigorous structural activities. The excavations has revealed two broad
phases, phase I having bricks measuring 42x22x5cm, and phase II having bricks of
38x22x5cm. Apart from these structural remains, there are also ring-wells reported.
During the Kuṣāṇa period, glass objects appear in greater frequency, and it seems to
replace copper for the manufacture of ornaments. Even the frequency of bone objects
seems to decrease. Terracotta also seems to be a material of choice, not just for pottery,
but also spindle-whorls, beads, gamesmen, plaques and figurines. During the Śunga
period, terracotta figurines continue to be made at Paṇr, and several anthropomorphic
and animal figurines have been discovered from this horizon, along with a mould.
With the marked changes in the material culture remains found at the site in this
period, even the pottery assemblages show a distinct character. In the earlier periods,
we see a proliferation of potsherds in not only oxidized red ware, but also in all kinds
of reduced wares, like grey ware, black and red ware and black slipped wares in
different vessels forms as well as with different type of surface treatments. Instead in
this period, all that diversity in ware categories seems to drastically go down, infact it
would be safe to say that they almost disappear. The abundant quantities of grey ware
and black slipped ware that were present in the previous phases of Chalcolithic and
NPBW phase are no longer present in this period.
Instead we see that red ware sherds forms the bulk of the total potsherds
collected and recorded at the site. Even though the red ware sherds were present in huge
quantities in the previous periods as well, but the quantity of sherds collected and
recorded in this period have increased manifold in comparison, along with the fact that
the reduced ware type completely disappear. The unslipped, unburnished variety of
sherds, though still found in the semi-coarse to coarse fabric type, but majority of them
belong to the medium to medium-fine fabric type. The chaff/organic inclusions
continue to flourish in the sherds, with sherds exhibiting rice husk inclusions almost
becoming negligible. The proportion of well-fired sherds also seems to decrease, with
the proportion of ill-fired with either jet black core, or a dark grayish one increasing.
The vessel forms that one can associate with this sub-type are some large basins and
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thick bowl forms, similar to the last period, with the thickish pot forms making an
appearance again.
In comparison to the last period, the proportion of the second sub-type of red
ware, which is the one displaying surface treatment, in the form of burnish seems to
increase, with the quality of the finish increasing as well. Most of the sherds with
burnish is of much better quality than the ones witnessed in the preceding periods, and
it would seem that the amount of times and labour investment on each of the sherd
increased from the earlier phases. The sherds recorded in this category are mostly of
the medium thickness, with the coarse and fine fabric types becoming numerically and
proportionally lesser than the period II assemblage.
The sherds in this sub-type are mostly ill-fired, with blackish core or a grayish
core, in between two thin bands of reddish/orangish sections maybe due to the increased
demand of these sherds; it is possible that more and more sherds were being fired in
uncontrolled open pits, which led to ill-firing of the vessels. There are no sherds found
in this ware type which show any form of decoration or painting. Several bowl forms,
some continuing from the previous periods like ones with uniformly thick featureless
rims, spouted ones, pots with flaring rims, or basin forms with out-curved rims, or
splayed out rims seem to fall in this category. Apart from these forms, which were
already visible in the previous as well, there are many newer vessel forms which start
to make their presence felt.
There are present in this period within both the unslipped and unburnished
category, as well as the slipped and burnished ones, and these would be the pan forms
especially the ones with handles, straight sided basins, pots with handi like forms with
some even displaying rustication, and various forms of vessels with handles start to
proliferate. The basins seem to decrease in the popularity, in contrast to the earlier
periods, with the spouted vessels also becoming more significant. There are many lids
and lid-like-bowls that continue to be present within the assemblage as well. The
variations of rims and vessel forms which were present in the previous layers do not
seem to continue in this period. Instead we do find many vessel forms, but with very
limited variation within them.
The final subtype to be discussed in this section is the slipped variety of
potsherds within the red ware category. As compared to the earlier subtypes, this would
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be numerically the smallest group, but the proportion of them within the larger category
of red ware, have maintained similar levels like last period. The slipped variety of red
ware found in this period, is by far the most remarkable in finish and quality
encountered at the assemblage so far and it continues in to Gupta phases as well. In this
sub-type we find painted, incised as well as undecorated ones. A new type of decoration
has also appeared, and that would be the stamped designs. These types of decorations
had not been witnessed in the previous layers and periods at all. They are unique to this
period, and continue into the Gupta phases as well. There are many instances where we
see a combination of decorations as well. Sometimes, incisions and stamping are
executed on the sherds at the same time as well.
The lid-like bowls with splayed out rims, bowls with externally thickened
vertical rims, bowls with collared rims, bowls with featureless everted rims with slight
carination, knobbed lids, pots with constricted yet angular necks and straight sides
continue to thrive in the period. They are seen in both burnished and slipped varieties.
Certain corrugated bowls also continue to be present, which taper down to a narrow
base. These bowls are mostly found in medium fabric, without any surface treatment.
In certain cases, there are some instances where they are washed and some finger
imprints are visible on the exterior surface.
It is important that we delve into the grey ware and black slipped ware sherds
in a little more detail. A handful of sherds are found in the reduced ware category,
among which some also display remnants of black slip on grey ware. These sherds are
of rougher texture than the ones we encountered in the previous period. The sherds are
in most cases thicker in section and do not have any resemblance to the reduced ware
sherds that were recorded in the previous layers. Also, another issue worth discussing
is the fact, and some of these sherds seem to belong to larger vessels, rather than smaller
ones. They are in all likelihood of the previous cultural phase and not of this period
under discussion.

Table 5 Period IV Ceramic Distribution
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Ware
Type
RW

Total

Pot

Dish

Bowl Basin

Pans

Lids

Handled Lipped
vessels

Bowl

Decorated

Spouted

Non-

vessels diagnostic

89,260 3145 267

654

243

89

367

98

356

129

67

83,845

89,260 3145 355

812

264

89

367

98

356

129

67

83,845

Grand
Total

Red Ware handle fragment, with decorative motif

Red Ware sherds with different decorative motifs
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Sample Drawing and Description of the Pottery assemblage of Period IV
Red Ware
D#1

Pot with a simple externally projecting rim which is rounded at the tip. It is
otherwise unevenly thick, and the interior rim to neck portion especially has
bulges. The vessel is of medium thickness and has average inclusions of
medium size. The body of the vessel is grittier than other parts, which may hint
at the use of dabber, apart from turn-table to give form to the vessel. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no other
form of surface treatment on the vessel surfaces.

D#2

Shallow dish, which can almost be qualified as a platter. The rim is otherwise
featureless but it externally projecting with a round bulging tip, and has uniform
thickness till the inflection point. The vessel is of medium thickness, with
average inclusions of small size. It definitely was made on a fast wheel as was
noted and recorded. There is a groove running along the neck of the vessel on
the exterior surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. There was no slip or burnish recorded on the exterior surface of the
vessel, but the interior surface displays slip.

D#3

Bowl of medium size, which has a simple internally projecting rim, with a tip
which is slightly bulged outward. Its vessel walls are medium thick which are
uniform and has above average inclusions of small size. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip or burnish on the
surfaces of the vessel, but there is definitely a sort of wash observed on the
exterior surface

D#4

Dish or a Bowl of medium-large size, with a wide bilaterally projecting rim,
which has a slightly bulged rounded tip, and has an internal tilt. It is otherwise
uniform in its thickness. The vessel walls are medium thick, with average
inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface displays slip of slightly-smooth texture, but
there is no slip on the interior surface at all. But it does look like some
burnishing has been done on the interior surface or semi-rough finish.
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D#5

Basin, of largish size with an inveted rim, which is rounded at tip and is slightly
beaked inward in a triangular shape. The vessel walls are medium thick and it
has more than average inclusions of small size. It has been fashioned on a wheel
and it has one incised line on the lower neck of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext.
- 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is slip on the exterior
surface, and on the interior surface there is burnish present. Both have a semismooth finish.

D#6

Bowl, of largish size, which has a complex, internally projecting rim, which has
a slight rounded sharpened tip protruding inward. The vessel has medium walls
and has below average inclusions of medium size. There is an incised line
running across the neck of the vessel, parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no evidence of slipping
on either surface, but there is burnishing present on both the surfaces, of semismooth texture.

D#7

Bowl of small size, with an externally projecting rim, which has a bulging

rounded beak protruding outward. The rim tip is otherwise rounded too, and is
externally folded, but is straight on the interior surface. This small bowl has thin
vessel walls and seems to be made with levigated clay, with very little
inclusions. It is quite likely that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its
thin walls and uniform striations. On the external surface, it also has two sets of
two grooves each running along the body of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal
surfaces display slip and burnish with a smooth finish.
D#8

Bowl, with an externally projecting rim, with a slight outward protruding
rounded beak, and otherwise has a flatish tip. This small bowl has thin vessel
walls and seems to be made with levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is
quite likely that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its thin walls and
uniform striations. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. Both the external and internal surfaces display slip and burnish with a
smooth finish.

D#9

Basin-like deep bowl, with a slightly thick complex rim, which has an external
small bulge, just below the lip. The vessel has thinner walls than average, and
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has less than average inclusions in it, which are of small size as well. The vessel seems
to be made on a fast wheel, but is a little difficult to tell, as the striation marks have
mostly been wiped away when the surface was being smoothened. Munsell colour: ext.
- 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The slip is smoothly done on the on both
the exterior and internal surfaces, but the external surface is smoother than the internal
one.
D#10

Pot, with an extremely complex externally projecting rim, with is inner lip having a
interior bulge or fold, and is otherwise featureless and uniform in its shape. The pot has
a wide mouth which tapers to an almost equal sized neck. The vessel is of medium
thickness and has above average inclusions of medium size. It has been fashioned on a
turn-table till the neck portion and the rest of the body has been shaped using the
dabber. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no
slip on any of the surfaces but the exterior surfaces displays burnish with a slightly
smooth finish

D#11

Pot with a very similar rim to the previous one, with some slight variations. This also
has a complex externally projecting rim, which bulges to a rounded beak inward. The
rim is otherwise featureless and of uniform thickness. The pot is wide-mouthed and the
vessel walls are thinner than usual for a pot. It has definitely been fashioned on a turntable, and the body of the vessel was subjected to the dabber to fashion it in to shape
further. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the
exterior and the interior surfaces seem to have been burnished, with a semi-smooth
texture. On the interior surface the burnish is visible till the shoulder of the vessel no
slip has been observed

D#12

Dish, with an externally projecting rim, with a slight outward protruding rounded beak,
and otherwise has a flatish tip. This medium sized dish has thin vessel walls and seems
to be made with levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is quite likely that it was
made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its thin walls and uniform striations. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal
surfaces display slip and burnish with a smooth finish.

D#13

Dish with a simple externally projecting rim, which is slightly flatish and uneven at the
tip. It is otherwise of uniform thickness, and featureless. The vessel walls are medium
with average inclusions of small size. The vessel had been formed on a fast wheel, as
uneven striation marks are visible. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -. 2.5 YR 4/8. There is evidence of burnish on both surfaces of the vessel, with a
slightly smooth texture but no slip has been observed on any of the surface.
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D#14 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a two sets of dots circling another set of dots which is circling a
circle. This entire motif has been stamped on the slipped exterior surface of the
vessel. The sherd has medium thin walls and seems to be made of levigated
clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both
the exterior and interior surface has slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has
better finish. The finish of the slip is quite smooth
D#15 This is a red ware sherd, which may belong to either a bowl or a dish. This
fragment seems to be from the part where the handle of the vessel may have
been and a part of it has remained intact. The vessel walls are thinner than usual
and had below average inclusions of medium size. The vessel was in all
likelihood made on a fast wheel, but the handle seems to have been fashioned
with fingers. Some thumb and finger impressions have also been recorded.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is
evidence of slip on the exterior surface, but none on the interior surface. The
finish is slightly smooth of the slip.
D#16

This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The motif is
of three sets of two lines incised on the red slipped surface. These lines are incised as
a series of uneven waves, running parallel to each other. The sherd has medium thin
walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface has slip and burnish,
but the exterior surface has better finish. The finish of the slip is semi-smooth

D#17

This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The motif is

of a three sets of two lines incised on the red slipped surface, running parallel
to each other. The sherd has medium thin walls and seems to be made of
levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface has slip and burnish, but the exterior
surface has better finish. The finish of the slip is quite smooth
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D#18 Bowl of medium size, which has a complex internally projecting rim, with a tip
which is slightly bulged outward. Even on the exterior side, there is a slight
ledge like protrusion. Its vessel walls are medium thick which are uniform and
has above average inclusions of small size. There is a groove that runs along the
neck of the vessel on the exterior surface parallel to the rim. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip or burnish
on the surfaces of the vessel, but there is definitely a sort of wash observed on
the exterior surface.
D#19 Bowl of medium size, which is deep and has an inverted rim which is sharpened
at the tip and then becomes thicker downward. The mouth of the bowl is
narrower than the body of the vessel, which actually bulges downward, with a
sharp carination at the lower body part. The vessel walls have medium thickness
with less than average inclusions of small size. There is a groove that runs on
the lower body all around the surface, running parallel to the rim. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior and
interior surfaces both display slip and burnish, of smooth texture.
D#20 Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight beak
with a sharpened tip which protrudes outward. The vessel walls are thinner than
usual, and have less than average inclusions of small size. The vessel may have
been made on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation marks. Munsell
colour: ext. - G2 5/5 B core - G2 5/5 B int. -. G2 5/5 B. There is evidence of slip
on exterior surface, but not on the interior surface. It has a smooth finish
D#21 Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight beak
with a rounded tip which protrudes inward. It has a rounded protruded ledge on
the exterior surface, and this ledge runs all along the exterior surface. The vessel
walls are straighter than normal. The vessel walls are thinner than usual, and
have less than average inclusions of small size. The vessel may have been made
on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation marks. There is an incised line
running all long the neck of the vessel, parallel to the rim and just below the
ledge like protrusion. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. .5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of slip on exterior surface, but not on the interior
surface. It has a smooth finish.
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D#22 Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight beak
with a short rounded tip which protrudes inward. It has a rounded protruded
ledge on the exterior surface, and this ledge runs all along the exterior surface.
The vessel walls are more globular than the previous one recorded. The vessel
walls are thinner than usual, and have less than average inclusions of small size.
The vessel may have been made on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation
marks. There is an incised line running all long the lip of the vessel, parallel to
the rim and just above the ledge like protrusion. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of slip on exterior
surface, but not on the interior surface. It has a semi-smooth finish.
D#23 Bowl, with a simple inverted rim, which is rounded at the tip, and otherwise featureless
and uniform. The vessel walls are medium thick, with less than average inclusions of
medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There
is slip and burnish both present on the exterior surface of the vessel, but on the interior
only burnish is present. The finish of the surface treatment is semi-smooth.
D#24

Dish of medium size, with a simple inverted rim, which is uniform and featureless, and
has a slight bulge on the interior surface. The vessel walls are medium thick and are
uniform in their width throughout. They have less than average inclusions of small size.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the surfaces
exhibit slip and burnish and they have a semi smooth finish

D#25

Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a rounded featureless
and uniform character to it. The vessel walls bulges outward from the rim portion itself.
The vessel walls are thinner than usual, and have less than average inclusions of small

size. The vessel may have been made on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform
striation marks. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
7/6. There is evidence of slip on exterior surface, but not on the interior surface.
It has a smooth finish.
D#26 Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight beak
with a sharpened tip which protrudes outward. The vessel walls are thinner than
usual, and have less than average inclusions of small size. The vessel may have
been made on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation marks. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of
slip on exterior surface, but not on the interior surface. It has a smooth finish
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D#27 Dish of medium size, with a simple inverted rim, which is uniform and
featureless. The vessel walls are medium thick and are uniform in their width
throughout. They have less than average inclusions of small size. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the surfaces
exhibit slip and burnish and they have a semi smooth finish.
D#28 Bowl, with a simple inverted rim, which is rounded at the tip, and otherwise
featureless and uniform. The vessel walls are medium thick, with less than
average inclusions of medium size. There is a sharp carination at the lower body of the
vessel, and there is an incised line all around the carinated part of the vessel. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is slip and burnish
both present on the exterior surface of the vessel, but on the interior only burnish is
present. The finish of the surface treatment is semi-smooth
D#29

Dish or a bowl, with a very complex externally projecting rim, with a rounded tip
flaring outward. The rim has an elongated out curved beak with a sharpened tip. The
vessel walls ate thinner than usual and it has less than average inclusions of small size.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is a wash of
dull reddish colour on the exterior surface, and no slip or burnish has been recorded.

D#30

Base, of a bowl or a dish. It is a simple, contiguous base which is concave in shape.

The vessel walls are medium thick and the string mark where the vessel was cut
from the wheel where it was fashioned is clearly visible. There is above average
inclusions of medium size, with a lot organic chaff visible. The bowl in question
is a corrugated bowl, as the corrugation marks are visible. Munsell colour: ext.
- 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. No surface treatment is visible.
D#31 Pot or Vase with an externally projecting rim, which has an exterior rounded
bulge. The rim lip where the outward bulge ends, there is an incised line running along
the lip, on the exterior surface. The vessel has a long narrow neck which flares to a
much wider body. The vessel walls are medium thick with average inclusions of
medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There
is slip on the exterior surface, but no burnish. The slip has a semi-smooth finish and a
bright shade of red.
D#32

Pot or Vase, with an externally projecting but an incurved rim. The incurved part has a
slight flatish bulge almost ledge like till the lip of the vessel. It has a concave and
slightly longish neck with a smaller neck diameter than the rim. The vessel walls are
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medium thick and it has average inclusions of small size. There is an incised line
running across the exterior surface just above the neck of the vessel. Munsell colour :

ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is dark red slip applied
on the exterior surface of the vessel and it has a slightly smooth finish.
D#33

Pot with a complex everted rim which has a sharpened beak out curved at the rim edge.
It is otherwise uniformly thick, and featureless. The vessel is of medium thickness and
has average inclusions of medium size. The body of the vessel is grittier than other
parts, which may hint at the use of dabber, apart from turn-table to give form to the
vessel. There is an incised line running along rim lip of the vessel and it has a medium
long neck which is narrow. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. There is no other form of surface treatment on the vessel surfaces.

D#34

Pot with a complex everted rim which has a sharpened beak out curved at the rim edge.
The rim also has a channel on the area where the rim starts to protrude outward. It is
otherwise uniformly thick, and featureless. The vessel is of medium thickness and has
average inclusions of medium size. The body of the vessel is grittier than other parts,
which may hint at the use of dabber, apart from turn-table to give form to the vessel.
There is an incised line running along rim lip of the vessel and it has a medium long
neck which is narrow. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -

.5 YR 7/6. There is no other form of surface treatment on the vessel surfaces.
D#35 Bowl of small size, with a complex almost perpendicular rim, which is a little
sharpened at the tip and has a internal flatish ledge. It is otherwise featureless,
and mostly uniform in its thickness. The vessel walls are medium in thickness
with average inclusions of medium size. The vessel may have shaped on a turntable itself. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
There is no slip on either surface of the vessel, but there is evidence of burnish
on the exterior surface which has a slightly smooth finish.
D#36

Bowl, of small size, with a simple inverted rim, which is otherwise featureless and has
uniform thickness. The vessel had medium wall thickness and average inclusions of
small size. It has been fashioned on a fast wheel. There is an incised line running across
the neck of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
7/6. The exterior surface shows remnants of slip, which is not present on the interior
side, which instead shows some burnishing marks.
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D#37

Bowl, of small size with an externally projecting rim, with a slight rounded beak,
pinched at the tip. This small bowl has thin vessel walls and seems to be made with
levigated clay, with very little inclusions. It is quite likely that it was made on a fast
wheel, as evidenced by its thin walls and uniform striations. On the external surface, it
also has one groove each running along the body of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal surfaces
display slip and burnish with a smooth finish.

D#38 Base fragment, in all probability belonging to a bowl or a dish. Though it is a
small fragment and difficult to infer much from it, but it seems that it is noncontiguous and discoid. The vessel walls are quite thin and it seems to be made
from levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5
YR 7/6. There is a bright red slip visible on the exterior surface, but not on the
interior surface. The finish is also semi-smooth in its texture.
D#39 Pot or Vase with an externally projecting rim, which has an exterior rounded
bulge. The vessel walls are medium thick with average inclusions of medium
size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There
is slip on the exterior surface, but no burnish. The slip has a semi-smooth finish
and a bright shade of red.
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Period V (Gupta)
Paṇr period V belongs to Gupta times, and is represented by red-slipped ware
having thin rims and structural activities of various types. A significant feature of the
period seems to be the reuse of old bricks in the construction of contemporary
structures. Among the antiquities, several ivory objects, like rings and bone objects
some with inscriptions on it are worth-mentioning. The site was abandoned in postGupta times.
Similar to period IV, the pottery types encountered in this period are mostly red
ware sherds, with almost negligible sherds of reduced ware, like grey ware encountered.
Various vessel forms within the red ware category are recorded, like carinated pots,
with elongated necks, and constricted mouths, handled pots, bowls and pans, lids,
knobbed lids, lid-like-bowls, corrugated bowls, narrow based corrugated bowls, lipped
bowls, as well as basins, spouted channeled vessels and few rusticated handi forms as
well
The most significant find in this period is the ink-pot like lamp form. They are
mostly small in size, and made with slightly levigated clay. They are of medium to
medium-fine fabric, with small sized inclusions and in most cases no surface treatment.
These come in various rim forms, but more or less have similar size. These are in almost
all cases well-fired vessels.
Table 6 Period V Ceramic Distribution
Ware
Type
RW

Total

Pot

Dish

Bowl Basin

Pans

Lids

1,00,150 6789 213

1234

217

198

1,00,462 6789 256

1288

217

198

Handled Lipped

Decorated

Spouted

Non-

vessels

Bowl

vessels diagnostic

418

179

143

290

87

90,382

418

179

143

290

87

90,,597

Grand
Total
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Red Ware sherd of an inkpot-like lid

Red Ware decorated Spout

Red Ware Handle fragment with decoration
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Sample Drawing and description of Pottery assemblage from Period V
Red Ware
D#1

Lid, or a lid shaped bowl which has a simple externally projecting rim, with a
slight outward bulge. The vessel walls are more or less uniform in its thickness
and it has average inclusions of small size. The vessel was made on a fast wheel
as is clear from the striations that one ca notice. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is bright coloured red slip on the
exterior surface and it has a semi smooth finish.

D#2

Basin of medium size, which has a complex, bilaterally projecting inverted rim.
It is otherwise featureless and uniform, and has almost straight sided walls. The
walls of the vessel are medium thick and are more or less of uniform thickness.
There is a groove that runs parallel to the rim along the lip of the vessel and
another which is at the neck of the vessel .Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core
- 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip recorded on any of the vessel
surfaces, but there is burnishing on the exterior part of the vessel surface.

D#3

Pot of largish size with a complex everted rim which has a rounded beak out
curved at the rim edge. The rim also has a channel on the area where the rim
starts to protrude outward and is outcurved. It is otherwise uniformly thick, and
featureless. The vessel is of medium thickness and has average inclusions of
medium size. The body of the vessel is grittier than other parts, which may hint
at the use of dabber, apart from fast wheel to give form to the vessel. There is
four sets of grooves running along rim shoulder of the vessel. The vessel has a
carinated lower body, and from the point of carination towards the base, the
entire surface is rusticated. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no other form of surface treatment on the vessel
surfaces.

D#4

Pot or a Vase with a complex splayed out rim, which is ledged inside and is
internally thickened with a slightly concave neck. The vessel walls are medium
thick with above average inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no surface treatment on any
of the vessel surfaces. The texture of the vessel is generally roughish.
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D#5

Bowl of medium size, which has a complex internally projecting rim, with a
ledge like protrusion which is slightly bulged outward, in a rounded triangular
shape. Its vessel walls are medium thick which are uniform and has above
average inclusions of small size. There is a groove that runs along the neck of
the vessel on the exterior surface parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip or burnish on the
surfaces of the vessel, but there is definitely a sort of wash observed on the
exterior surface.

D#6

This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a two sets of leaf-like motif with a couple of lines circling them. This
entire motif has been incised on the slipped exterior surface of the vessel. The
sherd has medium thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and
interior surface has slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish.
The finish of the slip is quite smooth

D#7

This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of four sets of grooves of two lines each running parallel to one another
on the red slipped surface. These lines are incised as a series of uneven waves,
running parallel to each other. The sherd has medium thin walls and seems to
be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface has slip and burnish, but
the exterior surface has better finish. The finish of the slip is slightly-smooth.

D#8

This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a row of triangular shaped incised dots running along the sherd in an
uneven line on the red slipped surface. These lines are incised as a series of
uneven waves, running parallel to each other. The sherd has medium thin walls
and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core
- 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface has slip and
burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish. The finish of the slip is semismooth

D#9

Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight beak
with a rounded tip which protrudes inwad. It has a rounded protruded ledge on
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the exterior surface, and this ledge is shaped with fingers and looks like a handle
that has been flattened and added to the vessel. The vessel walls are more
globular than normal. The vessel walls are thinner than usual, and have less than
average inclusions of small size. The vessel may have been made on a fast
wheel, as it has quite uniform striation marks. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8
core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of slip on exterior surface,
but not on the interior surface. It has a smooth finish.
D#10 Bowl of small size, with a externally projecting rim, which has slightly
sharpened rim and a slight pointed tilt inward at the tip. It is otherwise uniform
in thickness. The vessel walls are medium with average inclusions of small size.
The vessel had been formed on a turn-table, as uneven striation marks are
visible. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
There is evidence of burnish on both surfaces of the vessel, with a slightly
smooth texture but no slip has been observed on any of the surfaces.
D#11 Bowl of medium-small size, which has a complex internally projecting rim,
with a ledge like protrusion which is slightly bulged outward, in a rounded
shape. Its vessel walls are medium thick which are uniform and has above
average inclusions of small size. There is a groove that runs along the neck of
the vessel on the exterior surface parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip or burnish on the
surfaces of the vessel, but there is definitely a sort of wash observed on the
exterior surface.
D#12 Bowl of medium size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight beak
with a short rounded tip which protrudes outward. The vessel walls are more
globular than the previous one recorded. The vessel walls are thinner than usual,
and have less than average inclusions of small size. The vessel may have been
made on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation marks. Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of slip on
exterior surface, but not on the interior surface. It has a semi-smooth finish.
D#13 Bowl of small size, which has a complex internally projecting rim, with a ledge
like protrusion which is slightly bulged outward, in a rounded triangular shape.
Its vessel walls are medium thick which are uniform and has above average
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inclusions of small size. There is a groove that runs along the neck of the vessel
on the exterior surface parallel to the rim. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core
- 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no slip or burnish on the surfaces of the
vessel, but there is definitely a sort of wash observed on the exterior surface.
D#14 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of a black painted three band of uneven size running across the sherd,
with a row of dots above the bands on the exterior slipped surface. The sherd
has thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface
has slip and burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish. The finish of the
slip is quite smooth. There are some soot/burn marks on the exterior surface of
the vessel.
D#15 This is a red ware sherd, with a perforation of the exterior surface. The
perforation seems to be deliberately made and can be seen on one end of the
broken sherd. The sherd has thin walls and seems to have low inclusions of
small size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
Both the exterior and interior surface has slip and burnish, but the exterior
surface has better finish. The finish of the slip is quite smooth.
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D#16 Base fragment, which is non-contiguous and discoid. The vessel walls are
uniformly thick and it has two grooves running along the exterior surface, at the
point of inflection. The vessels walls are medium thick and it has above average
inclusions of medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is slip on the exterior surface, which has a semi-smooth
finish and bright reddish colour. No burnish has been noticed.
D#17 Jar, of medium size with a simple everted rim, which has a rounded sharp tip
and is otherwise featureless and uniform. The vessel walls are medium thick
and are uniformly made with average inclusions of small size. There are three
sets of grooves of two each running along the exterior surface running parallel
to one another and to the rim as well. . Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is slip on the external surface of slightlysmooth finish.
D#18 Bowl with a complex externally projecting rim, which is slightly flatish at the
tip and has an inward rounded projection. The vessel walls are more or less
medium thick and it has less than average inclusions of small size. Below the
shoulder of the vessel, the body bulges out slightly to finally taper down to a
contiguous concave base. There is an incisd line running across the body, where
the vessel bulges out. . Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int.
-.5 YR 7/6. There is some evidence of slip on the exterior surface, but of
slightly-smooth texture and no burnish has been recorded.
D#19 Lid, with a splayed out rim, which has a rounded slightly bulging tip and is
globular at the point of inflection. The rim is otherwise uniform and featureless.
The vessel walls are thinner than usual and it has less than average inclusions
of small size. . Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
7/6. There is slip on the exterior surface of semi-rough finish.
D#20 Lid with a central knob which has sharpened ad tapering rim tip. The vessel has
medium thick walls, which becomes thicker towards the base of the lid. It has
average inclusions of small size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The vessel has been treated with a slip internally, with
a semi-smooth finish. This lid type has also been reported from several other
sites in similar cultural contexts, like Narhan, Hastinapur, Vaisali and Senuwar.
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D#21 Pot of a small size, with a simple externally projecting rim. The rim has a
slightly rounded beaked shape and is thick. The vessel has medium-thin wall
thickness and has above average inclusions of medium size. Just like some other
pots in the assemblage, only the rim portion of the vessel is extant, so apart from
the use of fast wheel to give shape to the vessel, it is difficult to confirm the use
of any other implement. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int.
-.5 YR 7/6. There is no surface treatment witnessed on the surfaces of the vessel.
D#22 Bowl, with a simple featureless everted rim of uniform thickness. The vessel
walls are thinner than usual, and it has average inclusions of small size. It has
been made on a fast wheel as marks are seen on both surfaces. There are two
sets two grooves each, on the exterior surface f the vessel. Munsell colour: ext.
- 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no surface treatment
marks visible on any of the surfaces.
D#23 Lid, or a lid shaped bowl which has a simple externally projecting rim, with a
slight outward bulge. The vessel walls are more or less uniform in its thickness
and it has average inclusions of small size. The vessel was made on a fast wheel
as is clear from the striations that one ca notice. There are two incised lines on
the interior surface of the vessel, one on the lip and one on the neck of the vessel,
and another two grooves on the exterior surface of the vessel, one on the lip and
one on the lower body of the vessel., all running paralle to one another. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is bright
coloured red slip on the exterior surface and it has a semi smooth finish.
D#24 This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The
motif is of three concentric circular lines, and in between the first two lines,
there are is a row of circular dots and beyond this in the next concentric line,
there is a series of slanted strokesincised on the red slipped surface. The sherd
has extremely thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface
has slip and burnish, but the interior surface only has burnish. The finish of the
slip is quite smooth.
D#25 Bowl with a handi shape and of small size, and has a complex, extreme
externally projecting rim which has a small internal tilt. This is a small bowl
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with thin vessel walls and below average inclusions of small size. The vessel
may have been made on a fast wheel, as the rim is slightly uneven, and so is the
striation marks on the internal surface. Some dabbing marks have also been
recorded in the interior surface of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8
core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The external surface displays some slip, but
not burnish.
D#26 Pot, or a handi shaped bowl with a simple externally projecting rim, with has a
slight bulge at the tip, and the rest is more or less uniform and featureless. The
uneven rim hints at the use of a turn-table, and the gritty feel of the interior and
exterior body surfaces along with dabbing marks confirms the use of a dabber.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior
surface has burnishing marks, and a slightly smooth texture till the neck on the
interior surface, but no slip.
D#27 Bowl of medium-small size which has a simple inverted rim, which is uniform
and featureless. The body of the vessel is completely globular, with a flat and
straightish handle like protrusion on its neck. The handle has finger impressions
on it, and the globular body has dabber marks on it. Several modes of forming
methods have been employed to give this vessel its final shape. . Munsell colour:
ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is slip on the exterior
surface of semi-smooth finis, but no burnish has been noticed.
D#28 Inkpot like lid, with a pot or vase shaped central depression, and since it is
broken around its base, so it is difficult to say what kind of base it may have
had. The vessel walls are medium thick and it has above average inclusions of
small size. The neck portion of the central depression has an incised line all
around it. . Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6.
The interior surface has slightly-smooth slip on it, but no surface treatment
noticed on the other surface.
D#29 Inkpot like lid, with a pot or vase shaped central depression, and since it is
broken around its base, so it is difficult to say what kind of base it may have
had. This is variation of the previous vessel type only, where the vessel walls
are medium thick and it has above average inclusions of small size. The neck
portion of the central depression has two incised line all around it, on the interior
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surface and two grooves on the exterior body. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8
core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The interior surface has slightly-smooth slip
on it, but no surface treatment noticed on the other surface.
D#30
D#31 Pot of small size with a complex everted rim which has a rounded beak out
curved at the rim edge. It is otherwise uniformly thick, and featureless. The
vessel is of medium thickness and has average inclusions of medium size. The
body of the vessel is grittier than other parts, which may hint at the use of
dabber, apart from fast wheel to give form to the vessel. The vessel has a
carinated lower body, and from the point of carination the point almost becomes
like a ledge like protrusion, almost so that the pot could be held there. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no other
form of surface treatment on the vessel surfaces.
D#32 Pot of medium size of a handi shape with a complex everted rim which has a
rounded beak out curved at the rim edge. It is otherwise uniformly thick, and
featureless. The vessel is of medium thickness and has average inclusions of
medium size. The body of the vessel is grittier than other parts, which may hint
at the use of dabber, apart from fast wheel to give form to the vessel. There are
four sets of grooves running along rim shoulder of the vessel. The vessel has a
carinated lower body, and at the point of carination there is a ledge like
protrusion running all along the body, almost as if it made to be able to hold the
vessel properly. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
7/6. There is no other form of surface treatment on the vessel surfaces.
D#33 Pot which has a handi shape of medium-small size which has a complex everted
rim which has a rounded beak gently out curved at the rim edge. The body of
the vessel is completely globular, with a flat and straightish handle like
protrusion on its shoulder. The handle has finger impressions on it, and the
globular body has dabber marks on it. Several modes of forming methods have
been employed to give this vessel its final shape. There is an incised line running
all along just above the handle like protrusion. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8
core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is slip on the exterior surface of semismooth finis, but no burnish has been noticed.
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D#34 Bowl of medium-large size, which a complex inverted rim, which has a slight
beak with a rounded tip which protrudes inward. It has a rounded protruded
ledge on the exterior surface, and this ledge runs all along the exterior surface,
and almost is like a flat handle with which to hold the vessel with. The vessel
walls are straighter than normal. The vessel walls are thinner than usual, and
have less than average inclusions of small size. The vessel may have been made
on a fast wheel, as it has quite uniform striation marks. Munsell colour: ext. 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of slip on exterior
surface, but not on the interior surface. It has a smooth finish.
D#35 Pot with a complex everted rim and an expanding mouth. The rim has an
external concave ledge, which is slightly triangular in shape. This is a medium
sized pot or vase, with medium thickness and above average inclusions of
medium size. The rim till shoulder is made on a fast wheel, whereas below that,
the body of the vessel seems to have been shaped with the help of a dabber.
There are two grooves on the exterior surface of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext.
- 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 7/6. The sherd shows slip on both
the surfaces, with the exterior side showing bright red, and the interior side
dullish red, but only till neck.
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D#36 Pot with a complex slightly splayed out rim and an expanding mouth. The rim
has an external ridge and a concave neck, which is slightly triangular in shape.
This is a medium sized pot or vase, with medium thickness and above average
inclusions of medium size. The rim till shoulder is made on a fast wheel,
whereas below that, the body of the vessel seems to have been shaped with the
help of a dabber. There are two incised on the exterior surface of the vessel.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 7/6. The sherd
shows slip on both the surfaces, with the exterior side showing bright red, and
the interior side dullish red, but only till neck.
D#37 Dish, with a complex bilaterally projecting rim, which has a sharpened beak like
protrusion outward, and a slanting ledge internally. The vessel has medium
thick walls and is otherwise a shallow vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 7/6
core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. - 2.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of slipping on both the
surfaces of the vessel, and there is burnishing done on the interior surface as
well. The slip and burnish, both have a smooth finish.
D#38 Pot, or possibly a handi shaped bowl with a complex externally projecting rim,
with has a slight bulge at the tip, and a triangular sharpened beak like projection,
while the rest is more or less uniform and featureless. The uneven rim hints at
the use of a turn-table, and the gritty feel of the interior and exterior body
surfaces along with dabbing marks confirms the use of a dabber. There is a
groove at the neck of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The exterior surface has burnishing marks, and a slightly
smooth texture till the neck on the interior surface, but no slip
D#39 Bowl, with a slightly thick complex rim, which has an internal small bulge, just
below the lip. The vessel has thicker walls than average, and has less than
average inclusions in it, which are of small size as well. The vessel seems to be
made on a fast wheel, but is a little difficult to tell, as the striation marks have
mostly been wiped away when the surface was being smoothened. Munsell
colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. The slip is smoothly
done on the on both the exterior and internal surfaces, but the external surface
is smoother than the internal one.
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D#40 Pot of small size with a complex everted rim which has a rounded beak out
curved at the rim edge. The rim also has a ridge on the area where the rim starts
to protrude outward and is outcurved. It is otherwise uniformly thick, and
featureless. The vessel is of medium thickness and has average inclusions of
medium size. The body of the vessel is grittier than other parts, which may hint
at the use of dabber, apart from fast wheel to give form to the vessel. There are
three sets of grooves running along rim shoulder of the vessel. The vessel has a
carinated lower body, and from the point of carination towards the base, the
entire surface is rusticated. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8
int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no other form of surface treatment on the vessel
surfaces.
D#41 Lid, with a splayed out rim, which has a rounded slightly bulging tip and is
globular at the point of inflection. The rim is otherwise uniform and featureless.
The vessel walls are thinner than usual and it has less than average inclusions
of small size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
7/6. There is slip on the exterior surface of semi-rough finish.
D#42 Pot of medium size with a complex everted rim which has a rounded beak out
curved at the rim edge. The rim also has a channel on the area where the rim
starts to protrude outward and is outcurved. It is otherwise uniformly thick, and
featureless. The vessel is of medium thickness and has average inclusions of
medium size. The body of the vessel is grittier than other parts, which may hint
at the use of dabber, apart from fast wheel to give form to the vessel. There are
six sets of grooves running along rim shoulder of the vessel. The vessel has a
carinated lower body but the carination is not as sharp as the ones noticed in
previous vessels of the same kind, and from the point of carination towards the
base, the entire surface is rusticated. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5
YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is no other form of surface treatment on the vessel
surfaces.
D#43 Dish, of medium size, which has a complex, slightly internally projecting rim.
The vessel has thicker walls than usual and has above average inclusions of
medium size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
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7/6. There is no evidence of slipping on either surface, but there is burnishing
present on both the surfaces, of slightly-smooth texture.
D#44 Pot or Vase, with an externally projecting but an incurved rim. The incurved
part has a slight flatish bulge almost ledge like till the lip of the vessel. It has a
concave and slightly longish rim culminating in a neck with a smaller diameter
than the rim. The vessel walls are medium thick and it has average inclusions
of small size. There is an incised line running across the interior surface just
above the neck of the vessel, and three sets of two grooves each on the exterior
surface from lip to neck of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is dark red slip applied on the exterior surface
of the vessel and it has a slightly smooth finish.
D#45 Lid like dish, which is so flat that it could also be a platter. It has a complex
splayed out rim, which has rounded bulge on the exterior tip and a ridge with
another roundish bulge on the interior side. The vessel walls are medium thin
and are regular with average inclusions of small size. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5
YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is slip on the interior and
exterior surfaces of the vessel with slightly smooth finish.
D#46 Pot or Vase of small size, with an externally projecting rim, which has a
triangular rounded beak protruding outward. The rim tip is otherwise flat, and
is externally folded, but is straight on the interior surface. This small bowl has
thin vessel walls and seems to be made with levigated clay, with very little
inclusions. It is quite likely that it was made on a fast wheel, as evidenced by its
thin walls and uniform striations. On the external surface, it also has one incised
line running along the neck of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core
- 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the external and internal surfaces display slip
and burnish with a smooth finish.
D#47 Bowl with a slightly complex rim, which had uniform thickness and is slightly
inverted, with the tip having a rounded beak like. The vessel is a medium-thin
one, with less than average inclusions of small size. It seems to have been made
on a fast wheel, but most of the striation marks have been obliterated by the
burnishing of the exterior surface. There is an incised line running all along the
neck of the vessel on the exterior surface of the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. [245]
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2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Even though the vessel displays
no slip on any of its surfaces, there is burnishing present on both its surfaces.
The finish of the burnish is also quite smooth.
D#48 Bowl, with a simple inverted rim, which is slightly bulged inward. There is an
external beak like rounded protrusion on the upper neck of the vessel. The vessel
walls are of medium thickness of this deep bowl and have average inclusions of
small size. In all likelihood it was fashioned on a fast wheel, as the striation
marks on both surfaces are quite even. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no surface treatment marks on this vessel.
D#49 Bowl with a uniformly thick rim, which is slightly everted, and has convex
sides, with the rim tip being tapered. The vessel exhibits medium thickness, like
most others but has less than average inclusions and that too of small size. It is
made on a fast wheel, which was established by observing and noting the
striation marks on the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR
4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Though the bowl displays no slip at all, it does seem to have
a burnishing on the exterior surface only, which had slightly smooth texture.
D#50 Bowl with a simple featureless rim, which had uniform thickness and is slightly
everted and has a flat tip. The vessel is a medium thick one, with less than
average inclusions of small size. It seems to have been made on a fast wheel, but
most of the striation marks have been obliterated by the burnishing of the exterior
surface. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Even
though the vessel displays no slip on any of its surfaces, there is burnishing present on
both its surfaces. The finish of the burnish is also quite smooth.
D#51

Bowl, with an externally projecting rim, which is slightly beaked at the lip. The vessel
is of medium thickness and has above average inclusions of medium size. The bowl
has been made on a fast wheel as the striation marks are seen on both the surfaces of
the vessel. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is
no burnishing or slipping visible on any of the surfaces of the vessel.

D#52 Deep bowl, with a simple featureless everted rim of uniform thickness. The vessel
walls are thinner than usual, and it has average inclusions of small size. It has been
made on a fast wheel as marks are seen on both surfaces. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
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4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There are no surface treatment marks visible on
any of the surfaces.
D#53

This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The motif is
of a black horizontal band from which two vertical black bands seem to project out
painted on the red slipped surface. The sherd has extremely thin walls and seems to be
made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR
7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface has slip and burnish, but the exterior surface
has better finish. The finish of the slip is semi-smooth.

D#54

This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The motif is
of a painted design, which is a little unclear in the current sherd on the red slipped
surface. The sherd has extremely thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay.
Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior
and interior surface has slip and burnish, and the finish of the slip is quite smooth.

D#55

This is a red ware sherd, with a decorative motif on the exterior surface. The motif is
of a long stemmed cross painted with red paint on the red slipped surface. The sherd
has thin walls and seems to be made of levigated clay. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR
4/8 core - 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. Both the exterior and interior surface has slip

and burnish, but the exterior surface has better finish. The finish of the slip is
slightly-smooth.
D#56 This is a red ware sherd, which may belong to either a bowl or a dish. This
fragment seems to be from the part where the handle of the vessel may have
been and a part of it has remained intact. It has a decorative motif on the exterior
surface as well, along with a central depression, where the thumb should rest to
be able to hold the vessel. The vessel walls are thinner than usual and had below
average inclusions of medium size. The vessel was in all likelihood made on a fast
wheel, but the handle seems to have been fashioned with fingers. Some thumb and
finger impressions have also been recorded. Munsell colour: ext. - 2.5 YR 4/8 core

- 2.5 YR 4/8 int. -.5 YR 7/6. There is evidence of slip on the exterior surface,
but none on the interior surface. The finish is slightly smooth of the slip.
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Concluding remarks
It is obvious from the discussion on the different ware types, like red ware, black and
red ware, grey ware, black slipped ware, rusticated ware and corded/cord-impressed ware from
the five different periods of the site, display varied characteristics even within themselves from
different layers belonging to the same period. It is significant to note that cord-impressed and
rusticated ware which is said to be a ‘diagnostic’ feature of the Indian sub-continental
Neolithic-Chalcolithic pottery is represented at Panr, in several sub-types, each with own sets
of characteristics, and represented in both red ware and black and red ware. This ware type, is
also seen to persist beyond the Chalcolithic phase, going in to the NPBW phase as well as the
Sunga-Kusana phase.This in itself gives us a new perspective into the pottery assemblage of
the period. Also, this prompts us into acknowledging the fact that each site or each region will
have its own characteristic features and based on the assemblages of two or three sites it would
be wrong to proffer any ‘characteristic’ ‘regional’ or ‘period’ conclusions.
Another aspect which becomes apparent from the Panr pottery analysis and needs to
be discussed in detail is the fact that that both oxidized and reduced wares are found in
significant numbers. We find not only black and red ware, along with red ware but also grey
ware. It is therefore; quite possible that Neolithic-Chalcolithic pottery was fired in conditions
that result in both oxidizing and reducing atmospheres. Also, in black and red ware we come
several subtypes where we differential firing done to the vessel. In certain cases, the exterior
and interior show different colours, i.e., either oxidized red, or a reduce black or grey. But in
some others the interior grey/black surface can stretch till the rim/neck/shoulder of the exterior
surface or vice versa. This hints towards a several different types of firing involved in the
process of manufacturing these vessels.
But going in to the next periods, of Sunga-Kusana (period IV) and Gupta (period V)
we see that it is only the oxidized red wares that take precedence over all other times of wares.
There are no reduced wares in these periods. This also hints at a change in the perspective,
supply and demand of the pottery types which requires attention as well.

PND- XII
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Terracotta
S. No.
1.

Accession
No.
2349

2.

2387

3.

2579

4.

2580

5.

2583

6.

2612

7.

2642

8.

2643

9.

2644

10.

2645

11.

2647

12.

2676

13.

2138

Particulars
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta bead, similar to no- 2308, blackish in
colour. Period- V
(-0.45m) Layer- 2, Length = 2.06cms.
Intact, nut- shaped terracotta bead small size, similar to no- 2308
blackish in colour. Period- IV
(-1.60m) Layer- 5, Length= 1.09cms, Diameter = 2.09 cms.
Intact, Partially flanked at base and top, vase-shaped terracotta bead.
Vertical neck and internally droop base, big hole for string, mild fired.
fine fabric, plain, and reddish in colour, red-section. Period- II
(-4.55m) Layer- 13, Length = 2.05cms. Diameter max = 3.04 cms.
Partially missing neck, vase shaped terracotta bead. Flattened base,
vertical neck. Mild fired, medium fabric, red section, plain, red in colour.
Period- II
(-4.55m) Layer- 13, Length= 2 cms, Diameter = 3.04 cms.
Intact, vase-shaped terracotta bead having vertical neck, bulged lower
portion, flattened base. Well fired, fine fabric, red section. Plain red in
colour. Period- II
(-4.55m) Layer- 13, Length = 2.01cms, Diameter = 3 cms.
Intact vase-shaped terracotta miniature bead. Similar to No. 2579, red
in colour. Period- II
(-4.95m) Layer- 13, Length = 1.08cms, Diameter= 2.08 cms.
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta bead. Similar to No. 2308, treated with
red slips which is peeled off, red in colour. Period – V
(-0.40m) Layer- 2, Length= 2.02cms, Diameter = 3.02 cms.
Intact, Partially flaked, nut-shaped bead. Similar to No. 2308. Plain,
medium fabric, well fired, red section. Plain base, red in colour but top
half portions is blackish due to soot. Period- V
(-0.40m) Layer- 2, Length = 3.05cms. Diameter = 4.02 cms.
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta bead. Medium size, similar to No- 2308,
blackish in colour. Period – V
(-0.45m) Layer- 2, Length = 2.03cms. Diameter = 3.02 cms.
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta bead. Similar to above blackish in colour.
Period- V
(-0.40m) Layer- 2, Length = 3cms. Diameter = 3.06 cms.
Intact, Partially flaked nut-shaped terracotta bead. Similar to above red
in colour. Period- V
(-0.45m) Layer- 2, Length = 2.05cms. Diameter = 3.02 cms
Intact, vase-shaped terracotta bead vertical neck, small size. Similar to
No- 2579 red in colour. Period – I
(-5.55m) Layer- 14, Length = 2.01cms. Diameter = 2.08 cms.
Intact, medium size terracotta ball, medium fabric, well fired, red
section, plain, red in colour. Period- III
(-1.89m) Layer- 6, Diameter = 1.09 cms.
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14.

2142

15.

2143

16.

2154

17.

2207

18.

2209

19.

2210

20.

2211

21.

2212

22.

2241

23.

2246

24.

2247

25.

2248

26.

2679

27.

2137

28.

2152

29.

2162

30.

2200

31.

2201

32.

2205

Intact, terracotta bead, similar to above. Period- III
(-1.90m) Layer- 6, Diameter = 1.08 cms.
Intact, medium size terracotta ball. Similar to No. 2138. Period –III
(-1.85m) Layer- 6, Diameter = 1.01 cms
Intact, medium size terracotta ball. Similar to No- 2138. Period- III
(-2.20m) Layer- 7, Diameter = 1.09 cms
Intact, medium size terracotta ball. Similar to No- 2138. Period- III
(-2.55m) Layer- 8, Diameter = 2.03 cms.
Intact, medium size terracotta ball, similar to No- 2138. Period- III
(-2.55m) Layer- 8, Diameter= 1.09 cms.
Intact, large size terracotta ball. Similar to above. Period- III
(-2.55m) Layer- 8, Diameter= 3 cms.
Intact, terracotta ball similar to above. Period- III
(-2.62m) Layer- 8, Diameter= 2.06 cms.
Intact, terracotta ball similar to No. 2138. Period- III
(-2.65m) Layer- 8, Diameter= 2.09 cms.
Intact, small size terracotta ball. Similar to No- 2138. Period – III
(-2.63m) Layer- 6, Diameter= 1.05 cms.
Intact, terracotta ball, similar to No- 2211. Period – III
(-2.70m) Layer- 9, Diameter= 2.08 cms.
Intact, terracotta ball, similar to above. Period- III
(-2.70m) Layer- 9, Diameter= 2.07 cms.
Intact, terracotta ball, similar to above. Period – III
(-2.70m) Layer- 9, Diameter= 2.04 cms.
Intact, medium size terracotta ball, semicircular in shape mild gired,
fired medium fabric, plain, red in colour. Period – I
(-5.55m) Layer- 14, Diameter= 2 cms.
Partially broken, nut-shaped terracotta bead. Medium size, medium
fabric, mild fired, greyish section, greyish in colour. Period- III
(-1.82m) Layer- 6, Length= 1.04cms. Diameter= 2.07 cms.
Intact, vase-shaped terracotta bead, rudimentary rim, top and bottom
both flattened, bulbous waist, fine fabric, well fired, plain, and red in
colour. Period – III
(-2.20m) Layer- 8, Length = 1.05 cms. Diameter= 2.07 cms.
Intact, vase-shaped terracotta bead. Similar to No. 2152. Period – III
(-2.24m) Layer- 7, Length = 1.06 cms. Diameter= 3.01 cms.
Intact, vase-shaped terracotta bead, conical base other features are
similar to the above No. 2152 & 2162. Period- III
(-1.05m) Layer- 4, Length = 2.02cms. Diameter= 3.02 cms.
Intact, terracotta bead, circular in shape medium fabric, well fired
blackish in colour. Period- IV
(-1.5m) Layer- 4, Diameter= 1.07 cms.
Intact, tubular, terracotta bead, concave-convex, lattice decoration, as
the exterior profile, fine fabric, well fired, red section, red in colour.
Period- III
(-2.50m) Layer- 8, Length = 2.02 cms. Diameter= 8 mm.
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33.

2213

34.

2218

35.

2240

36.

2250

37.

2307

38.

2308

39.

2323

40.

2326

41.

2777

42.

2789

43.

2780

44.

2766

45.

2771

46.

2790

Partially chipped, drum-shaped terracotta bead. Tapered towards the
both ends, fluted at one side, mild fired, medium fabric, dull-red section
and dull red in colour. Period- V
(-0.25m) Layer- 2, Length = 4.02 cms. Diameter max= 2.05 cms.
Intact, barrel-shaped terracotta bead, mild fired, line fabric, greyishsection, grey in colour. Period- IV
(-0.72m) Layer- 3, Length = 3.05 cms. Diameter= 1.06 cms.
Intact, vase-shaped terracotta bead, without hole. Hole is locked with
mud. Medium fabric, well fired, treated with red wash, rusticated with
mud, red in colour. Period- III
(-1.80m) Layer- 6, Length = 2.02 cms. Diameter= 3.01 cms.
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta small size bead, medium fabric, well fired,
decorated with a circular line on the waist, blackish in colour. Period- V
(-0.12m) Layer- 2, Length = 1.07 cms. Diameter= 2.02 cms.
Intact, barrel shaped terracotta bead. Similar to No. 2218 red colour.
Period –V
(-0.55m) Layer- 2, Length = 3.04 Diameter= 1.05 cms.
Intact, partially flecked, nut-shaped terracotta bead, medium size,
medium fabric, well fired, greyish- section, smooth surface, greyish in
colour. Period- V
(-0.60m) Layer- 2, Length = 2.04 cms. Diameter= 3.04 cms.
Intact, nut shaped terracotta bead. Similar to No- 2308, blackish in
colour. Period- IV
(-0.40m) Layer- 2, Length = 2.03 cms. Diameter= 3.02 cms.
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta bead. Similar to No- 2308 red in colour.
Period- V
(-0.80m) Layer- 2, Length = 2.04 cms. Diameter= 3.04 cms.
(-6.95m) Layer- 17,
Intact, BRW pottery disc, round, circular in shape, medium fabric,
treated with black and red slip interior and exterior respectively. Period
-I
2 specimens intact, 4 specimens broken (BRW). Pottery disc, used as
hopscotch. Period- I
(-6.87m) Layer- 17,
Intact, red ware pottery disc, circular in shape used as hopscotch,
medium fabric, well fired, plain rustication marks on the posteriors.
Period- I
(-6.95m) Layer- 17,
Intact, 7 specimens (2-BRW, 4RW, 1BSW) of the pottery disc, used as
hopscotch. Period- I
(-6.80m) Layer- 17,
Intact, 2 specimens (BRW) of Pottery disc, used as hopscotch, circular in
shape. Period- I
(-6.83m) Layer- 17,
Intact, 2 specimens (1 BRW, 1 RW) are intact 2, specimens (1RW, 1 BSW)
are broken. Pottery disc used us hopscotch, medium fabric, well fired,
plane. Period – I
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47.

2784

48.

2775

49.

2324

50.

2372

51.

2640

52.

2641

53.

2309

54.

2151

55.

2251

56.

2203

57.

2229

(-7.15m) Layer- 18
Intact, 7specimens of BRW pottery disc, black section, medium fabric,
well fired, burnished used as hopscotch. Period – I
(-7.10m Layer- 18)
Intact, burnished BRW, pottery disc, used as hopscotch, medium fabric,
well fired. Period – I
(-6.92m) Layer- 17 Diameter- 4.07cms. Thickness- 8mm
Broken panel, animal figurine of terracotta, snout is prominent but
mouth slit, nostrils, eyes, ears are not prominent, long neck, round body
trunk, legs attached to the panel, crude, medium fabric, well fired, and
buff in colour. Period- V
(-0.50m) Layer- 2, Length - 5.08cms. Width- 3.01cms. Thickness3.09cms.
Broken, human face of terracotta upper portion of the face broken at
eyes and detached portion attached with gum, molded, chubby face,
back side flat, having a small hole at the lower right side, ten on in neck
forehead round and bulged, crown is missing, a circular ridge at the top
of the forehead, eyebrow, shows with deep groove. Eyes depicted like
a leaf, bulged corner. Pupil depicted with a pin hole, nose is prominent,
lips are prominent, the luted portion at the neck was missing. It is
treated with red wash, red section, medium fabric, well fired. Period- V
(-1m) Layer- 2, Length - 9.07cms. Width- 7.04cms. Thickness- 4.09cms.
Broken, seal of terracotta, cylindrical shape, four different symbols are
depicted in cardinal of ‘+’, stem has deep notches, medium fabric, well
fired, plain. Period- V
(-0.40m) Layer- 2, Length - 4.01cms. Diameter- 2.05
Broken, terracotta stopper, club-shaped tip-missing. Partially broken at
club-portion, medium fabric, mild fired, blackish section, plain
depression at the club-head. Period- V
(-0.40m) Layer- 2, Length - 4.08cms. Diameter max- 2.02cms.
Plano-convex wheel with hub prominent on the both sides, having no
spoke, medium fabric, well fired and plain, edged circumference.
Period- V.
(-1.20m) Layer- 3, Length (hub)- 3.01cms. Diameter- 6.07cms.
Axle of terracotta, both side wheels are missing. Axle is tubular in shape
having a big hole for the wood axle, there is a small hole on the shaft,
medium fabric, well fired, plain. Period- V
(-0.62m) Layer- 2, Length - 9.03cms. Diameter- 3cms.
Broken, unidentified terracotta object. Cylindrical in shape. Period- V
(-0.67m) Layer- 2, Length - 4.02cms. Diameter- 1.06cms.
Fragment of a terracotta bangle, decorated with notched triangular
designs, red section, well fired, and red wash. Period – IV
(-1.65m) Layer- 5, Length - 2.05cms. width - 1.05cms. thickness- 0.7cm.
Fragment of a terracotta circular shaped bangle. Fine fabric, blackish
section, well fired, red in colour. Period- III
(-2.30m) Layer- 7, Length - 2.05cms. Diameter- 75mm.
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58.

2149

59.

2153

60.

2595

61.

2593

62.

2151

63.

2471

64.

2533

65.

2172

66.

2192

67.

2290

68.

2469

69.

2408

70.

2448

Fragment of a terracotta mould. It is a human figurine mould. Head
portion is intact whereas lower body portion is missing. Decoration
patterns are also depicted in the mould. It is fine fabric, well fired, plain,
red section and red in colour. Period- IV
(-2.05m) Layer- 6, Length - 6.01cms. width- 4.07cms. thickness1.04cms.
Broken, terracotta dabber middle half portion is missing. Fine fabric,
well fired, red section, treated with red slip, red in colour from periodIII
(-2.20m) Layer- 7, Length - 6cms. Diameter- 7.04cms.
Intact circular spindle whorl made of BSW, pottery disc. It has a central
hole and incised mark ‘+’, crossing the hole. Irregulars circumference.
Period- II
(-4.65m) Layer- 13, Diameter- 3cms. thickness- 5mm.
Intact, circular spindle whorl made of BSW, pottery disc. It has a central
hole, fine fabric, gray section, treated which black wash. Period- II
(-4.62m) Layer- 13, Diameter- 3.07cms. thickness- 5mm.
Intact, terracotta ball of irregular surface, circular in shape, medium
fabric, well fired, plain somewhere weathered surface, red in colour.
Period- III
(-2.25m) Layer- 6, Diameter- 2.03cms.
Intact, terracotta ball, having incise on marks on the surface, medium
fabric, well fired, soot mark, blackish mixed red in colour. Period- IV
(-1.54m) Layer- 4, Diameter- 1.03cms.
Intact, terracotta ghata shaped bead, having elongated neck broad
base, centrally big hole far string, flattened base, medium fabric, well
fired, plain, red in colour. Period –II
(-4.25m) Layer- 12, Length - 2.09cms. Diameter- 3.04 cms.
Intact, barrel shaped terracotta bead, having a big hole in the centre for
string, medium fabric, well fired, plain, and red in colour used as net
sinker. Period- III
(-2.40m) Layer- 8, Length - 5.02cms. Diameter- 3 cms.
Intact, circular-shaped terracotta bead. Fine fabric, well fired, plain, red
in colour. Period – III
(-2.45m) Layer- 8, Diameter-1.01 cms.
Intact, vase/ghata shaped terracotta bead, globular neck and bulbous
body, fine fabric, well fired, flattened base, red in colour. Period- III
(-2.45m) Layer- 8, Length - 2.03cms. Diameter- 3 cms.
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta bead, similar to No- 2083, fine fabric, well
fired, smooth surface, red in colour. Period- IV
(-1.38m) Layer- 4, Length - 1.09cms. Diameter- 3.03 cms.
Intact, drum-shaped terracotta bead, having a big hole, medium fabric,
well fired bulbous body, red in colour with black band. Period- V
(-1.30m) Layer- 3, Length - 4.08cms. Diameter- 2.07 cms.
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta bead, having very fine concentric lines
around the basal hole in a shallow depiction, fine fabric, well fired,
smooth surface red in colour. Period- V
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71.

2479

72.

2407

73.

2493

74.

2555

75.

2568

76.

2505

77.

2693

78.

2796

79.

2763

80.

2761

81.

2774

82.

2734

83.

2752

84.

2750

85.

2787

(-1.40m) Layer- 3, Length - 1.07cms. thickness- 3.04 cms.
Intact, circular-shaped bead of terracotta, blackish in colour. Period- IV
(-1.55m) Layer- 4, Diameter- 1 cms.
Intact, crude type circular bead of terracotta, mild fired, medium fabric,
blackish in colour. Period- IV
(-1.20m) Layer- 3, Diameter- 8 mm.
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta bead, having a vertical scratch on the
body. Similar to No- 2083 black in colour. Period- IV
(-1.09m) Layer- 6, Length - 1.08cms. thickness- 3.04cms.
Partially broken neck, vase-shaped terracotta bead, similar to No- 2533
red in colour. Period – III
(-4.25m) Layer- 12, Length - 2.06 cms. Diameter- 3 cms.
Intact, vase- shaped terracotta bed, neck and base portions are fattened
like a thick disc, medium fabric, well fired, red in colour. Period.
(-4.50m) Layer- 13, Length - 1.01cms. thickness- 3 cms.
Intact, elongated neck vase shaped bead with flared body, flattened
base and tapered towards the hole fine fabric, well fired, smooth
surface, red in colour. Period- III
(-3.89m) Layer- 11, Length - 2.04cms. Diameter- 3.07 cms.
Partially missing neck, vase-shaped bead, similar to No- 2568. Period- II
(-5.55m) Layer- 14, Length - 2 cms. Diameter- 2.09 cms.
Intact barrel shaped terracotta bead, medium fabric, well fired, red in
colour with somewhere blackish spots. Period- V
(-.25m) Layer- 2, Length - 2.09cms. Diameter- 1.08 cms.
Partially missing neck, vase-shaped terracotta bead having concentric
circulates around the hole of the base, medium fabric, well fired, red in
colour, flared body. Period- I
(-6.50m) Layer- 16, Length - 2 cms. thickness- 2.09 cms.
Partially broken, pottery disc (BSW) having a central hole and radial
incision. It was used as a spindle whorl. Period- I
(-6.60m) Layer- 17
Intact, pottery disc (BRW) having a central hole. It was used as a spindle
whorl. Period- I
(-6.9m) Layer- 17, Diameter- 3.04 cms. thickness- 0.7cms.
Intact, pottery disc (RW) used as hopscotch circular in shape. Medium
fabric, well fired, plain rustication marks on posterior. Buff in colour.
Period- I
(-6.15m) Layer- 15
Intact, knob of burnished grey ware, nail headed, medium fabric, well
fired, sand mixed mud used and treated thick coat of the grey colour
pest. Section- grey colour. period- I
(-6.45m) Layer- 16
Intact, 3 specimens two is red ware disc and one is BSW disc, used as
hopscotch, circular in shape. Period- I
(-6.40m) Layer- 16.
Intact, 7 specimens of pottery disc of RW, BSW and BRW. Circular in
shape medium fabric and well fired. Period- I, used as hopscotch.
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(-6.80m) Layer- 17
86.

2788

87.

2128

88.

2126

89.

2125

90.

2120

91.

2117

92.

2033

93.

2060

94.

2043

95.

2269

96.

2134

Intact, 13, specimens (7-BRW, 5-RW, 1-RSW) of pottery disc, used us
hopscotch. circular in shape. Period – I
(-6.87m) Layer- 17
Broken, terracotta dabber top and lateral half portion is missing.
Blackish cone, medium fabric, mild fired, red in colour. Period- V
(-0.20m) Layer- 1, Diameter- 3.04 cms. thickness- 4.08cms.
Fragment of a hand with fingers of terracotta, crude, type, red in colourperiod- V
(-0.20m) Layer- 1, Length - 4.04cms. thickness- 1.05 cms.
Fragment of a human figurine of terracotta. It is lower portion which is
broken at the waist obliquely towards the right leg, both legs are broken
at lower portion there is a oblique decoration at the waist with
Karghani, blackish core mild fired, fine fabric, hand modelled dorsoventrally flattened, red in colour. Period-V
(-0.20m) Layer- 1, Length - 4.07cms. thickness- 1.06 cms.
Ram figurine of terracotta, right hind leg missing other parts of the body
is intact pinched snaut, month represented with pin hole, two nostrils
represented with pin hole, ears and horns are prominent, there is a
thread mark at the neck, round trunk. Small tail, hand modelled, mild
fired, medium fabric, plain brownish in colour. Period- V
(-0.30m) Layer- 2, Length - 3.08cms. width - 1.03 cms. thickness1.04cms.
Crucible partially splited off profile, vertically from the lateral side, from
top to bottom. It is cone-shaped, coarse fabric, well fired, red in colour.
Period- IV
(-1.17m) Layer- 4, Length - 8 cms. Diameter max- 3.04 cms.
Terracotta ritual figurine. It is a conical shaped figurine having broad
base. It worn circular line appliqué design in to rows at top portion and
single at lap and base. Detachment-mark is visible at one side of the
base. It is crude, greyish in colour. Period- IV
(-1.40m) Layer- 5, Length - 2 cms. thickness- 1.09cms.
Broken, cylindrical object of terracotta both tips are missing, red
section, fine fabric, red in colour, period- V
(-0.40m) Layer- 2, Length - 5.02cms. Diameter- 1.01cms.
Leg portion of an animal figurine of terracotta. It has a hole for the
wheel. It is a portion of toy-cart, blackish-core, medium fabric, red in
colour, treated with red wash. Period- IV
(-1.64m) Layer- 5, Length - 5.07cms. Diameter- 8mm.
Intact, red ware pottery disc used as hopscotch, thick section, medium
fabric well fired, plain. Period- IV
(-1.70m) Layer- 5,
Intact, terracotta pendant, having elliptical shape, perforation at the
top for the string, medium fabric, well fired, plain red in colour. PeriodIV
(-1.82m) Layer- 6, Diameter- 8.06cms. thickness- 1.05cms.
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97.

2173

98.

2274

99.

2272

100.

2168

101.

2174

102.

2188

103.

2190

104.

2191

105.

2193

106.

2271

107.

2076

108.

2095

Intact, terracotta circular object, having a central knob, thread cut
marks at the lower surface fine fabric, well fired, red in colour treated
with dark wash. This object was used as a lid or stopper. Period- III.
(-2.50m) Layer- 8, knob length- 1.02cms. Diameter- 4.05 cms. thickness1.02cms.
(-0.72m) Layer- 2, Length- 4.03cms. width- 4.03 cms. thickness2.06cms.
Partially broken terracotta votive tank of square-shaped having four
pits. It is decorated with kalash, tree and lotus on the plain surfaces.
Lateral sides having decorated cardinally with Kalasa and tree like
emblems. The full Kalasa carved with base and mouth. Kalasa Diagram
is flanked with another line having astral rays in the middle of the
Kalasa, a horizontal Incised line stroke with five vertical incisions. There
are two branches of a creeper images from the mouth and go down
towards the Kalasa base at both sides. This type of depiction also
repeated on the cardinal lateral surface of the votive tank. There are
three lines of depictions also carved at the rest lateral sides. This
depiction is also narrated with two lives. Two branch of creaper also
merged like kalasa. There is a lotus depiction on the basal side. This is
also depicted with two lines, fine fabric, mild fired, grey section, greyish
in colour. It is a ritual object. Period- V
Fragment of a terracotta bangle, having triangular section a fine fabric,
well fired, plain and red in colour. Period- III
(-2.75m) Layer- 9, Length - 4cms. and 3 cms. thickness- 9cms. and 9cms.
Intact, terracotta ball, fine fabric, well fired irregular surface, plain red
in colour. Period – III
(-2.80m) Layer- 7, Diameter- 1.07cms.
Intact, terracotta ball. Similar to No.- 2168. Period- III
(-2.80m) Layer- 8, Diameter- 2.04cms.
Intact, terracotta ball. Similar to No.- 2174
(-2.42m) Layer- 8, Diameter- 2.04cms.
Intact, terracotta ball. Similar to No.- 2174
(-2.90m) Layer- 8, Diameter- 2cms.
Intact, terracotta ball. Similar to No.- 2174
(-2.45m) Layer- 8, Diameter- 2.04cms.
Intact, terracotta ball. Similar to above.
(-2.45m) Layer- 8, Diameter- 2.06 cms.
Intact, terracotta ball, similar to above.
(-2.75m) Layer- 9, Diameter- 3.01cms.
Intact, terracotta nut shaped bead, having two horizontal lines around
the waist portion. Other features are similar to No- 2083
(-0.40m) Layer- 2, Diameter- 2.06cms. Thickness- 3.02cms.
Partially broken terracotta nut shaped bead similar to No.- 2083.
Blackish in colour. Period- V
(-0.46m) Layer- 2, Diameter- 2.07cms. Thickness- 3.01cms.
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109.

2099

110.

2072

111.

2085

112.

2088

113.

2096

114.

2091

115.

2107

116.

2108

117.

2109

118.

2111

119.

2112

120.

2113

121.

2119

Intact, circular shaped terracotta wheel. Convex circumference
flattened both lateral sides having big central hole for axel. Fine fabric,
well fired, red in colour, plain. Period- V
(-0.68m) Layer- 2, Diameter- 4.02cms. Thickness- 2cms.
Intact, terracotta ball, circular in shape. Well fired, fine fabric, red colour
with black spot. Period- V
(-0.45m) Layer- 2, Diameter- 1.08cms.
Broken, terracotta point posterior portion missing. Anterior is pointed
and cylindrical. Dark in colour. Period- V
(-0.57m) Layer- 2, Length- 2.07 cms. Diameter- 7mm.
Left hand of the human, broken at solders portion. It is decorated with
Bengals and wristlet, palm is prominent, blackish core well fired, fine
fabric and red in colour. Period – V
(-0.60m), layer 2, Length =9.06cms, Diameter=2.02cms
Broken, terracotta barrel shaped solid corn rubber. Half part missing,
blackish core medium fabric well fired working grooves on the profile.
Similar to no. 2006 red in colour. Period –V
(-0.65m), Layer 2, Length =8.06cms, Diameter=4.06 cms
Terracotta barrel shaped solid corn rubber. Both ends are missing
similar to the no. 2006. Red in colour , period –V
(-0.62m), layer 2, Length =14cms, Diameter=4.09 cms
Intact, round/globular shaped terracotta bend having a central hole
medium fabric mild fired. Globular body, blackish in colour, period V,
small size.
(-0.27m), layer 3, Diameter= 1.03cms
Intact small size terracotta bead slightly nut shaped; bulbous waist,
constricted tip and flat base, plain, medium fabrics well fired, red in
colour. Period- V
(-0.72m), layer 3, Diameter=8 mm,
Intact, small size terracotta bead, round in shape. Similar to no. 2108,
Period – V.
(-0.72m), layer3, Diameter = 1.03 cms
Intact, medium size of hexagonal terracotta bead. Having central hole
for string, both tips are flattered, bulbous and slightly fluted body. Well
fired, medium fabric, plain, red in colour. Period – V
(-0.75m), Layer 3, Diameter=1.03cms, Thickness=1.04cms
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta bead. Similar to no. 1954, blackish in
colour, period- V.
(-0.75m), Layer 3, Diameter= 2.09 cms, Thickness=3.09 cms
Intact, hubbed wheel-shaped terracotta bead, having sharp edged
waist, oval top, concave base at central portion. Blackish section, fine
fabric mild fired, plain and blackish in colour. Period – V
(-0.76m), layer 3, Diameter= 1.09 cms, Thickness =3.09 cm
Intact, nut-shaped terracotta bead. Similar to no. 1954, red in colour
period- IV.
(-1m), layer 4, Diameter=2.01cms, Thickness=3.03cms,
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122.

2121

123.

2124

124.

2127

125.

2110

126.

2101

127.

2131

Intact, vase –shaped terracotta bead miniature in size, slightly
damegged profile, medium fabric, well fired. Plain Red in colour, period
– IV
(-1.53m), layer 5, Diameter= 1.05cms, Thickness=2.08 cms
Intact, barrel –shaped terracotta bead similar to no 2013, red in colour,
period V
(-0.30m), layer 2, Length =3.03 cms, Diameter=1.06 cms
Intact, drum-shaped terracotta bead. Similar to no. – 2075, period – V
(-0.20m), layer 1, Length =5 cms, Diameter= 3 cms
Broken, round shaped terracotta bead, large size. Suspension point
missing. Lower portion is broken, plain, similar to no. 2327, red in
colour. Period – V
(-0.72m), layer 3, Length =8.07 cms, Width =9.01 cms, Thickness=2.07 cms,

Broken barrel –shaped solid terracotta corn rubber. It is a half portion
with plain end point. Similar to 2006 red in colour period –V.
(-0.64 m), Layer 2, Length =10.07 cms, Diameter=5.05 cms,
Fragment of a toy-cart of terracotta, basal portion is drum shaped bead
like structure with hole. Its top part is missing which has a trace of hole.
Crude, well fired red in colour , period – IV
(-1.70m), layer 5, Width =4.01 cms, Length =7.07 cms, Thickness=3.03 cms,

128.

2129

129.

2027

130.

2028

131.

2030

132.

2046

133.

2055

134.

1997

135.

2000

Intact, hopscotch of terracotta. It made of a pottery disc, red in colour.
Period V.
(0.20 m), layer 1, Diameter= 4.07 cms, Thickness= 1.04 cms
Fragment of a decorated bangle, similar to the reg. No. 2026 , period –
IV.
(-1.35 m), layer 5, Width=1.06 cms, Thickness=5cms, Cir= 2cms,
Fragment of a decorated bangle with rectangular section, having radial
ridged lines decoration like mid rib of a leaf, other features are similar
to the above, period – IV
(-1.35m), layer 5, width=1.01 cms, Thickness= 1.01 cms, Cir= 1.08 cms,
Fragment of a bangle with round section other features are similar to
the reg. No. 2001, period – IV
(-1.35m), layer 5, Diameter= 6mm, Cir= 4.05 cms,
Fragment of a decorated bangle with rectangular section, having
embossed design in four parallel lines each row flanked by a ridged
plane line, blackish core, fine fabric, well fired. Red in colour , period –
IV
(-1.35m), Layer 5, Width =1.06 cms, Thickness =6mm, Cir 2.05 cms
Fragment of a bangle with round section, other features are similar to
Reg. no. 2001, period – IV
(-1.70m), layer 5, Diameter= 6mm, Cir=6cms
Earlobe with a plain globular top and plain painted terminal. Terminal
tip is missing rough in touch, blackish section, mild fired, medium fabric,
blackish in colour, period – IV
(-1.05m), Layer 4, Length = 3.4 cms,
Body part of an animal head, modelled, four limbs and head are missing.
Body is decorated with punched circulate, depicted on the bands,
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medium fabric, well fired ventral portion is red and dorsal portion is
blackish in colour, section red , period – IV
(-1.15m), layer 4, Length = 6.09 cms, Width=3.09 cms, Thickness=2.09 cms,

136.

2003

137.

2031

138.

2049

139.

2054

140.

2042

141.

2073

142.

2074

143.

2075

144.

2087

145.

2090

146.

2093

147.

2086

148.

2083

Partially broken earlobe having concave cylindrical stalk, broad and
flared base, conical terminal, having hole at the top for string. Conical
profile decorated with spiral, horizontal line around the profile. Base is
broken partially. Fine fabric, mild fired, greyish section and treated with
black slip, period - IV
(-1.05m), layer 4, Length =2.09 cms, Thickness=1.07 cms,
Intact hopscotch, made of pottery part blackish core, medium fabric,
well fired untreated. Period – IV
(-1.30m), layer 5, Diameter= 6 cms, Thickness=1.01 cms
Intact, hopscotch made of black and red ware, red section- period – IV
(-1.49m), layer 5, Diameter=3.04 cms, Thickness=7mm
Intact, hopscotch, made of red ware, red section- Period – IV
(-1.65m), Layer 5, Diameter=3.05 cms, Thickness= 9mm
Broken circular object having little knob at the middle. Mild fired,
medium fabric, red in colour, period- IV
(-1.25m), Layer 5, Diameter=6.09 cms, Thickness=2 cms,
Intact, barrel shaped bead having a central hole for string. Fine fabric,
well fired, used as net sinker, red in colour similar to No. 2013 Period V
(-0.25m), layer 2, Length =3.02 cms, Diameter= 1.07 cms
(-.25m), layer 2, (a) Length =3.03 cms, Diameter=1.06cms, (b) Length
=3.03cms, Diameter=1.02cms
Intact, two pieces of barrel shaped bead. Similar to No. 2073. Red in
colour, Period – V
Intact, drum shaped bead, having big hole for string, used as net sinker.
Well fired, fine fabric, red in colour, Smooth surface , Period – V
(-0.25m), layer 2, Length =4.09 cms, Diameter = 3.01 cms
Intact, oval shaped bead of terracotta having a central hole, medium
fabric, mild fired, simple type, blackish in colour. Period – V
(-0.55m), Layer 2, Length =2.01 cms, Diameter = 1.06 cms
Intact, barrel shaped bead flaking scar on the one portion of the profile,
other features are similar to the No. 2013 Period V
(-0.55m), layer 2, Length =3.06 cms, Diameter = 1.06 cms,
Intact, barrel shaped bead similar to the No. 2013, Red in colour. Period
V
(-0.60m), Layer 2, Length =3.06cms, Diameter=1.05cms,
Broken, round shape bead having a hole for string, broken at on tip
portion, bulbous profile mild fired, greyish section medium fabric,
blackish in colour, Period – V
(-0.55m), Layer 2, Length = 2cms, Diameter= 1.09 cms,
Intact, nut-shaped bead, having a central hole for the string. Lower
portion is concave, lower profile is circular, upper profile taper towards
the tip. Tip is oval in shape. Fine fabric, well fired red section, red in
colour, smooth surface devoid of surface treatment. Period – V
(-0.66 m), layer 2, Diameter= 2.06 cms, Thickness =3.04 cms,
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149.

1957

150.

1958

151.

1962

152.

1965

153.

1968

154.

1968

155.

1970

156.

1975

157.

1976

158.

1977

159.

1978

160.

1980

161.

1987

Intact, Hubble wheel, both side convex, hub made of for axel, regular
circumference, somewhere, flaked, spokless wheel. Mid portion thick
end tapered towards the circumference medium fabric, well fired,
redish in colour Period - V
(0.76), layer 3, Diameter = 4.05 cms, Thickness = 2.03 cms,
Intact (small size) ball, similar to the Reg. No. 1951
(-0.78M), layer 3, Diameter=1.06cms,
Intact micro bead, circular in shape and black in colour. Medium fabric,
mild firing untreated. Period – V
(0.78 m), Layer 3, Diameter = 9 mm,
Intact, small size circular bead, medium fabric, mild fired, regular
surface, blackish in colour, untreated, Period – V
(-0.82m), Layer 3, Diameter= 1.03 cms
Intact, triangular shaped object (Dice) having tree projections mid
portion bulged and tip portion is constricted fine fabric, well fired, black
section, black in colour. From period – V
(0.82m), layer 3, Length =2.06cms, Thickness =1.06 cms
Intact, small size circular bead, regular surface, mild fired, medium
fabric, blackish in colour. Period V
(0.85m), layer 3, Diameter= 1.03 cms
Intact, nut- shaped bead, similar to Reg. No. 1954
(0.85m), layer 3, Length = 2.05m, Thickness =3.02 cms
Solid barred-shaped corn rubber, having triangular deep incision on the
profile and both ends are plain. Half part missing; incised working
profile has traces of rubbing marks. Section red, medium fabric, well
fired. Broken end has flanked from a point. Period – V
(0.88m), layer 3, Length= 14.02cms, Diameter = 4.03 cms
Intact, pear shaped bead, big hole at the centre for the string. Slightly
concave at lower portion, slightly chipped off at lower and upper top
portion near the hole, medium fabric, mild fire, grey in colour Period V
(0.90m), layer 3, Thickness=5.1 cms, Diameter= 20.1 cms
Intact, nut-shaped bead. Similar to Reg No. 1954. A circular line around
the top portion, cut marker on the profile. Red in colour. Period – V
(0.90m), layer 3, Thickness=3.06 cm, Diameter= 2 cms
Intact nut shaped bead, medium size, other features are similar to the
Reg. No. 1954. Blackish in colour. Period – V
(0.90m), layer 3, Diameter= 2.03 cms, Thickness = 3.01 cms
Intact, nut shaped bead. Flaking marker on the profile. Other features
are similar to above, half upper portion is redish whereas lower is
blackish in colour. Period – V
(-0.90m), layer 3, Diameter= 2cms, Thickness=3.06 cms
Intact, nut shaped bead. Medium size. Other features are similar to the
Reg. No. 1978, Period – IV
(-1m), layer 4, Diameter=2.02cms, Thickness= 3.03 cms
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162.

1990

163.

1988

164.

1991

165.

1992

166.

1995

167.

2009

168.

2005

169.

2082

Intact, mould of rectangular shape. It is 1.05 cms deep in 3.06×2.03cms
area internally. Bottom- flat, medium fabric, mild firing blackish in
colour period- IV.
External Dimension Length= 4.04 cms, Width = 3.01 cms, Thickness=
2.03 cms
Internal Dimension Length=3.06 cms, Width=.2.03cms, Depth= 1.05
cms
Head of a unicorn animal having pinched snout and two small ears and
a solid, vertical horn. The tip of the horn is broken. It is broken at the
neck, where is a trace of hole present. There is a hole at the throat.
Medium fabric, well fired, plain and red in colour. Period – IV
Eyes and mouth is not represented.
(-1.05m), layer 4, Length=3.03 cms, Thickness=1.09 cms
Nude hanuman (gadi) figurine crude hand modelled, head is plain
without any trace of heir, flat head elephant like ears having small hole
at the hanging portion, eyes cornea is bulged, pupil made with a pin
holes which represent the nostril, slit mouth, Small neck. Left hand has
small bowl where as right one hanging freely. There is a deep depression
which represent the sacred thead-janeo. Bulged belly having a pin hole
navel Male genital organs are represented nudely. Left leg is broken at
hip portion where as right are at thigh. It is coarse fabric, mild fired and
devoid of surface treatment. It is greyish brown in colour. Period – IV
The figurine is made of 3rd technique.
(-1m), layer 4, Length =9.09 cms, Width=3.02 cms, Thickness=3.04 cm
Intact nut shaped bead, slightly chipped at top portion. Other features
are similar to the other nut-shaped bead which is described above.
Period- IV
Diameter=2.01 cms, Thickness=3.03 cms
Partially broken nut-shaped bead, one side partially missing above the
mid rib to the tip other feature similar to the above period- IV.
(-1.03m), layer 4, Diameter= 2.04 cms, Thickness= 4.04 cms
Intact, circular micro bead, smooth surface, central hole for the string,
medium fabric, mild fired, blackish in colour. Period – IV
(-1.35m), layer 5, Diameter=8mm, Thickness= 1.01cms
Baby tortoise figurine used as amulet, head is missing four flap like legs
are pinched made on the ventral side, Dorsal shell is convex outwards.
Shell is decorated by verncal incisiond towards the neck. There is a
central hole passing throw both lateral sides for the string. It is mild
fired, medium fabric and blackish in colour. Period- IV
(-1.02m), layer 5, Length =1.05 cms, Width=10.6 cms
PND XII, Terracotta Objects
Bust of a female figurine (naigamesa), lower part and both arms are
missing (broken), hand modelled, 3D, both breasts are too prominent,
round in shape, nipple point like depressed, neck decorated with
appliqué necklace. The garland is hanging between both breasts, it is
beaded. The necklace is attached around the neck and made with
lockets and bends. The ears are decorated with appliqué tips, having
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170.

2089

171.

1938

172.

2178

173.

2898

174.

1944

175.

2105

horizontal incisions on it. Mouth make with depression and beak like
nose is bulged outward. The nosed was made with Pinching Eyes are
prominently made with incising having circlet bulged pupils, Forehead
is very narrow, hairs are not clear but a crist like structure made behind
the head. There is a broken perforation at the right side of the crist. The
core is black, figurine is red in colour. It was fired at mild temperature.
It is treated with red Pigment. It is naigamesa having animal like snout.
Period – V
Layer 1, Length =7.01cms, Width =2.04 cms, Thickness=2.05 cm
Lower portion of a human figurine. It is moulded, broken at the waist.
The upper portion is missing it is 2D figurines. It wear dhoti like cloth
which prominently visible. The feet are also prominent and decorated
with anklets. It is buff in colour and devoid of surface treatment.
Blackish core, mild fired, sand and mica, particles are visible. Period – V
(-0.60m), layer 2, Length=5.09cms, Width=2.08cms, Thickness=1.05
cms
Figurine of a naigamesa, upward protruded hair-crest with a hole for
hanging, goat like face, crested nose, slit mouth, dangling pieced ears,
prominent breasts both, arms and legs are missing, dorso-ventraly
flattened, hand modelled. Red core, red in colour devoid of any surface
treatment, mica particles are visible on it. Period – V.
(-0.65m), layer 2, Length =9.06cms, Width=4.05 cms, Thickness=2.09
cms
Earlobe, cylindrical circular with depressed at mid portion. Both ends
are flattened, one end blackish due to firing where as other end is
reddish in colour. It is devoied of surface treatment. Slightly flanked at
blackish end. Period – V
Layer 1, Length =1.05 cms, Diameter =2cms
(-0.55m), layer 2, Length = 10.08 cms, Width=5.03 cms, Thickness= 4.01
cms
Head of human figurine. Posterior portion of the head and crown are
missing. Face portion is intact, it has round face with bulged eyes are
shown by incised circlets within incised losszenges, pupils shown with
hole. Nose is very prominent; mouth is shown by two prominent lips.
Chicks are bulged. Lower portion has a tenon. It is crude figurine. Core
is red and buff in colour and moulded, well fired. Period – V
Torso of a standing female figurine having prominent but attached
breasts, both hands hanging down words and attached with waist. It is
moulded figurine, buff in colour, core –buff, section- buff. Period –V
(-0.70m), layer 2, Length =4.06cms, Width=3.02 cms, Thickness=1.04
cms
Male figurine, hand-modelled, both legs and right hand are missing. Left
hand is intact wearing bangle, It is very reduced hand. Neck is decorated
with appliqué beaded necklace. Left earhas, eartop. Head, face and
right ear are missing. Figurine is derso-ventraly flattened. It is red in
colour, blackish core and avoid of surface treatment well fired. Period V
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176.

2106

177.

2176

178.

2498

179.

2189

180.

2530

181.

2495

182.

2007

183.

2008

184.

2012

185.

2020

(-0.63m), layer 3, Length =7.05 cms, Width=4.03 cms, Thickness=2.03
cms
Defaced, hand modelled figurine, mild fired, buff core and fragile in
nature.
Length =5.07 cms, Width=2 cms, Thickness=2 cms
Animal figurine, hand modelled four legs, neck, tail and head portions
are missing. Round body Trunk. The body is decorated with pinched
circlets, on both lateral sides and dorsal side. Dorsal side decoration is
flanked by two parallel grooves, well fired, red core, red section. It is red
in colour and treated with red slip. Period- III
(-2.50m), layer 8, Length =6.07 cms, Width=2.09 cms, Thickness=2.07
cms
Fragmentary part of an animal figurine. It is a hand portion but face and
neck portions are missing. It is hand modelled, decorated with deeply
vertical grooves at both sides of the face and horizontal grooves at neck.
It is buff in colour, devoid of surface treatment. Period - III
(-3.75m), layer 11, Length =5.06 cms, Width=4.03 cms, Thickness= 2.03
cms
Intact, ball. It is plain and round and red in colour.
(-2.04m), layer 8, Diameter=2.02 cms
(-4.23m), layer 12, Diameter=4.08 cms, Thickness=6 mm
Intact toy-cart wheel/spindle wheel. It was made from pottery disc of
BSW. It is round in shape and centrally holed for the axel. The
circumference is not regular. The central hole is not in exactly at the
centre. Period - II
Intact, cart wheel, centrally holed, slightly concave at central portion
internally and externally projected hub, excel mark visible on the hole
periphery. Spokeless, fine, fabric, regular circumference, red in colour.
Diameter of the hole is 9mm. It is devoided of surface treatment. Period
– III
Layer 6, Diameter=6.09 cms, Thickness=7mm
PND XII, Terracotta beads, ball, wheel, bangle
Intact, nut-shaped bead of medium size, blackish on the side. Similar to
the above. Period – IV
(-1.20m), layer 5, Diameter= 1.09 cms Thickness=2.09 cms
Intact, circular micro bead, other feature similar to the Reg. No. 2009,
Period – IV
(-1.25m), layer 5, Diameter= 1.01 cms
Partially broken nut-shaped bead of medium size, other features are
similar to the above. Red in colour. Period - IV
(-1.15m), layer 4, Diameter= 1.06cms, Thickness= 2.04 cms
Intact, nut shaped bead of large size having three horizontal and parallel
incision around the profile at the waist portion. Other features are
similar to the above. Blackish and reddish mixed colour. Period – IV
(-1.25m), layer 5, Diameter= 2.06 cms, Thickness= 3.03 cms
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186.

2013

187.

2014

188.

2066

189.

2068

190.

2023

191.

2011

192.

2020

193.

2052

194.

1986

195.

2010

196.

2058

197.

2064

198.

2006

199.

2041

200.

2047

201.

2061

Intact, barrel-shaped bead, used as net-sinker. Big hole at the centre for
the thick string, mid portion is convex, medium fabric well fired, plain,
red in colour. Period - IV
(-1.10m) , Layer 4, Length=3cms, Diameter= 2.03 cms
Top of a finial, lower body part has missing. It is pyramidal shaped, neck
is constructed and head is slightly bulged, medium fabric, black core,
mild fired, buff in colour period – IV
(-1.25m), layer 5, Length =4.05 cms, Diameter=5.02cms
Intact, barrel-shaped bead used as net sinker, central hole for the string.
Medium fabric, well fired, red in colour, period V
(0.38m), Layer 2, Length =3.04 cms, Diameter = 1.06 cms
Intact, nut-shaped bead. Flaked somewhere at profile, other features
are similar to the above, blackish in colour. Period – V
(-.88m) Layer 2, Diameter= 2.02 cms, Thickness=3.03 cms
Intact, Irregular shaped ball, well fired treated with red slip. Period V
(-1.20m), layer 4, Diameter=1.08 cms
Intact, circular ball, well fired, fine fabric red in colour, devoid of surface
treatment. Period – IV
(-1.33m), layer 5, Diameter= 1.09 cms
Intact, ball, similar to above.
(-1.35m), layer 5, Diameter= 1.09 cms
Intact, ball, irregular profile, red in colour, well fired, period- IV
(-1.65m), layer 5, Diameter=2.03cms
Intact, ball, slightly flaked, mild fired, medium section, buff section,
blackish in colour. Period - IV
Layer 4, Diameter=1.06 cms
Intact, ball, similar to Reg. No. 2011, Period –IV
(-1.20m), layer 5, Diameter= 1.07 cms
Intact, Ball, circular, similar to the above period – V
(0.35m), layer 2, Diameter = 2.01 cms
Intact, ball, circular in shapes buff in colour. Similar to the above period
–V
(-0.38m), Layer 2, Diameter= 2.06 cms.
Broken, barrel shaped solid corn rubber. Profile having deep triangular
cut design in parallel rows. The working design has rubbed an two faces.
Both ends are missing. Blackish core, well fired and medium fabric. Red
in colour. Period - V
(-1.40m), layer 5, Length =11cms, Thickness=5.07 cms
Partially broken wheel having hole for the axel spokeless, plane, crude
in making, mild fired, red in colour. Period – IV
(-1.35m), Layer 5, Diameter= 4.04 cms, Thickness=1.07 cms
Fragment of big size pendant half portion is missing. Circular in shape,
red in colour, well fired medium fabric, period – IV, plane
(-1.35m), Layer 5, Diameter= 8.04 cms, Thickness=1.06 cms
Fragment of a wheel. Half portion is missing. Hole for axel is present
plane broad circumference, mild fired, medium fabric, red in colour.
Period -V
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202.

2062

203.

2065

204.

2001

205.

2002

206.

2026

207.

2405

208.

2327

209.

2358

210.

2639

211.

2776

(-0.43m), layer 2, Radius =4.02cms, Thickness=1.09cms
Face of a human figurine, back side missing. Convex forehead,
prominent eyes. Both eye lids and eye balls are prominent, pupil
represented with pin hole. Nose and mouth are prominently
represented but tip of the nose and upper lip slightly missing. It has
round face, both ears are missing. Medium fabric, mild fired and reddish
in colour. Period - V
(-0.35m), layer 2, Length =5.08 cms, Width=5.06 cms, Thickness= 2.06
cms
Triangular object having smooth surface with a depression at the
broader area. This face is flat whereas opposite surface is convex with a
knob which is broken, fine fabric, well fired, red section and reddish in
colour. Period - V
(-0.35m), layer 2 , Length =6.05cms, Width=4.04 cms, Thickness=1.01
cms
Fragment of a bangle with round section plain, medium fabric, well fired
red in colour. Period – IV
(-1.05m), layer 4, Diameter= 6mm, Length = 3cms, (two pieces)
Fragment of bangle, similar to above, period – IV
(-1.05m), Layer 4, Diameter= 6mm, Length =3.04, (Two pieces)
Fragmented of a decorated bangle with rectangular section having two
parallel embossed design on the upper surface with separated by a
ridged horizontal line. Mild fired, medium fabric, plane, red in colour.
Period - IV
(-1.35m) layer 5, Thickness=7mm, Width=1.02 cms, Cir=6.05cms
Intact, spindle whorl, having centrally hole of 3mm and 4mm Diameter.
Both lateral faces are smooth and flat. Axel mark is visible at the one
site of the hole. It is greyish in colour, mild fired, fine fabric. Period - V
(-1m), layer 3, Diameter= 3.01 cms, Thickness=1.02 cms
Triangular heavy pendant with a hole of 2 cms Diameters near the apex
for the passing of string. It is broader at the lower portion. It was
possibly meant for an animal. It is red in colour, medium fabric, devoid
of surface treatment. Period - III
(-2.90m), Layer 9, Length=11.09 cms, Width=9.02 cms,
Thickness=2.03cms, Diameter of the hole=2cms
NBPW pottery disc having a hole at the central portion. It was used as
spindle whorl. Intact, irregular circumference, flanking at the hole.
Period- III
(-3.10m), layer 10, Diameter=3cms, Thickness= 4mm, Diameter of
Hole=5mm,
BSW pottery disc having two holes at the central portion. It was used as
Spiro. Intact, regular circumference. Period – II
(-5m), layer 13, Diameter=5cms,Thickness=5mm
Fragment of a wheel, radiant spokes are made by grooving at one side
another side has concentric grooves. Red in colour, medium fabric.
Period – II
(-6.92m), layer 17, Length = 3cm, Width=2.02 cms
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212.

2767

213.

2765

214.

2646

215.

2743

216.

2745

217.

1939

218.

1940

219.

1942

220.

1945

221.

1948

Fragment of a BRW pottery disc having a hole at the centre. It was used
as spindle whorl. Both surfaces are smooth and treated with pigments.
Period - I
(-6.80m), layer 17, Radius=3cms, Length =4.09 cms
Fragment of a dabber. It was made of sand mixed earth which certain
mica particles, rough surface, mild fired, peripheral portion is reddish in
colour, whereas inner portion is blackish. Period – I
(-6.80m), layer 17, Length =7.04cms, Width=4.03cms, Thickness=
2.06cms
Intact, wheel, having central hole of 2.02 cms Diameter. Axle mark is
visible at hole. It is spokeless, plane wheel, devoid of surface treatment.
Regular circumference flanking and scratch marks are traced on the
surface. Hubless hole devoid of surface treatment; Medium fabric and
mild fired. Period - V
(-0.45m), Layer 2, Diameter=6.06cms, Thickness=2.02cms, Diameter of
the hole = 2.02cms
Fragment of a corded red ware. It is externally decorated with
horizontal and vertical cord like impression medium fabric. Period – I
(-6.20m), Layer 15,
Intact, 2 miniature spindle whorl having a hole at the centre irregular
circumference. It was made of pottery disc both surface are treated
with tan pigment of thick slip, fine fabric well fired. Period- I
(-6.30m), layer 15,
Square shape, intact mould having four small pits at cardinal position
and one pit at central position. There is a little slightly broad drain like
groove before the central pit. These pits are made was leather hand.
Medium fabric, devoid of surface treatment, mild fired, deep greyish
core, and grey in colour. Cardinal side of a pit has chipped off from,
Lower side flat, period –V
(-.63m), layer 2, Length =6.01cms, Width=5.08cms, Thickness=1.09cms
Fragment of a spout. Upper portion is decorated with elliptical appliqué.
It is treated with red slip. Period – V
Length =5.02cms, Thickness=9mm, Width=3.01 cms
Intact, dumbbell shaped object, both end points are broad and centrally
deposited forming cuplike structure. Mid point is concave and wrapped
with a appliqué strap at half part, medium fabric, red in colour, blackish
pigment is treated at one side. Period – V
Length =2.03cms, Thickness=1.08cms
Knob of a terracotta object, broken at lower side whereas upper side is
intact and decorated with 7 lunar depression and crist which from a
circular floral design. There is a knob at the midpoint of the floral design.
Medium fabric, devoid of surface treatment red in colour, period- V
(-0.69m), Layer 2, Length =3.03cms, Thickness=1.07 cms
Intact, barrel shaped bead used as net sinker. It has central hole for the
string. Fine fabric, red section red in colour, devoid of treatment. Well
fired period –V
Layer 2, Length =2.08 cms, Thickness=1.06cms
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222.

1949

223.

1951

224.

1954

225.

1956

Intact, ball, uneven surface, well fired red in colour, period –V
(-0.65m), Layer 2, Diameter=2cms
Intact big ball of 2.09cms, Diameter. Well fired red in colour, period V
Diameter=1.06cms
Intact small ball of 1.06cms Diameter. Mild fired blackish in colour,
period- V
(-0.75m), layer 3, Diameter=2.09 cms
Intact, nut shaped bead, mouth is pyramid shaped, base for the string.
Flacking marks on the body. Medium fabric, mild fired, blackish in
colour. Period – V
(0.75m), layer 3, Diameter=2.02 cms, Width= 3.03cms,
Slighty flatted, uneven surface, circular shaped bead, mild fired, crude
formation , blackish in colour, period- V
(0.75m), layer 3, Diameter= 2.02 cms

PND- XVI
Terracotta
S. No.
1.

Reg. No.
3347

Particulars
Terracotta bead, in intact, round in shape, medium size medium
fabric, mild fired, smooth surface, blackish in colour, maximum
dia- 1.05cm, Period- V recovered from layer- 2.
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2.

3340

3.

3341

4.

3346

5.

3342

6.

3343

7.

3345

8.

3348

9.

3349

10.

3351

11.

3352

12.

3353

13.

3354

Terracotta human figurine foot, broken, medium fabric, mild
fired, untreated, blackish cove, toes depicted prominently,
figurine modeled on a base, lower and anklet portions were
missing, red in colour, maximum length- 6.02cm width- 3.02cm
and thickness- 3.06, Period- V recovered from layer- 2.
Terracotta ball, partially broken, medium fabric, crudely made,
well tired, circular in shape. Untreated, red in colour, maximum
dia- 2.07cm Period- V, recovered from layer-2.
Terracotta beads, 2 specimens, intact, fine fabric, smooth surface,
medium size, circular in shape, well fired, blackish in colour,
maximum dia- 1.04cm, 9mm, Period- V recovered from layer- 3.
Terracotta torso of the male figurine, head, both hind and fore
limbs are missing, hand modeled medium fabric, mild fired,
blackish core, crudely made, round body, nipple shown by pin
hole on the chest. Upper portion ashy black and lower portion in
red in colour. Untreated, maximum length 4.03cm, width1.07cm, thickness- 1.05cm, Period- V, recovered from layer- 2.
Terracotta bead, partially chipped off round in shape, medium
fabric, mild fired, smooth surface, blackish-core, medium fabric,
blackish in colour. Maximum dia- 1.02cm, Period- V, recovered
from layer- 2.
Terracotta corn rubber, fragmentary part, solid cylindrical in
shape, profile having deep triangular cut design in parallel rows,
blackish core, well fired, medium fabric, red in colour. Period- V,
maximum length- 8.04cm dia- 5.02cm.
Terracotta micro bead, intact, circular in shape, circular in shape,
crudely made, other features are similar to Reg. No.- 3347. PeriodV, maximum dia- 0.07cm.
Terracotta barrel shaped bead/net sinker, intact, slightly can cave
in middle portion, well fired, fine fabric, red in colour, Period- V.
length- 3.02cm, dia- 1.04cm, recovered from layer- 1.
Terracotta barrel shaped bead/net sinker, big hole, half portion
missing, crudely made, untreated surface, medium fabric, mild
fired, reddish in colour, Period-V, length- 2cm, dia- 2.02cm,
recovered from layer-1.
Terracotta bead, intact, circular in shape, mild fired, medium
fabric, crudely made, dull red in colour, period- I, diameter1.06cm recovered from layer- 1.
Terracotta pendent (?), broken, cylindrical in shape, well fired,
fine fabric, red section. Surface treated with red slip, red in colour
period- I, length- 2.09cm, dia- 1.08cm, tapped towards end point.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead. Laterally chipped off, diameter
of the holes towards the top is lesser the then the base portion,
base has circular depression mild fired, medium fabric grayish
section, smooth surface, treated with smoke grey pigment,
grayish in colour, period- V, height- 2.06cm, thickness- 3.04cm,
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14.

3355

15.

3559

16.

3364

17.

3365

18

3368

19.

3362

20.

3370

21.

3361

22.

3374

23.

3375

24.

3376

25.

3377

this type of bead has multipurpose uses like net sinner, plum bob
etc.
Terracotta bead, intact, crudely made, circular in shape medium
fabric, well fired, treated with wash, red section, red in colour,
period- V, diameter- 1.03cm, thickness- 1.09.
Terracotta goblet, broken, medium fabric mild fired, blackish
section, exterior profile decorated with circlets at the shoulder
portions and neck by concentric grooves, dull red in colour.
Period-V, length- 6.04cm, breadth- 4.01cm.
Terracotta pottery disc used as hopscotch, intact, irregular
circumference, well fired, medium fabric, untreated, red in colour,
dia- 3.07cm, thickness- 9mm, period- V, recovered from layer- 1.
Terracotta wheel/net sinker, intact, large circular shape, convex
circumference, both faces are plane but one face has a circular
groove around the face big hole in the center having string mark
on one side, partial chipped off the periphery, medium fabric, well
fired, untreated, red in colour, period- V, recovered from layer- 2,
diameter of hole 1cm, thickness- 3.02cm, diameter of the wheel6.01cm.
Terracotta human torso part trunk and legs are missing. Crudely
made, hand modeled, medium fabric, mild fired, dull red in colour,
period- IV, recovered from the layer- 4, extant length- 5.03cm
breadth- 5cm, thickness- 1.06cm.
Terracotta bead, intact, round in shape, medium size, medium
fabric, mild fired. Blackish in colour, dia- …… Period- …… recovered
from layer- 2.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact, partially flaked outer
profile, similar to the Reg. No.-3354. Period- V, recovered from
layer- 1 height- 2.05cm, thickness- 3.03cm.
Terracotta animal figurine, broken both fore and hind limbs and
interior portion of the snout are missing, hand modeled, vertical
neck, head portion was made by pinching, trunk portion was
artistically made. Medium fabric, mild fired, untreated, buff in
colour, period- V, recovered from layer- 1 extant length- 5.08cm,
breadth- 2.09cm, thickness- 2.04cm.
Terracotta corn rubber, fragmentary part, solid cylindrical in
shape. Other features are similar to the Reg. No.- 3345, period –
V, recovered from layer- 3, extant length- 9.07cm. dia- 3.08cm.
Terracotta barrel shaped bead/net sinker, intact. Similar to the
Reg. No.-3349. Period- V, recovered from layer- 2, length- 3.09cm
dia- 1.04cm. dia of the hole- 9mm.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact, smoke grey in colour,
treated with greyish slip. Outer profile is smooth. Other features
are similar to the Reg. No.- 3354. Period- V, recovered from layer3, height- 2.03cm. thickness- 3.06cm.
Terracotta drum shaped bead/net sinker, intact, untreated,
medium fabric, reddish section dust red in colour, string mark on
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26.

3378

27.

3379

28.

3381

29.

3369

30.

3390

31.

3392

32.

3393

33.

3394

34.

3395

35.

3396

36.

3397

37.

3398

38.

3400

39.

3401

the hole big hole. Period- V, recovered from layer- 1 length2.03cm, diameter of the hole- 7mm, diameter of the bead2.01cm.
Terracotta small size bead, intact, circular in shape, crudely made,
blackish section, medium fabric, mild fired, blackish in colour,
period- V, recovered from layer-3, diameter- 1.01cm.
Terracotta small size ball, intact, uneven surface, well fired,
medium fabric, untreated, red in colour, period- V, recovered
from layer- 3, Dia- 1.06cm.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact, partially flaked at base,
crudely made. Small size, untreated other features are similar the
Reg. No.- 3354. Period – V, recovered from layer 3, height- 1.08cm
thickness- 2.04cm.
Terracotta bead, intact, oval shaped, crudely made, mild tired,
medium fabric untreated, blackish in colour, period- V, recovered
from layer- 3, dia- 1.04cm.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, small in size, well fired, fine
fabric, smooth surface, treated with red wash, red in colour, both
ends are flattened, central hole for the string, black band around
the basal hole. Period- IV, recovered from layer- 4, height1.01cm. thickness- 2.01cm, diameter of the hole- 1.01cm.
Terracotta pottery disc, irregular circular in shape, red in colour,
Period- IV, recovered from layer 4, dia- 5.07cm, thickness- 1cm.
Terracotta pottery disc, broken used as hopscotch, medium
fabric, mild firing, untreated, buff in colour, Period- IV, recovered
from layer 4 Thickness- 1.02cm.
Terracotta ruse shaped bead, intact, well fired medium fabric red
section, untreated, red in colour, Period- IV, recovered from layer4, height- 1.09cm. dia- 2.08cm, dia of hole- 8mm.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact, small in size. Half
portion black and half red in colour. Outer features are similar to
the Reg. No.- 2.06cm. dia of the holes- 5mm/4mm.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, used as hopscotch, medium fabric,
well fired, untreated red in colour, Period- IV, recovered from
layer-4, dia- 5cm, thickness- 9mm.
Terracotta ball, intact, uneven surface, well fired, medium fabric,
red in colour, period- III, recovered from layer- 5, dia- 1.09cm.
Terracotta bead used as net sinker, intact, medium fabric, mild
firing, smoky in colour, period- V recovered from layer- 1, length2.07cm, dia- 1.09cm. dia of the hole- 8mm.
Mud ball partially damaged, irregular surface, unfired, small in
size grayish in colour, period- V, recovered from layer- 2 dia1.5cm.
Terracotta spindle whorl, intact uneven surface, small hole in the
center, medium fabric, mild fired, untreated, flaking marks at the
rim, grayish in colour, period- V, recovered from layer- 3. Dia3.02cm, thickness- 1cm, diameter of hole- 3mm.
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40.

3402

41.

3409

42.

3399

43.

3411

44.

3412

45.

3415

46.

3415

47.

3413

48.

3414

49.

3419

50.

3350

51.

3357

52.

3360

Terracotta bead, partially flecked, oval shape, fluted profile, mild
fired, medium fabric, untreated, silty mud used from the making,
small hole, medium size, grayish in colour, recovered from layer1, period- V, length- 2cm, thickness- 1.08cm.
Terracotta tool, both ends are broken but are end in missing.
Whereas other end has pasted with gum to the body. Both ends
have holes 6faced, based and lateral faces are broader then the
dorsal face. Dorsal face is sub divided in to three faces, basal face
has working mark. Well fired, fine fabric, blackish section, treated
with red slip which was peeled off Period- V, recovered from
layer- 2 extant length- 20cm, thickness- 3.07cm, breadth 3.5cm,
dia of hole 1.02cm.
Terracotta dabber, broken , half portion missing, medium fabric,
mild fired, blackish core, slightly convex base, constriction around
the neck, top is also convex, bearing a circular hole for the butt
Untreated, solid, weight full, reddish in colour. Period- V,
recovered from layer-3, extant length- 1.09cm, thickness- 5cm.
Terracotta, complete specimen of stopper with flat top, tapering
sides, circular in section, medium fabric, mild fired, untreated,
blackish in colour, Period- V, recovered from layer- 2, length2.07cm, circumference of the top 1.03cm, thickness- 1.02cm.
Pottery disc, intact, uneven circumference hole in the center, is is
used as a cart-wheel, medium fabric, base of the BRW, dia5.07cm. thickness- 9mm, dia of the hole- 8mm, Period- V, layer1.
Pottery disc, intact, uneven circumference used as hopscotch,
dia- 3.05cm, thickness- 1.03cm, period- V, layer- 2.
Terracotta bead, intact, circler in shape. Three holes one present
one hole 5 complete at both ends but two holes are uncompleted
which is made at lateral side, handmade, ill-faired, medium fabric.
Buff in colour, dia- 2.01cm, period- V, layer- 2.
Terracotta mould, intact, 6 faced, one face has deep groove, illfired, medium fabric, dull red in colour, length- 3.09cm, breadth1.07cm, thickness- 1.09cm, period- V, layer-2.
Terracotta bead, intact oval shape, ill-fired medium fabric,
untreated. Length- 2.01cm, thickness- 1.09cm, buff in colour,
period- V, layer- 2.
Terracotta barrel shaped bead, intact, medium fabric, slightly
flaked at are end. Untreated reddish in colour, length- 3.04cm dia1.07cm, period- V layer- 2.
Terracotta barrel shaped bead, intact partially flaked at one end
other features are similar to Reg. No.- 3349. Period- v, length2.5cm, dia- 1.07cm.
Terracotta barrel shaped bead, intact similar to Reg. No.- 3350
period- V, layer- 2 length- 2.07cm, dia- 1.09cm.
Terracotta, barrel shaped bead, intact similar to Reg. No.- 3350
length- 1.09cm, dia- 1.07cm, Period- V, layer- 2.
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53.

3363

54.

3367

55.

3424

56.

3426

57.

3430

58.

3432

59.

3433

60.

3437

61.

3436

62.

3443

63.

3444

64.

3446

65.

3447

66.

3468

Terracotta, stopper, intact specimen with decorated concave top,
tapering sides circular in section, tapered end point missing, top
decorated with two concentric circular rows of puncturing lines,
medium fabric, well fired, untreated, reddish in colour. Length3.02cm, circumference of the top- 1.09cm, thickness- 1.03cm,
period- V, layer- 1.
Terracotta barrel shaped bead, intact similar to Reg. No.- 3357.
Length- 2.07cm. dia- 1.07cm. Period- V, layer- 3.
Pottery disc, intact, irregular rim, part of red ware, red in colour,
dia- 4.5cm, thickness- 7mm, period- V, Layer- 2.
Terracotta corn rubber, half portion missing, barrel shaped, solid,
blackish core, one side working face rubbed, off other features are
similar to Reg. No.- 3345, red in colour, length- 11.5cm, dia- 5cm,
Period- V, layer- 2.
Terracotta corn rubber, fragmentary part. Other features one
similar to the Reg. No.- 3426. Period- V, layer- 2, length- 8.07cm,
breadth- 6cm.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, irregular rim, red ware, medium
fabric, used as hopscotch, dia- 4.04cm, thickness- 9mm, period- V,
layer- 2.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact, other features are
similar to the Reg. No.- 3354. Height- 2.03cm, thickness- 3.02cm,
Period- V. Layer- 2.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, uneven rim it is a part of trough,
blackish core, thick section reddish in colour, medium fabric, dia8.07cm, thickness- 1.07cm, Period- V, layer-3.
Terracotta areca nut-shaped bead, top-chipped off other features
are similar to the Reg. No.- 3354 blackish in colour, height- 1.09cm
Thickness- 3.07cm, period- V, layer- 3.
Terracotta mould broken, decorated with cut marks on the edge
of basal portion, medium fabric, mild fired, cuboid in shape.
Untreated, dull red in colour. Length- 4cm, breadth- 2.01cm,
height- 2.01cm, period-V, layer- 3.
Terracotta ball, intact, uneven surface, well fired, medium, fabric,
untreated, red in colour, dia- 3.01cm, period- V, layer- 3.
Terracotta games man, intact, drum-well shaped, both ends one
flat, top rim portion has nose like projection, crudely made,
medium fabric, mild fired, buff colour, length- 2.07cm, thickness
of the top- 2.04cm, period- V. layer- 2.
Terracotta bead, intact, round in shape smooth surface, mild
fired, medium fabric thick hole, blackish in colour, dia-1.03cm,
period- V, layer-3.
Terracotta bangle fragmentary part, circular section. Well fired,
medium section reddish in colour, length- 3.8cm, dia- 6mm,
period- IV, layer- 4.
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67.

3467

68.

3449

69.

3450

70.

3051

71.

3452

72.

3453

73

3454

74.

3455

75.

3458

76.

3560

77.

3462

78.

3465

79.

3434

80.

3438

Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, well fired, fine fabric,
untreated profiles, black spot on the rim, vertical stroke like
decoration on the lower and shoulder portion. Round rimed neck,
tapered body. Big hole, red in colour height- 1.09cm, thickness2.09cm, dia of hole. Period- IV. Layer- 4.
Terracotta wheel, intact, cruddy made uneven surface and rim, ill
fired, medium fabric, buff in colour, dia- 2.09cm, thickness1.02cm, period- V, layer- 3.
Terracotta areca nut-shaped bead, partially flaked-off, other
features are similar to the Reg. No.- 3354. Blackish in colour,
height- 2.01cm, thickness- 3.04cm, period- V, Layer- 3.
Terracotta areca nut-shaped bead, intact, smooth surface, well
fired, fine fabric treated with reddish pigment, top conical base
flattened, basal hole is broader than the top hole, height 1.09cm,
thickness 2.09cm, Period- V.
Terracotta skin rubber, broken and missing. It is a miniature cornrubber, because, similar working patterns applied on it, well fired,
medium section, crudely made, untreated, rid in colour, length4.05cm, dia- 1.09m, Period- V, layer- 3.
Terracotta wheel, broken missing rudimentary hub, regular
surfaces and rim, well fired, fine fabric reddish section, dull red in
colour. Radius 3.02cm, thickness- 7mm, period- V, layer- 3
Mud wheel broken/missing, coarse fabric, thick grey section,
fragile, grey section, fragile, grayish in colour. Uneven surface,
even rim, radius- 4.06cm, thickness- 1.08cm. dia- of the hole
9mm, period- V, layer- 3.
Terracotta small spout having bulged eyes, but one eye is missing.
It is a part of a vase well fired, medium fabric, red in colour
dimension- 3.8cm×5.7cm. period – V, layer- 3.
Pottery disc, intact used as hopscotch medium fabric, red in
colour dia- 6cm, thickness- 1cm.
Terracotta ball, intact, well fired, medium fabric, partially black
and red surface small in size dia- 1.06cm, period- V, layer- 3.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact, Plano convex in shape.
Top slightly convex base flatten, well fired, medium fabric
untreated, grayish in colour, height- 1.03cm, thickness- 2.06cm,
period- V, layer- 3.
Pottery disc intact, uneven rim, blackish core mild fired, medium
fabric, red in colour, dia- 5.07cm, thickness- 1.01cm, period- V,
layer- 3.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact, mild fired, medium
fabric, grayish section treated with grey Pigment, other features
are similar to Reg. No.- 3354. Height- 3.00cm, thickness- 3.05cm,
period- V, layer- 2.
Terracotta corn rubber, broken/missing solid, barrel shaped.
Other features are similar to the Reg. No.- 3345, red in colour
length- 8.01cm, dia- 5cm, period- V, layer- 2.
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81.

3441

82.

3463

83.

3464

84.

3470

85.

3471

86

3472

87.

3473

88.

3475

89.

3481

90.

3483

91.

3484

92.

3490

93.

3486

Terracotta corn rubber broken, fragmentary portion. Other
features are similar to the Reg. No.- 3438. Length- 5.02cm, dia4.07cm, period- V, layer-2.
Terracotta animal figurine, fore and hind limbs are missing. Only
left for limb was made, right limb was not made, symbolic
applique tail has found in rudimentary condition. It is handmodeled round body figurine. Cut slit mouth, pinched nostrils,
eyes are depicted with incision, horns are found in rudimentary
condition body is decorated with circlets mild fired, medium
fabric, grayish in colour, length- 7.04cm, thickness- 2.02cm,
period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta areca nut-shaped bead, partially flaked off, mild-fired,
fine fabric, basal portion near the hole is slightly depressed.
Smooth surface grayish in colour, height- 2cm, thickness- 3.02cm,
period- V, layer-3.
Terracotta hopscotch, intact, circular in shape, even rim and
surfaces, mild-fired medium fabric, untreated, red in colour dia4.06cm, thickness- 1.5cm, period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta ball, intact, well fired, fine fabric, treated with red
Pigment, red in colour, dia- 1.07cm, period- IV, layer-4.
Terracotta ball, intact similar to the Reg. No.- 3471, red in colour,
dia- 1.08cm, period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta bangle, fragment, similar to Reg. No.- 3468. Length3.03cm, dia- 6mm, period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta perforated ball, fragmentary fart, illed-fired, medium
fabric, deep perforation on the body has traced grayish section in
grayish in colour. Length- 3.09cm, breadth- 2.06cm, period- IV,
layer- 4.
Terracotta hopscotch, partially broken mild fired, medium fabric,
even rim, smooth surfaces, treated with grayish wash, dull red
section, dia- 2.07cm, thickness- 9mm, period- V, layer- 2.
Terracotta sealing, intact, circular in shape mild fired, medium
fabric, grey in colour. Untreated, represented a device of vertical
conch, below the conch three parallel lines are depicted, left of
Brahmi script reading……………… I has found, dimension dia2.01cm, thickness- 1.01cm, period- V, layer- 2.
Terracotta object, intact, circular in shape only one side
perforated, mild fired, medium fabric, blackish in colour, dia1.02cm, period- V, layer- 2.
Terracotta ball, flaking sheens on the surfaces crudely made, mild
fired, medium fabric, blackish in colour, dia- 1.5cm, period- V,
layer-3
Terracotta object, broken, elongated butt like cylindrical in shape,
broken, lower portion is constricted upper portion incircled with
grooves, mild fired, blackish core, medium fabric, buff in colour.
Length- 9.01cm, dia- 5cm, period- V, layer- 2.
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Terracotta wheel, intact, spooked, hubless, big hole for axel, even
rim, slightly convex surfaces, well fired, medium fabric blackish
surfaces, dia of well- 6.06cm, thickness- 2.02cm, dia of hole- 1cm,
period- V, layer-2.
Terracotta stopper cum pendent, intact, well fired, medium
fabric, untreated, conical in shape, headed, top is pinched lower
portion of the head is tapered towards end point red in colour.
Length- 4cm, dia of head- 3.07cm, period- V, layer- 2.
Terracotta bead, intact, circular in shape crudely made, rough
surface, mild fired, medium fabric, untreated, blackish in colour,
dia- 1.5cm, period- V, layer- 3.
Terracotta ball, intact, circular in shape well fired, medium fabric,
small hone in the surface red in colour, dia- 1.5cm, period- V,
layer- 3.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, well fired, fine fabric, sager
base, concave top, well developed rim, carrinated shoulder, broad
central hole, smooth surface, soot marks on the outer profile red
in colour untreated height- 2.08cm, thickness- 3.02cm, period- IV,
layer- 4.
Terracotta token, intact, circular in shape small in size, well fired,
medium fabric untreated, blackish in colour. Two specimens have
collected dia- 1.02cm, period- V, layer- 3.
Terracotta token intact, circuler in shap, handmade, mild fired,
medium fabric, uneven surfaces, one surface has depressing due
to chipping, grayish in colour, dia- 2.5cm, thickness- 1cm, periodv, leyer- 3.
Terracotta bead, intact, circular in shape other features are similar
to the Reg. No.- 3495 period- V, layer- 3, dia- 1.03cm.
Pottery disc, intact, uneven rim, mild fired medium fabric,
untreated, used as hopscotch blackish cave, buff in colour, dia4cm, thickness- 9mm, period- v, layer- 3.
Terracotta figurine, broken, head, legs and hands are missing,
round in shape hand modeled, crudely made, some ting holding
with left hand attached to the body, basal portion is flat, both legs
spread forward, mild fired, black core untreated, medium fabric,
extended length- 6.09cm, breadth- 3.06cm, thickness- 3.08cm.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, having a chipping mark on
other profile. Other features are similar to Reg. No.- 3494. Height2.01cm, thickness- 2.09cm, period- IV, from lower level of Layer3.
Terracotta ball, intact, mild live, medium section. Untreated, buff
in colour dia- 2.01cm, period- V, layer- 3.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact, top is flatten, base is
concave towards hole, rim portion is flat, smooth surface blackish
in colour, height- 1.07cm, thickness- 3.01cm, period- V, layer- 3.
Pottery disc (BSW), intact, uneven rim treated with black slip, dia3.07cm, thickness- 9mm, period- V, layer- 3.
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118.
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3562

120.
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Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact but lateral and basal
portion is slightly chipped off. Other feature one similar to the
Reg. No.- 3503. Period- V, layer…… height- 1.09cm, thickness2.09cm.
Terracotta areca nut-shaped miniature bead, smooth surface,
well fired, fine fabric, slightly & chipped off body others features
are similar to the Reg. No.- 3354, red in colour, height 1.02cm,
thickness- 2cm, period- V, leyar-3.
Terracotta ball, intact, irregular shape crudely made untreated ,
reddish in colour, dia- 2cm.
Terracotta ball, intact, circular in shape well fired, fine fabric
untreated, red in colour, dia- 1.08cm, Period- V, Layer-3.
Terracotta horse neck in broken mouth and body portion missing,
neck is decorated with appliqué neckless heirs (ayal) on the neck
depicted with deep incisions, left eye is round and bulged whereas
right one in missing well fired, red section, medium fabric
untreated, red in colour, length- 7cm, thickness- 2.07cm, breadth3.05cm, period- V, layer- 3.
Terracotta token, intact, mild fired, medium fabric, untreated,
mica present in clay, blackish in colour, height- 9mm, thickness1.04cm, Period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta bangle, fragment, well fired medium fabric, untreated,
red section, red in colour, extended length- 9.04cm, dia- 7mm,
period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta nut-shaped bead, intact medium size, well fired,
smooth surface fine fabric, conical top, other feature are similar
to Reg. No.- 3354. Partially back and partially red in colour. PeriodIV, layer- 4 height- 1.08cm, thickness- 2.05cm.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact, medium size, flatterer
top, striation marks on the outer profile, blackish in colour, other
features are similar to Reg. No.- 3354, 3518. Height- 1.06cm.
thickness- 2.08cm, period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, medium size, well fired, fine
fabric, treated with red wash, concave top and convex sagger
base, taper in sides towards base. Red in colour, height- 2.02cm,
thickness- 3cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta vase-shaped bead broken divided in to two halves.
Other feature are similar to the Reg. No.- 3543 large size height2.05cm, thickness- 4cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, other features are similar to
the Reg. No.- 3543. Medium size. Red in colour, height- 1.08cm
thickness- 2.09cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta bead, intact, pellet shaped mild fired, medium fabric,
smooth surface both ends are flattened, depressed body grayish
in colour, length- 1.02cm, dia- 1.02cm, minim hole in the central
portion, period- III, layer- 5.
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3536

134.

3523

135.

3524

Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, well fired, fine fabric, short
neck, concave top and sagger base treated with red wash, bulged
shoulder, red in colour, height- 2.5cm, thickness- 4.03cm, periodIII, layer- 5.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact well fired, fine fabric,
smooth surface medium size, flat top, concave at basal hole,
tapering body. Grayish in colour, height- 1.06cm, thickness2.03cm, Period - IV, layer- 4, bur this type of bead, belonged to
the period- V.
Terracotta barrel shaped bead, intact, well fired, fine fabric,
untreated, smooth surface, flat both ends. Red in colour, length,
3cm, dia, 1.5cm, Period- V, Layer- 4.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, partially flaked, in bad condition,
medium fabric untreated, red section, other feature are similar to
Reg. No.- 3534, red in colour, height- 2.06cm, thickness- 4.3cm,
period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta areca nut-shaped bead, intact, similar to Reg. No.3518, period- IV, layer- 4 height- 1.05cm, thickness- 2.02cm.
Terracotta end out, intact, circular in shape, well fired, fine fabric
untreated, big hole at vertex for string greater chipping shown on
the lower portion, convex body. Red section, red in colour dia7.09cm, thickness- 2.04cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta pendant, broken, half part missing similar to Reg. No.3608, period- III, layer- 5 dia- 9.04cm, thickness- 2.02cm.
Terracotta wheel, broken in to two equal parts, mild fired,
medium fabric, untreated, uneven surface, even, broad rim,
crudely made, hubless, buff in colour, dia- 5.08cm, thickness1.01cm, period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta wheel, fragmentary part well fired, fine fabric,
untreated, smooth surfaces sharp edged rim, red in colour, radius2.03cm, thickness- 1.01cm, period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta wheel, broken, missing mild fired, medium fabric,
blackish section. Crudely made, uneven surface and rim blackish
colour with grayish patches, dia- 6.02cm, thickness- 1.06cm.
Terracotta wheel of BSW, intact mild fired, fine fabric, even rim,
smooth surfaces, treated with black slip, grayish section. Blackish
in colour, dia- 3.04cm, thickness- 6mm.
Terracotta ball, intact, well fired, fine fabric, untreated, red in
colour, dia- 1.08cm, period- III, layer-5.
Terracotta ball, intact, well fired, fine fabric untreated red in
colour, dia- 1.06cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta ball, intact, similar to Reg. No.- 3536, dia- 1.04 cm,
period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta ball, intact, similar to above dia- 1.08cm, period- IV,
layer-4.
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3584

155.

3587

Terracotta ball intact, partially chipped off, medium size, well
fired, medium fabric red section, buff in colour, dia- 3.02cm,
period- V, layer- 4.
Terracotta ball intact, similar to Reg. No.- 3517, dia- 1.5cm,
period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta ball, intact, similar Reg. No.- 3517dia- 1.08cm, periodV, layer- 5.
Terracotta ball, intact, similar to above dia- 1.09cm, period- III,
layer-5.
Terracotta ball, intact, similar to Reg. No.- 3524, dia- 1.09cm,
Period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta ball, intact, similar to above dia-1.09cm, period-III,
Layer-4
Terracotta ball, intact, similar to above, dia- 1.08cm, Period-III,
layer-5.
Terracotta ball, intact, similar to Reg. No.- 3517, dia- 2.07cm,
Period-III, layer-5.
Pottery disc, intact, uneven rim mild fired, blackish core, medium
fabric, rough surface, red in colour, dia- 3.07cm, thickness- 7mm,
period- IV, layer- 4.
Pottery disc, intact, well fired, medium fabric, untreated, red
section, red in colour, used as hopscotch, dia- 4.01cm, thickness9mm, period- IV, layer-4.
Pottery disc, intact, similar to the Reg. No.- 3516, dia- 3.09cm.
thickness- 1.05cm, period- IV.
Pottery disc, intact similar to above, dia- 3.07cm, thickness- 7mm,
period- IV, payer-4.
Pottery disc intact, similar to the above, dia- 3.07cm, thickness1.01cm, period- IV. Layer-4.
Pottery disc, intact, similar to the above dia- 3.09cm, thickness5mm, period- IV, layer-4.
Pottery disc intact, similar to the above, dia- 3.5cm, thickness7mm, period- III layer-5.
Pottery disc, intact, similar to the Reg. No.- 3528. Period- IV, layer4, dia- 5.06cm, thickness- 1cm.
Pottery disc, intact, similar to the above, dia- 3.5cm, thickness8mm, period- III, layer-5.
Pottery disc, intact, similar to the Reg. No.- 3533. Period- IV, layer4, dia- 3.09cm, thickness- 8mm.
Pottery disc, intact, dabber impressions shown on the inner
surface, other features are similar to the Reg. No.- 3528. PeriodIII, layer- 5, dia- 5cm, thickness- 1.02cm.
Pottery disc, broken, other features are similar to the above, dia4.06cm, thickness- 8mm.
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Terracotta bangle fragment, circular section well fired, fine fabric,
treated with red pigment, red in colour, length- 4.06cm, dia- 6mm,
period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta bangle fragment, similar to above, length- 4.03cm, dia7mm, period- IV, layer-4.
Terracotta bangle fragment, similar to the Reg. No.- 3525. PeriodIV, layer- 4, length- 3.08cm, dia- 6mm.
Terracotta bangle fragment, similar to the above. Length- 3.08cm,
dia- 6mm, period- III, layer-5.
Terracotta bracelet fragment, rectangular cross-section, well
fired, fine fabric, untreated red in colour, decorated with appliqué
beaded designs in two attached lines separated by a rigded line.
Length- 3cm, breadth- 1.01cm, period- V, layer- 3
Terracotta bangle fragment, similar to the Reg. No.- 3575, length3.07cm, dia- 6mm,
Terracotta bangle fragment, similar to the above length- 5.03 cm,
dia- 7mm.
Terracotta gamesmen intact, handmade treated with grey
pigment, both ends are flattened, body concave, base is broader
them top. Cylindrical in shape, grayish in colour, length- 1.06cm,
dia- 1.5cm, dia of base- 1.06cm, top- 1.5cm, period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta weight, intact, cylindrical in shape, mild fired, fine
fabric, smooth surface, untreated, both ends are flattened grayish
in colour, length- 1.08cm, dis- 3cm, period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta earlobe, broken, cylindrical in shape, top is conical in
shape decorated with can centric artistic designs; conical portion
is terminated in to a central vertical hole. Which comes to the
base internally, body is slightly concave, basal and half of the
conical portions are missing, grayish in colour length- 4.03cm, dia1.09cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta weight, intact, same as Reg. No.- 3531 length-9mm,
dia- 1.09cm, period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta weight same as above but partially broken length1.08cm, dia- 1.08cm, period- IV, layer- 4.
Terracotta corn rubber, broken cylindrical in shape, both ends are
missing, decorated with notched pattern, ill-fired, coarse fabric,
untreated buff in colour, length- 10.08cm, dia- 5cm, period- V,
layer- 3.
Terracotta corn rubber broken, cylindrical shape both ends are
missing, mild fired, blackish core, decorated with parallel notched
patterns untreated, red in colour, length- 10.04cm, dia- 5.07cm,
period- V, layer- 2.
Terracotta corn rubber, broken, are butt end has fond rest is
missing other features are same as above, length- 5.05cm, dia4.04cm.
Terracotta animal (horse?) figure, broken tail four limbs, neck and
head are missing hand modeled, well fired, red section untreated,
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raised back, draped sides and flattened ventral portion, red in
colour, extant length 7.09cm, thickness- 4cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta animal (horse?) figurine broken, four limbs, posterior
portion and head are missing, long vertical neck with crest ayala,
two circular embossed representation has found on the neck hand
modeled , well fired, medium fabric, untreated, dorsa ventrally
flattened body buff in colour extent length- 6cm, thickness1.07cm, breadth- 3.02cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta animal figurine, broken only posterior portion is found,
rest portion is missing back is decorated with beaded parallel lines
red in colur extent length- 8cm, thickness- 3.03cm, period- IV,
layer- 4.
Terracotta human figurine (Bust), crudely made, modeled, mild
fired, medium fabric, untreated, mica particles present in the clay,
blackish core, eyes are prominently depicted with eye balls
eyebrows represented prominently nose is symbolic, mouth
represented with small slit red in colour, extent length 9.06cm,
thickness- 4.05cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact well fired, fine fabric, red
section prominent neck and shoulder, convex and tapering side,
top concave, base flatten, treated with slip, blackish spotted body,
chipped off neck dia- 3.03cm, height- 2.01cm, period- III, layer- 2.
Terracotta vase shaped bead intact, conical base, big holes, other
features are same as Reg. No.- 3612, height- 3.02cm, dia- 4.03cm,
period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta vase shaped miniature bead intact, rudimentary neck,
tapering body concave top, other features are same as Reg. No.3612 height- 1.01cm, dia- 2cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta vase shaped miniature bead intact, rudimentary neck,
tapering body concave top, other features are same as Reg. No.3612, height- 1.09cm, dia- 2.09cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta vase-shaped bead intact, same as Reg. No.- 3612,
chipped off body height- 2.03cm, dia- 3.01cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact. Same as Reg. No.- 3612,
height- 1.08cm, dia- 2.08cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta tubular bead, intact, well fired, fine fabric, flat ends,
slightly curved, other profile decorated with lattice design ten in
colour, length- 2.02cm, dia- 8mm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, prominent neck, round top,
convex sides, flat base, half portion of the base was chipped off,
well fired, fine fabric, untreated, top and some portion of the site
is blackish, rest is red in colour height- 1.09cm, thickness- 3.02cm,
period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, partially broken other features are
as same as Reg. No.- 3612 base chipped-off carrinated waist red
in colour height- 2.02cm, thickness- 3.02cm, period- III, layer- 6.
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Terracotta vase shaped bead, partially broken bulbous body ill
developed vertical neck, round top, chipped-off base, mild fired,
medium section, untreated, grayish in colour, height- 2.02cm,
thickness- 2.06cm, period- III, layer- 6
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, other features are similar to
Reg. No.- 3612 red in colour height- 2.01cm, thickness- 3.03cm,
period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, neck in developed, and
partially broken, miniature in shape, other features are same as
Reg. No.- 3612, height- 1.06cm, thickness- 2.04cm, period- III,
layer- 5.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, prominent neck round top,
flattened base. Other features are same as Reg. No.- 3648, height2.02cm, thickness- 3cm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, ill developed neck, concave
top, bulbous body, flat base, somewhere chipped-off marks
shown, other features are same as Reg. No.- 3612, height2.05cm, thickness- 3.07cm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, prominent neck, top
concave, base flat, other features are some as above height2.01cm, thickness- 3.01cm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, miniature in shape,
rudimentary neck round top and flattened base, circular deep
depression at the basal hole, bulbous body, mild fired, fine fabric,
grayish in colour, height- 1.05cm, thickness 2.03cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, miniature in shaped bead,
intact, miniature in shape, other features are same as Reg. No.3612 height- 1.06cm, thickness- 2.04cm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta areca nut shaped bead, intact, mild fired, fine fabric,
blackish in colour, top and base flattened, height- 1.08cm,
thickness- 2.09cm, period- V, layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, other features are same as Reg. No.- 3585,
dia- 2cm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, blackish in colour other features are some
as Reg. No.- 3585, dia- 1.08cm.
Terracotta ball, intact, medium size, red in colour, other feature
are same as Reg. No.- 3585, dia- 1.04cm.
Terracotta ball, intact, medium in size, other features are same as
above, dia- 1.08cm.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as Reg. No.- 3555, dia- 1.06cm,
period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 1.09cm, period- III,
layer-6.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 1.09cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
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Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 2.03cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 2.01cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 3.02cm, treated with
red wash, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 1.09cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 1.08cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 1.08cm, period- III,
layer- 6. Bolls recovered from layer 5 and 6 are similar in faring,
fabric, treatment, and other characteristics but only dia is
different.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 2.01cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 2.07cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 2cm, period- III, layer6.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 2.09cm, layer- 6,
Period- III.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 1.08cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, grayish in colour, other features are similar
to the above, dia- 2.03cm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, picking marks shown on the profile reddish
in colour. Other features are same as above dia- 1.09cm, periodIII, layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, small in size blackish in colour. Other
features are same as above, dia- 1.05cm, period – III, layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, medium in size, red in colour, same as
above dia- 2.04cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Terracotta ball, intact, same as above dia- 1.06cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, dull red in colour, other features are same
as above period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, slightly flaked profile other features are
same as above, dia- 1.06cm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta ball, intact, grayish in colour, dia- 2.09cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta weight, intact, cylindrical in shape, mild fired, hand
modeled, both ends flat, medium fabric, untreated dull red in
colour, length- 2.07cm, dia- 3cm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta wheel, broken, half part missing, well fired, medium
fabric, untreated, mica particles visible on the profile, even rim
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221

3619

222.

3646

223.

3666

224.

3680

225.

3621

226.

3632

227.

3653

228.

3634

229.

3620

230.

3623

231.

3639

232.

3647

233.

3654

234.

3656

235.

3659

and surface, central hole for the excel, red section concentric
shallow groove is visible around the hole. Radius- 2.09cm,
thickness- 7mm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta pendant, broken, some part missing well fired, blackish
cove, thick section, circular in shape, a big hole at the apex for
string, even rim and profile, mica present in clay, untreated, dull
red in colour, dia- 8.07cm, thickness- 1.07cm, dia of hole- 1.02cm,
period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta pendent, intact, other features are same as above dia9cm, thickness- 1.06cm, period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta pendant, broken, some part missing. Other features
are same as above, dia- 9.03cm, thickness- 1.03cm, period- III,
layer- 6.
Terracotta toy-cart intact, cylindrical in shape. Well fired, medium
fabric, untreated three holes are present two holes at anteriod
end and one hole at posterior end. First anterior hole used for
string and second hole used for wheels holes are made by pricking
methods red in colour length 6.5cm, dia- 1.08cm, period- III, layer6
Terracotta wristlet fragment, well fired, medium fabric, ridged
mid portion. Other profile decorated with horizontal parallel lines
buff in colour period- III, layer- 5, length- 4.02cm, breadth- 1.5cm,
thickness- 88mm.
Terracotta bangle fragment, well tired, red section, fine fabric,
treated with red slip, red in colour length- 5.5cm, dia- 6mm,
period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta bangle fragment, well fired, blackish, core, fine fabric,
untreated, ridged mid portion, red in colour, length- 3.04cm,
thickness- 6mm, breadth- 8mm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta bangle fragment, other features are as same as Reg.
No.- 3632, length- 7.04cm, dia- 7mm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, blackish core, untreated, uneven
rim, medium fabric, dia- 3.07cm, thickness- 8mm, period- III,
layer- 5.
Terracotta pottery disc intact, blackish exterior, interiod is red.
Other features are same as above, dia- 3.09cm, thickness- 8mm,
period- III, layer- 5.
Terracotta pottery disc intact, red in colour, other features are
same as above, dia- 4.08cm, thickness- 1.02cm.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, same as above, dia- 4.03cm,
thickness- 1.04cm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, same as above, dia- 3.07cm,
thickness- 9mm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, same as above, dia- 7cm,
thickness- 1.01cm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, same as above, dia- 5cm,
thickness- 8mm, period- III, layer- 5.
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236.

3669

237.

3681

238.

3691

239.

3696

240.

3697

241.

3700

242.

3701

Terracotta pottery disc, intact, treated with red slip with blackish
band. Other features are similar as above dia- 5.01cm, thickness5mm, period- III, layer- 6
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, untreated other features are some
as above, dia- 3.03cm, thickness- 7mm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, same as above, dia- 4.07cm,
thickness- 6mm, period- III, layer- 6.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, buff in colour, husk marks on the
profile, some as above, dia- 5cm, thickness- 1cm, period- III, layer6.
Terracotta pottery disc, broken same as above, period- III, layer6, thickness- 1.01.
Terracotta pottery disc, intact, irregular rim, decorated with
parallel lines. Other features are some as above dia- 4.01cm,
thickness- 6mm, period- III, layer- 5.
NBPW pottery disc, intact, uneven rim grey section, well fired, line
fabric, treated with slip, dia- 3.02cm, thickness- 4mm, period- III,
layer- 5.

Terracotta PND – XVI
243.

3572

244.

3575

245.

3581

246.

3595

247.

3596

248.

3715

249.

3718

250.

3719

251.

3730

252.

3738

Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, well fired, fine fabric, red section,
devoid of surface treatment, prominent neck, concave top, carrinated
shoulders, tapring sides towards base, flat base, big hole for the string,
red in colour, height – 2.30 cm, thickness 3.04 cm, period – III, Layer 4.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, other features are same as reg.
No. 3572. Height -2.0cm, thickness 3 cm, period – III, layer 4.
Terracotta nut-shaped bead, intact, well fired, fine fabric, flatten top
and base, base has scratch marks, greyish in colour, height- 1.01 cm,
thickness – 2.04 cm, period – IV. Layer -4.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, conical base, other features are
same as Reg. No. – 3572. Height – 2.01 cm, thickness – 3.02 cm, period
–III, layer – 05.
Terracotta barrel shaped bead/net sinker, intact, fine fabric,
untreated, red in colour length – 2.03 cm diameter 1.5cm, period – V,
layer 5.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact same as reg. No. 3595. Height
2.01 cm, thickness – 2.09 cm, period- III, Layer -5.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, round (Convex) top, flat base,
convex sides, side shows flaking mark at a place; other features are
same as above. Height 2.01 cm, thickness 4.07 cm, period – III, Layer
– 7.
Terracotta vase-shaped bead, intact, same as reg. no. 3595. Height –
2.09cm, thickness 1.09 cm, period – III, layer – 6.
Terracotta vase-shaped bead, intact picking marks visible on the
profile other features are same as above, height 2cm, thickness 3.01
cm, period –III, layer 6.
Terracotta vase-shaped bead, intact prominent round neck, convex
waist, both sides tapering towards base and neck, flat base, large hole
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253.

3753

254.

3755

255.

3780

256.

3757

257.

3770

258.

3731

259.

3742

260.

3804

261.

3811

262.

3820

263.

3860.

264.

3885

265.

3838

at the base. Other features are same as reg. No. 3572 height – 2.03cm,
thickness 3.01 cm, period – III, layer -6
Terracotta vase shaped bead, intact, top worn-out, conical base, other
features are same as above height – 1.09 cm, thickness 3 cm, Period –
III, Layer -7.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, broken, ¼th portion from the top has
missing, other feature are same as reg. No. 3595. Height – 2.06cm,
thickness – 3.09 cm, period – III, Layer – 7.
Terracotta vase shaped bead, broken, vertical neck. Top and base both
are flat. Other features are same as above. Height 2.04cm, thickness
3.03 cm, period – III, Layer – 7.
Terracotta barrel shaped bead intact some as reg. No. 3596, length
2.07 cm, diameter – 1.09 cm, Period V, Layer -7
Terracotta round shaped bead, intact, fine fabric untreated, red in
colour, diameter 1.02cm, period – III, Layer – 6.
Terracotta vase shaped miniature bead, intact, collared neck, concave
top and tapering sides towards basal hole, convex waist, other feature
are some as reg. no. 3572, height – 1.06 cm, thickness 2.03 cm, period
– III, layer – 6, diameter of the hole – 8mm.
Terracotta vase shaped medium size bead with prominent neck,
intact, other features are same as above. Height 2.04 cm, thickness
30.2 cm period – III, layer – 6 diameter hole – 8mm, 5mm.
Terracotta vase shaped medium size intact bead with convex neck and
flatten top, base is conical, other features are same as above, height
2.01 cm , thickness 30.1 cm, diameter of hole 7 mm, 5mm,Period – III,
layer 7
Terracotta vase shaped medium size intact bead with prominent a
neck, tapering sides towards neck. Convex waist and lower sides,
round base with big hole diameter of the top hole is lesser than the
basal hole. Flanking marks are visible at neck to waist. Other feature
are same as above, height – 2.03 cm, thickness 3.03 cm, diameter of
basal hole 1.04, diameter of top hole is 8 mm, period – III, layer – 7.
Terracotta vase shaped small size intact bead with rudimentary
vertical neck. Other features are same as reg. No. 3731. Height- 2.03
cm, thickness – 3 cm, diameter of basal hole 1 cm, top hole 9mm
period III, layer – 8.
Terracotta vase shaped miniature broken bead having rudimentary
neck, flat top and base, flaked profile, convex waist, untreated, height
– 1.04cm, thickness – 2.03 cm, period – III, layer – 8, diameter of hole
– 7mm, 6mm.
Terracotta vase-shaped medium size intact bead, well fired, fine
fabric, burnished profile, vertical, ring top neck, convex flared body
towards base, deep concave round base towards based hole. This is
the characteristical feature of the transitional phase of NBPW and
chalcolithic period or chalcolithic TC bead, red in colour, height – 2.04
cm, max thickness – 3.05 cm, period II, Layer 8, diameter of hole; base
– 1 cm Top – 9mm.
Terracotta vase shaped medium size neck missing bead. Other
features are same as Reg. no. 3885, buff in colour, height – 1.07 cm,
Max thickness 3.03cm. Period - II Layer – 8 diameter of hole 1.02 cm.
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266.

3840

267.

3884

268.

3891

269.

3895

270.

3809

271.

3810

272.

3821

273.

3823

274.

3854

275.

3871

276.

3816

277.

3710

278.

3816

279.

3704

280.

3598

281.

3726

Terracotta vase shaped big size intact bead, some as reg. No. 3885,
untreated slightly broken neck, red in colour height 2.08 cm, max
thickness – 3.07 cm, dia of hole – base – 1.01 cm, top – 1.01cm, period
- II, Layer – 8.
Terracotta vase shaped medium size neck missing bead, shallow
concave base, same as reg. No. 3885, buff in colour – height – 1.07 cm,
max thickness – 3.07 cm, diameter of the basal hole 1.01 cm, period –
II, layer – 9.
Terracotta vase shaped medium size intact bead, medium fabric,
untreated, same as reg. No. 3885, red in colour height – 2.09 cm, max
thickness – 3.04 cm, diameter of basal hole – 1.03 cm, top hole – 1 cm,
period – II, layer – 10.
Terracotta vase – shaped big size intact bead, vertical convex neck
with bulbous body, base make flatten by rubbing, treated with red
slip. Other features are same as reg. No. 3885. Height – 2.05 cm, max
thickness 3.06 cm, dia of the basal hole – 1.02, diameter of the top
hole – 1.01 cm, period- II, layer – 9.
Terracotta ball shaped small size intact bead, red in colour, dia- 1.01
cm, period – III, layer – 7
Terracotta ball shaped small size intact bead red in colour, dia – 1cm,
period – III, Layer- 7.
Terracotta ball shaped bead, same as above dia – 1.02 cm, period – III,
layer – 8.
Terracotta ball – shaped, small size intact bead black and red in colour
same as above , dia- 1.02 cm, period - III, layer – 8
Terracotta ball-shaped, small size intact bead red in colour, same as
above, dia- 1.04 cm, period – III, layer – 8.
Terracotta nut shaped intact bead, conical top, concave central
portion of the base. Circular body. Blackish in colour, height 1.08cm,
thickness – 3cm, period V.
Terracotta vase-shaped broken bead. Vertical neck, flared body,
concave bottom of the base, red in colour. Height – 2.02 cm, thickness
3 cm, period – III, layer- 8.
Terracotta medium size intact ball, fine fabric, handmade uneven
surface, red in colour, dia – 2cm, period – III, layer – 6.
Four similar balls of varying dia reg. No. 3735, 3732,3736, and 3775
have recovered from layer = 6, four from layer – 7, reg. no. 3711,
3724, 3754, 3764 and 3806.
Terracotta large size intact ball fine fabric, handmade, red in colour,
diameter – 3.05cm, Period – III, layer – 8.
Three balls are also recovered from this layer having varying diameter
reg. No. 3830, 3835, 3897.
Terracotta circular pendant , top portion missing, untreated, well fired
medium fabric, red in colour, handmade, dia – 9.05 cm, thickness- 1.07
cm, period III, Layer – 5.
Terracotta circular pendant, intact but small portion from the rim is
missing, shoot mark on the one face. Other features are same as
above. dia – 9.07cm thickness 1.05 cm, period – III, Layer - 6
Terracotta circular pendant, broken, similar to reg. No. 3704, dia, 9.02
cm, thickness – 1.07 cm, period – III, layer – 6
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282.

3733

283.

3803

284.

3747

285.

3765

286.

3725

287.

3819

288.

3832

289.

3807

290.

3843

291.

3852

292.

3795

293.

3790

294.

3794

295.

3746

Terracotta circular pendant, lower portion missing, same as above,
dia. 10 cm , thickness – 1.01 cm, Period – III, Layer -6.
Terracotta circular pendant, lower portion missing, other features are
same as above. Period – III, Layer – 8, dia – 9 cm, thickness – 2.03 cm.
Terracotta hubbed wheel, rim portion chipped – off, hollow near
internal portion of the hub. Spokeless, prominent hub, both portions
are freely made and then joint with to each–other, both faces are
even, well fired, fine fabric, treated with greyish slip, sharp edged rim,
faces are tapering towards rim, grey section, greyish in colour. dia 9.09
cm, dia of the hole 1.04 cm, dia of the hub – 3cm , period – III, layer –
7. It is remarkable finding from Panr.
Terracotta intact wheel, biconvex faces, hub and spokes are absent,
both faces are even and smooth, sharp rim. Well fired, fine fabric
traced with red slipped, red in colour, dia – 5.04 cm, thickness 9 mm,
period – III, layer – 7 ,It may be used as spindle whorl.
Pottery disc, intact, uneven rim, it is base of a BSW bowl, having a hole
in the centre. Dia – 4.08 cm, Period – III, layer -7
Pottery disc, intact, regular rim, it is base of a BSW dish, having a hole
dia – 3.01cm, period – III, layer -8.
Pottery disc, intact, uneven rim, a hole in the centre, red in colour , dia
– 5.02cm, period – III, Layer – 8.
Terracotta naga hood with two mouth, broken at neck, well fired, fine
fabric untreated dorsal portion is decorated with two horizontal rows
of incised lines, red in colour, length 5.01 cm, breadth – 4.01, thickness
– 1.05 cm, period – III, layer – 8.
Terracotta egg-shaped ball, intact, fine fabric, brownish in colour
length – 2.01 cm, thickness – 1.06cm, period – III, layer – 8
Terracotta fragment of bangle, triangular cross section, untreated, red
in colour, length – 1.09 cm, thickness- 6mm, period – III, layer – 8.
Terracotta damaru – shaped intact miniature dabber, medium fabric,
ill fired , rudely made, untreated, pale in colour, length – 6.05cm,
thickness 4 cm, period-III, layer -7.
Terracotta fragment of bangle, triangular cross- section, fine fabric
sharp-edged, red section, red in colour period – III, layer – 7.
Terracotta ear stud, intact, well fired, fine fabric, terracotta with red
slip, damaru-shaped , decorated with floral design – red in colour,
length 1.01 cm, thickness, 8 mm, period – III, layer - 7
Terracotta weight, drum-shaped, intact, mild fired medium fabric,
untreated, yellowish in colour with blackish spot, length – 1.06 cm,
thickness 2.01 cm, period –III, layer – 7.

Pottery disc / Hopscotch
296.

‘20’, pottery disc, used as hopscotch having varying diameter has recovered from the
layer 8 of period III. RW, BSW, BRW, NBPW, sherds are used for the making of the disc.
Reg. No. Are 3813, 15, 17, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 39, 41, 42, 53, 55, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 72,
and 3877
- ‘8’, specimens from layer 7, reg no. 3751, 60, 83, 3784, 3801, 5, 12, 3851.
- ‘11’, specimens from layer – 6, Reg. No. 3703, 3708, 3716, 29, 34, 40, 73, 74,
79, 3824.
- One specimen from layer – 2, Reg. No. 3987, one from layer 4, reg. No. 4007.
- One specimen from layer – 12, 13, and 18 Reg. No. 4027, 4075 and 4125.
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BALLS
297.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
298.

299.
300.

301.

302.

303.
304.

305

Terracotta balls of varying diameter have recovered from different layers and period.
Reg. No.
Period
Layer
Total
No.
3943
V
1
1
3964
V
3
1
4016
V
3
1
4014
V
3
1
4032
V
5
1
4042
IV
4
1
4046
III
9
1
3932
Terracotta wheel, intact, ill fired medium fabric, uneven rim and faces,
working marks on the both sides of the hole. Lightly grey in colour, dia4.5 cm thickness 5 mm period V, layer 3.
3956
Terracotta wheel, intact, made from pottery disc of BSW, uneven rim
diameter- 5cm. Thickness -6 mm, Period – II, layer 11.
3997
Terracotta vase – shaped, broken bead. Half portion missing, small in
size rudimentary vertical neck and concave bottom of the base, red in
colour, height 1.09 cm, thickness – 1.04 cm, period II, layer – 11.
3915
Terracotta vase-shaped, intact, medium size bead, untreated. Well
fired, fine fabric, constricted neck, collared top, flared body, flat base,
red in colour height 2.05 cm, thickness 3.02 cm, diameter of top hole
8mm, dia of bottom hole 1.04 cm, period – II, layer – 10.
3948
Terracotta vase-shaped intact, big size bead, untreated, constricted
short neck bulbous body bottom of the base is deep concave. Other
features are some as above, height-2.03 cm, thickness – 3.05 cm,
diameter of the top – 8mm, diameter of the bottom 1.03 cm, period –
II , layer – 8.
3991
Terracotta nut-shaped intact medium size bead, top and base flat,
blackish in colour height -1.60 cm, thickness -3cm, period IV, layer – 4.
3906
Terracotta nut-shaped intact, medium size bead, conical top, concave
base red in colour, height- 1.5 cm, thickness – 3cm, Period –V, layer –
3.
Layer
Period
Colour
Size/Shape
3920
3
V
Black
Nut-shape, small
3926
3
V
,,
,,
3933
3
V
,,
,,
3946
3
V
Red
Barrel shape
medium size
3953
3
V
,,
Barred shape big
size
3957
,,
,,
,,
,,
3963
,,
,,
Black
,,
Vase Shaped Miniature
3966
3
III
Red
3971
3972
3973
3979
3981

3
3
3
3
3

V
V
V
V
V

Red
Red
black
Red
Red

Barrel-shaped, big size
Barrel-shaped, big size

nut-shaped small
barrel-shaped, big
,,
,,
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3983

3

V

Black

3988
3905

3
2

V
III

Red
Red

3913
3914
3928
3929
3954
3909
4031

2
2
2
2
2
1
2

V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Red

306

4004
4037
4005
3950

307

3975

308

3904

309

3916

310

3951

311

3969

312

3968

313

3974

Nut-shaped,
Medium
Barrel – Shaped, big
Vase – Shaped
miniature

Nut- shaped, big
Nut- shaped, big
Nut- shaped, big
Nut- shaped, big
Nut- shaped, big
Nut- shaped, big
Nut-shaped,
medium-size
4
IV
Red
Wheel shaped, big
6
III
Red
Vase shaped, big
4
IV
Red
Vase shaped, small
Terracotta human head, neck portion missing well fired, medium
fabric, untreated, moulded, red section, crudely made, pinched sharp
projected nose represented with two nostrils, prominent eyes with
eye lids and bulged eye balls, pupils represented with pinned hole,
ears represented with fan like protrusion, like an elephant ear fans,
this protrusion are expanded from forehead to the chick, round face,
mouth represented with a project slit, left chick decorated with four
parallel, deep incision in a circle, whereas right chick decorated with
pinched circles of a floral design, head is decorated with crest crown,
back of the head. Just below the crown has a depression. Micacious
clay is used for the making of the face. Period – V, Layer – 3, length8.08cm, breadth – 7.06 cm, thickness 7.01 cm.
Terracotta circular pendant, partially broken, same as Reg. no. 3704,
red in colour, dia 8.02 cm, thickness – 2.06 cm, Period – III, layer 3,
Terracotta dabber, having a central hole on the head for the butt,
intact well fired, medium fabric, untreated, round head, constricted
short neck, flared body with flatten base, red in colour, height –
6.01cm, dia of the head 6.06cm, dia of the base – 7.03 cm, period V,
layer – 2.
Terracotta dabber, head portion missing, round base, other features
are same as above, red in colour. Height-4.08 cm, dia of the base –
7.01, period – V, layer -3.
Terracotta dabber, intact, big in size. It is a typical specimen of period
–V. Well fired, medium fabric, untreated, double convex with mid
groove, red in colour. Dia – 9.08 cm, thickness – 5.07 cm, Period – V,
layer -3.
Terracotta dabber, intact, small in size, other features are same as
Reg. No. 3904 red in colour dia of the head – 4.06 cm, dia of the base
– 6 cm, height – 5.07 cm, Period –V, Layer -3.
Terracotta bangle fragment, medium fabric, rectangular cross-section,
decorated with lineal designs. Dull red in colour, length – 3.02 cm,
breadth- 1.5, thickness – 6 mm, period- V, Layer – 3.
Terracotta bangle fragment, medium fabric, circular cross-section, red
in colour, length – 3.03 cm, dia – 6mm, period – V, Layer -3.
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314

3976

315

3982

316

3985

317

3992

318

3980

319

3999

320

3994

321

3962

322

3917

323

3955

324

3931

325

3908

326

3925

327

3935

328

3978

Terracotta bangle fragment, artistically made, red in colour, length –
4.00 cm, breadth – 1.01 cm, thickness – 6mm, Period – V, Layer – 3.
Terracotta bangle fragment, rectangular cross-section, decorated with
embossed dots and strokes, length – 4.02cm, breadth – 1.08cm,
thickness -5mm, , Period –V, layer – 3.
Terracotta bangle, intact, small in size, circular cross-section, well fired
fabric untreated red in colour- dia-of the bangle – 3.5 cm, dia of crosssection – 7mm, Period – V, Layer -3.
Terracotta bangle fragment, other features are same as above, red in
colour, dia – 6mm, length – 4cm, Period – IV, layer – 4
Terracotta wheel, broken, half portion missing, other features are
same as Reg No. 3765, red in colour, dia- 6.02cm. thickness – 9mm
Period V, layer – 3.
Terracotta wheel, intact, even rim one face is black slipped whereas
other face is black, micacious sandy , somewhere evidences of the
cheeping are visible, four incised lines are found
for the
representation of the spokes, black in colour, dia 5.03cm, thickness –
9mm Period – II , layer – 11.
Terracotta weight, intact, cylindrical in shape. Other features are same
as Reg. No. 3746. Greyish in colour. Height- 1.02cm, dia. 2.09cm,
Period V, Layer- 4
Terracotta Naga hood, parabolic shape, dorsal portion missing,
decorated in rosette design with 8 circles. 7 around the periphery and
one in the centre, red in colour. dia 3.06cm, thickness – 9mm, period
– V, Layer – 3.
Terracotta stopper, broken, concave base, stalk missing, well fired,
fine fabric, treated with red slip, red in colour, dia of the base –
2.01cm, extend height – 1.02 cm, period – V, Layer -2.
Terracotta casket lid, intact, flatten circular base, body is convex
having a central tiny knob at the top, top of the knob is decorated with
7 small circles, body is decorated with 8 petals of the lotus. Well fired,
fine fabrics terracotta with red slip, red in colour with blackish shade,
dia – 3.04cm, height – 1.01 cm, period – V, Layer -3.
Terracotta ritual pot, intact cylindrical in shape, base convex, body
concave, medium fabrics handmade, red in colour, length – 4.08 cm,
dia- 2.08 cm, Period –V, Layer – 2.
Terracotta weight, broken, mild fired, medium fabric, untreated one
face is plane, other face is decorated with picking, cylindrical in shape,
greyish in colour, dia- 6.06cm thickness – 2.03 cm.
Terracotta decorative object, broken, well fired, fine fabric, red
section, boat shaped , decorated with parallel lines of nail notched
pattern. Small pin holes are found on the body here and there, dorsal
portion decorated with tree design. Red in colour, extent length5.04cm, thickness 1.08 cm, Period – V, layer – 2.
Terracotta bird head, body portion is missing. Prominent beak, eyes
represented with circlet depression. Untreated, greyish in colour,
length – 3.01cm, thickness – 1.02 cm, Period – V, Layer – 2.
Terracotta crocodile head , intact, it is used as spout of a vase, tread
with red wash, red in colour, length – 10 cm, thickness – 5.08 cm,
Period – V , Layer – 2.
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329

3910

330

4076

331

4027

332

4075

333

4125

334

4099

335

4057

336

4060

337

4074

338

4073

339

4021

340

4038

341

4002

342

4095

343

4090

344

4111

345

4015

346

4018

347

4034

348

4098

Terracotta earlobe with a plain globular top and plain pointed
terminal, terminal top missing , blackish in colour length – 2.06cm, dia
of head -1.03 cm, period – V, Layer – 1.
Terracotta bead, intact, double convex carinated, medium fabric,
untreated, tapering towards both hole tops, red in colour thickness –
1.07 cm, maximum dia – 2.08 cm, Period – I , Layer 13.
Pottery disc/hopscotch, intact, burnished red ware, dia -3.5 cm,
thickness – 1.01 cm, Period – II, Layer – 12.
Pottery disc/hopscotch, intact, same as above, dia – 5.02 cm, thickness
– 1cm, Period – 13, Layer 13.
Pottery disc/hopscotch, intact, red ware, unburnished, dia – 4.09 cm,
thickness – 1 cm, Period – I, Layer – 18.
Pottery disc, intact having a hole, burnished BRW, dia – 4.02cm,
thickness – 7 mm, period – I, layer – 15.
Pottery disc, intact, having a central hole, BSW, dia – 3.09 cm,
thickness – 6mm, Period – II, Layer – 12.
Pottery disc, broken, having a central hole, grey ware, dia – 4.06 cm,
thickness – 7 mm, period – I, Layer – 13.
Pottery disc, intact , having a central hole, burnished grey ware, dia –
4.06 cm, thickness – 6mm, period – I, Layer -13.
Pottery disc, intact, having a central hole, BSW, dia – 4.07 cm,
thickness – 5mm, period – I, Layer -13.
Pottery disc, intact, having a central hole, BSW, dia- 4.03cm, thickness
– 7mm, period – I, Layer – 11.
Terracotta wheel, intact, handmade, well fired, fine fabric, treated red
wash uneven surface, even rim, plain, red in colour, dia – 4.08cm,
thickness – 8mm, period – III, Layer – 5.
Terracotta wheel, intact, medium fabric, untreated, biconvex. Even
rim scratching marks on the profile, greyish in colour, dia 5.07 cm,
thickness- 3.02 cm, Period – v, Layer – 3.
Terracotta ball, intact, medium fabric untreated, red in colour, dia –
2.06 cm, Period – I, Layer 15.
Terracotta ball, intact fine fabric red in colour dia- 1.08 cm, period- I,
Layer – 16.
Terracotta ball, intact, crudely made, medium fabric, eroded surface,
red in colour. dia – 2.07 cm, period – I, Layer -17.
Terracotta games man, intact, mild fired, medium fabric, untreated,
flatten base and tapering towards top, conical solid body. Blackish in
colour, length – 3.08 cm, dia of the base – 1.09 cm, Period – IV, layer
– 4.
Terracotta female figurine torso plaque, broken, mild fired, fine fabric,
treated with red wash, two dimensional figurine depicted
prominently, Decorated with neckless and long garland, girdle, heir
dresses and scarfs, right hand has a baby like figurine, blackish core,
red in colour, dorsal portion is plane and flat length – 7.05 cm, breadth
– 9.01 cm, thickness – 1.07 cm, period – IV, layer – 4.
Terracotta earlobe ,intact same as Reg. No. 3910, length – 3.02 cm,
dia – 1 cm, period – III, layer – 6.
Pottery disc, intact, red ware, dia – 2.5 cm, thickness – 8 mm, period I layer – 16.
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349

4115

350

4033

351

4055

Pottery disc, intact, 2-specimens, red ware, dia – 2.02cm, 1.09 cm,
thickness 8mm, and 6mm, period I, Layer - 17
Terracotta corn rubber broken well fired fine fabric, prominently
made triangular grooves, rubbing sign visible at both surfaces, red in
colour, extant length – 11.05 cm, dia.- 4.04 cm, period V, layer – 2.
Brick made circular weight, intact, dia – 11.03cm, thickness – 4.01 cm,
period – V, Layer – 3.

PND Terracotta - XV
1.

2965

2.

2966

3

2941

4.

2910

5.

2951

6.

2957

7.

2956

8.

2939

9.

2923

10

2931

11

2968

12.

2944

Terracotta games man, intact, well fired, medium fabric, crudely
handmade, circular concave base, constructed, wrist globular stalk
with circular top, untreated , red in colour, height – 3.06 cm, dia –
1.07cm., period – V, Layer – 2
Terracotta games man, intact miniature, cruddy handmade mild fired,
medium fabric, untreated, flat bus, round top, circular body, greyish
in colour, height – 1.07 cm, dia – 1.09 cm, period – V, Layer – 2.
Terracotta earlobe, broken base, mild fired fine fabric having
cylindrical concave stalk, conical terminal, decorated with spirals
concentric design, internal of the base is also decorated with same
patterns, yellowish core treated with thick blackish pig med blackish
in colour, length – 5cm, dia- 2cm, Period III, Layer -3
Terracotta bangle fragment, medium fabric untreated, decorated red
in colour length – 3.08 cm, breadth – 1.03cm, thickness – 6mm, period
– IV, layer -4.
Terracotta pottery disc/hopscotch intact part of a red ware, dia3.06cm, thickness - 6mm, period – IV, layer -4.
Terracotta hubbed wheel, broken, mild fired medium fabric,
untreated blackish core, elongated hub, sharp rim, hub of one side is
intact whereas other side is missing, red in colour, dia – 8.05 cm,
thickness – 9mm, length of the hub – 3.08 cm, Period – IV, layer – 4.
Terracotta games man, intact crudely medium fabric, bas flat, top –
constructed decorated with incisions, red in colour, length – 4.08 cm,
dia- 1.09 cm, period – IV, layer – 4.
Terracotta bell, broken, well fired fine fabric, red section, untreated a
vertical knob like projection at the top having a horizontal hole for the
string, two holes are also present, at both side of the knob base
circular portion, round open mouth, red in colour, height – 7.05cm,
Period V, layer – 3
Terracotta stopper, partially Chipped –off handmade, nail like
structure, circular flatten base with decorative pattern, body tapering
towards top, mild fired, medium fabric untreated, red in colour, length
– 5cm, dia – 3.06cm, period - V, layer- 2.
Terracotta figurine torso, two arms hanging freely ventral portion is
chipped off; crudely made untreated, red in colour, length – 3.02cm,
breadth, 1.09cm, thickness – 1.03cm, Period – V, Layer – 2.
Terracotta dabber, half portion missing untreated , red in colour,
extant length 5.03 cm, Period – V, Layer -2.
Terracotta animal figurine, broken legs, crudely handmade, mild fired
medium fabric untreated organs are symbolic represented snout
made by pinching, pinhole eyes, cut slit mouth, red in colour, small in
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13.

2918

14.

2954

15.

2958

16.

2911

17.

2935

18.

2975

19.

3330

20.

3336

21.

3334

22.

3307

23.

3326

24.

3224

25.

3228

size, length 8 cm, breadth 1.7 cm, thickness – 1.5 cm, period V, Layer
– 3.
Terracotta foot, broken, ill fired medium fabric, untreated, leg portion
is missing at ankle; sole just below the ankle is broader them the toes
side, toes one represented by deep incisious, and anklet also, it is
fragile condition blackish in colour,length – 7.01cm, thickness –
1.09cm, breadth – 3.08 cm, Period – V, Layer -3.
Terracotta Cylindrical object, both ends are missing, well fired, fine
fabric, untreated , red section tapering are end to other end, red in
colour, extant – 7.09 cm. Dia – 1 cm, Period – V, Layer – 4.
Terracotta bird figurine, beak and body trunk portion are missing mild
firing, medium fabric, treated with red wash, crudely made, eyes
represented with deep circles body is also decorated with deep punch
circles, red in colour, length – 5 cm, thickness 2.04 cm, Period – IV,
Layer – 4.
Terracotta solid barrel- shaped corn rubber with deeply incised
triangular designs on the profile and plain on the ends, red in colour,
extant length- 13.03 cm, dia- 5 cm, Period – V, Layer – 2.
Terracotta solid barrel-shaped, corn rubber same as Reg. No. 2911.
Extant length 10.5 cm, dia- 4.5cm, Period – V, Layer – 3.
Terracotta solid barrel – shaped corn rubber same as Reg. No. 2911,
extant length – 15 cm, dia- 5.6 cm, Period – V, Layer – 3.
Terracotta spindle whorl, partially chipped – off at the dorsal and
ventral of the waist, slightly a convex dorsal with hubbed top where
as natural portion is flat and deep depression at the hole round waist
mild firing, fine fabric treated with black pigment, blackish in colour
height – 1.8 cm, thickness – 3.6 cm, Period – V, Layer – 2.
Terracotta circular bead partially chipped off, blackish in colour, dia –
1.4 cm, Period – V, Layer -2.
Terracotta circular bead intact blackish in colour, dia – 1.2 cm, Period
– V, Layer -2.
Terracotta ring – shaped bead partially broken broad hole, both
surface one flat, red in colour, thickness – 1.1 cm, dia- 2.9cm , Period
– III, Layer – 8.
Terracotta ritual Figurine broken bird like figurine used in ritual
purpus, having holes on the both sides near the neck, cut-slit punched
mouth, crudely made moulded, untreated red in section, posterior
portion missing length – 7 cm, thickness – 3 cm, internally hollow,
Period – V, Layer- I.
Terracotta ram head – cart, intact, two holes at the base for the
wheels, one hole at the neck, for string round base long neck, left horn
missing, right horn is curly, broad head, prominent mouth, eyes
represented with pin holes. Cut-slit mouth, medium fabric, untreated
medium fabric red in colour , length 7.4cm, breadth 6.4 cm, thickness
– 3.6 cm, period – IV, Layer -5.
Terracotta medium size dabber, intact crudely made, medium fabric,
untreated Damaru-shaped but the diameter of the working end is
greater thend the butt side, red in colour, length – 5.03cm, dia6.3/5.1 cm, Period IV, Layer – 5.
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PND- I
Bone objects
S. No.
1.

Accession No.
377

2.

376

3.

373

4.

372

5.

370

6.

367

7.

360

8.

350

Particulars
One ended point, the base portion is slightly broken, the specimen is
lightly polished, rectangular in cross section, available length- 4.9cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, period- I, (PND. I – 377) {Layer- 12, depth- 5.59m}.
A fragment of bone object, crudely executed, looks like an arrow head,
triangular in shape, pointed portion is slightly broken, lightly polished,
length 4.4cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness 0.5cm, period- I, (PND- I – 376)
{Layer- 11 Depth- 5.32m}.
A small fragment of a polished bone bangle, inner part of bangle is
concave and outer part is convex, rectangular cross section available,
length- 1.4cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.4cm, period- I, {Layer- 10
Depth- 4.95m}.
Polished double ended bone point, tapering towards both the pointed
ends, one end is broken and another end is chipped off, length- 4.9cm,
diameter- 0.8cm, period- I, (PND. I – 372) {Layer- 10, depth- 4.9m}.
A small and polished arrow head, the point is very sharp, the arrow
head is well polished and the tang is unpolished, length- 5cm,
maximum diameter of base portion of arrow head- 1.6cm, length of
tang- 2.3cm, period- I, (PND. I – 370) {Layer- 10, depth- 4.80m}.
A polished bone hair pin, upper portion thickness is larger than lower
portion, lower portion is broken, yellowish in colour, upper portion has
blunt point, circular cross-section, available length- 5.2cm, maximum
diameter- 0.5cm, period- I, (PND. I – 367) {Layer- 8, depth- 4 m}.
A polished ivory die, rectangular in shape, symbols of three small
circles on each side in the middle portion and a symbol of one circle on
each side in the end portion are depicted, a chip has come off in the
middle portion and there is a breakage as well, brownish in colour,
roughly square cross-section, length- 6.8cm, thickness- 1cm, period- II,
(PND. I – 360) {Layer- 8, depth- 3.82m}.
Broken tanged arrow head, tang portion is missing. Polished and
pointed, one side is slightly chipped off, yellowish in colour, circular
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9.

348

10.

342

11.

341

12.

336

13.

329

14.

326

15.

327

16.

321

17.

320

18.

317

cross section, length- 4.5cm, diameter- 1.4cm, period- II, (PND. I – 350)
{Layer- 8, depth- 3.82m},
One ended bone point, roughly finished, broken from both sides,
brownish in colour and lightly polished, roughly circular cross-section,
length- 5.6cm, thickened- 0.8cm, period- II, (PND. I – 348) {Layer- 8,
depth- 3.42m}.
Tanged bone arrow head, arrow head is sharply pointed and highly
polished, tang portion is lightly finished, circular cross-section,
yellowish in colour. length including tang- 9.4cm, tang length- 1.8cm,
period- II, (PND. I – 342) {Layer- 8, depth- 3.25m}.
A complete specimen of a small tanged arrow head lightly finished and
brownish in colour, one side of the surface is slightly chipped off,
circular cross-section, length including tang- 4.6cm, tang length1.2cm, diameter- 1.3cm, period- II, (PND. I – 341) {Layer- 8, depth3.20m}.
A roughly cylindrical antler/bone bead with a hole at the centre of
cross-section surface passing through from the one end to another
end. Slightly finished, brownish in colour, length- 2.7cm. diameter2.9cm, period- II, (PND. I – 336) {Layer- 8, depth- 3.7m}.
A finished and polished tanged arrow, head the tang is roughly shaped
as indicated by flake scars, circular cross-section and yellowish in
colour, complete length- 6.8cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- II, (PND. I –
329) {Layer- 8, depth- 2.86m}.
A finished bone point, the one end is sharply pointed and the another
end is broken, roughly circular in cross-section, smooth surface shows
sign of flake scars, redish in colour, available length- 7.2cm, diameter0.8cm, period- II, (PND. I – 326) {Layer- 8, depth- 2.74m}.
Double ended finished bone point, the one end is sharply pointed and
another is minutely broken, circular cross-section and redish in colour,
length- 6.1cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- II, (PND. I – 327) {Layer- 8,
depth- 2.77m}.
A complete specimen of roughly made double ended point, one side
surface is convex and another side surface is plane, sign of flaking scars
on its convex surface is clearly visible, the body tapers towards both
the pointed ends from middle portion, one point is broken. A chip has
come off in the middle portion of convex surface, plano-convex crosssection, length- 4.2cm, breadth of middle portion- 1.1cm, thickness0.6cm, period- II, (PND. I – 321) {Layer- 7A, depth- 2.52m}.
One ended bone point. Posterior end is broken, the point is made by
flaking the bone, its one side surface is smooth and another has marks
of cutting and chipping, roughly rectangular cross-section, brown in
colour with dark brown spot on surface, length- 5.6cm, breadth1.1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- II, (PND I – 320) {Layer- 7A, depth2.48m}.
A polished and cylindrical broken bone bead, a hole is passing through
from the one end to another end in the direction of its length, circular
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19.

306

20.

305

21.

302

22.

294

23.

280

24.

239

25.

217

26.

176

27.

90

28.

126

cross-section, yellowish in colour, length- 2.1cm, diameter- 0.8cm,
period- II, (PND. I – 317) {Layer- 7A, depth- 2.32m}.
Broken, one ended bone point, surface of its one side is polished and
another side is dull, posterior end is broken, circular cross-section and
brownish in colour, length- 5.1cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- II, (PND. I
– 306) {Layer- 8, depth- 3.25m}.
One ended bone point, posterior end is broken and anterior end is
roughly made or broken, body tapers towards pointed end, posterior
base has circular cross-section, surface of its body shows flaking scars,
brownish in colour, length- 6.3cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- II, (PND. I
– 305) {Layer- 8, depth- 3.5m}.
Polished and tanged bone arrow head with smooth surface, cylindrical
in shape, tang portion is partially finished, pointed portion is sharp,
circular cross-section and redish yellow in colour, length including
tang- 5.3cm, diameter- 0.8cm, length of tang- 1.5cm, period- II, (PND.
I – 302) {Layer- 8, depth- 2.95m}.
Highly polished, barbed and tanged arrow head, triangular in shape,
smooth surface made by grinding, pointed portion is very sharp but is
chipping off, decorated by a small circle with a point in its centre on
each surface near the posterior portion, tang portion is broken,
triangular cross-section and deep brown in colour, length with broken
tang- 8.2cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- II, (PND. I – 294) {Layer- 7,
depth- 2.6m}.
Broken bone point, anterior and posterior sides are broken, body
tapers towards the pointed end, circular cross-section and dull brown
in colour, length- 3.5cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- II, (PND. I – 280)
{Layer- 7, depth- 2.12m}.
Fragment of anterior part of a cylindrical arrow head with sharp tip,
posterior part missing, smoothed surface, available length- 2.6cm,
diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. I- 239) {Layer- 7 Depth- 2.08m.}
Double ended, unpolished and broken bone point, body tapers
towards both the ends, one end is broken and another end is chipped
off, it is also broken from middle, its body surface made by grinding,
circular cross-section and dull yellow in colour, length- 13.3cm, max.
diameter- 0.6cm, period- II, (PND. I – 217) {Layer- 7A, depth- 2.30m}.
One ended bone point, the point has evidence of use marks, body
tapers towards the pointed end, posterior end is broken and chipped
off, the point made by flaking, smooth surface, circular cross-section
and yellowish in colour, length- 8.3cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- III/II,
(PND. I – 176) {Layer- 6, depth- 1.82m}.
Fragment of an antler same as PND. II- 191, broken from both the
middle and the posterior portions, one side surface is smooth and
another side surface is crude, circular cross-section, brownish in
colour, length- 5.8cm, diameter- 1.3cm, period- III, (PND. I – 90) {Layer4, depth- 0.92m}.
Double ended bone point broken from middle in two parts, made by
flaking, pointed portion obtained by grinding, flaking scars are clearly
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29.

143

30.

13

visible on its body, partially finished, circular cross-section and
brownish in colour, length- 6.2cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- III, (PND. I
– 126) {Layer- 5, depth- 1.50m}.
Small and tanged bone arrow head; head portion is circular and very
smooth which is obtained by grinding, a small chip has come off from
its head portion, tang is partially finished, the point of the arrow head
is sharp, circular cross-section, yellowish in colour, tang is larger than
head, length including tang- 3.8cm, tang length- 2.1cm, diameter1.1cm, period- III, (PND. I – 143) {Layer- 5, depth- 1.59m}.
Broken, half portion of a bone wheel with a hole in its centre, one side
surface is smooth and another side surface has naturally made dotted
design near the circumference of the wheel, one end of its diameter is
smooth and another end is crude, brownish colour, diameter- 7.1 cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, diameter of hole 1cm, period- III, (PND. I – 13) {Layer3, depth- 0.37m}.

1.

374

2.

287

3.

191
Antler

1.

694

2.

692

PND- II
Bone objects
Fragment of polished arrow head, colour is dark brown, the lower
portion in broken, rectangular in shape, available length- 3.8cm,
thickened- 0.8cm, period- II, (PND. II – 374) {Layer- 10, depth- 4.10m}.
Polished one ended bone point, posterior end is broken the sharp
pointed end is made by grinding, cylindrical in shape, smooth body
surface, circular cross-section and redish yellow in colour, length5.1cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- III, (PND. II – 287) {Layer- 4, depth1.44m}.
Broken part of an antler, the pointed end has evidence of use marks
and is slightly chipped off, tapering towards the pointed end, anterior
portion is slightly curved and posterior portion is charred, circular
cross-section and brownish in colour, length- 4.8cm, diameter- 1.3cm,
period- III, (PND. II – 191) {Layer- 3, depth- 1.02m}.

PND- III
Bone objects
Fragment of a bone point the point is sharp which obtained by
grinding, smooth surface, deep brownish in colour and circular cross
section, length- 1.08cm, diameter- 0.5cm, period- I, (PND. III – 694)
{Layer- 8, depth- 5.41m}.
Broken bone point, one end is pointed and another end is broken, body
tapers towards both the ends from middle, pointed tip has evidence of
use mark, one side of its surface is angular and another is convex,
smooth body surface, roughly conical cross-section, brownish in
colour, length- 5cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- I, (PND. III – 692) {Layer8, depth- 5.40m}.
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3.

390

4.

472

5.

479

6.

488

7.

489

8.

491

9.

536

10.

549

11.

564

12.

565

13.

566

14.

581

Antler, length – 2.8cm, diameter- 2cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 390)
{Layer- 2, Depth- 0.70m.}
Broken in two parts, anterior part of a blackish arrow-head with
damaged tip, posterior part missing, smoothed and polished surface,
oval cross-section, available length– 5.7cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 472) {Layer- 4, Depth- 1.80m.}
Broken, a decorated bone object having cylindrical body, probably butt
of a stylus or a pendant, half part of its body is missing, tapers to one
end, evidence of nine grooved circlets on the surface, also a grooved
ridge on lateral side, thinner end has plane top and thicker end has
blunt tip, smoothed and polished surface, light tan colour, available
length – 2.70cm, diameter- 1.9cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 479) {Layer3, Depth- 1.80m.}
Broken, small tanged arrow head having oval section, tip part missing,
smoothed surface, brownish colour, available length including tang–
4.5cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 488)
{Layer- 3, (pit-1) Depth- 2m.}
Broken, blackish colour cylindrical bone stylus, thinner end missing,
smoothed and polished surface but partly eroded, slightly tapers to
broken end, broadest end has blunt tip, available length– 6.3cm, max.
diameter- 2cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 489) {Layer- 3, (pit-1) Depth- 2m.}
Broken in two parts, cylindrical bone style, thinner end broken and
thicker end eroded, centrally thick body, smoothed surface with flakescars, yellowish colour, available length– 12.6cm, diameter- 0.7cm,
period- ....., (PND. III- 491) {Layer- 4, Depth- 2.05m.}
Broken cylindrical bone point with damaged tip, smoothed and
polished surface, tan colour, available length– 3.9cm, diameter0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 536) {Layer- 4, Depth- 2.46m.}
Broken, anterior part of a cylindrical stylus with artistic tip, the top of
the tip is plane and circular, body tapers to the tip, posterior part
missing, deep brownish colour, available length– 4.3cm, diameter0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 549) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.52m.}
Broken, double ended bone point having circular section, one end is
missing, crude surface with flake scars, deep brownish colour, available
length– 4.7cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 564) {Layer- 3,
(pit-1) Depth- 2.70m.}
Intact, cylindrical brownish colour tanged arrow head with sharp tip,
tapers near the tip, smoothed surface with flake scars, tang made by
flaking, length– 6cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 565)
{Layer- 3, (pit-1) Depth- 2.70m.}
Broken dish made by tortoise shell, a little part of its circumference is
missing, one side surface has natural design and another has plane
with up and down surface, partly eroded smooth surface, diameter6.8cm, thickness- 1.1cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 566) {Layer- 3, (pit-1)
Depth- 2.71m.}
Part of an antler, length– 7.3cm, diameter- 1.6cm, period- ....., (PND.
III- 581) {Layer- 4, Depth- 2.87m.}
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15.

586

16.

590

17.

592

18.

604

19.

607

20.

627

21.

632

22.

633

23.

636

24.

641

25.

643

Broken, cylindrical double ended bone point, one end is missing, tapers
to both the ends, smoothed surface, brownish colour, available
length– 8.1cm, diameter- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 586) {Layer- 5,
Depth- 3m.}
Broken tanged arrow head having oval section, tang missing, centrally
thick body, tapers towards both the sharp tip and the missing tang,
smoothed surface with flake scars, brownish colour, available length–
4.4cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 590)
{Layer- 5, Depth- 3m.}
Unfinished bone point having oval section, one end is partly eroded,
smoothed surface, brownish colour, length– 8.2cm, breadth- 0.7cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 592) {Layer- 5, Depth- 3.05m.}
Fragment of a bone bangle having concavo-convex section, incised two
thick lines on convex surface, concave surface is whitish and convex
surface is light orange is colour, available length– 2.5cm, breadth1.2cm, thickness- 0.4cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 604) {Layer- 5, (pit-2)
Depth- 3.16m.}
Half part of a bone bangle having rectangular section, both the inner
and the outer surfaces are plane, greyish in colour, smoothed surface,
available length– 4.1cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.3cm, period- .....,
(PND. III- 607) {Layer- 5, (pit-2) Depth- 3.20m.}
Fragment of tip portion of a cylindrical bone point with sharp tip,
smoothed surface, light tan colour, available length– 2.3cm, diameter0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 627) {Layer- 5, Depth- 3.57m.}
Intact, tanged arrow head having almost rectangular section, blunt tip,
tapers towards both the tip and the tang, smoothed and polished
surface with flake scars, yellowish colour, length including tang– 8cm,
breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 632) {Layer- 5,
Depth- 3.70m.}
Broken double ended bone point having cylindrical body, tapers to
both the ends, one end is missing and another is sharp and chipped off,
smoothed and polished surface, light tan colour, available length–
5.5cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 633) {Layer- 5, Depth3.70m.}
Intact, double ended bone point with blunt tips, centrally thick body,
tapers to both the ends, oval cross-section, crude surface with bold
flake-scars, partially eroded, brownish colour,
length– 7.4cm,
breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 636) {Layer- 5,
(pit-2) Depth- 3.71m.}
Intact, socketed and barbed arrow head with damaged tip, having
triangular section, three edges on the body from barb up to the tip,
two faces are plane and remaining one face is lightly convex, smoothed
and polished surface but partly eroded, two small circles are incised on
each face near the barb, brownish colour, length- 7.8cm, thickness1.1cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 641) {Layer- 5, Depth- 3.71m.}
Broken tanged arrow head, a little part of the tang is missing,
rectangular section but circular near the tip, smoothed surface with
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yellowish colour, sharp tip, available length– 4.6cm, breadth- 0.6cm,
thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 643) {Layer- 5, Depth- 3.80m.}
Intact, well furnished double ended bone point with blunt tip,
smoothed and polished surface, plano-convex cross-section, tapers to
both the ends, brownish colour, length– 10.4cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 647) {Layer- 5, Depth- 3.85m.}
Broken, well furnished one ended bone point having oval section,
pointed end is edged and blunt, another end missing, smoothed and
polished surface, tapers to the pointed end, brownish in colour,
available length– 4.9cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- .....,
(PND. III- 650) {Layer- 6, Depth- 3.89m.}
Fragment of anterior part of a bone point having oval sections, sharp
tip, smoothed and polished surface but partly eroded, available
length– 4cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. III651) {Layer- 5, (pit-2) Depth- 3.90m.}
Intact, double ended cylindrical bone point with sharp tips, smoothed
surface with flake-scars, brownish colour, length– 7.3cm, diameter0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 653) {Layer- 6, Depth- 4m.}
Broken, well shaped socketed and barb arrow head with missing tip,
laterally edged, one ridge on each of the sides, half of its socketed
portion is missing, smoothed surface, brownish colour, almost rhombic
cross-section, available length– 6.1cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 660) {Layer- 7, Depth- 4.20m.}
Broken anterior part of an arrow head having rectangular section,
missing tip, posterior part also missing tapers to one end, smoothed
but lightly eroded surface, brownish colour, available length– 4.5cm,
breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 668) {Layer- 7,
Depth- 4.35m.}
Fragment, anterior part of a stylus having circular section, blunt tip,
smoothed and polished surface, tapers to the tip, whitish colour,
available length– 2.8cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 678)
{Layer- 8, Depth- 5m.}
Broken, small tanged arrow head having almost plano-convex section,
evidence of bone marrow canal on convex surface, a little part of the
tang is missing, tang made by flaking, blunt tip, brownish colour,
available length– 5cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 680)
{Layer- 8, Depth- 5.05m.}
Fragment of a cylindrical bone point with sharp tip, smoothed and
polished surface, posterior part missing, tapers to the tip, brownish
colour, available length– 4.8cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND.
III- 681) {Layer- 8, Depth- 5.10m.}
Broken, small socketed arrow head with sharp tip, flattened body
having almost rhombic section, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, socketed part slightly broken, laterally edged body, brownish
colour, length– 3.6cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.4cm, period- .....,
(PND. III- 684) {Layer- 8, Depth- 5.23m.}
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Broken double ended bone point with sharp tip, the point of one end
is missing, smoothed surface having irregular section, thin and lightly
curved body, partly eroded, brownish colour available length– 5cm,
thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 692) {Layer- 8, Depth- 5.40m.}
Fragment of anterior part of a bone point with sharp tip having circular
section, smoothed surface, brownish colour, available length– 1.08cm,
diameter- 0.4cm, period- ....., (PND. III- 694) {Layer- 8, Depth- 5.41m.}

(Year- 2002) PND. VIII
Bone Objects
Broken bone point having cylindrical body with missing tip,
smoothed surface made by flaking, lightly eroded, tapering near
the tip, posterior part missing, deep brownish colour, available
length- 3.5cm, diameter- 0.6cm, Period- ...., (PND. VIII – 734)
{Layer- 2, depth- 0.69m}.
Broken bone disc, well shaped, smoothed and polished surface,
1/3 part of its body is missing, one side has a deep brown spot
near the circumference, diameter- 3cm, thickness- 0.9cm,
Period- ...., (PND. VIII – 751) {Layer- 3, depth- 1.15m}.
Fragment of bone bangle having rectangular section, flattened,
smoothed and polished, yellowish in colour, length- 0.8cm,
breadth- 9cm, thickness- 0.3cm, Period- ...., (PND. VIII – 754)
{Layer- 3A, depth- 1.20m}.
Broken in 4 parts, bone stylus, having oval section, one side
eroded surface, both the ends are missing, tapers to one end,
brownish colour, length- 13.5cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness0.6cm, Period- .... (PND. VIII – 786) {Layer- 4, depth- 1.80m}.
Broken in four parts, well shaped, decorated, smoothed and
polished cylindrical stylus, tapers to one end, incised criss-cross,
spherical, grooved and floral designs all around the body on the
thicker portion, a little part chipped off near the floral end,
yellowish colour, length- 10.4cm, max diameter- 0.5cm,
Period- ...., (PND. VIII – 822) {Layer- 5, depth- 2.62m}.
Broken, almost conical tanged arrow-head having oval section,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, tapering towards the
tip which is partially chipped off, one side has evidence of bonemarrow canal and another has smoothed, missing tang,
brownish colour length- 3.8cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness0.9cm, Period- ...., (PND. VIII – 830) {Layer- 6, depth- 3m}.
Broken in three parts, cylindrical, smoothed and polished stylus
with sharp tip, tapers to the tip, some part of the broadest end
is missing, slightly eroded surface, brownish colour, available
length – 8cm, max diameter- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. VIII- 837)
{Layer- 6, depth- 3.15m}.
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Fragment of a cylindrical bone point, broken in three parts,
eroded surface, sharp tip, whitish colour, posterior part missing,
available length- 5.1cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND.
VIII- 838) {Layer- 6, depth- 3.15m.}
Intact, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip,
smoothed and polished surface, brownish colour, length
including tang- 5.5cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ...., (PND. VIII –
4) {Layer- 7, depth- 3.20m}.
Intact bone point with damaged tip, half part of its body
towards the pointed end has circular cross-section and
remaining part has irregular cross-section, tapers to both the
ends, crude surface, light brownish colour, length- 6.4cm,
breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ...., (PND. VIII – 5)
{Layer- 7, depth- 3.30m}.
Intact tanged arrow head having plano-convex section, sharp
tip but lightly damaged, surface of plane side is partly eroded
and surface of convex side is smoothed with bold flake-scars,
length including tang- 7.2cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm,
period- ...., (PND. VIII – 6) {Layer- 7, depth- 3.32m}.
Broken cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang
missing, tapers to the pointed end, smoothed surface, brownish
colour, available length- 4.25cm, diameter- 0.9cm, period- ....,
(PND. VIII – 8) {Layer- 7, depth- 3.51m}.
Intact one ended bone point with sharp tip, almost cylindrical
body tapers towards the pointed end, thicker end has plane and
oval top, smoothed surface but slightly eroded, brownish
colour, length- 5cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.5cm,
period- ...., (PND. VIII – 8A) {Layer- 7, depth- 3.30m}.
Broken tanged arrow head having oval section, both the tip and
the tang are broken, tapering towards both the ends, centrally
thick body but eroded surface, deep brownish colour, available
length- 6.1cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- ....,
(PND. VIII – 9) {Layer- 8, depth- 3.85m}.
Intact, cylindrical tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, tang made
by flaking, tapers towards both the tip and the tang, smoothed
surface but lightly eroded, brownish colour, length including
tanged- 5.8cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ...., (PND. VIII – 12)
{Layer- 8, depth- 4.05m}.

PND IX (2003)
Bone Objects
Intact, cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip which is slightly
damaged, a little chip has come off near the tang, smoothed and
polished surface, tapering towards the tip, circular cross- section,
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brownish colour, Length including tang – 7.1cm, diameter- 0.9cm,
Period -, (PND IX – 1816 ) {Layer- 8, depth – 3.70m}.
Intact, barbed and socketed arrow head having rhombic cross section
and two sharp edges on the body from barb to the tip, slightly
damaged tip, elongated ridge on each of the both sides from socket to
the tip, smoothed surface but one side eroded, brownish colour
length- 5.3cm, breadth – 1.8cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period –, (PND IX –
1188) {Layer – 13, depth – 5.97m}.
A triangular piece of bone (Blade) ?
Broken bone point, flattened body having rectangular cross section,
slightly curved, smoothed surface, pointed tip, one side has plane
surface and another has evidence of bone marrow canal, posterior
portion missing, brownish in colour, length– 4.3cm, breadth- 0.6cm,
thickness- 0.3cm, Period-, (PND IX – 1185) {Layer 14, depth – 6.65m}.
Fragment of anterior portion of an arrow-head (awl?) with sharp tip,
flattened body having almost rectangular section, one side has smooth
and plane surface and another has evidence of bone marrow canal,
posterior portion missing, brownish colour, length- 4.7cm, breadth0.9cm, thickness- 0.4cm, Period –, (PND IX – 1184) {Layer 14, Depth –
6.65m}
Cylindrical unfinished tanged arrow-head with broken tip, tapering
towards both the ends, broken in two parts, body shows bold flake
scars, brownish in colour, circular cross-section, length including tang
8.5cm, diameter – 0.8cm, period-, ( PND IX – 1178) {Layer 14, Depth –
6.45m}.
Fragment of anterior part of an arrow head with damaged tip,
posterior part missing, flattened body, one side has smooth surface
and another has eroded, almost rectangular cross-section, black
colour, length- 3.8cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period–,
(PND IX – 1171) {Layer – 13, Depth – 5.80m}.
Fragment of anterior portion of an awl having rectangular section,
smoothed surface, one side partially eroded, charred body, brownish
colour with black spot, length- 5.7cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness0.5cm, Period-, (PND IX – 1170) {Layer – 13 , Depth – 5.80 m}.
Fragment of an arrow head, flattened body having rectangular section,
one side has plane surface and another has eroded, damaged tip,
posterior part missing, triangular in shape, blackish in colour, available
length – 4.1cm, max breadth 1cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period –, (PND IX
– 1169) {Layer – 13, Depth – 5.77m}.
Fragment of a socketed arrow-head having four faces on the body,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, both the anterior and the
posterior portions are missing, rectangular cross-section, greyish
colour, length-2.7cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period-, (PND.
IX- 1162) {Layer- 12, depth- 5.53m.)
Fragment of one end portion of a bone balance rod with hole, having
oval section, Damaru like shape, smoothed surface but eroded,
partially burnt, brownish colour, available length- 4.3cm, breadth-
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2cm, thickness- 1.8cm, period-, (PND. IX- 1154) {Layer- 12, depth5.08m).
Double ended bone point, tapering towards both the ends from
middle, eroded surface, the pointed ends are damaged, cylindrical
body, brownish colour, circular cross-section, length- 4.8cm, max.
diameter- 0.8cm, period-, (PND. IX- 1145) {Layer- 7, depth- 4.80m}.
Well shaped barbed and socketed arrow-head having rectangular
section, broken in three parts from middle, two small circles are incised
on each of the four sides near the barb, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding but one side eroded, missing tip, socked portion partially
broken, brownish colour, available length- 9.5cm, breadth- 1.1cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, period-, (PND. IX- 1141) {Layer- 11, depth- 4.77m}.
Fragment of posterior part of an arrow head having rectangular
section, flattened and smoothed body obtained by grinding, polished
surface, slightly damaged tip, brownish in colour, available length–
4.9cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness– 0.6cm, Period–, (PND IX- 1138)
{Layer – 11, Depth – 4.75m}.
Intact tanged arrow head made by flaking, tapers towards both the
ends, a little part of the body is chipped of near the broadest portion,
sharp tip, evidence of bold flake-scars, yellowish colour, circular cross
section, length including tang– 6.1cm, max diameter- 0.8cm, Period-,
(PND IX – 1135) {Layer – 11, Depth – 4.67m}.
Broken tanged and barbed arrow-head with lightly damaged tip,
missing tang, evidence of straight hair–crake on one side of the body,
smoothed and polished surface, incised a small circle on each of the
sides near the barb, anterior and posterior part have circular and oval
section respectively but rhombic section in the middle part, yellowish
in colour , length– 9.5cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness– 0.7cm, period–,
(PND IX– 1118) {Layer– 11, Depth– 4.30m}
Broken and smoothed arrow-head with blunt tip having three faces on
the body, a little part of the tip is chipped off, posterior portion
missing, evidence of a straight hair crake on one side, cylindrical tip
made by flanking and grinding, slightly eroded surface, equilateral
triangular cross-section, yellowish in colour, available length- 4.8cm,
breadth– 0.9cm, period–, (PND IX– 1117) {Layer- 11, Depth– 4.29m}.
Unfinished arrow-head having irregular section, one side has eroded
surface and another has smooth, brownish in colour, length– 8.2cm,
breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period–, (PND IX– 1095), {Layer- 8,
depth – 3.48m}.
Broken bone awl having plano-convex section, both the anterior and
the posterior ends are broken, convex surface slightly eroded,
brownish colour, available length– 11cm, period–, (PND IX– 1089)
{Layer– 8 , Depth– 3.30m}.
Broken, smoothed and polished conical tanged arrow-head, missing
tang, one side has eroded surface, oval cross-section, black in colour,
available length– 2.4cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period-,
(PND. IX – 1088) {Layer– 8, Depth– 3.28m}
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Broken tanged arrow head, anterior portion missing, smoothed
surface obtained by flaking, one side partially eroded, oval crosssection brownish in colour, available length including tang- 5.1cm,
tang- 2.4cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness– 0.8cm, period–, (PND IX –
1086) {Layer– 8, Depth– 3.28m}.
Probably fragment of tooth of any animal according to Dr. Arun Kumar.
Intact, well shaped, polished cylindrical tanged arrow-head with
broken tip, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, tapers towards the
tip, a little part near the tip is chipped off, circular cross-section,
brownish colour with black spot, length including tang– 7cm, max
diameter– 0.7cm, period-, (PND IX- 1079) {Layer - 8, Depth– 3.64m}.
Broken well shaped, polished, barbed and socketed arrow-head having
oval section, six circles are engraved around the body near the barb,
socketed portion partially missing, broken tip, one side eroded surface,
brownish colour, length– 5.6cm, breadth– 0.9cm, thickness– 8cm,
period-, (PND IX- 1078) {Layer – 8, Depth– 3.38m}.
Intact a small conical tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, well shaped,
smoothed and polished surface, brownish in colour, max diameter–
1.1cm, length including tang– 3.5cm, period-, (PND IX- 1072 ) {Layer–
8, Depth– 3.39m}.
Antler point, intact, eroded surface, cylindrical, length- 8.4cm,
diameter- 1.4cm.
This envelop contains two broken socketed small arrow–head with
blunt tip, well shaped, smoothed and polished, cylindrical body, tapers
to the tip, half of the socketed portion is missing, circular cross-section,
black in colour. (i) Length – 1.7cm, diameter– 0.7cm (ii) Length– 1.7cm,
diameter– 0.6cm, Period-, (PND IX – 1070) {Layer– 8, Depth– 3.37m}.
Broken tanged arrowhead with sharp tip, missing tang, smoothed
surface obtained by grinding, cylindrical, tapers to the tip, slightly
eroded surface, almost circular cross-section and brownish in colour,
available length– 5.6cm, diameter– 0.8cm, period-, (PND IX 1067)
{Layer – 8, depth – 3.37m}.
Fragment of a bone point/tang portion of an arrow head, circular
cross-section, yellowish in colour. Available length- 2.1cm diameter–
0.5cm, period –, (PND IX- 1065) {Layer – 8, Depth – 3.30m}.
Intact conical and socketed arrow head with damaged tip, smoothed
surface obtained by grinding but partially eroded, evidence of a
straight hair crake on the surface, circular cross-section, brownish in
colour, length– 4.9cm, diameter– 1.1cm, period–, (PND IX- 1052)
{Layer – 7, Depth 3.10m}.
Broken tanged arrow-head, cylindrical body, tapering towards the tip,
tip portion missing, smoothed and polished surface, circular crosssection, deep brown in colour, length including tang– 5.4cm, diameter0.7cm, period–, (PND IX– 1040) {Layer– 7, Depth– 3.07m}.
Broken cylindrical tanged arrowhead with circular tip, missing tang,
smoothed and polished surface but slightly eroded yellowish in colour,
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available length- 4.4cm, diameter– 0.8cm, Period–, (PND IX – 1039)
{Layer– 7, Depth – 3.07m}.
Intact globular bead with hole, smoothed and polished, partially
eroded surface, yellowish in colour, diameter- 1.4cm, thickness–
1.2cm, period–, (PND IX – 1038) {Layer -7, depth – 2.95m}.
Intact tanged arrow-head having oval section, damaged tip, eroded
surface, evidence of bone marrow-canal on one side, brownish in
colour, length including tang- 6.2cm, breadth– 0.9cm, thickness–
0.7cm Period–, (PND IX- 1032) {layer – 7, depth – 2.86m}
Fragment of a cylindrical bone point with sharp tip, posterior end
missing, smoothed surface, brownish colour, available length– 4cm,
Diameter – 0.6cm Period–, (PND IX – 1026) {Layer– 7, Depth– 2.86m}.
Piece of bone
Fragment of a well finished arrow-head, cylindrical body, smoothed
and polished, both the anterior and the posterior ends are missing,
deep brown in colour, available length– 1.2cm, diameter– 0.8cm,
period–, (PND IX – 1011) {Layer – 6, Depth – 2.47 m}.
Unfinished bone arrow–head made by flaking, almost cylindrical,
brown colour with a white spot near the broadest end, length- 4.3cm,
max, diameter– 0.7cm, Period–, (PND IX– 982) {Layer– 5, Depth–
1.95m}.
Intact tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, made by flanking, partially
eroded surface, a little part of the tang is missing, almost circular crosssection, brownish in colour, length including tang– 5.1cm, diameter–
0.6cm, period–, (PND IX- 958) {Layer – depth – 1.75m}.
Intact globular bone bead with hole, smoothed and polished surface
but slightly eroded, brownish in colour, diameter– 1.1 cm, thickness–
0.9cm, period–, (PND IX- 954) {Layer – 5, Depth- 1.63}.
Broken bone stick/pin with blunt tip, one end missing, the blunt
portion more smooth than missing end, cylindrical, smoothed and
polished, brownish in colour, length– 4.4cm, diameter– 0.6cm, period-,
( PND IX- 951) {Layer -5 , depth – 1.46m}.
Intact tanged arrowhead with missing tip having irregular section
tapering towards both the ends, made by flaking, brownish in colour,
crude surface, length including tang– 6.9cm, thickness- 0.9cm, Period–,
(PND IX – 944) {Layer– 4, Depth– 1.33m}.
Antler/Goat horn, tip portion, smoothed and slightly curved, brownish
colour, oval cross-section, length- 4.2cm, breadth– 1.5cm, thickness–
1.1cm, Period-, (PND IX- 900) {Layer – 1, Depth – 0.55m}.
Antler/Goat horn, broken, having oval section.
Broken bone stylus having circular section, smoothed and polished but
eroded, one end is broken and broadest end have pointed terminal,
available length- 5.7cm, max diameter– 0.6cm, period–, (PND IX – 882)
{Layer -1, Depth – 0.46m}.
Fragment of a bone bangle having rectangular section, smoothed and
polished, one side has corrugated surface and another has plane,
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blackish in colour, available length– 2.8cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness–
0.8cm, Period –, (PND IX – 851) {Layer – humus, Depth – 0.20m}.
Fragment of nail of any animal.
Intact tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang portion broken in two
parts, tapering towards both the tip and the tang from middle,
smoothed surface with bold flake scars, oval cross-section, whitish
colour, length including tang– 5.7cm, breadth- 9cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
period- ....., (PND. IX- 943) {Layer- 3, Depth- 1.33m.}
Fragment of a scale, flattened and smoothed body, rectangular shape,
one side has incised lines, yellowish colour, available length- 1.2cm,
breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.4cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 996) {Layer- 3,
Depth- 1.33m.}
Broken, ivory awl with hole, anterior part missing, flattened and lightly
twist body, smoothed surface, yellowish colour, available length- 8cm,
breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1083) {Layer8, Depth- 3.61m.}
Intact tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tapers to both the tip and the
tang, almost cylindrical body, smoothed surface obtained by flaking,
partially eroded, brownish colour, length including tang- 5.9cm,
diameter- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1087) {Layer- 8, Depth- 3.30m.}
Broken, cylindrical bone point with sharp tip, thin body probably
needle, smoothed surface and yellowish in colour, posterior part
missing, available length- 5.7cm, diameter- 0.4cm, period- ....., (PND.
IX- 1105) {Layer- 8A, Depth- 3.85m.}
Broken, tanged arrow head made by flaking, anterior part missing,
almost cylindrical body, deep brown colour, smoothed surface with
flake scars, available length including tang- 3.4cm, diameter- 0.5cm,
period- ....., (PND. IX- 1107) {Layer- 8A, Depth- 3.95m.}
Broken in three parts, almost conical shape unidentified bone tool,
outer surface is smooth and inner surface is eroded, tapers to one end,
both the ends has circular and plane top, circular cross-section,
brownish colour, length- 3.5cm, diameter- 1.9cm, period- ....., (PND.
IX- 1109) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3m.}
Broken, posterior part of a deep brownish colour tanged arrow head
having irregular section, anterior part missing, smoothed surface with
flake scars, available length- 3.3cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 2.8cm,
period- ....., (PND. IX- 1111) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.02m.}
Broken bone awl with hole, anterior part missing, evidence of bone
marrow canal on one side surface, crude body with partially eroded
surface, brownish colour, available length- 10.8cm, breadth- 1.4cm,
thickness- 1.3cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1112) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.09m.}
Fragment of an arrow head having triangular section, the anterior and
the posterior both parts are missing, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, three elongated edges on the body, brownish colour,
available length- 10.8cm, breadth-1.4cm, thickness- 1.3cm,
period- ....., (PND. IX- 1113) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.09m.}
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58.

1114

59.

1115

60.

1116

61.

1120

62.

1125

63.

1128

64.

1129

65.

1132

66.

1133

67.

1134

68.

1136

Broken in four parts, bone awl with hole, smoothed surface, partly
eroded, concavo-convex cross-section, available length- 12cm,
breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1114) {Layer- 9,
Depth- 4.04m.}
Double ended bone point having cylindrical body, tapers to both the
ends, one end has blunt tip, another end chipped off, lightly eroded
surface, brownish colour, available length- 4.4cm, diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ....., (PND. IX- 1115) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.12m.}
Only tang part of a brownish colour tanged arrow head, length- 2.7cm,
diameter- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1116) {Layer- 11 Depth4.29m.}
Broken tanged arrow head with missing tip, a little part of the tang is
also missing, tapers to both the ends from thicker part of the body,
tang is larger than the head portion, smoothed surface with flake scars,
brownish colour, circular cross section, available length- 5.4cm,
diameter- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1120) {Layer- 11, Depth4.33m.}
Broken in two parts, bone awl with blunt tip, half part of its body is
flattened and remaining half part is cylindrical, middle portion chipped
off, holed part missing, smoothed surface and brownish in colour,
length- 15.3cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND.
IX- 1125) {Layer- 11, Depth- 4.46m.}
Fragment of an arrow head having rectangular section, smoothed
surface, brownish colour, available length- 4.4cm, breadth- 0.6cm,
thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1128) {Layer- 11, Depth4.43m.}
Intact bone point but broken in to two parts, thinner end has sharp tip
and thicker end has blunt, smoothed surface, almost circular crosssection, length- 2.6cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1129)
{Layer- 11, Depth- 4.48m.}
Intact small bone point, same as (PND. IX- 1129), oval cross section,
length- 4.2cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.4cm, period- ....., (PND. IX1132) {Layer- 11, Depth- 4.49m.}
Broken cylindrical socketed arrow head or decorative object, one end
has circular and plane top, half part of socketed end is missing,
smoothed surface, length- 4.3cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND.
IX- 1133) {Layer- 11, Depth- 4.15m.}
Broken bone awl having plano-convex section, evidence of bone
marrow-canal on convex surface, one lateral part is chipped off, both
the ends are missing, smoothed surface, available length- 10cm,
breadth- 1.3cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1134) {Layer11, Depth- 4.67m.}
Fragment, anterior part of a stylus/needle with sharp tip, having thin
and triangular body, posterior part missing, smoothed surface
obtained by grinding, brownish colour, available length- 3.3cm,
thickness- 0.3cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1136) {Layer- 11, Depth4.64m.}
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69.

1142

70.

1144

71.

1147

72.

1150

73.

1151

74.

1159

75.

1160

76.

1164

77.

1165

78.

1179

Broken, anterior part of an cylindrical arrow head with sharp tip,
posterior part missing, half of its body is chipped off, whitish colour,
available length- 3.7cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1142)
{Layer- 11, Depth- 4.82m.}
Intact tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tapers to both the tip and the
tang, tang is larger than the head, centrally thick body, smoothed
surface with flake scars, brownish colour, circular cross-section, length
including tang- 6.5cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1144)
{Layer- 11, Depth- 4.83m.}
Fragment of a cylindrical stylus, broken in to two parts, smoothed and
polished surface, tapers to one end, thinner end is chipped off,
brownish colour, available
length- 4.6cm, diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ....., (PND. IX- 1147) {Layer- 11, Depth- 5.02m.}
Broken into three parts, artistically made stylus having cylindrical body
with blunt tip, smoothed and polished surface, three grooved circlets
on the surface around the body near both the ends, in the middle part
of the body twisted lines are incised, brownish colour, length- 6.7cm,
diameter- 0.5cm, period (PND. IX- 1150) {Layer- 12, Depth- 5.10m}
Broken, anterior part of a well furnished and polished stylus with
edged tip, flattened body, smoothed surface obtained by grinding,
laterally edged body, light tan colour, available length- 2.8cm, breadth0.6cm, thickness- 0.2cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1151) {Layer- 12,
Depth- 5.13m.}
Fragmented three pieces of bone awl having irregular shape,
measurement of larger piece-length- 7.3cm, breadth- 1.2cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1159) {Layer- 12, Depth5.42m.}
A little blackish piece of unidentified bone object, thin body with
smoothed and polished surface, length- 1.2cm, breadth- 0.2cm,
thickness- 0.3cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1160) {Layer- 12, Depth5.43m.}
Broken in to two parts, charred and well furnished bone awl, posterior
part missing, sharp tip, having flattened and smoothed body, one side
has grooved canal with elongated two lateral ridges and another side
has plane surface, deep brownish colour, available length- 8cm,
breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. IX- 1164) {Layer12, Depth- 5.70m.}
Broken and charred bone pieces, period- I, (PND. IX- 1165) {Layer- 12,
Depth- 5.70m.}
Broken, anterior part of a well furnished and polished arrow head
having oval section, edged tip which is chipped off, smoothed surface
obtained by grinding, evidence of bone marrow-canal near the
broadest end, posterior part missing, deep brownish colour, available
length- 4.7cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. IX1179) {Layer- 14, Depth- 6.45m.}
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1.

1934

2.

1932

3.

1920
Antler

4.

1918

5.

1917

6.

1912

7.

1907

Year (2003-2004)
PND. X Bone Objects
A complete specimen of a double ended bone point, the one end is
pointed which is obtained by flaking and another end is dull, both the
sides of its body surface are plane and show flaking scars, roughly
rectangular in cross-section, brown in colour, length- 6cm, thickness0.6cm, maximum breath- 0.9cm, period- I, (PND. X- 1934) {Layer- 16,
depth- 6.48m}.
A similar specimen is reported from Senuar (Kaimur). (Early farming
communities of the Kaimur : Fig. 31, SNR- 1705, Period II)
Fragment of an arrow head, polished and smooth body surface, one
side of its body is convex and another is angular, both the ends are
broken, conical in cross-section and brownish in colour, length- 4.07
cm, thickness- 0.5cm, Period- I, (PND. X – 1932) {Layer- 16, depth6.05m}.
Fragment of a brown colour antler, the surface of the pointed portion
is smooth and the base portion is crude, tapering towards the pointed
end, slightly curved from centre, a line is incised on the cross-section
of its broadest end, circular cross-section, length- 5.7cm, diameter1.5cm, period- II, (PND. X – 1920) {Layer- 13, depth- 4.05m}.
Broken tanged bone arrow head, broken from the pointed end, slightly
tapering towards the pointed end cylindrical in shape and unpolished
body surface, incision mark shown for the tang, a small chip comes off
from its body surface, brownish in colour, length- 5.9 cm. diameter0.8 cm, (PND. X – 1918) Period- II, {Layer- 12, depth- 3.85m}.
Fragment of a tanged and barded arrow head, well finished, polished
and smooth body surface, broken from both the ends, decorated by
incised two small circles in both the sides near the barb mark, roughly
oval in cross-section and yellowish in colour, length including tang4.2cm, tang length- 1.3cm, thickness- 0.7cm, breadth- 1.1cm, periodII, (PND. X– 1917) {Layer- 12, depth- 3.77m}.
Well finished, polished tanged arrow head, tapering towards the
pointed end, tang portion is broken, half portion of its body is smooth
and rest half is crude, circular cross-section and yellowish in colour,
length- 3.6cm, diameter- 1.1cm, period- II, (PND. X – 1912) {Layer- 12,
depth- 3.48m}.
Tanged bone arrow head, smaller in size and tapers near the point,
both the pointed and the tang are broken, roughly finished, white in
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8.

1935

9.

1906

10.

1905

11.

1902

12.

1892

13.

1275

14.

1262

15.

1241

16.

1814

17.

1895

colour, circular cross-section, length- 1.8cm, diameter- 0.8cm, PeriodII, (PND. X – 1907) {Layer- 11, depth- 3.26m}.
Broken tanged arrow head tang is missing, smooth body surface,
tapering towards the sharp point which shows use mark, circular crosssection and brownish in colour, length- 6.8cm, max diameter- 0.7cm,
period- I, (PND. X – 1935) a similar specimen is reported from Senuar
(Early farming communities of the Kaimur : Fig- ii, SNR- 1925, periodII) {Layer- 16, depth- 6.55m}.
Well finished and polished socketed arrow-head, body tapers towards
both the ends from middle and has smooth surface, tip is broken,
circular cross-section, brownish in colour, length- 4.3cm, max
diameter- 1.1cm, socket hole diameter- 0.5cm, Period- II, (PND. X –
1906) {Layer- 11, depth- 3.16m}.
Well finished and polished bone point, broken from middle in two
parts, a small chip has come off near the broken portion, the point is
sharp and slightly broken, roughly circular cross-section, yellowish in
colour, length- 8.6 cm, diameter- 0.8cm, Period- II, (PND. X – 1905)
{Layer- 11, depth- 3.16m}.
Bone bead with smooth surface, a hole in the centre of the crosssection passing through from the one end to another end, roughly
circular cross-section and spherical in shape, yellowish colour, length1cm, diameter- 1cm, Period- II, (PND. X – 1902) {Layer- 11, depth2.95m}.
Small bone bead with hole, smooth surface, spherical in shape,
yellowish colour, diameter- 0.7cm, Period- II, (PND. X – 1892) {Layer10, depth- 2.48m}.
Small bone bead with a hole, smooth surface and spherical in shape,
yellowish colour, surface of both the ends of the hole is plane,
diameter 0.6cm, length- 0.5cm, Period- II, (PND. X – 1275) {Layer- 12,
depth- 3.77m}.
Small bone bead with hole, smooth surface and roughly spherical in
shape, both the ends of the hole side has plane surface, Yellowish in
colour, length- 1cm, diameter- 1.1cm, Period- II, (PND. X – 1262)
{Layer- 9, depth- 2.22m}.
Broken part of a bone object like Damaru shape, it is broken in vertical
direction and has a canal in the inner part, outer part of the body is
decorated with circular design by cutting the bone, circular crosssection, deep brown in colour, length- 7.3cm. max diameter- 5 cm,
Period- III, (PND. X – 1241) {Layer- 6, depth- 1.31m}.
Broken in two parts, cylindrical tanged arrow head with damaged tip,
a little part of the tang is missing, tapers near the tip, smoothed and
polished surface with flake-scars, available length- 8.25cm, diameter0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. X- 1814) {Layer- 11, Depth- 3.30m}.
Intact oblate circular bead with hole, smoothed and highly polished
surface, light tan colour, diameter-1.1cm, thickness- 0.8cm,
period- ....., (PND. X- 1895) {Layer- 10, Depth- 2.55m.}
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(Year 2005) PND. XI Bone objects
S. No.
1.

Accession No.
1805

2.

1804

3.

1803

4.

1802

5.

1801

6.

1798

7.

1794

Particulars
Broken in three parts, socketed and barbed arrow head having
four faces with square section, damaged and broken tip, incised
a small circle on each face near the barb, one of the four faces is
slightly curved in the middle portion, partially eroded surface,
half of the socketed part is missing, brownish colour, length –
9cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 1cm, period- ....., (PND. XI- 1805)
{Layer- 7, Depth- 4m.}
Intact cylindrical tanged arrow head with blunt tip, tapering to
both the ends, made by flaking, eroded surface, brownish colour,
length including tang – 7cm, max diameter- 0.7cm, period- .....,
(PND. XI- 1804) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.90m.}
Intact conical tanged arrow head having oval section, sharp tip,
one side has evidence of bone marrow canal, smoothed surface
obtained by grinding but slightly eroded, brownish colour, length
including tang- 4.6cm breadth- 1.2 thickness- 0.8cm, period- .....,
(PND. XI- 1803) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.95m.}
Intact unfinished tanged arrow head, made by flaking, blunt tip,
tapering to both the ends, evidence of bold flake scars on the
body, oval cross-section, brownish colour, length including tang6.6cm breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. XI1802) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.80m.}
Intact cylindrical tanged arrow head, tapers to the sharp tip,
smoothed and polished surface but lightly eroded, a little part of
the body near the tang is chipped off, brownish colour, length
including tang- 7cm. max diameter- 0.7cm period- ....., (PND. XI1801) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.70m.}
Broken, smoothed and polished tanged arrow head, cylindrical
but half of its body is plano-convex section towards the broken
tang, sharp tip, brownish colour with whitish spot, available
length – 9.1cm, max breath- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- .....,
(PND. XI- 1798) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.22m.}
Intact, well shaped four faceted tanged and barb arrow-head
having rectangular section, smoothed and polished surface,
slightly eroded, incised two small circles on each of the four facets
near the barb, damaged tip, brownish colour, length including
tang- 9.7cm breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND.
XI- 1794) {Layer- 6, Depth- 2.70m.}
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8.

1679

9.

1672

10. 1418

11. 1414

12. 1435

13. 1436

14. 1437

15. 1440

16. 1444

17. 1445

18. 1461

Fragments of tip portion of different arrow head. period- .....,
(PND. XI- 1679) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Intact, well shaped, cylindrical and socketed arrow head with
blunt tip, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, slightly tapers
to the tip, deep brownish colour, length- 3cm, max diameter0.8cm period- ....., (PND. XI- 1672) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.18m.}
Fragment of unfinished bone bangle/part of casket, laterally
plane and smoothed surface, inner circumference has plane
surface with grooved linear design and outer has pyramid like
projected surface, brownish colour, length- 3.9 cm, breadth
1.3cm, thickness- 1.3cm, period- ......., (PND. XI- 1418) {Layer- 3,
Depth- 1.56m.}
Broken circular ear lobe, incised concentric circles on one side,
another side is plane and crude, smoothed and polished surface,
diameter- 1.7cm, thickness- 0.7cm. period- ....., (PND. XI - 1414)
{Layer- 2, Depth- 1.40m.}
Broken bone stylus, broad end tapering towards the blunt tip,
another end is missing, cylindrical body, smoothed surface but
partly eroded, yellowish colour, available length- 4.5cm, max.
diameter- 0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI - 1435) {Layer- 4, Depth1.90m.}
Fragment of a stylus, cylindrical body, both the ends are missing,
smoothed surface, yellowish colour, available length- 3.5cm,
max. diameter- 1.4cm, period- ......, (PND. XI - 1436) {Layer- 4,
Depth- 1.90m.}
Fragment of an unidentified object, flattened body having
irregular section, one side has smoothed surface but erode and
another has unfurnished, four parallel lines are incised on
smoothed surface near one end, brownish colour, length- 6.2cm,
breadth- 2.6cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- (PND. XI - 1437) {Layer4, Depth- 1.95m.}
Broken bone point having oval section, smoothed but partly
eroded surface, tapers to the blunt tip, yellowish colour, available
length- 4.1cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI - 1440) {Layer- 4, Depth- 2.5m.}
Broken bone point, both the anterior and the posterior ends are
missing, cylindrical and smoothed body, yellowish colour lightly
tapers to one end, available length- 4.6cm, diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ......., (PND. XI – 1444) {Layer- 4, Depth- 2.8m.}
Eroded, small double ended bone point, tapers to both the ends,
points are damaged, yellowish colour, cylindrical body, length3cm, diameter- 0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1445) {Layer- 4,
Depth- 2.8m.}
Intact cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tapering
towards both the tip and the tang, smoothed surface but lightly
eroded, brownish colour, length- 6.30cm, diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1461) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.23m.}
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19. 1464

20. 1467

21. 1470

22. 1472

23. 1473

24. 1477

25. 1479

26. 1481

27. 1482

28. 1484

29. 1485

Fragment, cylindrical stylus, smoothed and polished surface but
slightly eroded, blackish colour, available length- 2.7cm,
diameter- 0.4cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1464) {Layer- 5, Depth2.30m.}
Intact, a small triangular shape tanged arrow head with sharp tip,
flattened body, smoothed surface, brownish colour, rectangular
cross-section, length including tang- 3.9cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1467) {Layer- 5, Depth2.35m.}
Broken, a small conical tanged arrow head with missing tip,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, head portion has two
colours half whitish and half brownish, evidence of bone-marrow
anal on one side, oval cross-section, length including tang- 3.9cm,
breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 1cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1470)
{Layer- 5, Depth- 2.40m.}
Intact, bone bead with hole, irregular shape, smoothed surface,
brownish colour, diameter- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1472) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.40m.}
Fragment of a cylindrical stylus with smoothed surface, tapering
to one end, yellowish colour, available length- 3.5cm, diameter0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1473) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.40m.}
Broken and unfinished tanged arrow head, tang missing, one side
has smoothed surface and another has evidence of bone-marrow
canal, brownish colour, available length- 3.9cm, breadth- 1.1cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1477) {Layer- 5, Depth2.45m.}
Fragment of cylindrical stylus with smoothed and polished
surface, blackish colour, available length- 1.8cm, diameter0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1479) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.48m.}
Broken and unfinished tanged arrow head, tang missing, almost
oval cross-section, evidence of bold flake-scars on the surface,
lightly tapers to unfinished tip, brownish colour, available length2.6cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1481) {Layer- 5,
Depth- 2.48m.}
Broken, anterior part of an arrow head having oval section, blunt
tip, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, posterior part
missing, available length- 4.9cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.8cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1482) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.47m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang
missing, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, partially eroded,
tapers to the sharp tip, brownish colour, available length- 6.1cm,
max. diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1484) {Layer- 5,
Depth- 2.50m.}
Broken, double ended small bone point, both the ends are
missing, tapering towards both the ends from middle, smoothed
surface obtained by flaking, brownish colour, circular cross-
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30. 1487

31. 1489

32. 1492

33. 1493

34. 1496

35. 1497

36. 1498

37. 1499

38. 1502

39. 1503

40. 1504

section, available length- 2.8cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1485) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.50m.}
Unfinished socketed arrow head, probably in making process,
almost cylindrical, tapers to one end, brownish colour, length2.5cm, diameter- 1.4cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1487) {Layer- 5,
Depth- 2.50m.}
Fragment of stylus having oval section, smoothed and lightly
eroded surface, both the anterior and the posterior ends are
missing, available length- 4.4cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1489) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.50m.}
Fragment of a blackish stylus, having circular section, smoothed
and polished, available length- 2.4cm, diameter- 0.5cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1492) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.50m.}
Intact cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, smoothed
surface obtained by grinding, tapers to the sharp tip, lightly
eroded surface, brownish colour, length including tang- 7cm,
max. diameter- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1493) {Layer- 5,
Depth- 2.55m.}
Unfinished and damaged tanged arrow head, eroded surface with
evidence of flake scars, brownish colour, circular cross-section,
length including tang- 6.1cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND.
XI- 1496) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.55m.}
Intact, small socketed arrow head with blunt tip, cylindrical body
tapering towards the tip, smoothed surface obtained by grinding,
brownish colour, length- 1.1cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1497) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.55m.}
Fragment of a bone needle with sharp edged tip, posterior part
missing, cylindrical and thin body, smoothed and polished
surface, available length- 4.5cm, diameter- 0.3cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1498) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.55m.}
Fragment of an awl having concavo-convex section, brownish
colour, available length- 4.9cm, breadth- 1.3cm, thickness0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1499) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.60m.}
Broken in three parts from middle, tanged arrow head having
irregular section, sharp tip, crude surface, yellowish colour,
length including tang- 7cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1502) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.55m.}
Broken, cylindrical blackish tanged arrow head with smoothed
and polished surface, tang missing, anterior part also missing,
available length- 2.7cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1503) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.62m.}
Broken in two parts, intact well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow
head with sharp tip which is slightly damaged, smoothed and
polished surface, yellowish colour with brown spot, length
including tang- 8.7cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1504) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.65m.}
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41. 1505

42. 1506

43. 1511

44. 1513

45. 1517

46. 1518

47. 1519

48. 1520

49. 1521

50. 1522

51. 1523

Broken in three parts, cylindrical stylus, thin body with smoothed
and polished surface, lightly tapers to one end, broad end blunt
and another end missing, yellowish colour, available length13.2cm, max. diameter- 0.4cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1505)
{Layer- 5, Depth- 2.65m.}
Unfinished tanged arrow head with crude surface, tang missing,
almost rectangular cross-section, yellowish colour, available
length- 5.4cm, breadth- 0.5cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1506) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.65m.}
Unfinished arrow head having irregular section, yellowish colour,
length- 6.3cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1511)
{Layer- 5, Depth- 2.70m.}
Intact cylindrical bone object with hole from one end to another
end, probably pendent or bead, eroded surface, tapers to one
end, brownish colour, length- 4.3cm, max. diameter- 2.1cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1513) {Layer- 5, Depth- 2.69m.}
Broken tanged arrow head, tang missing, cylindrical body
tapering near the pointed end, smoothed and polished surface,
yellowish colour, available length- 5.8cm, diameter- 0.9cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1517) {Layer- 6, Depth- 2.70m.}
Broken, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head, anterior part
missing, tang made by flaking, smoothed and polished surface,
available length- 4cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1518) {Layer- 6, Depth- 2.70m.}
Fragment of cylindrical arrow head, both the anterior and the
posterior parts are missing, vertically broken in two parts,
smoothed surface brownish colour, available length- 3.2cm,
diameter- 1cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1519) {Layer- 6, Depth2.70m.}
Broken tanged arrow head with missing both the tip and the tang,
oval section, one side has smoothed surface and another has
eroded, brownish colour, available length- 4.5cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1520) {Layer- 6, Depth2.70m.}
Broken, well shaped tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang
missing, centrally broad body from where tapers to both the
ends, a chip has came off on lateral side, smoothed and lightly
eroded surface, yellowish colour oval cross section, available
length- 5.2cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1521) {Layer- 6, Depth- 2.74m.}
Fragment of anterior part of an arrow head with damaged tip,
probably part of unfinished arrow head, evidence of bold flake
scars on body, brownish colour, available length- 3.6cm, breadth1.1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1522) {Layer- 6,
Depth- 2.75m.}
Fragment, only tang part of an arrow head, blackish, smoothed
and polished surface, almost oval cross-section, length- 4cm,
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52. 1527

53. 1529

54. 1530

55. 1531

56. 1534

57. 1539

58. 1542

59. 1543

60. 1547

61. 1548

breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1523)
{Layer- 6, Depth- 2.75m.}
Broken, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding but eroded, tang missing,
brownish colour, available length- 5.5cm, diameter- 0.8cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1527) {Layer- 6, Depth- 2.77m.}
Fragment of a cylindrical stylus having blunt and rounded tip,
smoothed and polished surface, brownish colour, available
length- 3.2cm, diameter- 0.4cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1529)
{Layer- 6, Depth- 2.77m.}
Broken, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, tang missing, lightly
eroded surface near the tang portion, brownish colour, available
length- 6.1cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1530)
{Layer- 6, Depth- 2.82m.} same as (PND. XI – 1527)
Fragment, cylindrical arrow head, the anterior and the posterior
both parts are missing, broken in two parts, eroded surface,
brownish colour, available length- 5.5cm, diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1531) {Layer- 6, Depth- 2.77m.}
Broken, well shaped tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang
missing, one side has smoothed surface and another has eroded,
oval cross-section, tapers to the sharp tip, brownish colour,
available length- 4.8cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
period- ........, (PND. XI- 1534) {Layer- 6, Depth- 2.85m.}
Fragment of an arrow head with bold flake-scars on the surface,
tapers to the tip, brownish colour, length- 4.3cm, breadth- 0.9cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......., (PND. XI- 1539) {Layer- 6, Depth2.90m.)
Intact well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, tapers to the tip,
brownish colour, length including tang- 7.4cm, diameter- 0.7cm,
period- (PND. XI- 1542) {Layer- 6, Depth- 3m.}
Unfinished arrow head, probably in making process, almost
cylindrical body with bold flake-scars, brownish colour, length10.4cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1543) {Layer- 6, Depth- 3m.)
Intact cylindrical tanged arrow-head with blunt tip having circular
plane top, tang is larger than the head, tapers to the tip,
smoothed surface, brownish colour, length including tang- 5.2cm,
diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND- XI- 1547) {Layer- 6, Depth3m.}
Broken bone hopscotch, broken in two parts from diameter, one
side has smooth surface and another has crude and eroded,
evidence of a line on its smooth surface, brownish colour,
diameter- 5.6cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period-......., (PND. XI- 1548)
{Layer-6, Depth- 3.10}
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62. 1552

63. 1554

64. 1555

65. 1557

66. 1558

67. 1559

68. 1560

69. 1562

70. 1563

71. 1566

Broken bone point, almost cylindrical, missing tip, yellowish
colour, available length- 5.7cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness0.6cm, period- ......., (PND. XI- 1552) {Layer- 6, Depth- 3.05m.}
Broken, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip,
smoothed surface but partly eroded, tang missing, brownish
colour, available length- 6.5cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1554) {Layer- 6, Depth- 3.05m.}
Broken small tanged and barbed arrow head, anterior part
missing, oval cross-section, brownish colour, available length3.1cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1555) {Layer- 6, Depth- 3.05m.}
Broken posterior part of an awl with hole, smoothed surface, oval
cross-section, brownish colour, available length- 5.9cm, breadth1.2cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1557) {Layer- 6,
Depth- 3.02m.}
Broken, well shaped arrow head having rectangular section, four
elongated ridges on the body which makes four facets, both the
tip and the posterior part are missing, tapers to the tip, smoothed
surface obtained by grinding, brownish colour, available length5cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1558)
{Layer- 6, Depth- 3.07m.}
Intact, broken in two parts from middle, well shaped tanged and
barbed arrow head having triangular section, laterally two
elongated edges on the body and one ridge on one side, incised
three small circles on both the sides near the barb, smoothed
surface obtained by grinding, brownish colour, length including
tang- 9.6cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND.
XI- 1559) {Layer- 6, Depth- 3.07m.}
Broken, socketed and barbed arrow head having rectangular
section, a small circle is incised on each of the four sides near the
barb, anterior part missing, smoothed surface but lightly eroded,
brownish colour, available length- 5.3cm, breadth- 0.9cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1560) {Layer- 6, Depth3.10m.}
Broken, almost cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang
missing, smoothed but eroded surface, tapers near the tip,
brownish colour, available length- 7.4cm, diameter- 0.8cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1562) {Layer- 6, Depth- 3.10m.}
Broken tanged arrow head with missing tip and tang, tapers to
the tip from middle, cylindrical body, one side has smoothed
surface and another has eroded, brownish colour, available
length- 4.2cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1563)
{Layer- 6, Depth- 3.10m.}
Intact, cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tapers to the
pointed end, eroded surface, almost conical shape, brownish
colour, length including tang- 4.8cm, diameter- 0.8cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1566) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.17m.}
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72. 1567

73. 1569

74. 1580

75. 1592

76. 1595

77. 1596

78. 1597

79. 1598

80. 1600

81. 1601

Intact, a small conical tanged arrow head having oval section
tapers to the sharp tip, brownish colour, smoothed surface
obtained by grinding, length including tang- 3cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1567) {Layer- 7, Depth3.20m.}
Fragment, cylindrical tanged arrow head, both the tip and the
tang are missing, smoothed surface obtained by grinding,
polished, half brown and half blackish colour from middle
portion, available length- 4cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1569) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.20m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head, tang partly missing, tip
portion is also missing, smoothed surface obtained by grinding,
brownish colour, available length- 5.9cm, diameter- 0.7cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1580) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.27m.}
Fragmented tanged arrow head having rectangular section,
tapering towards both the ends, deep brownish colour,
smoothed and polished surface, available length- 3.9cm, breadth0.8cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1592) {Layer- 7,
Depth- 3.50m.}
Fragment, tip portion of an arrow head having rectangular
section, smoothed and polished surface, blackish colour,
available length- 2.3cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.5cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1595) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.44m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head with missing tip, smoothed
body obtained by grinding, polished surface, lightly tapers to both
the end, a little part of the tang is also missing, brownish colour,
available length- 7.8cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1596) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.52m.}
Broken, anterior part of an arrow head having irregular section,
probably in making process, tapers to the tip, brownish colour,
available length- 5.3cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1597) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.52m.}
Intact, tanged arrow head having almost oval section and sharp
tip, tapers near the tip, one side has smoothed surface and
another has eroded, brownish colour, length including tang- 7cm,
breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1598)
{Layer- 7, Depth- 3.52m.}
Broken in two parts, well shaped tanged and barbed arrow head
having triangular section, it has three elongated edges from barb
to the tip, both the tip and the tang are missing, tapers to the tip,
a small circle is incised on each of the sides near the barb,
smoothed and polished surface, brownish colour, available
length- 8.2cm, thickness- 1cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1600)
{Layer- 7, Depth- 3.52m.}
Intact, a small tanged arrow head having triangular shape,
irregular section, partly eroded surface, tapers to the sharp tip,
brownish colour, length including tanged- 5.1cm, breadth- 1.1cm,
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82. 1602

83. 1603

84. 1590

85. 1604

86. 1610

87. 1612

88. 1613

89. 1614

90. 1616

91. 1617

thickness- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1601) {Layer- 7, Depth3.55m.}
Cylindrical piece of bone, probably for making an arrow head,
both the ends has circular and plane top, one end partly eroded,
brownish colour, length- 3.5cm, diameter- 1.3cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1602) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.42m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head with damaged tip, tang
missing, partly eroded surface, brownish colour, length- 5.6cm,
diameter- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1603) {Layer- 7, Depth3.42m.}
Only tang part of a blackish tanged arrow head, smoothed
surface, length- 3.8cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1590) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.42m.}
Anterior part of a decorated cylindrical arrow head with damaged
tip, partly eroded surface, posterior part missing, tapers to the
tip, incised lines longitudinally throughout its length in dividing
manner to form four equal part on the surface, two parts are
depicted by incising cross marks and remaining two are by
incising angular marks, smoothed surface obtained by grinding,
brownish colour, available length- 3.3cm, diameter- 1cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1604) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.42m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head with smoothed surface
obtained by grinding, anterior part missing, brownish colour,
available length including tang- 4.8cm, diameter- 0.7cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1610) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.55m.}
Unfinished arrow head, probably in making process, irregular
section, tapers to both the broken ends, eroded surface,
brownish colour, length- 8.3cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.7cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1612) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.56m.}
Broken, a small conical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang
missing, smoothed surface obtained by flaking, brownish colour,
available length- 2.8cm, diameter- 0.9cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1613) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.56m.}
Broken tanged arrow head having oval section, both the tang and
the tip are missing, smoothed surface obtained by flaking,
probably in unfinished stage, lateral part near the tang is minutely
curved, tapers to the tip, brownish colour, available length7.6cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1614) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.54m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, tang
missing, smoothed surface, brownish colour, tapers to the tip,
available length- 7.6cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1616) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.62m.}
Broken, tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang missing, oval
cross section, middle part of the body is slightly broad, tapers to
the tip, smoothed surface but partly eroded, brownish colour,
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92. 1618

93. 1619

94. 1623

95. 1624

96. 1625

97. 1626

98. 1627

99. 1629

100. 1630

101. 1631

available length- 4.1cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.9cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1617) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.60m.}
Intact, tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang made by flaking,
lightly flat body, smoothed surface but slightly eroded, oval cross
section, yellowish colour, length including tang- 6cm, breadth0.8cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1618) {Layer- 7,
Depth- 3.61m.}
Intact, conical tanged arrow head with damaged tip, one side has
smoothed and another has crude surface, oval cross section,
yellowish colour, length including tang- 4.1cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1619) {Layer- 7, Depth3.50m.}
Unfinished arrow head having oval section, probably in making
process, broken in two parts, evidence of flake scars on the
surface, brownish colour, length- 6.9cm, breadth- 0.9cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1623) {Layer- 7, Depth3.70m.}
Broken cylindrical tanged arrow head with damaged tip,
smoothed and polished surface, tang missing, redish colour with
a white spot, available length- 5.8cm, diameter- 0.7cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1624) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.75m.}
Tanged arrow head with sharp tip, same as above (PND. XI-1624)
in shape and colour, length without tang- 7.1cm, diameter0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1625) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.70m.}
Broken tanged and barbed arrow head with missing tip, tang also
missing, plano-convex cross-section, smoothed and polished
surface, convex surface is lightly eroded, plane surface has
evidence of light parallel lines latitudinally, radish colour,
available length- 6.3cm, breadth- 1.4cm, thickness- 0.8cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1626) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.72m.}
Unfinished, broken tanged arrow head, tang missing, planoconvex cross-section, made by flaking, brownish colour, length
without tang- 6.2cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1627) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.70m.}
Intact, well shaped conical tanged arrow head with lightly
damaged tip, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, almost oval
cross-section, brownish colour, length including tang- 5.7cm,
breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1629)
{Layer- 7, Depth- 3.65m.}
Broken tanged and barbed arrow head having oval section,
anterior part missing, smoothed surface, brownish colour,
available length- 5.4cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1630) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.80m.}
Intact, cylindrical tanged arrow head with damaged tip, tapers
near the tip, evidence of a cut mark on the middle surface of the
body, smoothed surface, brownish colour, length including tang-
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102. 1632

103. 1633

104. 1635

105. 1637

106. 1638

107. 1641

108. 1642

109. 1645

110. 1649

111. 1650

112. 1654

7.9cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1631) {Layer- 7,
Depth- 3.78m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head, broken in four parts,
anterior portion is missing, smoothed surface, deep brown
colour, available length including tang- 8.7cm, diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1632) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.82m.}
Broken in two parts, well shaped, smoothed and polished
cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang missing, same
as above (PND. XI- 1631 and 1632) redish (tan colour), available
length- 7.1cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1633)
{Layer- 7, Depth- 3.76m.}
Unfinished tanged arrow head with eroded surface, tang made by
flaking, a little chip has come off at the unworked tip, length6.8cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1635) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.80m.}
Intact, a small bone point with sharp tip, tapers to the tip,
smoothed and polished surface, brownish colour, oval crosssection, length- 3cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.5cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1637) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.80m.}
Broken, double ended bone point, both the pointed ends are
broken, smoothed and polished surface, oval cross-section,
tapers towards both the ends from middle, yellowish colour,
available length- 3.7cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1638) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.75m.}
Fragment of a deep brown colour arrow head having triangular
section, available length- 3.4cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1641) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.05m.}
Intact, cylindrical socketed arrow head with blunt tip, the tip has
circular and plane top, decorated by incising two grooves all
around the body near the socketed end, brownish colour,
smoothed surface, length- 5.2cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1642) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.72m.}
Fragment, anterior part of a cylindrical arrow head with damaged
tip, smoothed surface and brownish colour, length- 3.7cm,
diameter- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1645) {Layer- 7, Depth3.85m.}
A small bone point, broken from both the ends, tapers towards
both the ends from middle, cylindrical body having smoothed
surface, brownish colour, available length- 2.3cm, max. diameter0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1649) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.90m.}
Broken bone point having flattened body, one side has smooth
and another has crude surface, missing tip, broadest end has
blunt tip, brownish colour, available length- 4.9cm, breadth0.8cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1650) {Layer- 7,
Depth- 3.90m.}
Broken in two parts, a cylindrical piece of bone probably for
making an arrow head, eroded surface, brownish colour, length-
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113. 1658

114. 1659

115. 1660

116. 1661

117. 1662

118. 1664

119. 1666

120. 1668

121. 1669

122. 1673

123. 1674

8.7cm, max. diameter- 1.2cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1654) {Layer7, Depth- 3.85m.}
Intact, cylindrical socketed arrow head with damaged tip,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, polished, thicker part of
its body is middle, shape like a club, brownish colour, length- 3cm,
diameter- 1.1cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1658) {Layer- 8, Depth4.04m.}
Broken, deep brown colour cylindrical tanged arrow head with
missing tip, tang also missing, smoothed and polished surface,
available length- 3.8cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1659) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.07m.}
Intact, cylindrical tanged arrow head with damaged tip, evidence
of bold flake scars on the surface, brownish colour, length
including tang- 5.2cm, diameter- 0.9cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1660) {Layer- 7, Depth- 3.30m.}
Intact, a small tanged arrow head with sharp tip, lightly flattened
body, tang made by flaking, tapers to both the ends, body shows
flake-scars, smoothed and polished surface, light tan colour,
length including tang- 5.1cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.5cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1661) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Intact, an awl having plano-convex section, damaged tip, polished
surface, light tan colour, length- 8cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness0.6cm, period - ..., (PND. XI- 1662) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Intact, cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, one side has
eroded surface and another has smoothed, tang made by flaking,
brownish colour, length including tang- 8.3cm, diameter- 0.9cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1664) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.13m.}
Broken in two parts, cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip,
tang missing, brownish colour, available length- 8.8cm, diameter0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1666) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Broken, cylindrical arrow head, brownish colour with blackish
spot, blunt tip, length- 7cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND.
XI- 1668) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Unfinished tanged arrow head with sharp tip, irregular section,
tang portion partly missing, brownish colour, length including
tang- 6.5cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1669)
{Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Intact, double ended small bone point having irregular section,
evidence of flake scars on the surface, light tan colour, length4.1cm, breadth- 0.5cm, thickness- 0.4cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1673) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Broken, blackish arrow head having rectangular section, flattened
body, one side is crude and another is chipped off, both the tip
and the posterior part are missing, available length- 3.9cm,
breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1674)
{Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
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124. 1675

125. 1676

126. 1677

127. 1678

128. 1680

129. 1681

130. 1683

131. 1687

Fragment, anterior part of a brownish colour arrow head having
oval section, body shows flake scars, smoothed surface, available
length- 3cm, max thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1675)
{Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Fragment, anterior part of a yellowish colour arrow head with
sharp tip, circular cross section, available length- 3.9cm,
diameter- 0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1676) {Layer- 8, Depth4.10m.}
Fragment of well shaped and charred arrow head having
rectangular section, a small circle is incised on each of the four
facets near broken posterior end, tip part missing, available
length- 7.8cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1677) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Fragment of a brownish colour arrow head having plano-convex
section, smoothed surface with flake-scars, available length2.5cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1678) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Intact, tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang is larger than the
head, flattened body, one side has smoothed and another side
has crude surface, end portion of the tang is slightly broken,
almost rhombic shape, brownish colour, rectangular crosssection, length including tang- 4.5cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1680) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.18m.}
Broken, anterior part of a well shaped deep brownish colour
arrow head with sharp tip, oval cross-section, smoothed surface,
available length- 3.2cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1681) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.21m.}
Intact, circular tortoise shell hopscotch with naturally made
dotted design on one side surface, another side has crude
surface, brownish colour, diameter- 5cm, thickness- 0.8cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1683) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.20m.}
Broken, well shaped blackish conical tanged arrow head with
missing tip, smoothed and polished surface but partially eroded,
circular cross-section, length including tang- 4.5cm, max diameter1.1cm, period- ..., (PND. XI- 1687) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.26m.}

132. 1689

133. 1692

Intact, well shaped socketed and barbed arrow head having
equilateral triangular section, missing tip and partially damaged
surface, it has three edges on the body from barb upto the tip,
smoothed surface, a small circle is incised on each side near the
barb, brownish colour, available length- 6.3cm, breadth- 1.2cm,
thickness- 1.2cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1689) {Layer- 8, Depth4.32m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, missing
tang, tapers to the tip, smoothed surface but slightly eroded,
brownish colour, available length- 5.7cm, max diameter- 0.8cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1692) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.28m.}
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134. 1693

135. 1695

136. 1700

137. 1704

138. 1707

139. 1708

140. 1710

141. 1711

142. 1712

Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head with missing tip, a little
part of the body is flaked off near the tip, tang missing, tapers to
the tip, smoothed but lightly eroded surface, brownish colour,
available length- 5.7cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1693) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.30m.} same as above (PND. XI- 1692).
Intact, tanged arrow head having irregular section, sharp tip, tang
made by flaking, tapering towards both the tip and the tang,
crude surface, brownish colour, length including tang- 6.8cm,
breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1695)
{Layer- 8, Depth- 4.31m.}
Broken and unfinished arrow head having irregular section,
posterior part missing, crude surface with bold flake scars,
brownish colour, available length- 5.9cm, thickness- 0.9cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1700) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.35m.}
Broken, tanged arrow head with blunt tip, tang missing, half
portion of the body towards the tip is lightly rhombic section and
remaining towards the missing tang is oval, smoothed and
polished surface, light tan colour with whitish spot, available
length- 5.7cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1704) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.38m.}
Fragment of a dark tan colour bone bangle with blackish spot,
smoothed surface having plano-convex section, laterally plane
surface, available length- 3.1cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1707) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.43m.}
Broken in two parts near the sharp tip, black colour tanged arrow
head, a little part of the tang is also broken, almost oval crosssection, smoothed surface but partially eroded, available length5.9cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1708) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.43m.}
Broken, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip,
tang missing, smoothed and polished surface, tapers to the tip,
light tan colour with white spot, available length- 6.6cm, max
diameter- 0.9cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1710) {Layer- 9, Depth4.43m.}
Broken in three parts, socketed and barbed arrow head with
missing tip, four elongated edges on the body from barb up to the
tip, two small circles are incised on each of the four facets near
the barb and a small circle is also incised on each of the two
thinner facets almost in the middle portion, half part of the socket
is missing, brownish colour, rectangular cross-section smoothed
surface, length- 9cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.9cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1711) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.42m.}
Broken, arrow head with blunt tip, posterior part missing,
smoothed and polished surface, almost rectangular crosssection, brownish colour, available length- 6.9cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1712) {Layer- 9, Depth4.43m.}
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143. 1713

144. 1718

145. 1723

146. 1726

147. 1727

148. 1728

149. 1729

150. 1735

151. 1737

152. 1740

153. 1743

Broken, posterior part of a tanged and barbed arrow head having
triangular section, five small circles are incised on each of the
three facets near the barb, anterior part missing, brownish
colour, available length- 5.9cm, max. thickness- 1cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1713) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.45m.}
Broken, a small cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang
missing, tapers to the sharp tip, smoothed and polished surface,
dark tan colour, available length- 4.9cm, max diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1718) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.45m.}
Broken, posterior part of an awl with hole having flattened body,
smoothed and polished, brownish colour, available length5.6cm, breadth- 1.4cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1723) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.45m.}
Intact, double ended bone point having flattened body, one point
is sharp and another is lightly chipped off, smoothed and polished
surface, brownish colour with whitish spot, length- 11.2cm,
breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1726)
{Layer- 9, Depth- 4.53m.}
Fragment, anterior part of a blackish arrow head with blunt tip,
smoothed and polished surface, oval cross-section, available
length- 2.6cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1727) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.60m.}
Broken, conical tanged arrow head, tang missing, smoothed but
lightly eroded surface, sharp tip, one side has evidence of bone
marrow canal, brownish colour, length- 3.4cm, max. diameter1.2cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1728) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.60m.}
Intact but broken in two parts an awl with hole, lightly curved
body, one side has smoothed and another has crude surface,
tapers near the tip, polished surface, brownish colour, length12.5cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1729) {Layer- 9, Depth- 4.62m.}
Broken, small double ended bone point having oval section,
smoothed surface, one point is missing and another is lightly
chipped off, brownish colour, available length- 3.2cm, breadth0.6cm, thickness- 0.4cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1735) {Layer- 9,
Depth- 4.70m.}
Fragment, anterior part of an arrow head with missing tip,
posterior part also missing, one side has evidence of canal, lightly
flatish body, brownish colour, available length- 5.9cm, breadth0.7cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1737) {Layer- 11,
Depth- 4.77m.}
Unfinished tanged arrow head having plano-convex section,
plane surface is eroded, lightly curved body, brownish colour
length including tang- 6.1cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.7cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1740) {Layer- 10, Depth- 4.80m.}
Intact, socketed and barbed arrow head having equilateral
triangular section. It has three edges on the body from barb up to
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154. 1745

155. 1747

156. 1750

157. 1763
158. 1765

159. 1767

160. 1771

161. 1866

162. 1867

163. 1869

the tip, a small circle is incised on each of the three facets near
the barb, partly eroded and flaked off, sharp tip, smoothed and
polished surface, brownish colour, length- 7.2cm, breadth1.3cm, thickness- 1cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1743) {Layer- 10,
Depth- 4.85m.}
Fragment, anterior part of an arrow head having equilateral
triangular section, smoothed and polished surface, three edges
on the body, one edge is lightly eroded, dark brown colour,
available length- 2.9cm, thickness- 1cm, period- ......, (PND. XI1745) {Layer- 10, Depth- 4.90m.}
Small double ended bone point, one end has circular point and
another has edged point, half of the body is cylindrical and
remaining part is flattened, brownish colour, smoothed surface,
length- 3.9cm, breadth- 0.5cm, thickness- 0.3cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1747) {Layer- 10, Depth- 5m.}
Small one ended point, pointed part is edged, brownish colour,
smoothed surface, length- 3.6cm, breadth- 0.4cm, thickness0.3cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1750) {Layer- 10, Depth- 5.05m.}
Badly eroded, fragment of an arrow head, period- ......, (PND. XI1763) {Layer- 11, Depth- 5.12m.}
Fragment of any bone object, blackish colour and smoothed
surface having oval section, available length- 1.7cm, breadth0.8cm, thickness- 0.4cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1765) {Layer- 11,
Depth- 5.15m.}
Intact, socketed conical arrow head with circular section,
smoothed and polished surface but lightly eroded near the
socketed part, tip is sharp but damaged, slightly chipped off
surface, light tan colour, length- 5.2cm, diameter- 0.9cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1767) {Layer- 11 Depth- 5.16m.}
Intact, a shell with hole, one of the lateral sides is sharp edged
and partly damaged, probably for the use of scraping, one side is
concave and another is convex, yellowish colour with whitish
spot, length- 9.7cm, breadth- 5.1cm, thickness- 0.2cm,
period- ......, (PND. XI- 1771) {Layer- 11, Depth- 5.30m.}
Intact, small socketed arrow head with blunt tip, smoothed
surface but partly eroded, evidence of a hole on the body near
the tip, brownish colour circular cross-section, length- 1.6cm,
max diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1866) {Layer- 6,
Depth- 2.70m.}
Intact but broken in two parts, tnaged arrow head, tang made by
flaking, plano-convex section, crude surface with flake scars,
brownish colour, length- 6.8cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ......,
(PND. XI- 1867) {Layer- 6, Depth- 2.75m.}
Fragment of a style, broken in four parts, cylindrical and thin
body, blunt tip, smoothed and polished surface, yellowish colour,
length- 12cm, diameter- 0.4cm, period- ......, (PND. XI- 1869)
{Layer- 6, Depth- 3m.}
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164. 1670

165. 1586

166. 1716

167. 1734

Intact, small and thin bone needle with edged tip, having
rectangular section of the body, blunt end has plane and circular
top, tapers to the edged and pointed end, blackish colour
smoothed surface, length- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.3cm, period- .....,
(PND. XI- 1670) {Layer- 8, Depth- 4.10m.}
Broken, an unidentified bone object probably game object which
is artistically furnished with embossed decoration, tapers to one
end, cylindrical body, thinner end has broken top but thicker end
has socketed and petalled top, evidence of two deep and thick
circular grooves all around the body, brownish colour, available
length- 3.2cm, max diameter- 1.1cm, period- ....., (PND. XI- 1586)
{Layer- 7, Depth- 3.28m.}
Broken socketed arrow head with blunt tip, having cylindrical
body, tapers to the tip, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, a
little part of the socketed portion is missing, brownish colour,
length- 2.6cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XI- 1716)
{Layer- 9, Depth- 4.48m.}
Intact socketed arrow head with damaged tip having cylindrical
body, tapers to the tip, smoothed surface obtained by grinding,
brownish colour, length- 4.5cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- .....,
(PND. XI- 1734) {Layer- 10, Depth- 4.63m.}
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1.

2400

2.

2399

3.

2398

4.

2397

5.

2396

6.

2395

PND- XII
Bone Objects
Double ended bone point, roughly made as indicated by bold flake
scars on the body surface, one end is pointed and other is blunt, the
smooth portion of the pointed tip is obtained by flaking the bone,
irregular in cross-section and yellowish in colour, length- 6.6cm, max
thickness- 0.8cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2400) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.25m}
Broken part of an arrow head tip, well shaped with sharply pointed tip,
smoothed and polished surface, the tip portion and a little part of the
body is black and rest of the body surface is brownish in colour, circular
cross-section, length- 2.4cm, max diameter- 0.7cm, Period- II, (PND. XII
– 2399) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.22m}.
Roughly made bone point, one end has pointed tip and lightly damage
and other end has blunt and broken, body tapers towards both the
ends from middle, surface shows bold flake scars, roughly circular in
cross-section, yellowish in colour, length- 5.2cm, diameter- 1.1cm,
Period- II, (PND. XII – 2398) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.22m}
Intact, double ended bone point made by flaking the bone, polished
and partially finished, one end is sharp and another is blunt, tapering
near both the tips, roughly circular cross section brownish in colour,
length- 6.2cm, diameter- 0.8 cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2397) {Layer10, depth- 3.22m}.
Intact, double ended bone point, it is made by flaking the flattened
piece of bone, body tapers towards both the pointed ends from
middle, its one side is convex with smooth surface and another side is
concave with crude surface, yellowish in colour roughly
rectangular/concavo convex cross-section, length- 7cm, max breadth1.4cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2396) {Layer- 10, depth3.22m}.
One ended bone point, the tip is sharp but lightly damage, the blunt
end and the body both are broken, finished and polished, one side of
its body is convex with smooth surface and another side is crude,
plano-convex cross section, brownish in colour, length- 6.03cm, max
diameter- 0.8cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2395) {Layer- 10, depth3.22m}.
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7.

2394

8.

2393

9.

2392

10.

2391

11.

2390

12.

2389

13.

2386

14.

2366

15.

2365

Partially finished, double ended bone point, irregular in shape, one
third of its body surface is smooth and remaining is crude, body tapers
towards both the pointed ends, yellowish in colour, length- 7.6cm,
thickness- 1cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2394) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.22m}.
Intact, finished and unpolished double ended bone point, the point is
furnished by faking the bone, both the sides of its body are plane, one
has smooth surface and another has crude surface, both the tips has
made circular section, roughly rectangular cross-section and yellowish
in colour, length- 7.01cm, max breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
Period- II, (PND. XII – 2393) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.22m}.
Finished tanged arrow head, the smooth surface of its body is made by
flaking, tang portion is partially finished and lightly chipped off, sharp
tip, circular cross-section and yellowish in colour, length including
tang- 7.3cm, diameter- 0.8cm, tang Length- 1.5cm, Period- II, (PND. XII
– 2392) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.22m}.
Intact, finished and polished tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang is
partially finished, one side of its head portion is convex with crude
surface and another side is plane with smooth surface, triangular in
shape, plano-convex cross-section, yellowish in colour, length
including tang- 4.8cm, tang- 1.6cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
Period- II, (PND. XII – 2391) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.22m}.
Partially finished double ended bone point, both the ends are broken,
one end is pointed and another is blunt, body shows bold flake scars,
irregular in shape with smooth surface, Yellowish in colour, length5.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2390) {Layer- 10, depth3.22m}.
Double ended bone point, one end is sharp but lightly damage and
another end is broken, one side of its body is plane and another is
crude, polished surface, irregular in shape, the tip is made by flaking
the bone, length- 6cm, thickness- 1cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2389)
{Layer- 10, depth- 3.22m}.
Broken part of an arrow head, roughly cylindrical in shape and gently
tapers towards the broken tip, lightly plano-convex cross-section, a
chip has come off in the middle part of its convex surface of the body,
yellowish in colour, length- 3.4cm, diameter- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND.
XII – 2386) {Layer- 4, depth- 1.50m}.
Intact, well shaped, polished and socketed small arrow head, body
tapers towards the pointed end, the tip shows evidence of use mark,
conical shape with smooth surface obtained by grinding, circular crosssection and brownish in colour, length- 2.8cm, diameter- 1.1cm,
Period- III, (PND. XII – 2366) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.20m}.
Broken, small tanged arrow-head, cylindrical in shape and broken
towards the tip portion, smooth and polished body surface, roughly
circular cross-section and yellowish in colour, length including tang4cm, tang length- 1.6cm, diameter- 0.7cm, Period- III (PND. XII – 2365)
{Layer- 10, depth- 3.20m}.
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16.

2363

17.

2364

18.

2362

19.

2361

20.

2360

21.

2359

22.

2357

23.

2346

Broken tanged arrow-head, flattened body which is broken from the
tip portion, tang is intact, one side of the head portion is plane and
another is lightly concave, smooth surface, unpolished and partially
finished, rectangular cross-section near the tang, yellowish in colour,
length including tang- 5.8cm, breadth- 1.1 cm, Period- III, (PND. XII –
2363) {Layer- 10, depth- 3m}.
Intact, well shaped small tanged arrow-head, having triangular with
shape smooth surface, one side surface is lightly convex and another
is pitted, point is sharp, concavo-convex cross-section near the tang
and yellowish in colour, length including tang- 4.2 cm, tang- 1cm,
breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.9cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2364) {Layer10, depth- 3.15m}.
Fragment of tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, one side of the body is
convex with smooth surface and another is completely broken, planoconvex cross-section and yellowish in colour, length without tang2.6cm, diameter 1.1cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2362) {Layer- 10, depth3.15m}.
Roughly made double ended bone point, broken in two parts, body
tapers towards both the ends from middle and has evidence of bold
flake scars, one side of its body is smooth and another is crude and
damaged, one end is pointed and another is blunt, brownish in colour,
length- 5.5cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII
– 2361) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.15m}.
Small and tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, tang is intact but
completely broken from the head and partially finished, the head
portion has smooth surface but a little part of it near the tang is lightly
damaged or chipped off, triangular shape with circular cross-section
and yellowish in colour with dark brown spot, length including tang3.6cm, tang- 1.1cm, diameter- 1cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2360) {Layer10, depth- 3.15m}
Polished and smooth tanged arrow-head with sharp tip which is
obtained by grinding, the body tapers near the tip, cylindrical in shape,
it has evidence of fracture/fissure on the body like a straight line, tang
is partially finished, circular in cross-section and yellowish in colour
with brown spot, length including tang- 9.8cm, tang- 1.8cm, diameter0.9cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2359) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.15m}.
Tanged arrow-head with sharp tip having flattened body, Its one side
is plane with smooth surface and another is crude and pitted, the body
tapers towards the pointed end, the tang is missing, roughly
rectangular cross-section, yellowish in colour, available length- 5.4 cm,
breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2357) {Layer10, depth- 3.10m}
Broken tanged arrow-head with sharp tip which is obtained by
grinding, cylindrical in shape with smooth surface and broken in two
parts, body tapers towards the pointed end and has a cut-mark on the
body near the broken portion, tang in missing, circular cross-section
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24.

2345

25.

2344

26.

2343

27.

2342

28.

2341

29.

2244

30.

2243

31.

2242

32.

2239

33.

2208

and yellowish in colour, length- 7.7 cm, max diameter- 0.8 cm, PeriodIII, (PND. XII – 2346) {Layer- 9, depth- 3.10m}.
Fragment of anterior part of an arrow-head, tip is sharp but lightly
damaged, it is made by flaking the bone, the body is triangular in shape
and has evidence of chipping and flake sears, smooth surface,
yellowish in colour, available length- 3.4cm, thickness- 0.8cm, PeriodIII, (PND. XII- 2345) {Layer- 9 depth- 3m}.
Intact, double ended bone point, both the sides of its body is plane,
one has smooth surface and another has crude surface, body tapers
towards both the pointed ends from middle and has evidence of flakescars, tips are sharp, spindle shape, roughly rectangular cross-section,
brownish in colour, length- 6.7cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
Period- III, (PND. XII – 2344) {Layer- 9, depth- 3.10m}.
Fragment of anterior part of a bone point, tip is damaged and blunt,
circular cross-section, white in colour, available length- 1.1cm,
diameter- 0.6cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2343) {Layer- 9, depth- 3.10m}.
Fragment of a bone point, tip is intact but lightly damaged, crude
surface and white in colour, available length- 2.5cm, thickness- 0.5 cm,
Period- III, (PND. XII – 2342) {Layer- 9, depth- 3.05m}.
Broken, double ended bone point with flattened body, tapers towards
both the ends, one end is pointed and another end is broken, one side
surface of its body is plane and lightly smooth and another side is crude
and chipped off, it is made by flaking the bone, brownish in colour,
length- 3.6cm, max breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.6 cm, Period- III, (PND.
XII – 2341) {Layer- 9, depth- 3.05m}.
Bone bead with hole made by flaking and grinding, drum like shape,
smooth surface, brownish in colour, one end is lightly damaged and
another is intact, circular cross-section, length- 1.8 cm, diameter- 0.7
cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2244) {Layer- 9, depth- 2.67m}
Partially finished a piece of baked bone, probably unfinished bead,
cylindrical in shape with smooth surface and flake-scars, circular crosssection and blackish in colour, length- 1.9 cm, diameter- 0.6 cm,
Period- III, (PND. XII – 2243) {Layer- 8, depth- 2.63m}
Unfinished, broken in two parts, double ended bone point, body shows
bold flake-scars on crude surface, tapers towards both the ends from
middle, tips are damaged or unfinished, roughly rectangular crosssection and brownish in colour, length- 7.5cm, breadth- 1.1cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2242) {Layer- 8, depth- 2.63m}
Intact, socketad arrow-head with blunt tip, a circular design is
engraved all around the body just above the socketed end, conical in
shape and brownish in colour one side of its body is smooth and
another side is crude, circular cross-section, length- 4.2 cm, diameter1.1 cm, Period- I, (PND. XII – 2239) {Layer- 16, depth- 6.62m}
A flaked piece of brown colour bone, irregular in shape, length- 2.9cm,
breadth- 1.9cm, thickness- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2208) {Layer8, depth- 2.55m.}
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34.

2206

35.

2204

36.

2158

37.

2140

38.

2136

39.

2106

40.

2056

41.

2053

42.

2051

43.

2050

44.

2045

Fragment of a unfinished brown colour bone object with flake-scars on
body surface, roughly cylindrical in shape, circular cross-section,
smooth surface, length- 2.5 cm, diameter- 0.7 cm, Period- III, (PND. XII
– 2206) {Layer- 8, depth- 2.55m.}
A little bone scale, rectangular in shape with smooth and polished
surface, one side surface is lightly convex and another side is plane,
two parallel lines are incised on its convex surface, yellowish in colour,
length- 1.6cm, breadth- 1.5cm, thickness- 0.3cm, Period- IV, (PND. XII
– 2204) {Layer- 5, depth- 1.65m}
Circular bone bead with hole. Smooth surface, yellowish in colour,
thickness- 0.8cm, diameter- 0.9cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2390) {Layer7, depth- 2.25m}
Bone stylus, broken in two parts from middle, body shows flake-scars
and tapers towards both the ends, half portion towards pointed end is
finished and remaining half towards another blunt end is partially
finished, pointed end has been made rounded, circular cross-section
and yellowish in colour, length- 6cm, diameter- 0.6cm, Period- IV,
(PND. XII – 2140) {Layer- 6, depth- 1.82m}
Fragment of a bone stylus, same as above (PND XII- 2140) the pointed
end is smooth and circular and another end is crude, circular crosssection, yellowish colour, available length- 8.1cm, diameter- 0.7cm,
Period- IV, (PND. XII – 2136) {Layer- 5, depth- 1.62m}
An almost complete specimen of inscribed bone seal, circular in shape,
a little handle has been made on its top, smooth body surface but a
little part of it is crude and chipped off, handle is also lightly chipped
off, the bottom surface is plane and smoothed on which letters
inscribed, brownish in colour, height with handle- 1.6cm, diameter2cm, handle diameter- 1cm, height without handle- 1cm, Period- V,
(PND. XII- 2106) {Layer- 2, depth- 0.69m}
A complete specimen of circular small bone bead with hole, smooth
surface and yellowish in colour, diameter- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.7cm,
Period- IV, (PND. XII – 2056) {Layer- 5, depth- 1.75m}
Bone stylus, smooth and polished body surface, tapers near the
pointed end, cylindrical in shape, blunt end has obliquely cut marks,
yellowish in colour, length- 5.6cm, diameter- 0.6cm, Period- IV, (PND.
XII – 2053) {Layer- 5, depth- 1.65m}
Fragment of a bone stylus with smooth surface, cylindrical in shape, tip
is broken, white and brown colour, tapers near the broken tip, length2.8cm, diameter- 0.6cm, Period- IV, (PND. XII – 2051) {Layer- 5, depth1.65m}
Circular bone bead with hole. White in colour, diameter- 0.9cm,
Period- IV, (PND. XII – 2050) {Layer- 5, depth- 1.65m}
Roughly made double ended bone point with crude surface, tapers
towards both the ends from middle, one end is broken and another in
unfinished, irregular cross-section and yellowish in colour, length4.7cm, max thickness- 0.8cm, Period- IV, (PND. XII – 2045) {Layer- 4,
depth- 1.15m}
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2025

46.

2022

47.

1943

48.

2401

49.

2402

50.

2403

51.

2404

52.

2421

53.

2422

Ivory playing object probably die of chess, half of its body is cylindrical
shape and remaining half is rectangular shape on which lines and
triangles are incised and also decorated by cutting the body surface,
the top and the bottom both the surfaces are plane, a chip has come
off from the rectangular portion, length- 2.4cm, breadth- 1.4cm,
thickness- 1cm, Period- IV, (PND. XII – 2025) {Layer- 4, depth- 1.35m}
Fragment of a bone stylus with blunt tip, tapers towards the tip,
circular cross-section and yellowish in colour, available length- 3.2cm,
diameter- 0.5cm, Period- IV, (PND. XII – 2022) {Layer- 4, depth- 1.25m}
Broken arrow-head with sharp tip, top portion is more thicken than
bottom portion, it tapers towards the tip and lightly towards bottom
also, shape like a club. Broken from bottom, crude surface, circular
cross-section and yellowish in colour, length- 4.5cm, max diameter0.8cm, Period- V, (PND. XII – 1943) {Layer- 2, depth- 0.70m}
Fragments of three different specimens of arrow-heads, two of them
have circular cross-section, redish colour with sharp tip and rest one
has flattened body with sharp tip, rectangular cross-section, grey
colour, measurements of all these three 2401 A, 2401 B 2401 C are as
follow respectively- (i) length- 2.8cm, diameter- 0.5cm, (ii) length2.6cms, diameter- 0.6cm, (iii) length- 2.5cms, breadth- 0.8cm,
thickness- 0.5cm, Period- III, (PND- XII- 2401) {Layer- 10, Depth- 3.25m}
Intact, socketed bone arrow-head with sharp tip, tapering towards
both the ends, circular cross-section yellowish colour with smooth
body surface but slightly eroded, length- 4 cm, max diameter- 1cm,
diameter of socket- 0.5cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2402) {Layer- 10,
depth- 3.35m}
Broken, unfinished double ended bone point, both the tips are blunt
and broken, body tapers towards both the ends from middle and has
bold flake-sears on the surface, one side is plane with smooth surface
and another side is convex with crude surface, plano-convex crosssection, yellowish in colour, length- 6.4cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2403) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.35m}
Roughly made arrow-head, tip is unfinished, rectangular cross-section
and brownish in colour, one side of the body has smooth surface and
another side has crude surface with bold flake-scars and bone marrow
canal, length- 8.1cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- III,
(PND. XII – 2404) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.35m}
Broken tanged arrow-head, cylindrical in shape with smooth surface,
brownish colour, it is broken from both the tip and the tang portion,
tang is missing, available length- 3.5cm, diameter- 0.8cm Period – III,
(PND. XII- 2421) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.25m}
Intact double ended bone point, tapering towards both the ends from
middle, one side has smooth surface and another side has crude
surface with bold flake-scars, brownish in colour and roughly
rectangular cross-section, length- 4.8cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness0.7cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2422) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.25m}
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57.
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58.

2432

59.

2431

60.

2430

61.

2429

62.

2428

Broken, tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tang is missing, circular
cross-section, smooth body surface with flake-scars, brownish in
colour, length- 6.4cm, diameter- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2423)
{Layer- 10, depth- 3.25m}
Well finished tanged arrow head with smooth surface, tip is missing
but tang is intact, body tapers towards the tip, this portion is cylindrical
in shape and remaining half portion of the body towards the tang is
lightly flattened, It’s one side is flat with impressed and eroded surface
and another side is convex, available length including tang – 11.6cm,
tang length- 2.2cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.7cm Period- III, (PND.
XII – 2424) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Double ended bone point with bold flake-scars on the body surface,
evidence of bone marrow canal is also present on its body, Irregular in
cross-section, one end is sharp and another is blunt and broken,
yellowish in colour with a small white spot on the surface, length5.7cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- III, (PND. XII – 2425)
{Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Unfinished double ended bone point, flattened body, one side is plane
with smooth surface and another is crude with bone marrow canal and
flake-scars, one end is sharp and another is blunt and broken, yellowish
in colour, length- 7.9cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period- III,
(PND. XII – 2426) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Double ended bone point with blunt tips, tapering towards both the
ends from middle, flattened body with flake sears, one side has smooth
surface and another has crude surface, yellowish in colour, length5.4cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2432)
{Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Tanged arrow-head, club shaped body with smooth and lightly eroded
surface. Tip is unfinished, circular cross-section, yellowish in colour,
length- 6.1cm, diameter- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2431) {Layer10, depth- 3.27m}
Roughly made double ended bone point, tips are blunt, one side
surface is smooth and another is crude and eroded, body shows bone
marrow canal and flake-scars, flattened body tapers towards both the
ends, irregular cross-section and brownish in colour, length- 6.9cm,
breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2430) {Layer10, depth- 3.27m}
Double ended bone point, tapering towards both the ends, one side is
smooth and another is crude with bone marrow canal, body shows
flake-scars, roughly circular cross-section and brownish in colour,
length- 5.5cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII
– 2429) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Broken, tanged arrow head with smooth body surface, tang is intact,
body tapers towards the tip but tip is missing, a chip has come off near
the tang, one side of its body is smooth and another side is lightly
impressed and crude, roughly rectangular in shape, brownish in colour,
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63.

2441

64.

2440

65.

2439

66.

2438

67.

2437

68.

2436

length including tang- 4.9cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.7 cm,
Period- III, (PND. XII – 2428) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Serial No. (PND. XII- 2441) contains five objects, four double ended
bone points and one socketed arrow-head, descriptions are as followsA. Broken socketed arrow-head blunt and rounded tip with
cylindrical body, smoothed surface, half portion of the socket is
missing, circular cross-section, brownish in colour, length3.1cm, diameter- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2441 A) {Layer10, depth- 3.27m}
B. Broken double ended bone point, one end is sharp and another
is broken, one side has convex with smooth surface and another
has bone marrow canal, slightly curved in its length, irregular
cross-section, brownish colour, length- 6cm, breadth- 1cm,
Period- III, (PND. XII – 2441 B) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
C. Intact double ended bone point with the evidence of bone
marrow canal and crude surface, irregular cross-section, sharp
tips, brownish colour, length- 6.2cm, breadth- 1.1cm, Period- III,
(PND. XII – 2441 C) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
D. Intact double ended point, irregular cross-section, one side has
smooth surface and another has crude, tapering towards both
the ends from middle, brownish colour, length- 4.1 cm, breadth0.9 cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2441 D) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
E. Double ended point, one end is chipped off and another is intact,
Irregular cross-section, body shows flake-scars, tapering towards
both the ends from middle, brownish colour, length- 4.9cm,
breadth- 0.9cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2441 E) {Layer- 10, depth3.27m}
Intact double ended bone point, both the ends have sharp tips, one
side is plane and smooth whereas another side is crude, body shows
bold flake-scars and bone marrow canal, irregular cross-section,
brownish in colour, length- 6.2cm, max. breadth- 0.8cm, Period- III,
(PND. XII – 2440) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Double ended bone point made by flaking the bone, one end is lightly
damaged, one side is plane with smooth surface and another side is
crude, irregular cross-section, brownish in colour, length- 6.4cm, max.
breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2439) {Layer10, depth- 3.27m}
Intact double ended bone point, roughly made by flaking, one side is
plane with smooth surface and another is crude, irregular crosssection, brownish colour, length- 6.6cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- III,
(PND. XII – 2438) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Roughly made double ended bone point with crude surface, one end
is lightly broken, irregular cross-section and brownish in colour, length6.2cm max. thickness- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2437) {Layer- 10,
depth- 3.27m}
Roughly made, broken, double ended bone point, both the tips are
broken, crude body surface, Irregular cross-section and brownish in
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69.

2435

70.

2434

71.

2433

72.

2442

73.

2443

74.

2444

75.

2446

colour, length- 4.5cm, max. thickness- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII –
2436) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Unfinished and broken arrow-head, tip is intact but slightly damaged,
one side of its body is plane with smooth surface and another is crude,
triangular in shape, irregular cross-section, brownish in colour, length4.8cm, max. breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period- III, (PND. XII –
2435) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Double ended bone point with flake-scars on smooth surface, roughly
circular cross-section, one end is lightly broken and another is intact,
brownish in colour, length- 5.9cm, max. diameter- 1cm, Period- III,
(PND. XII – 2434) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.27m}
Unfinished bone arrow-head, crude and brownish body surface with
deep brown spot, Irregular cross-section, length- 5.3cm, max. breadth1.2cm, thickness- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2433) {Layer- 10, depth3.27m}
Finished double ended bone point with sharp tips, tapering towards
both the ends from middle, smooth body surface with bold flak-scars,
a chip has come off from the middle portion of the body surface,
brownish in colour, circular cross-section, length- 5.9cm, diameter1.1cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2442) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.35m}
Intact tanged arrow-head with smooth body surface and sharp tip
which is obtained by flaking and grinding, a chip has come off in its
length from middle up to the tip, circular cross-section, brownish in
colour with deep brown spots, length including tang- 5cm, diameter0.9cm, tang length- 1.2cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2443) {Layer- 10,
depth- 3.35m}
Envelop of serial No.- (PND. XII- 2444) contains three broken arrowheads, two of them are tanged arrow-head and rest one is fragment of
the tip portion of an arrow-head.
A. Broken tanged arrow-head having circular section, tip portion
is missing, a chip come off on the body, smooth and polished
surface with a deep brown spot, brownish colour, length
including tang- 5.5cm, diameter- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII –
2444 A) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.35m}.
B. Broken tanged arrow-head having cylindrical body with sharp
tip, smooth surface, a chip has come off near the tang portion,
tang is missing, circular cross-section brownish in colour, length
without tang- 3.4cm, diameter- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII –
2444 B) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.35m}.
C. Fragment of the tip portion of an arrow-head with sharp tip
which is slightly damaged, roughly executed body which shows
flake-scars, oval section but circular near the tip, brownish in
colour, available length- 4.2cm, max. diameter- 0.8cm, PeriodIII, (PND. XII – 2444 C) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.35m}.
Broken, tanged arrow-head with sharp tip but slightly damaged, end
portion of the tang is also broken, smooth body surface with mild flakescars, one side is plane and another is convex, plano-convex cross-
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84.
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85.

2569

section, yellowish in colour, length- 4.4cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness0.6 cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2446) {Layer- 11, depth- 3.40m}
Intact double ended bone point with sharp tip, one side is plane with
smooth surface and another is crude with bone marrow canal, body
tapers towards both the ends, length- 4.7cm, max. breadth- 1.3cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2447) {Layer- 11, depth3.41m}
Broken, tanged arrow-head with and sharp tip smooth, surface tang is
missing, one side of its body is chipped off vertically and another is
eroded, available length- 5.7 cm, diameter- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND. XII
– 2477) {Layer- 11, depth- 3.41m}
A broken part of any object made by antler, evidence of flake scars on
the surface, circular cross-section, blackish colour, length- 2.6cm,
diameter- 0.7cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2478) {Layer- 11, depth3.57m}
Broken, tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, tang is missing but a little
part of it is visible, flattened body, one side is smooth and another is
crude with bone marrow canal, brownish in colour, available length4.6cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2483)
{Layer- 11, depth- 3.60m}
Intact, tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, smooth body surface with
flake-scars, circular cross-section, brownish in colour, length- 6.6cm,
diameter- 0.7cm, Period- III, (PND. XII – 2491) {Layer- 11, depth3.75m}
Circular disc made by tortoise-shell, probably hope-scotch,
circumference section is crude, one side is concave with crude surface
and another is convex with smooth surface, convex surface shows
evidence of incised line and chipping off, brownish in colour, max
diameter 6cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period– III, (PND. XII- 2507) {Layer- 11
depth- 3.98m}
A piece of antler, tapering towards the tip but tip is missing, smoothed
surface, circular cross-section and brownish in colour, length- 3.3cm,
max. diameter- 1.6cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2528) {Layer- 12, depth4.20m}
Fragment of a barbed arrow head with smooth surface, oval crosssection, the barbed portion is broken and the tip is missing, both the
sides of the body surface have incision marks of a circle and the barb,
white in colour, length- 1.9cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.5cm,
Period- II, (PND. XII – 2529) {Layer- 12, depth- 4.22m}
Broken, ivory arrow-head with very smooth surface made by grinding,
tip is sharp but posterior portion is broken, oval cross-section,
brownish in colour, length- 6.2cm, breadth- 0.5cm, thickness- 0.4cm,
Period- II, (PND. XII – 2532) {Layer- 12, depth- 4.24m}
Intact, tanged arrow-head with sharp tip and smooth surface, tang
made by flaking the bone, club shaped, oval cross-section, brownish in
colour, length including tang- 3.9cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.5
cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2569) {Layer- 13, depth- 4.50m}
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90.
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91.
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92.

2603

93.

2609

Well shaped, broken into two parts, polished barbed and tanged arrow
head with sharp tip, smoothed body surface obtained by grinding, the
one barb and the tang both are missing, a little part of the body has
flaked off near the broken portion, it has two sharp edges on the body
from the barb point up to the tip which make two facets of the arrowhead, these two facets are slightly angular, oval cross-section but
circular near both the tip and the tang, two small circles are incised on
each of the two facets just above the barb mark, length- 9.2cm,
breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2578) {Layer13, depth- 4.50m}.
Tanged arrow-head with smooth surface, tang portion has circular
cross-section and the head portion from the tang upto the tip has oval
cross-section, tip is sharp but lightly damaged, yellowish in colour,
length- 7.3cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.5cm, Period- II, (PND. XII –
2582) {Layer- 13, depth- 4.55m}.
Broken and unfinished bone arrow-head with crude surface, tip is
blunt, flattened body having rectangular cross-section, from middle
upto the tip is triangular in shape, brownish in colour, evidence of cutmark on the body surface in the middle portion, available length2.9cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2582)
{Layer- 13, depth- 4.55m}.
Broken, well finished and polished arrow-head with sharp tip, tip is
intact but posterior end is broken, one side of its body is plane and
another is lightly convex, plano-convex cross-section, brownish colour
with deep brown spots, available length- 8cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2591) {Layer- 13, depth4.55m}.
A little drum shape bone object, probably unfinished bead, any bright
material is fixed on the section of both the ends, broader end has
circular incision mark, smoothed and polished body surface with a
white spot, circular cross-section, redish colour. length- 1.1cm,
diameter- 0.5cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2594) {Layer- 13, depth4.65m}.
Broken into two parts, polished, double ended bon point made by
flaking, smooth body surface with bold flake scars, irregular body
section but circular near the tip, one end is intact which is sharp and
another is broken, tapering towards both the ends from middle,
available length- 4.7cm, max. thickness- 1cm, Period- II, (PND. XII –
2585) {Layer- 13, depth- 4.55m}.
Broken, unfinished double ended bone point with broken tips,
probably stylus the body is also broken in two parts near the one end,
circular cross-section, brownish colour, length- 7.1cm, max. diameter0.6cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2603) {Layer- 13, depth- 4.80m}.
Intact, well finished and polished tanged arrow-head with sharp tip,
tang made by flaking, the body shows flaking-scars, tapering towards
both the ends, broadest area of its body is approximately in the middle,
spindle shaped, circular cross-section and brownish in colour, length-
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2613
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97.

2627

98.
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99.

2661

100. 2664

101. 2674

102. 2675

6.4cm, max. diameter- 0.9cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2609) {Layer- 13,
depth- 4.85m}.
Intact but slightly damaged tip, tanged arrow-head with flattened body
made by flaking the bone, both the side of its body is plane, spindle
shaped, broadest area is approximately in the middle, rectangular
cross-section in the middle but the tip and the tang both have circular
cross-section, brownish colour, length- 5.7cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2611) {Layer- 13, depth4.92m}.
Similar to above (PND. XII- 2611 roughly circular cross-section, smooth
surface, polished, sharp tip, length- 4.3cm, diameter- 0.7cm, Period- II,
(PND. XII – 2613) {Layer- 13, depth- 4.95m}.
Broken part of head portion of an arrow-head, well finished with very
sharp tip having circular section, flattened body with smooth surface
obtained by grinding, brownish in colour, available length- 4.7cm,
breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6 cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2626) {Layer13, depth- 5m}.
Broken, unpolished and roughly finished an arrow-head with sharp tip,
crude surface with bold flake-scars, a little part of the tang is broken,
spindle like shape, circular cross-section, brownish in colour, length4.7cm, max. diameter- 0.8cm, Period- II, (PND. XII – 2627) {Layer- 13,
depth- 5.05m}.
Broken awl with blunt tip, broken in two parts from middle, one side is
plane and another side is convex, crude surface with bold flake scars,
posterior end is missing, plano-convex cross-section, brownish colour
length- 9.2cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- II, (PND. XII –
2660) {Layer- 13, depth- 5.05m}.
Broken, socketed arrow head having three vertical edges on the body
from top to bottom, tip is missing, half portion of the socket is also
missing, tri-faced and all are of same dimension, roughly finished,
triangular cross-section, brownish in colour, length- 9.9cm, max.
breadth of the face- 1.2cm, Period- I, (PND. XII – 2661) {Layer- 14,
depth- 5.35m}.
Fragment of the pointed portion of an arrow-head made by flaking the
bone, tip is sharp but slightly damaged, circular cross-section,
brownish in colour, available length- 3cm, diameter- 0.6cm, Period- I,
(PND. XII – 2664) {Layer- 14, depth- 5.38m}.
Partially finished tanged arrow-head made by flaking the bone, the
tang and the tip both are broken, crude body surface with flake-scars,
tapering towards both the end, circular cross-section, brownish colour,
length- 6cm, max. diameter- 0.8cm, Period- I, (PND. XII – 2674) {Layer14, depth- 5.50m}.
Roughly furnished arrow-head, both the ends are broken, tapering
towards the tip, irregular cross-section, brownish colour, available
length- 3.3cm, thickness- 0.8cm, Period- I, (PND. XII – 2675) {Layer- 14,
depth- 5.50m}.
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105. 2695

106. 2713

107. 2714

108. 2731

109. 2732

Well finished, and broken socketed arrow head with blunt tip. It has
four edges on the body which makes four facets smoothed surface
obtained by grinding, socked portion is broken, rectangular crosssection, brownish in colour, available length- 4.6cm, breadth- 0.9cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, Period- I, (PND. XII – 2680) {Layer- 14, depth- 5.50m}.
Well finished, tri-facets socketed and barbed arrow head with very
sharp tip, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, decorated by
incising circle on each side of the body surface near the barb, the points
of two barbs are missing, it has three sharp edges on the body from
barb point upto the tip, triangular cross-section, brownish in colour,
length- 6.3cm, thickness- 1.3cm, Period- I, (PND. XII – 2694) {Layer- 14,
depth- 5.65m}.
Intact a bone pendant with hole, smoothed body surface obtained by
grinding, flattened body and triangular in shape, both the sides of the
body taper towards the round tip, rectangular cross-section brownish
in colour, length- 3.1cm, max breadth- 0.8cm, thickness near the hole0.3cm, Period- I, (PND. XII – 2695) {Layer- 14, depth- 5.65m}.
Well finished, polished tanged and barbed arrow head with sharp tip
which is slightly damaged, smooth body surface obtained by grinding,
tang and both the barbs points are missing, flattened body which has
two edges from the barb point upto the sharp tip, triangular in shape
with oval cross-section, incised double circles on each side just above
the barb, two small circles on one side and one small circle on the other
side is also incised near the tip, length- 9.1cm, max breadth- 1.3cm,
max thickness- 0.6cm, Period- I, (PND. XII – 2713) {Layer- 14, depth5.92m}.
Broken bone point, naturally shaped like borer, blunt tip made by
grinding, body broken in two parts, tapering towards the tip, one side
is smooth with convex surface and another is crude with slightly
angular surface in the middle, broadest portion has also evidence of
grinding mark which is its bottom part, length- 9.6cm, max breadth1.9cm, thickness- 1.3cm, Period- I, (PND. XII – 2714) {Layer- 14, depth6m}.
Broken bone awl with hole, sharp tip, crude surface, body broken in
three parts, one side has plane surface and another has convex, planoconvex cross-section, tapering near the tip, evidence of flake-scars on
the body surface, a chip has come off near the broken part, brownish
in colour, length- 15.3cm, breadth- 1.3cm, thickness- 0.9cm, Period- I,
(PND. XII – 2731) {Layer- 15, depth- 5.80m}.
Broken, barbed and socketed arrow-head with smoothed body surface
obtained by grinding, the tip and the points of the barbs are missing, it
has three sharp edges from the barb points upto the tip which make
three sides/facets on the body, triangular in shape but socket part is
circular, a small circle is incised on each side near the barb, brownish
colour, available length including socket- 6.2cm, max breadth- 1.5cm,
Period- I, (PND. XII – 2732) {Layer- 15, depth- 6.05m}.
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110. 2733

111. 2744

112. 2755

113. 2762

114. 2764

115. 2821

116. 2666

Broken, four edged socketed arrow-head with smoothed body surface
and damaged tip edges of barb points are broken, socket portion is
also broken, lines on each side going from barb portion to the tip are
quite sharp, incised a small circle on each side near the barb, tapering
near the tip, rectangular cross-section, brownish in colour, length8.6cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness-……. Period- I, (PND. XII – 2733)
{Layer- 15, depth- 6.15m}.
Broken into two parts from middle, antler double ended point,
cylindrical shape, tapering towards both the ends, tips are broken,
smooth body surface but slightly damaged, deep brownish colour,
circular cross-section, available length- 5.9cm, diameter- 0.7cm,
Period- I, (PND. XII – 2744) {Layer- 15, depth- 6.30m}.
Broken, three edged socketed bone point with smoothed body surface
and a blunt tip, three edges make three facets on the body from barb
points upto the tip, body broken into two parts from the middle, a
small circle is incised on each surface of the body near the barb, a little
part of the socket is also broken, triangular in shape with triangular
cross- section, brownish colour, length- 7.5cm, max breadth- 1.3cm,
Period- I, (PND. XII – 2755) {Layer- 15, depth- 5.58m}.
Intact, similar to above (PND. XII- 2733) with sharp tip. Three faces of
the body are still smooth but portions of one side have eroded away,
two small circles are incised on the broadest smoothed surface near
the barb and one small circle is incised on each of the rest two
smoothed surfaces near the barb, rectangular cross-section, triangular
in shape, tapering towards the tip, brownish in colour, length- 6.2cm,
breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- I, (PND. XII – 2762) {Layer17, depth- 6.68m}
Intact, cylindrical socketed arrow head with smoothed body surface,
blunt and rounded tip, a circular incision slightly above the socket
portion, brownish in colour and circular cross-section, tapering
towards the tip from middle, length- 4.7 cm, diameter- 0.9cm, PeriodI, (PND. XII – 2764) {Layer- 17, depth- 6.70m}.
Intact but slightly damaged an inscribed seal made by ivory, looks like
a finger-ring, surface of the inner circumference of the circular/ring
portion is plane and the outer circumference is convex, seal portion is
oval in shape with plane surface on which some letters are inscribed
and also decorated by incised a design just above the inscribed letters,
smooth and polished body surface, redish in colour, diameter of ring
portion- 2.4cm, thickness- 0.6cm, length of seal portion- 2.8cm,
breadth- 1.3cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- V, (PND. XII- 2821) {Layer- 2
depth- 0.70m}.
Broken, socketed and barbed arrow head having rectangular section
both the ends are missing, one side surface from barb up to the broken
tip is chipped off, incised two small circle on each side near the barb,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, brownish colour, available
length- 6cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XII2666) {Layer- 14, Depth- 5.40m.}.
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One ended bone point, tapers to both the ends, one end is broken,
smoothed and polished surface but partly eroded, light tan colour,
Length- 4.6cm, max. diameter- 0.6cm, period- ...., (PND. XII – 15)
{Layer- 3, depth- 0.67m}.

PND. XIII (Bone Objects) (2007)
Intact, cylindrical, polished tanged arrow-head with smoothed body
surface and sharp tip obtained by flaking a little part of the tang is
broken the middle portion is the broadest area of the body from where
body tapers towards both the ends, circular cross-section and
brownish in colour, available length – 5.2cm, max diameter- 0.8cm,
Period- I, (PND- XIII- 2678) {Layer- 13 depth- 5.40m.}
Broken, smoothed, polished, barbed and socketed arrow-head tip is
sharp but slightly chipped off half of the socketed portion is missing,
triangular shaped body having four edges on the body which make four
faces of the surface, each facets is decorated by incising a small circle
just above the barb, square cross-section, brownish in colour with
white spots, length – 11.3cm, breadth- 0.9cm, Period- I, (PND- XIII2677) {Layer- 14 depth- 5.25m.}
Fragment of an arrow-head having flattened body and triangular in
shape, one side of the body has plane and smooth surface and another
has convex surface but eroded, head and tail both the ends are broken,
length- 5.2cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period- I, (PND. XIII2673) {Layer- 13 Depth- 5.25m}.
Fragment of well shaped smoothed and polished arrow-head,
rectangular section having four facets of the body, it has incision mark
of a small circle on each facets of the body near the broadest end,
there is a straight depression mark on one facets also, deep brown in
colour, length- 3.7cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- I, (PND.
XIII- 2667) {Layer- 13 Depth- 5.18m}.
Broken bone awl with flattened tip, one side has smoothed surface and
another has a bone marrow canal with eroded surface, it is broken in
two parts, posterior part missing oval cross-section and whitish brown
is colour, length- 16.2cm, thickness- 1.3cm, Period- II, (PND. XIII- 2663)
{Layer- 12 Depth- 4.90m}.
Broken in two parts, well shaped tanged and barb arrow-head with
flattened body, a small circle is incised just above the barb, tang is
missing, smoothed body surface obtained by grinding, oval crosssection and brownish in colour, length– 7.7cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, Period- II, (PND- XIII- 2662) {Layer- 12 depth- 4.85m}.
Broken in two parts, tanged arrow head, cylindrical body, tapering to
both the sharp tip and the tang portions, smoothed body surface but
partially eroded, circular cross-section and brownish in colour, length
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– 6.8cm, max diameter- 0.8cm, Period- II, (PND- XIII- 2650) {Layer- 12
depth- 4.72m}.
Intact, double ended bone point, cylindrical in shape, tapering to both
the ends near the tip, smoothed body surface, brownish colour length
– 7.6cm, diameter- 0.9cm, Period- II, (PND- XIII- 2628) {Layer- 12 depth4.72m}.
Broken in four parts, well finished, polished tanged and barbed arrow
head with blunt tip, two small circles are incised on each of the sides
near the barb, tang is missing, it has two elongated ridges on the body
oval cross-section, brownish in colour, length – 11cm, breadth- 1.1cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, Period- II, (PND- XIII- 2616) {Layer- 12 depth- 4.45m}.
Intact, tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, smoothed body surface,
cylindrical in shape, brownish in colour, tapering towards the tip,
length – 6.5cm, max diameter- 0.8cm, Period- II, (PND- XIII- 2607)
{Layer- 11 depth- 4.30m}.
Intact, partially finished tanged arrow head with blunt tip, body shows
flake-scars tapering towards both the tip and the tang portions,
circular cross-section, brownish in colour, length including tang –
5.5cm, max diameter- 0.8cm, Period- II, (PND- XIII- 2606) {Layer- 11
depth- 4.30m}.
Broken, a smoothed and polished barbed arrow head with sharp tip
and an elongated ridge, body shows flake- scars, three edges make
three facets of the body, one facet is convex and rest two are plane,
triangular in shape, barb portion is missing, brownish in colour,
available length– 9.4cm, thickness- 1.8cm, Period- II, (PND- XIII- 2604)
{Layer- 11 depth- 4.30m}.
Unfinished tanged arrow head with flat body, both the sides are plane,
tapering towards both the ends, brownish in colour, length – 4.7cm,
max breadth- 1.3cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period- IV, (PND- XIII- 2534)
{Layer- 4 depth- 1.70m}.
Fragment of an arrow-head having four elongated ridges, rectangular
section and smoothed surface, it has four plane sides also, both the
ends are broken brownish in colour, available length– 3.1cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, breadth- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2523) {Layer10 depth- 3.85m}.
Bone awl with hole, broken in three parts, smoothed body surface but
lightly eroded near both the ends, slightly corved and cylindrical body
in the middle portion, both the ends are flattened, one is broken,
brownish in colour, length– 22.1cm, max diameter- 1.5cm, Period- III,
(PND- XIII- 2526) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.85m}.
Shell of a tortoise, one side has smooth surface and another has
naturally made design, roughly circular in shape, brownish in colour,
diameter- 6.5cm, thickness- 0.7cm, Period- II, (PND- XIII- 2521) {Layer10 depth- 4.10m}.
Fragment of an awl with sharp point, smoothed surface but one side is
lightly eroded, deep brown in colour, available length– 4.5cm, breadth-
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0.6cm, thickness- 0.3cm, Period- II, (PND- XIII- 2519) {Layer- 10 depth4.10m}.
Fragment of an awl with smoothed body surface and sharp point,
cylindrical in shape, slightly corved body, broadest end is missing,
brownish in colour, available length– 7.4cm, max diameter- 0.8cm,
Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2465) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.30m}.
Double ended bone point, broken in two parts from middle, both the
ends are sharp, tapering towards pointed ends, Irregular cross-section,
blackish in colour, length – 6.1cm, max thickness- 0.8cm, Period- III,
(PND- XIII- 2464) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.30m}.
Roughly made tanged arrow head, body shows bold flake-scars, blunt
tip and circular cross-section, brownish in colour, length including
tang– 3.2cm, diameter- 1.3cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2463) {Layer- 10
depth- 3.30m}.
Intact, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip and
smoothed body surface, brownish in colour, length including tang–
9.3cm, diameter- 0.7cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2461) {Layer- 10 depth3.24m}.
Intact, small, leaf shaped tanged arrow head with sharp tip, flattened
body with smoothed surface, one side is plane and another is
impressed, tapering towards both the pointed and the tang portions,
rectangular cross-section, brownish in colour, length – 3.6cm, breadth0.8cm, thickness- 0.4cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2459) {Layer- 10 depth3.24m}.
Intact, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip and
smoothed body surface, a little part of the body surface is slightly
eroded and chipped off, brownish in colour, tapering towards the
pointed end, length including tang– 9.3cm, diameter- 0.7cm, PeriodIII, (PND- XIII- 2458) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.24m}.
Broken small leaf shaped tanged arrow head with sharp tip and eroded
body surface, tang portion is missing, flattened body, rectangular
cross-section, brownish in colour, available length– 4.3cm, breadth1cm, thickness- 0.5cm, Period- IV, (PND- XIII- 2456) {Layer- 4 depth1.25m}.
A small leaf shaped broken tanged arrow- head, almost cylindrical
body from the tang upto the tip which is broken, smoothed body with
flake scars and lightly eroded surface, available length– 4cm, max
diameter- 1cm, Period- IV, (PND- XIII- 2455) {Layer- 4 depth- 1.25m}.
Intact, roughly made a small tanged arrow head, tapering towards
both the ends, irregular cross-section, brownish in colour, surface
shows bold flake scars, length – 6cm, thickness- 0.9cm, Period- IV,
(PND- XIII- 2449) {Layer- 4 depth- 1.16m}.
Intact tanged arrow head made by flaking the bone, body shows bold
flake-scars and bone marrow canal, sharp pointed, tapering towards
both the ends, broadest area of its body is approximately in the middle
portion, concavo-convex cross-section, brownish in colour, length –
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6.1cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2427)
{Layer- 10 depth- 3.27m}.
Broken cylindrical tanged arrow head with smoothed body surface, the
tang and the tip both are missing, brownish in colour, tapering towards
the tip, length– 4.9cm, max diameter- 0.7cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII2419) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.20m}.
Intact cylindrical bone bead with hole, smoothed body surface, deep
brown in colour, length – 0.9cm, max diameter- 1cm, diameter of hole0.4cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2418) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.15m}.
A cylindrical piece of bone, under process to make object, eroded and
crude body surface, brownish in colour, length- 2.6cm, max diameter1.2cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2415) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.15m}.
Intact, small tanged arrow head with smoothed body surface, head
portion has triangular shape (bud shaped) and a mark of bone marrow
canal, circular cross-section, brownish in colour, length – 3.8cm, max
diameter- 1cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2416) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.15m}.
Intact tanged arrow head made by flaking, tapering towards both the
ends, sharp tip but slightly damaged, body shows bold flake-scars,
almost circular cross section, blackish brown in colour, length – 6.3cm,
max diameter- 0.9cm, Period- IV, (PND- XIII- 2410) {Layer- 3 depth1.07m}.
Same as above (PND. XIII- 2410) whitish in colour, length – 6.8cm, max
diameter- 1.1cm, Period- IV, (PND- XIII- 2409) {Layer- 3 depth- 1.07m}.
Regd no. 2385 contains two tanged arrow-head1. Intact cylindrical tanged arrow-head but broken in two parts
from tanged portion, sharp tip, tapering towards the tip,
smoothed body surface obtained by grinding which is slightly
eroded, brownish in colour, length –7.5cm, diameter- 0.8cm,
Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2385) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.22m}.
2. Broken, almost cylindrical tanged arrow-head, a little part of
the tang is missing, smoothed body surface obtained by
grinding, tapering to both the tip and the tang, sharp tip,
brownish in colour length – 7.1cm, diameter- 6cm, Period- III,
(PND- XIII- 2385) {Layer- 10 depth- 3.22m}.
Broken, well shaped and polished a small tanged arrow head with
smoothed body surface, tip is missing, same as (PND. XIII- 2416),
brownish in colour, available length– 4cm, max diameter- 1.1cm,
Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2381) {Layer- 9 depth- 3.02m}.
Intact, well shaped, cylindrical and polished a little socketed arrow
head with blunt tip, smoothed body surface, circular cross-section,
brownish in colour, length – 1.7cm, max diameter- 0.8cm, Period- III,
(PND- XIII- 2380) {Layer- 9 depth- 3 m}.
Broken, well shaped and cylindrical, a small tanged arrow-head with
sharp tip, smoothed body surface obtained by grinding, body tapers
towards both the pointed and the tanged portions, a little part of the
tang is missing, brownish in colour, length – 3.6cm, max diameter0.8cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2379) {Layer- 9 depth- 3 m}.
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Fragment of the tip portion of an arrow-head having three elongated
ridges on the body, smoothed surface, triangular cross-section,
blackish in colour, available length – 1.4cm, thickness- 0.5cm, PeriodIII, (PND- XIII- 2354) {Layer- 8 depth- 2.90m}.
Broken, cylindrical, well executed and smoothed tanged arrow head
with sharp tip, tang is missing, circular cross-section and deep
brownish in colour, available length– 4.3cm, diameter- 0.7cm, PeriodIII, (PND- XIII- 2332) {Layer- 9 depth- 2.90m}.
Broken, well shaped and smoothed tanged arrow head with sharp tip,
broken in two equal parts from the tang to the tip, half portion of its
body is missing, triangular shape, circular cross-section and brownish
in colour, length including tang– 4.3cm, max diameter- 1.2cm, PeriodIII, (PND- XIII- 2331) {Layer- 8 depth- 2.88m}.
Broken tanged arrow head having cylindrical and smoothed body, both
the tang and the tip portions are missing, brownish in colour available
length– 3.7cm, diameter- 0.7cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2321) {Layer- 8
depth- 2.88m}.
Broken bone point made by flaking, flattened body and smoothed
surface, a little part of the tip is missing and also chipped off near the
tip, brownish in colour, almost rectangular cross-section, length–
4.9cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.4cm, Period- III, (PND- XIII- 2299)
{Layer- 8 depth- 2.70m}.
Broken, socketed and barbed arrow-head, four elongated angular
edges on the body having rectangular section, missing tip, a little part
of the body is cutting off near the tip, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, decorated by a small circle on each of the four sides near the
barb, barbs are broken, brownish in colour, length- 8.9cm, breadth –
1.3cm, thickness – 0.9 cm, Period –, (PND XIII – 2687) {Layer – 13,
Depth- 5.20m}
Fragment of middle portion of an arrow-head, both the head and the
tail are missing, one side has smoothed surface and another has bone
marrow-canal, almost rectangular cross-section and brownish in
colour, Length– 3.3cm, breadth– 1.2cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period –,
(PND XIII – 2688) {Layer – 13, Depth- 5.25m}.
Broken, well shaped, barbed and socketed arrow head having rhombic
section, laterally two sharp edges from barb to the tip, two elongated
ridges on both the sides also, the barb and the socket are partially
missing, incision mark of two small circles on each of the sides near
barb, smoothed surface but one side is eroded, missing tip, brownish
in colour, length– 8.5 cm, breadth– 1.3 cm, thickness– 0.8cm, Period –,
(PND XIII- 2689) {Layer – 13, Depth – 5.25m}.
Fragment of head portion of an arrow-head having rhombic section,
laterally two sharp edges on the body, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, both the tip and the tail are missing, one side surface is
brownish and other is blackish, length– 3.1cm, breadth– 1cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, Period-, (PND XIII – 2698), {Layer– 13, Depth–
5.55m}.
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Intact tanged arrow head having plano- convex section, evidence of
bone marrow canal on plane surface, smoothed surface obtained by
flaking, damaged tip, tang is larger than head, tapering towards both
the tip and the tang, brownish in colour, length– 5.9cm, breadth–
0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period–, (PND XIII- 2699) {Layer– 13, Depth –
5.60m}.
Broken, socketed and barbed arrow-head having rectangular section,
four elongated angular edges on the body, decorated by a small circle
on each of the four sides near the barb, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, missing tip, one side slightly eroded, the socket and the barb
are partially broken, brownish in colour, available length– 7.3 cm,
breadth– 1.2cm, thickness– 0.9 cm, period-, (PND XIII- 2706) {Layer –
13, Depth – 5.50}
Broken, socketed and barbed arrow-head having rectangular section,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, slightly curved body from
middle, two circles are incised on each of the three sides, the barbed
and the socketed portions are partly missing, broken tip, brownish
colour, length- 8.3 cm, breadth– 1cm, thickness– 0.6 cm, Period-, (PND
XIII – 2716) {Layer- 13, Depth- 5.78m}.
Unfinished tanged arrow-head having almost rectangular section,
tapering towards both the tip and the tang, one side is smooth and
another is eroded, evidence of flake scars on the body, a little part is
chipped off near the unfinished tip, brownish colour, length– 9.7cm,
breadth– 0.7cm, thickness – 1.1cm, Period-, (PND XIII- 2718) {Layer–
13, Depth – 5.80m}.
Intact tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, smoothed surface obtained
by flaking, tapering towards both the tip and the tang from middle, a
little part of the tang is missing, polished surface, brownish colour, oval
cross-section, length– 4.7 cm, breadth– 1cm, thickness– 0.7cm, period
–, (PND XII – 2719) {Layer– 13, Depth – 5.80m}.
Intact, well shaped barbed and socketed arrow-head having
rectangular section, sharp tip but slightly damaged, smoothed and
polished surface, evidence of bone marrow-canal on one side, incised
a small circle on each of the four sides near the barb, brownish in
colour, length– 8.5 cm, breadth– 1.1cm, thickness- 0.9cm, Period-,
(PND XIII – 2726) {Layer – 13, Depth – 5.85m}.
Fragment of tip portion of an arrow head having rectangular section,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, one side slightly eroded,
brownish colour, available length– 3.8cm, breadth– 0.8cm, Period –,
(PND XIII – 2735) {Layer – 14, Depth – 5.95m}
Broken, socketed and barbed arrow-head with damaged tip,
rectangular body, tapering towards the tip, smoothed surface, but one
side eroded, one of the four edges is partially flaked off, incision mark
of a small circle on two sides of the body, socketed portion missing,
rectangular cross-section, brownish in colour, available length- 9.2cm,
thickness– 0.7cm, breadth– 1.2cm period-, (PND XIII- 2739) {Layer –
14, Depth – 6.05m}.
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Intact bone point with sharp tip which is slightly broken, cylindrical
body, tapering towards both the ends from middle, smoothed surface,
brownish in colour, circular cross- section, length– 4.4cm, diameter–
0.6cm, period –, (PND XIII – 2746) {Layer – 14, Depth – 6.10m}.
Broken, well shaped barbed and socketed arrow-head having
rectangular body, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, half portion
towards the tip is missing, evidence of hair-crake on one side from
sockted portion up to the middle, decorated by incising two small
circles on each of the sides near the barb, brownish colour, available
length– 4.8cm, breadth– 1cm, thickness- 0.8 cm, period –, (PND III –
2747) {Layer – 14, Depth- 6.10m}.
Fragments of bone object, shapeless.
Broken in two parts, cylindrical stylus with sharp tip, smoothed
surface, body tapers towards both the ends, circular cross- section,
brownish colour, length– 8.6cm, diameter– 0.6cm, period-, (PND XIII –
2759) {Layer 15, Depth – 6.50m}.
Fragment of bone.
Fragment of head portion of an arrow-head with missing tip, smoothed
surface obtained by flanking, polished, plano-convex cross-section,
yellowish in colour, available length- 4.1 cm, breadth– 0.7cm,
thickness– 0.5cm, Period –, (PND XIII- 2781) {Layer– 12, Depth –
5.10m}.
Intact bone stylus, almost cylindrical body, smoothed surface, half
portion towards the tail is unfinished and has evidence of bold flakescars, brownish in colour, length– 6.8 cm, diameter– 0.6cm, Period –,
(PND XIII – 2837) {Layer- 5, depth – 1.82m}.
Broken, little bone nidde with sharp triangular tip, tail portion missing,
tail section shows a micro hole, smooth surface, oval cross section,
redish in colour, available length– 1.7cm, breadth– 0.3cm, thickness0.2cm, Period–, (PND XIII– 2878) {Layer– 3, Depth – 0.58m}
Intact, polished conical tanged arrow-head having almost oval section,
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, sharp tip, evidence of hair
crake from tang up to the tip on body, evidence of bone marrow canal
on both the sides, brownish in colour, length including tang– 5.3cm,
tang- 1.6cm, diameter- 1.3cm, period-, (PND XIII – 2898) {Layer – 9,
Depth – 3.60m}.
Fragment of tanged arrow head, both the tang and the anterior
portions are missing, evidence of bone marrow canal on body, one side
is chiped off, smoothed and polished surface, almost oval crosssection, available length– 3.3cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness– 0.7cm,
Period –, (PND XIII- 2899) {Layer – 11, Depth – 3.82m}.
Fragment of tip portion of an arrow-head having circular section,
smoothed surface made by flanking, missing tip, yellowish colour,
available length – 2.7cm, diameter – 0.7cm, period-, (PND XIII– 2900)
{Layer – 9, Depth 3.70m}.
Fragment of a circular bone disc, decorated by incising ten circles on
one side, smoothed and polished surface, slightly eroded, brownish
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colour (may be a pendant) available length– 3.4cm, breadth– 1.5cm,
thickness– 0.7cm, Period–, (PND XIII– 2901) {Layer– 9, depth– 3.30m}.
Fragment of anterior portion of an arrow head having oval section,
smoothed surface obtained by flaking, missing tip, brownish colour,
available length– 4cm, breadth– 1.1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, Period–,
(PND XIII – 2903) {Layer – 9, Depth – 3.70m}.
Intact, well shaped small conical tanged arrow head, smoothed surface
obtained by grinding, evidence of a straight hair crake on the body,
circular cross section, brownish colour, length including tang– 2.6cm,
diameter– 1.1cm, Period-, (PND XIII- 2905) {Layer- 11, Depth 3.85m}.
Broken socketed and barbed arrow head having rectangular section, it
has four facets and four elongated edges on the body from one end to
another end, posterior end partly missing, a little part of the tip is
chipped off, incised a small circle on each of the four faces near the
barb, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, one of the four
elongated edges is slightly chipped off in the middle part, brownish
colour, available length- 5.9cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.9cm,
period- ....., (PND. XIII- 2254) {Layer- 3, Depth- 0.80m.} but Chalcolithic.
Broken in two parts, an unfinished arrow head having cylindrical body,
evidence of flake-scars on the crude surface, brownish colour, length7.1cm, diameter- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. XIII- 2514) {Layer- 9,
Depth- 3.95m.}
Broken tanged arrow head having oval section, tapers to both the
ends, smoothed surface obtained by flaking, it has edged tip which is
damaged and eroded, brownish colour, length- 7.8cm, breadth- 0.8cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XIII- 2587) {Layer- 11 Depth4.20m.}
Broken, well furnished tanged and barbed arrow head having oval
section, laterally two elongated edges from barb up to the missing tip,
incised two small circles on both the sides near the barb, tapers
towards the tip, tang missing, smoothed surface obtained by grinding
but slightly eroded, polished with light tan colour, available length5.8cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XIII- 2596)
{Layer- 11 Depth- 4.20m.}
Intact tanged arrow-head with sharp tip having oval section, centrally
thick body, tang is larger than the head portion, smoothed surface
obtained by flaking, polished with light tan colour, length- 5.9cm,
breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XIII- 2648) {Layer12 Depth- 4.72m.}
Intact, a highly polished tanged arrow head with damaged tip, centrally
thick body, smoothed surface obtained by flaking, tang is larger than
the head, almost oval cross-section, light tan colour, length- 6.4cm,
breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. XIII- 2708) {Layer13, Depth- 5.75m.} (same as PND.- XIII- 2648)
Fragmented cylindrical bone point, broken in two parts, lightly charred
body, smoothed surface, brownish colour, available length- 3.6cm,
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76.

2864

77.

48 New

diameter- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XIII- 2829) {Layer- 3, Depth1.48m.}
Intact, cylindrical and thin stylus, tip made by grooving the surface all
around the body, it has plane circular top, tapers to both the ends,
smoothed and polished surface, thicker end has crude surface with
flake-scars, light tan colour, length- 4.1cm, diameter- 0.4cm,
period- ....., (PND. XIII- 2864) {Layer- 6, Depth- 2m.}
Broken in two parts from middle, a cylindrical tanged arrow head with
broken tip, tang missing, tapers to the tip, smoothed and polished
surface with bold flake-scars, blackish in colour, available length5.6cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period- ...., (PND. XIII – 48) {Layer- 7, depth2.17m}.
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1.

2598

2.

2180

3.

2671

4.

2669

5.

2668

6.

2659

7.

2631

8.

2630

9.

2622

PND- XIV
Bone Objects
Well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with smoothed body and
sharp tip. Intact but broken from both the middle and the tang portion.
Slightly damaged body surface, circular cross-section and yellowish in
colour, length including tang- 7.9cm, tang- 1.8cm, max diameters0.8cm, Period- III, (PND- XIV- 2598) {Layer- 8, depth- 3.05m.}
Fragment of the tip portion of a point, smoothed body surface
obtained by grinding, sharp tip but chipped off, oval cross-section,
brownish in colour, available length- 3.6cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness0.4cm, Period- V, (PND- XIV- 2180) {Layer- 2, depth- 0.46m.}
Intact, cylindrical socketed arrow-head with smoothed body surface,
lightly tapering towards the tip, tip is blunt having circular plane
section, brownish in colour, length- 4.9cm, max diameter- 1cm, PeriodIII, (PND- XIV- 2671) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.80m.}
Fragmented of the tip portion of a point made by flaking, tip is sharp,
its broadest portion is chipped off, circular cross-section and brownish
in colour, available length- 4.2cm, max diameter- 0.6cm, Period- III,
(PND- XIV- 2669) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.80m.}
Well shaped, intact tanged arrow head with sharp tip and smoothed
body surface, triangular in shape, one side has convex surface and
another has deep impression of bone marrow canal, oval cross-section
and brownish in colour, length including tang- 4cm, tang- 1.3cm,
breadth- 1.3cm, thickness- 0.8cm, Period- III, (PND- XIV- 2668) {Layer10, depth- 3.60m.}
Fragment of an arrow-head, the head and the tail both portions are
missing, cylindrical shape, brownish in colour, available length- 3.9cm,
diameter- 1.1cm, Period- III, (PND- XIV- 2659) {Layer- 8, depth- 2.65m.}
Broken tanged arrow head, tang is missing, cylindrical shape with
smooth surface and blunt tip, brownish in colour, available length3.5cm, diameter- 0.9cm, Period- III, (PND- XIV- 2631) {Layer- 9, depth3.60m.}
Intact tanged arrow-head with smoothed surface obtained by flaking,
tapering near the sharp tip, cylindrical shape, brownish in colour,
length including tang- 5.8cm, tang- 1.6cm, diameter- 0.7cm, Period- III,
(PND- XIV- 2630) {Layer- 9, depth- 3.55m.}
Broken and polished an awl, rectangular body, tapering to one end,
broken from both the ends, one side surface shows a bone marrow
canal, rectangular cross-section and blackish in colour available, length
- 8.3cm, max breadth- 1.1cm, max thickness- 0.7cm, Period- III, (PNDXIV- 2622) {Layer- 9, depth- 3.27m.}
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10.

2618

11.

2601

12.

2605

13.

2547

14.

2656

15.

2728

16.

2730

17.

2740

18.

2741

19.

2742

Broken well shaped socketed arrow head with sharp tip, polished and
smoothed body surface obtained by grinding, circular section of the
body, broken from diameter in two parts, triangular in shape, brownish
colour, length- 3.1cm, diameter- 1.2cm, Period- III, (PND- XIV- 2618)
{Layer- 9 depth- 3.38m.}
Intact socketed arrow-head with sharp tip and smoothed surface,
triangular in shape, body shows a deep impression near the socketed
end, circular cross-section and brownish in colour, length– 6.3cm, max
diameters- 1cm, Period- III, (PND- XIV- 2601) {Layer- 8, depth- 3.10m.}
Partially broken tanged and barb arrow-head with smoothed body
surface, tip is missing but tang is intact, it has three elongated edges
which make the three faces on the body surface, each face has incision
mark of two small circles near the barb, triangular cross-section and
brownish in colour, length including tang– 10.9cm, tang- 3.2cm,
thickness- 1cm, Period- III, (PND- XIV- 2605) {Layer- 9, depth- 3.17m.}
Intact, damaru shaped bone earlobe having the broad circular ends
and the depressed surface all around the middle portion of the body,
one end has depressed round section which is decorated by many
concentric circles around a little axis, the another and has plane and
smooth section, deep brownish in colour, circumference of decorated
end is lightly damaged, length – 1.1cm, max diameter- 1.8cm, PeriodIV, (PND- XIV- 2547) {Layer- 5, depth- 1.55m.}
Broken arrow head having circular section, tapers to the tip, posterior
portion missing, broken tip, smoothed surface but slightly eroded,
yellowish in colour, available length- 6.1cm, diameter- 0.9cm,
Period- ...., (PND. XIV – 2656) {Layer- 8, depth- 2.68m.}
Broken cylindrical tanged arrow head having circular section, both the
tip and the tang are missing, smoothed and polished surface, brownish
in colour, available length- 5.2cm, diameter- 0.7cm, Period- ...., (PND.
XIV – 2728) {Layer- 10, depth- 3.95m.}
Intact socketed cylindrical arrow head with blunt tip, smoothed
surface obtained by flaking, slightly tapers to the tip, brownish in
colour, length- 4.7cm, diameter- 1cm, Period- ...., (PND. XIV – 2730)
{Layer- 10, depth- 3.95m.}
Broken in two parts, well shaped barbed and tanged arrow head,
missing tang, evidence of incision mark of a small circle on each of the
two sides, one side has plane surface and another has ridged,
smoothed and polished but slightly eroded, almost triangular crosssection, brownish colour, length (1+1)- 7.3cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, Period- ...., (PND. XIV – 2740) {Layer- 10, depth3.90m.}
Fragment of posterior part of an arrow head with broken tip, same as
(PND. XIV. 2740) available length- 4.1cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness0.5cm, Period- ...., (PND. XIV – 2741) {Layer- 10, depth- 4m.}
Fragment of cylindrical arrow head with partially eroded surface,
broken in two parts, posterior part messing, brownish in colour,
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20.

2287

21.

2623

22.

107 New

23.

112 New

24.

126 New

25.

152 New

26.

171 New

27.

181 New

28.

182 New

29.

184 New

30.

189 New

available length (1+1)- 6cm, max diameter- 0.7cm, Period- ...., (PND.
XIV – 2742) {Layer- 10, depth- 4m.}
Unfurnished rectangular piece of bone having oval section, length2.2cm, breadth- 2.2cm, thickness- 1cm, period- ....., (PND. XIV- 2287)
{Layer- 3, Depth- 0.75m.}
Intact cylindrical bone point with sharp tip, smoothed and polished
surface, evidence of flake-scars on the body, tapers to the tip, light tan
colour, length- 5.5cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XIV- 2623)
{Layer- 9, Depth- 3.38m.}
Broken bone point having oval section, sharp tip but chipped off,
smoothed and polished surface, slightly eroded, brownish colour,
length- 4.5cm, breadth- 0.5cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ...., (PND. XIV
– 107) {Layer- 6, depth- 2.5cm}.
Unfinished arrow head having oval section, partly eroded surface with
flake-scars, brownish colour, length- 4.6cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness0.7cm, period- ...., (PND. XIV – 112) {Layer- 6, depth- 2.10m}.
Fragment of a cylindrical bone point, smoothed and polished surface,
blackish colour, available length- 2.1cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....,
(PND. XIV – 126) {Layer- 6, depth- 2.20m}.
Intact but broken in two parts from middle, cylindrical body, tapers to
the pointed end, thicker end has also blunt tip, the pointed end is made
artistically by cutting the surface all around the body, it has plane and
circular top, smoothed and polished surface, light tan colour, length6.1cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ...., (PND. XIV – 152) {Layer- 7, depth2.37m}.
Fragment, tip portion of a blackish arrow-head, smoothed and
polished, sharp tip, circular cross-section, available length- 1.9cm,
diameter- 0.5cm, period- ...., (PND. XIV – 171) {Layer- 7, depth- 2.56m}.
Intact bone hopscotch, one side has partly eroded surface, and
another has smoothed whitish colour with light tan spot, diameter7cm, thickness- 1cm, period- ...., (PND. XIV- 181) {Layer- 6, depth1.80m.}
Fragment of a cylindrical bone point, both the ends are missing,
smoothed and polished surface, light tan colour, available length3.1cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ...., (PND. XIV– 182) {Layer- 7, depth2.30m}.
Broken, well shaped tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, centrally thick
body, smoothed and polished surface but slightly eroded, tang missing,
tapers to the tip, yellowish colour, circular cross-section, bullet like
shape, available length- 4.2cm, max. diameter- 1.1cm, period- ....,
(PND. XIV – 184) {Layer- 9, depth- 2.90m}.
Broken, unfinished conical tanged arrow head with missing tip, on side
has evidence of bone marrow canal, body shows bold flake-scars, oval
cross-section, brownish colour, available length including tang- 3.7cm,
breadth- 1.3cm, thickness- 1.1cm, period- ...., (PND. XIV – 189) {Layer9, depth- 3.05m}.
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32.
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33.
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34.
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35.

213 New

Unfinished tanged arrow head having oval section, tang made by
flaking, eroded surface, brownish colour, tip portion is under making
process, length- 7.9cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....,
(PND. XIV- 191) {Layer- 8, depth- 2.75m}.
Broken small tanged arrow head with missing tip, smoothed surface
but eroded near the missing tip tang also missing, tapers to the tip,
body shows flake-scars, circular cross-section, available length- 3.2cm,
diameter- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XIV- 201) {Layer- 9, depth- 3.25m}.
Broken small bone point with missing tip, cylindrical body tapers to one
end, thicker end has also blunt point, smoothed surface, brownish
colour, available length- 3.2cm, diameter- 1.2cm, period- ...., (PND. XIV
– 202) {Layer- 9, depth- 3.30m}.
Broken small bone point having plano-convex section, sharp tip but
lightly damaged, thicker end broken, smoothed and polished surface
with flake-scars, tapers to the pointed end, available length- 2.8cm,
breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ...., (PND. XIV – 206) {Layer10, depth- 3.60m}.
Broken, well shaped socketed and barded arrow head having four
faces on the body, four elongated edges from barb up to the broken
tip, smoothed but eroded surface, rectangular cross-section, brownish
colour, available length- 7.6cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness-0.9cm,
period- ...., (PND. XIV – 213) {Layer- 16, depth- 5.82m}.
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PND – XV (Bone Objects)
1.

3190

2.

3189

3.

3188

4.

3184

5.

3181

6.

3178

7.

3177

8.

3165

9.

3156

10.

3154

Broken and polished arrow head with sharp tip and smoothed body
surface made by flaking. Body tapers to the tip and shows flake-scars,
head is intact but tail portion missing, oval cross-section and black in
colour, length- 4.8cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness– 0.6cm, period–, (PND.
XV – 3190) {Layer – 10, Depth – 4.70m}.
Broken cylindrical arrow head with sharp tip, tail portion missing, lightly
eroded body surface, tapering towards the tip, circular cross-section and
brownish in colour, length– 9.9cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period-, (PND – XV3189) {Layer – 10, Depth – 4.70m}.
Intact, cylindrical, very smoothed and polished tanged arrow head with
sharp tip, tapering near the sharp tip, circular cross-section and black in
colour, length including tang– 6.9cm, tang- 1.7cm, diameter- 0.8cm,
period–, (PND XV – 3188) {Layer – 10, Depth – 4.65m).
Almost triangle shape broken tanged arrow head. Tang is missing, one
side has convex surface with bold flake scars and another has evidence
of bone marrow canal, sharp tip but lightly damaged, concavo-convex
cross section and black in colour, Period (PND. XV – 3184) {Layer – 9,
Depth – 4.52m}.
One ended bone point, pointed end is intact but blunt end is broken,
cylindrical body, smoothed surface but slightly eroded, brownish in
colour, available length– 6.6cm, max diameter– 0.7cm, period–, (PND.
XV -3181) {Layer – 9, depth – 4.45m}.
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head with smoothed body surface,
anterior portion of the body from middle to the tip is missing, circular
cross-section and brownish in colour, Period–, available length- 3.5cm,
diameter- 0.8cm, (PND XV-3178) {Layer -9, Depth – 4.45m}.
Broken cylindrical tanged arrow head with smooth body surface, the tip
and the tang both are missing, circular cross-section and brownish in
colour, available length– 7.2cm, diameter– 0.7cm, period-, (PND XV3177) {Layer – 9, Depth- 4.35m}.
Broken cylindrical socketed arrowhead. Club-like head, partly broken
from both the socketed end and the tip, smoothed body surface but
eroded, circular cross-section, yellowish in colour, length– 5.2cm,
diameter – 1.1cm, period–, (PND XV- 3165) {Layer – 8 depth – 3.76m}.
Broken and unfurnished tanged arrow-head, tang is broken, flattened
body, one side has smooth surface and another has partly eroded with
depression mark of bone marrow canal, rectangular cross-section and
yellowish in colour, length– 8.7cm, breadth- 1.3cm, thickness- 0.8cm,
period-, (PND. XV- 3156) {layer -8 , depth – 3.63m}.
Fragment of a point, probably stylus with intact tip, cylindrical body,
tapering to the pointed end, very smoothed surface and polished,
posterior part is missing, yellowish in colour, available length– 3.1cm,
max diameter- 0.5cm, period-, (PND XV – 3154) (layer– 8, depth –
3.62m}.
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11.

3153

12.

3151

13.

3145

14.

3147

15.

3138

16.

3137

17.

3136

18.

3134

19.

3133

20.

3129

Fragment of a sockted arrowhead, rectangular body, a small circle
incised on each of the sides, both the ends are missing, smoothed body
with partly eroded surface and deep brown in colour, available length3.7cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness– 0.8cm, period–, (PND XV- 3153) {layer
-8, depth – 3.62m}.
Broken unidentified object of bone having five sockets and one hole on
the smooth side of the body, broken in two parts from middle,
rectangular cross-section and yellowish in colour, length– 12.1cm,
maximum breadth– 2.2cm, max thickness– 1cm, period-, (PND XV3151) {layer – 8 , depth – 3.56m}.
Broken cylindrical socketed arrow head having blunt and rounded tip,
smoothed body surface, a little part of the socketed end is missing,
circular cross-section and yellowish in colour, available length– 3.9cm,
diameter– 0.9cm, period–, (PND XV – 3145) {Layer- 8, depth – 3.48m}.
Broken unfinished tanged arrowhead made by flanking the bone, a little
part of the tip is chipped off, tapering towards both the ends, almost
circular cross-section and brownish in colour, length- 5.7cm, max
diameter– 0.7cm, period–, (PND XV – 3147) {Layer- 8, depth– 3.54m}.
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrowhead having blunt tip, a little part of the
tip is chipped off, tang is larger than the head portion, smoothed surface
but slightly eroded, length– 4.7cm, max diameter– 0.8cm, Period-, (PND
XV- 3138) {layer– 8, Depth 3.40m}.
Intact, almost conical shape tanged arrowhead with sharp tip, one side
partially eroded and another side lightly chipped off near the tang, oval
cross-section and brownish in colour, smoothed body surface, length–
5.4cm, breadth– 1.1cm, thickness– 0.9cm, period–, (PND XV- 3137)
{Layer – 8, depth- 3.38m}.
Broken, cylindrical arrowhead with sharp tip, posterior part missing,
eroded body surface with two straight fissures, circular cross-section
and brownish in colour, available length– 6.5cm, max diameter- 0.7cm,
period -, (PND XV – 3136) {Layer – 8, depth- 3.38m)
Broken, tanged arrowhead with sharp tip made by flaking, tapers to both
the pointed and the tang portion, a little part of the tang is missing,
policed and slightly eroded surface, circular cross-section and redish in
colour, available length– 7.1cm, max diameter- 1cm, period–, (PND. XV
– 3134) {layer – 8, depth- 3.25m}.
Broken, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, made
by grinding, smoothed body surface but eroded, tapers to the pointed
end, tang missing, circular cross-section and brownish colour, available
length– 6.1cm, max diameter- 0.7cm, period–, (PND. XV – 3133) {Layer
– 8, depth – 3.25m}.
Broken, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, tang
missing, smoothed and polished surface, tapering towards the tip,
circular cross-section and brownish in colour, available length– 5.7cm,
max diameter– 0.8cm, period–, (PND. XV – 3129) {Layer– 7, depth –
3.17m}.
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21.

2953

22.

2948

23.

2999

24.

3008

25.

3021

26.

3024

27.
28.

3029
3040

29.

3047

30.

3057

31.

3061

32.

3069

Fragment of a bone stylus, cylindrical body tapering to the tip, Artistically
made tip by cutting the point, smoothed surface and deep brown in
colour, available length – 3.9cm, max diameter – 0.6cm, period – (PNDXV- 2953) {Layer – 4, depth – 1.05m}.
Fragment of a bone bangle earring, smoothed surface but half portion
of it is eroded, square cross-section and reddish in colour, available
length– 3.6cm, thickness– 0.7cm, period–, (PND XV – 2948) {Layer – 3,
depth – 0.94m}.
Unfinished arrow head, tapering towards both the tip and the tang,
broken tip, 1/3 part of its body surface is eroded, almost circular crosssection, brownish colour, length- 6.1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, breadth0.8cm, period-, (PND. XV- 2999) {Layer- 4, depth- 1.05m}.
Intact and polished double ended bone point, probably stylus,
cylindrically tapering towards both the pointed ends which are
artistically made by cutting the bone, slightly curved from middle part,
brownish in colour with yellowish spots, length– 5.7cm, diameter–
0.7cm, period–, (PND XV- 3008) {Layer – 4, Depth – 1.10m}.
Polished deep brown colour stylus, the portion of one end is broader
than another, tapering to both the ends, blunt end artistically made and
sharp end broken, a mark of scratching around the body on the broadest
part, almost circular cross-section, length– 4.1cm, diameter– 0.6cm,
period–, (PND. XV- 3021) {Layer – 4, depth– 1.30m}.
A spherical smoothed and polished bone bead with hole, yellowish in
colour, circular cross-section, diameter– 1.3cm, thickness– 1.2cm,
Period –, (PND. XV- 3024) {Layer – 4, Depth – 1.31m}.
?
Half portion of a circular bone disc, smoothed outer circumference,
incision marks of a circular line on both the sides, one side has eroded
surface and another has damaged, brownish colour, diameter- 3.6cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, period-, (PND. XV- 3040) {Layer- 5, Depth- 1.53m).
Broken cylindrical arrow head tapering to the tip, portion missing, a little
part of the tip portion and the middle portion is chipped off, smoothed
body surface and brownish in colour, available length- 4.5cm, diameter0.7cm, period- , (PND. XV- 3047) {Layer- 5, Depth- 1.65m}.
Intact earstud having eight elongated concave ridges on the body which
make 8 petalled flower both on the top and bottom of the earstud,
minute dots are pinched, and in the middle of there is a minute
projection, giving the entire object the look of a flower, broadest,
Damaru like shape, deep brown in colour, length- 1.5cm, max. diameter1.5cm, period-, (PND. XV – 3057) {Layer- 5, Depth- 1.75m.}
Intact spherical bone bead with hole, smoothed body surface and
brownish in colour, diameter- 1.2cm thickness– 1.1 cm, period –, (PND.
XV- 3061) {Layer- 6, depth– 1.77m}.
Intact ivory spacer/bead with two hole, smoothed and polished body
surface, almost rectangular but laterally concave, oval cross-section and
yellowish in colour length– 1.5 cm, breadth- 1.4cm, thickness- 0.5cm,
period – , (PND. XV – 3069) {layer – 6, depth – 1.95m}.
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33.

3077

34.

3089

35.

3091

36.

3093

37.

3094

38.

3099

39.

3100

40.

3102

41.

3109

42.

3110

43.

3114

Intact circular bone bead with whole, smoothed body surface brownish
colour with deep brown spot, diameter- 1.5cm, thickness– 0.9cm, period
–, (PND. XV – 3077) {Layer – 6, Depth – 2.05m}.
Broken, cylindrical and unfinished arrow head made by flanking, slightly
tapering towards the tip, it has sharp edge made by flaking the sides,
circular cross-section and brownish in colour, length– 5.9cm, max
diameter– 1cm, period- , (PND XV – 3089) {Layer – 6, depth – 2.23m}.
Intact tanged arrow head made by flanking, tapering towards both the
tip and the tang, evidence of a straight line of fissure/hair crack on the
body, sharp tip but slightly damaged, bold flake scars and a mark of
fissure near the tip on the body surface, almost circular cross-section,
length including tang– 6.8cm, diameter– 0.8cm, period– , (PND XV –
3091) {layer– 6, depth – 2.25m}.
Fragment of an arrow-head/bodkin with blunt tip, flattened body,
smoothed surface, posterior portion missing, almost rectangular crosssection, brownish in colour, length– 5.5cm, breadth 0.7cm, thickness
0.5cm, period–, (PND – XV- 3093) {Layer– 6, depth – 2.28m}.
Intact circular bone bead with hole, smoothed surface, brownish colour,
diameter- 0.7cm, thickness– 0.7cm, period– , (PND XV – 3094) {Layer– 6
depth– 2.28m}.
Intact cylindrical tanged arrow head with smoothed body surface,
slightly damaged tip, one side has evidence of bone marrow canal and
another has straight hair crack, tapering towards the tip, brownish
colour, length including tang- 4.6cm, max diameter- 0.9cm, period-,
(PND XV – 3099) {Layer – 6, depth – 2.38m}.
Broken tanged arrow head, tapering towards both the tang and the tip,
one side is oval with smoother surface and another is lightly plane with
eroded surface, a little part of both the tang and the tip portions is
missing, blackish colour, available length- 4.6cm, diameter– 1.1cm,
period –, (PND XV – 3100) {Layer– 6, depth – 2.38m}.
A small broken tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, evidence of a straight
fissure and flake sears on the body surface, cylindrical, tapering to the
tip, brownish colour, length including tang- 4.1cm, diameter- 1.1cm,
period –, (PND XV – 3102) {Layer – 6, Depth 2.47m}.
Broken, a small cylindrical and socketed arrow-head with missing tip,
evidence of cut mark on the body near the socket, tapering to the tip,
smoothed and polished surface, circular cross-section, yellowish in
colour, length– 3.1cm, diameter– 1.1cm, period–, (PND XV – 3109)
{Layer – 6, Depth 2.65m}.
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrowhead, tapering towards both the ends,
a little part of both the tang and the tip portions are missing, evidence
of cut-mark near the tip, smoothed body surface but a little part of it is
eroded, blackish in colour, available length– 4.5cm, diameter- 1cm,
period –, (PND XV – 3110) {Layer – 6, Depth 2.66m}.
Broken, well shaped tanged arrow-head with very sharp tip, smoothed
surface obtained by grinding, tang missing, tapering to the sharp tip from
middle, a little part of one side surface is lightly eroded, oval cross-
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3115

45.
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47.

3120
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49.

3251

50.

3260

51.

3259

52.

3263

53.

3264

section, brownish colour, available length- 4.8cm, breadth- 1.1cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, period- , (PND. XV – 3114) {Layer- 7, depth- 2.75m.}
Fragment of anterior portion of an arrow-head with damaged tip,
cylindrical and smooth, tapering to the tip, posterior portion missing,
blackish colour, available length– 3.4cm, max diameter- 0.8cm, period –,
(PND XV – 3115) {Layer – 7, Depth 2.75m}.
Broken almost cylindrical bone bead with hole, broken in two parts from
diameter– 0.6cm, length- 0.9cm, period –, (PND XV – 3117) {Layer – 7,
Depth 2.80m}.
Intact but broken in two parts from middle, a cylindrical arrow-head with
smoothed body and sharp tip, a little portion of the surface near the tang
is eroded, circular cross section and deep brownish colour, tapering to
the tip, length including tang– 10.2cm, tang- 2.1 cm, max diameter –
1cm, period –, (PND XV – 3119) {Layer – 7, Depth 2.85m}.
Broken in two parts from middle, slightly curved body, one side has
plane and smooth surface but another has convex with flake scars, one
end is broken and another is lightly eroded, brownish colour, planoconvex cross-section, length- 9.6cm, breadth- 1.25cm, thickness- 0.7cm,
period –, (PND XV- 3120) {Layer – 7, depth – 2.87m}.
Intact, cylindrical and polished small stylus with circular and plane top
which is made by cutting the pointed end, tapering towards both the
ends, smoothed body surface, circular cross-section and deep brownish
in colour, length– 3.7 cm, max diameter- 0.7cm, Period –, (PND XV –
3218) {Layer – 5, depth – 1.45m}.
Broken, smoothed and polished arrowhead with edged tip which is
missing, made by flanking, plano-convex body, a little part of the
broadest end is also missing, a small circle is incised near this broadest
end, yellowish in colour, available length- 6.3cm, breadth– 0.8cm,
thickness – 0.6cm, period-, (PND XV- 3251) {Layer -11, depth – 5.19m}.
Intact, a small conical tanged arrowhead with sharp tip, smoothed body
surface but slightly eroded, one side has a little mark of bone marrow
canal, almost circular cross-section and brownish in colour, length
including tang- 4cm, tang- 1cm, period-, (PND XV – 3260) {Layer – 11,
depth – 5.38 m}.
Intact, a small conical tanged arrow-head with sharp tip which is slightly
damaged. Smooth body surface, brownish in colour and circular crosssection, length including tang– 4.9 cm, tang 2.2cm, diameter- 1.1cm,
period-, (PND XV– 3259) {Layer -11 depth – 5.35m}.
Broken, smoothed and polished barbed arrow-head having three sharp
edges on the body with triangular section, decorated by incised a small
circle on each of the sides near the barb, tip is chipped off and barred
portion is missing, brownish in colour, length 8.2 cm, thickness 0.9cm,
period –, (PND XV – 3263) {Layer – 11, depth – 5.50m}.
Intact, small and smoothed a conical tanged arrow-head with sharp tip
similar to no (PND. XV – 3259) and (PND XV -3260), slightly eroded
surface, circular cross-section and brownish in colour, length including
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tang- 4.4cm, tang- 1.7cm, max diameter- 1.3 cm, period –, (PND. XV –
3264) {Layer – 11, Depth – 5.55m}
Broken tanged arrow-head having plano-convex section with sharp tip,
lightly eroded surface, tapers to the point, missing tang, a little part is
flaked off near the broadest end, brownish in colour, available length–
5.4cm, breadth– 1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period –, (PND XV – 3265) {Layer
-11, Depth – 5.55m}.
Broken tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, having oval cross-section,
missing tang, smoothed surface obtained by flaking, brownish in colour,
similar to no (PND XV- 3265) but smaller in size available length- 4.5cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, period –, (PND XV – 3266) {Layer- 11, Depth – 5.55m}.
Broken arrow–head with sharp tip having oval cross-section, posterior
portion missing, tapers to the tip, smoothed surface obtained by
gridding but slightly eroded, deep brownish colour, available length–
4.9cm, thickness– 0.7cm, Period–, (PND XV – 3269) {Layer- 12, Depth –
5.85m}.
Intact small conical tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, depression mark
like a straight-line on both the sides of the head portion, smoothed
surface, circular cross-section, whitish in colour, length including tang –
3.7cm, tang- 1cm, diameter- 0.9cm, period–, (PND XV – 3270) {Layer –
12, Depth- 5.85m}.
Broken and polished barbed arrow-head having three elongated ridges
on the body, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, evidence of cut
mark on one side of the body, both the tip and the barb are missing,
decorated by incised a small circle on each side near the barb, triangular
cross-section, brownish in colour, available length– 7.7cm, breadth1cm, thickness- 1cm, period–, (PND. XV- 3271) {Layer 12, Depth –
5.85m}.
Broken cylindrical tanged arrow–head, tapers to the tip, smoothed and
polished surface but slightly eroded near the tip, maximum part of the
tang is missing, circular cross-section and brownish in colour, available
length- 4.4cm, diameter– 0.7cm, period–, (PND. XV- 3272) {Layer – 12,
Depth – 5.85m}.
Broken bodkin having plano- convex section, evidence of cut mark and
eroded surface on the body, tapers towards the tip, posterior end
missing, brownish in colour, available length– 8.2 cm, breadth– 1cm,
thickness– 0.6cm, period–, (PND. XV- 3275) {Layer– 12, Depth – 5.90m}.
Broken cylindrical tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, tapers to the tip,
smoothed but eroded surface, maximum part of the tang is missing,
similar to no (PND. XV- 3272), circular cross-section, brownish in colour,
length including tang– 5cm, tang- 0.4cm, diameter- 0.8cm, period –,
(PND. XV – 3276) {Layer – 12, Depth – 5.95m}.
Well shaped, broken, smoothed and polished barbed arrow-head having
three elongated ridges on the body, decorated by incised a small circle
near the barb on each of the three faces of the baby, both the anterior
and the posterior portions are missing, brownish in colour, triangular
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cross section, available length– 6.6cm, breadth– 1cm, period –, (PND XV
- 3277) {Layer – 12, Depth – 6.10m}.
Broken tanged arrow-head with sharp tip, smoothed surface, tang
missing, tapering towards both the ends from middle, evidence of bone
marrow canal on one side of the body, oval cross-section and brownish
in colour, length– 3.8cm, breadth– 1.3cm, thickness– 0.8cm, Period-,
(PND XV- 3291) {Layer – 13, Depth – 6.65m}.
Intact, double ended bone point having partially eroded surface, slightly
curved body with flake scars, blunt tip , oval cross-section and brownish
in colour, length– 5.3cm, breadth– 0.7cm, thickness– 0.6cm, Period –,
(PND XV – 3300) {Layer – 7, Depth – 3.3m}.
Broken arrow head having plano-convex section, sharp tip, posterior end
missing, smoothed, polished and lightly eroded surface, brownish in
colour, length- 5.7cm, breadth– 0.9cm, thickness- 0.8cm, Period–, (PND
XV – 3302) {Layer -7, Depth – 3.3m}
Fragment of anterior part of an arrow-head with sharp tip, well shaped,
smoothed and polished body surface having four elongated angular
ridges, rectangular cross-section and deep brown in colour, available
length- 3.06cm, breadth– 1cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period –, (PND XV –
3304) {Layer – 7, Depth – 3.05m}.
Fragmented anterior part of an arrow-head having three elongated
angular ridges, smoothed and polished surface, evidence of cut-mark on
one side, triangular cross-section and deep brown in colour, posterior
end missing, available length– 4.1cm, breadth– 0.8cm, Period –, (PND
XV- 3306) {Layer -7 , Depth – 3.20m}.
Broken and unfinished arrow-head having flattened body, evidence of
flake-scars on eroded surface, missing tip, rectangular cross-section and
deep brown in colour, broadest end also missing, available length–
6.6cm, breadth– 1cm, thickness- 0.6cm, Period –, (PND XV- 3309) {Layer
– 8, depth 3.32m}
Intact, cylindrical, bead with hole, slightly tapering towards both the
ends, smoothed surface, a little part of one end is missing from side,
circular cross-section and grey in colour, length– 3.8cm, max. diameter
– 0.6cm, period-, (PND XV- 3313) {Layer -8, Depth 3.55}.
Fragment of anterior part of an arrow-head having irregular section
made by flanking, missing tip, smoothed surface with flake-scars,
partially eroded, yellowish in colour, length– 4.1cm, breadth– 0.7cm,
thickness– 0.5cm, Period–, (PND. XV – 3314) {Layer– 8, Depth – 3.55m}.
Well shaped, partially broken barbed and socketed arrow-head with
sharp tip, smoothed surface obtained by gridding, three sharp elongated
angular ridges on the body, one of the three edges is lightly eroded, two
barbs missing, decorated by incised a small circle near the barb on each
of the three sides, a little cut-mark on one edge near the barb,
equilateral triangular cross-section and brownish in colour, length– 7cm,
breadth- 1.2cm, Period–, (PND. XV – 3321) {Layer -8, Depth – 3.55}.
Broken and small tanged arrowhead having oval section, smoothed
surface obtained by grinding, tapering towards both the sharp tip and
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the tang, a little part of the tang is missing, brownish in colour length–
3.07cm, breadth– 0.7 cm, thickness – 0.5cm, Period –, (PND XV- 3325)
{Layer – 10, Depth 4.80m}.
Barbed and socketed arrowhead having rectangular section, four sharp
elongated angular ridges on the body, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, broken in two parts near the tip portion, blunt tip, decorated
by incised a small circle on each of the four faces near the barb, half
portion of one elongated ridge is cutting off, tapering to the tip,
brownish in colour, length – 7.06cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness– 0.9cm,
Period –, (PND XV – 3315) {Layer – 8, Depth- 3.55m}.
Intact, cylindrical and socketd arrow head with blunt tip having plane
circular top, smoothed surface but slightly eroded, brownish colour,
length- 5.9cm, diameter- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. XV- 3284) {Layer- 12,
Depth- 6.20m.}
Broken in two parts in length from diameter, half part missing, a small
decorated and socketed cylindrical arrow head having bunt tip, it has
plane circular top decorated by petalled design, near this petalled design
two parallel lines are incised all around the body, in between these lines
many small circles are also incised, tapers towards the socketed end,
smoothed and polished surface, deep brownish colour, length- 1.6cm,
diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XV- 3297) {Layer- 7, Depth- 2.68m.}
Intact cylindrical stylus, having double ended point, tapers to both the
pointed ends, smoothed surface, yellowish colour, length- 7.8cm,
diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XV- 3298) {Layer- 5, Depth- 1.65m.}
Broken, small tanged arrow head having cylindrical body, broken in two
parts from tang, a little part of the tang is missing and half part of the
head is chipped off, charred surface, tapers towards both the tip and the
tang, brownish colour, length- 4.4cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- .....,
(PND. XV- 3299) {Layer- 7, Depth- 2.35m.}

Year- 2010 PND. XVI Bone Object
1.

3382

Fragment of bone bangle having rectangular section, flattened
body with smooth and polished surface, half blackish and half
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12. 3555

tan colour, available length- 1.5cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness0.3cm, period- IV, (PND. XVI- 3382) {Layer- 2 Depth- 1.11m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head with missing tip, tapers
to the tip portion, a little part of the tang is also missing,
smoothed surface but partially damaged, brownish colour,
length including tang- 8.8cm, diameter- 1cm, period- III, (PND.
XVI- 3391) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.17m.}
Broken cylindrical bone stylus, smoothed and polished surface,
one end is thicker than the another end, both the ends are
missing, deep brownish colour, available length- 5.1cm,
diameter-0.5cm, period- V, (PND. XVI- 3417) {Layer- 1 Depth0.47m.}
Broken in two parts, cylindrical bone stylus, tapering towards
one end, both the ends are broken, brownish colours, available
length- 8.9cm, max diameter- 0.6cm, period- V, (PND. XVI3428) {Layer- 1 Depth- 0.63m.}
Probably fragment of bone period- IV, length- 5.4cm, breadth1.5cm, thickness- 0.9cm.
Broken Cylindrical stylus, tapers to the one end which is partially
flaked off, thicker end is also broken, smoothed surface,
brownish colour, available length- 6.5cm, diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3461) {Layer- 2 Depth- 1.25m.}
Broken, almost cylindrical bone stylus, smoothed and polished
surface, tapers to the artistically made point, yellowish colour,
available length- 5.3cm, max diameter- 0.5cm, period- ........,
(PND. XVI- 3466) {Layer- 3 Depth- 1.50m.}
Broken bone hopscotch, one side has smoothed surface and
another has eroded, 1/3 of its body is missing, brownish colour,
diameter- 3.4cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ......., (PND. XVI3485) {Layer- 1 Depth- 0.50m.}
Fragment of a cylindrical bone stylus with missing tip, smoothed
and polished surface, tapers towards the thinner end, brownish
colour, available length- 3.2cm, max diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ......, (PND. XVI- 3515) {Layer- 3 Depth- 1.73m.}
Piece of bone length, 3.3cm, max diameter- 0.8cm. period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 3521) {Layer- 3 Depth- 1.85m.}
Intact, well shaped double ended bone point, cylindrical but
tapers towards both the ends from middle, smoothed surface,
brownish colour, length- 5.9cm, max diameter- 0.8cm,
period- ......, (PND. XVI- 3537) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2m.}
Broken bone point, probably awl having plano-convex section,
posterior part is missing, tapering towards the pointed end,
smoothed surface obtained by flaking, deep brown colour,
evidence of hole on the blunt end, length- 5.2cm, breadth1.2cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period-......, (PND. XVI- 3555) {Layer- 3
Depth- 1.65m.}
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13. 3586

14. 3590

15. 3622

16. 3670

17. 3674

18. 3689

19. 3690

20. 3694

21. 3695

22. 3721

23. 3722

Intact cylindrical bone bead made by flaking, slightly eroded
surface, a little part of its body is chipped off, brownish colour,
length- 2.3cm, diameter- 1cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3586)
{Layer- 4 Depth- 2.30m.}
Fragment of a cylindrical bone stylus, brownish colour,
smoothed surface, available length- 3.9cm, diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3590) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.35m.}
Broken small tanged arrow head with missing tang, cylindrical,
smoothed and polished surface but eroded, tapers towards the
tip, yellowish colour, available length- 3.8cm, diameter- 0.8cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3622) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.38m.}
Fragment of an arrow head with broken tip, posterior portion
missing, tapers to the tip, smoothed surface, partially eroded,
plano-convex cross section, brownish in colour, available
length- 5.3cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 3670) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.70m.}
Broken, well shaped and polished cylindrical tanged arrow
head, sharp tip but slightly damaged, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, lightly eroded, missing tang, available length- 6.7cm,
diameter- 0.8cm, period - ....., (PND. XVI- 3674) {Layer- 4 Depth2.70m.}
Intact double ended bone point tapering towards both the ends
from middle, flattened body, one side has smoothed surface
and another has crude, brownish colour, rectangular crosssection, length- 7.5cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
period- ......, (PND. XVI- 3689) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.70m.}
Broken cylindrical point, tapering towards one end, anterior
end is broken and laterally flaked off, smoothed and polished
surface, broadest end is also flaked off all around the body,
brownish colour, length- 4.2cm, max diameter- 1.2cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3690) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.70m.}
Intact unfinished bone hopscotch, both the sides are plane and
smooth, brownish colour, diameter- 3.4cm, thickness- 0.9cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3694) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.70m.}
Broken cylindrical tanged arrow head, both the anterior and the
tang portions are missing, a little part on the surface is chipped
off, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, brownish colour,
available length- 5cm, diameter- 1cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI3695) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.73m.}
Intact double ended bone point having irregular section, both
the points are damaged, eroded surface, brownish colour,
length- 4.2cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....,
(PND. XVI- 3721) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.90m.}
Fragment of a stylus having circular section, smoothed and
polished surface, tapers to the one end, brownish colour,
available length- 3.8cm, diameter- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 3722) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.90m.}
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24. 3723

25. 3727

26. 3741

27. 3744

28. 3745

29. 3748

30. 3749

31. 3750

32. 3752

33. 3756
34. 3758

Broken cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, missing
tang, well shaped, smoothed and polished surface but eroded,
tapers to the tip, yellowish colour, length- 5.5cm, max diameter0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3723) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.90m.}
Broken, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp
tip, smoothed but eroded surface, tapers towards both the tip
and the tang, half of the posterior part is missing, brownish
colour, available length- 5.2cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 3727) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.75m.}
Broken small tanged arrow head having plano-convex section,
flattened body with crude surface, half of its body towards the
tip is missing, brownish colour, available length- 3.3cm,
breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3741)
{Layer- 4 Depth- 2.51m.}
Broken arrow head having plano-convex section, broken tip,
convex surface is smoothed and polished but plane surface is
eroded, evidence of a little cut mar on the posterior part,
brownish colour, available length- 5.4cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3744) {Layer- 4 Depth2.95m.}
Fragment of anterior part of a bone point with sharp tip,
cylindrical, tapers to the tip, yellowish colour, available length2.2cm, max diameter- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3745)
{Layer- 4 Depth- 2.35m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head, both the tip and the tang
are missing, smoothed but slightly eroded surface, brownish
colour, available length- 3.6cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 3748) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.83m.}
Broken, middle part of an arrow head having rectangular
section, both the anterior and the posterior parts are missing,
brownish colour, smooth but eroded surface, available length5.4cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI3749) {Layer- 4 Depth- 1.93m.}
Broken tanged arrow head, maximum part of its anterior
portion is missing plano-convex section, made by flaking,
brownish colour available length including tang- 3.3cm,
breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3750)
{Layer- 4 Depth- 2.83m.}
Broken bone point made by flaking, the anterior and the
posterior parts are missing, smoothed and polished surface,
cylindrical body, tapers to the tip, brownish colour, available
length- 5cm, max diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3752)
{Layer- 4 Depth- 2.83m.}
Only tang portion of an arrow head length- 2.1cm, diameter0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3756) {Layer- 5 Depth- 2.85m.}
Broken tanged arrow head having plano-convex section, both
the tip and the tang portions are missing, smoothed and
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35. 3759

polished surface, deep brownish colour, available length3.5cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI3758) {Layer- 5 Depth- 2.83m.}
Intact, well shaped double ended bone point with very sharp
tip, cylindrical and thin body tapering towards both the tips,
smoothed but slightly eroded surface, brownish colour, length7.5cm, max diameter- 4cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3759) {Layer- 5
Depth- 2.83m.}

36. 3762

37. 3763

38. 3769

39. 3771

40. 3777

41. 3786
42. 3787

43. 3788

Broken, well shaped conical tanged arrow head, sharp tip,
missing tang, smoothed and polished surface, oval crosssection, brownish colour, available length- 2.5cm, breadth1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3762) {Layer- 6
Depth- 2.95m.}
Fragment of a anterior part of a cylindrical arrow head with
sharp tip, posterior part missing, smoothed and polished
surface, tapers to the tip, blackish in colour, available length3cm, diameter- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3763) {Layer- 6
Depth- 2.95m.}
Broken circular bone bead with hole, 1/3 part of its body is
missing, crude surface, brownish colour, diameter- 0.9cm,
thickness- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3769) {Layer- 4 Depth2.65m.}
Fragment of a bone point/stylus having cylindrical body,
tapering towards the pointed ends, smoothed but lightly
eroded surface, posterior part missing, brownish colour
available length- 4cm, max diameter- 0.4cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 3771) {Layer- 4 Depth- 2.67m.}
Broken, well shaped tanged arrow head having oval section,
evidence of bone marrow canal on one side, missing tang,
smoothed and polished surface but partially eroded, sharp tip,
yellowish colour, available length- 5cm, breadth- 0.9cm,
thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3777) {Layer- 5 Depth2.73m.}
Fragment of tang portion, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3786) {Layer5 Depth- 2.85m.}
Broken, tanged arrow head, tapering towards both the ends,
lightly flattened body near the tang portion, missing tip and a
little part of the tang is also missing, one side has eroded surface
and another has smoothed and polished, yellowish colour,
available length- 4.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 3787) {Layer- 5 Depth- 2.85m.}
Broken cylindrical tanged arrow head with blunt tip, tapering
towards both the tip and the tang, a little part of the tang is
missing, evidence of flake scars on the body, brownish colour,
available length- 5cm, max diameter- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 3788) {Layer- 8 Depth- 2.85m.}
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44. 3797

45. 3798

46. 3799

47. 3800

48. 3822

49. 3831

50. 3836

51. 3846

52. 3847

53. 3857

Fragment of middle part of an arrow head, both the anterior
and the posterior parts are missing, one side has evidence of
bone marrow canal, smoothed and polished surface, slightly
eroded, oval cross-section and blackish colour, available length4.9cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI3797) {Layer- 4 Depth- 3.05m.}
Fragment of anterior part of an arrow head, blackish colour,
available length- 2.3cm, diameter- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 3798) {Layer- 6 Depth- 3.20m.}
Broken in two parts, cylindrical tanged arrow head, tapers near
the tip which is damaged, smooth but eroded surface, brownish
colour, length including tang- 5.8cm, diameter- 0.8cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3799) {Layer- 4 Depth- 3.05m.}
Broken, well shaped conical tanged arrow-head, tang missing,
very sharp tip, smoothed and polished surface which is slightly
eroded, yellowish colour available length- 3.5cm, diameter0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3800) {Layer- 4 Depth- 3.15m.}
Fragment of a bone object having plano-convex section,
evidence of a socket on one end, smoothed and polished
surface, dark brownish colour, both the ends are missing,
available length- 3.2cm, breadth- 1.3cm, thickness- 1cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3822) {Layer- 6 Depth- 3.45m.}
Intact tanged arrow head having triangular section, missing tip,
one side has plane surface and another has a ridge from tang to
the tip, smoothed surface, curved laterally near the tang,
brownish colour, length including tang- 6.6cm, thickness0.8cm, breadth- 1cm, period- ..., (PND. XVI- 3831) {Layer- 6
Depth- 3.45m.}
Broken, tanged arrow head with smoothed and polished
surface, tang missing, a little part of the body is also missing
near the tang, damaged blunt tip, centrally thick body but flat
in section, one side has plane surface and another has evidence
of bone marrow canal, almost oval cross-section, yellowish
colour available length- 5.2cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3836) {Layer- 6 Depth- 3.53m.}
Broken, well shaped cylindrical tanged arrow head, tang
missing, tapers to the sharp tip, smoothed but slightly eroded
surface, brownish colour, available length- 5.3cm, max
diameter- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3846) {Layer- 4 Depth3m.}
Broken arrow head having almost rectangular section, both the
tip and the posterior parts are missing, brownish colour, length3.9cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI3847) {Layer- 4 Depth- 3.05m.}
Fragment of posterior part of a barbed arrow head made by
antler, well shaped, incision mark of small circle near the barb
on each side, smoothed and deep brown colour, oval cross[369]
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54. 3858

55. 3862

56. 3863

57. 3867

58. 3873
59. 3874

60. 3886

61. 3887

62. 3888

63. 3889

section, available length- 2.1cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3857) {Layer- 4 Depth- 3.15m.}
Fragment of anterior part of a cylindrical arrow head with
missing tip, smoothed and blackish colour, available length2.5cm, diameter- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3858) {Layer- 4
Depth- 3.15m.}
Broken in two parts, well shaped tanged arrow head having oval
section, smoothed surface, evidence of bone marrow canal on
one side with eroded surface, sharp tip, brownish colour, length
including tang- 7.5cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness- 0.8cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3862) {Layer- 4 Depth- 3.15m.}
Intact circular bead with hole, brownish colour, smoothed
surface, thickness- 0.9cm, diameter- 1.1cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 3863) {Layer- 4 Depth- 3.18m.}
Intact, well shaped cylindrical socketed arrow head with blunt
tip, lightly tapers to the tip, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, brownish colour, length- 2.7cm, max diameter- 0.8cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3867) {Layer- 4 Depth- 3.2m.}
Same as (PND. XVI 3867) length- 2.8cm, diameter- 0.7cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3873) {Layer- 7 Depth- 3.38m.}
Intact, well shaped tanged arrow head with sharp tip, smoothed
and polished surface, one side has plane surface and another
has evidence of bone marrow canal, centrally broad body from
where tapers towards both the tip and the tang portions,
flattened body, oval cross section, dark brown colour, length
including tang- 4.2cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.7cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3874) {Layer- 7 Depth- 3.38m.}
Fragment of a point, both the anterior and the posterior parts
are missing, smooth surface, oval cross section, deep brownish
colour, available length- 2.8cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3886) {Layer- 8 Depth- 3.71m.}
Intact, well shaped tanged arrow head with sharp tip, tapers
towards both the tip and the tang from middle which is
broadest part of the head, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, almost circular section, brownish colour, length
including tang- 6.1cm, max diameter- 1.2cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 3887) {Layer- 8 Depth- 3.71m.}
Broken double ended bone point with missing tips, smoothed
surface, oval section, brownish colour, available length- 4.8cm,
breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3888)
{Layer- 8 Depth- 3.71m.}
Fragment of anterior part of a bone point with broken tip,
smoothed surface obtained by flaking, oval cross-section,
blackish colour, available length- 3.9cm, breadth- 0.7cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3889) {Layer- 7 Depth3.65m.}
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65. 3893

66. 3894

67. 3878

68. 3898

69. 3899

70. 3900

71. 3937

72. 3944

73. 3960

Fragment of anterior part of an arrow head having planoconvex section, blunt tip, smoothed surface but partly eroded,
posterior end missing, brownish colour, available length- 4.2cm,
breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6 period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3892)
{Layer- 7 Depth- 4.10m.}
Broken, head portion of an arrow head having flat body,
tapering towards both the ends from middle, missing tip,
brownish colour, available length- 3.3cm, breadth- 0.8cm,
thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3893) {Layer- 8 Depth4.10m.}
A piece of bone having oval section, lightly tapers to one end,
smooth surface with brownish colour, shape like a chisel,
partially eroded, length- 6.3cm, breadth- 2.2cm, thickness1.4cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3894) {Layer- 7 Depth- 3.95m.}
Broken, half part of bone gamesman the top of both the ends
are circular and plane in section, one end is broader than the
other, evidence of a ridge in between both the ends, ½ part of
the body is missing, smoothed surface obtained by grinding,
brownish colour, length- 1.5cm, max diameter- 2.4cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3878) {Layer- 7 Depth- 3.48m.}
Broken in two parts, well shaped and polished tanged arrow
head with sharp tip, cylindrical body, tapers to both the tip and
the tang, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, brownish
colour, length including tang- 4.2cm, max diameter- 0.8cm
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3898) {Layer- 8 Depth- 3.85m.}
A piece of bone probably for making four faceted arrow head,
eroded surface, brownish colour, length- 6.4cm, breadth0.8cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3899) {Layer- 8
Depth- 3.60m.}
Fragment of an awl with hole having rectangular section,
anterior part missing, one side has crude surface with the
evidence of bone marrow-canal and another has smooth
surface, lightly curved body, brownish colour, available length10.2cm, breadth- 1.9cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 3900) {Layer- 7 Depth- 3.95m.}
Broken tanged arrow head with damaged tip, a little part of the
tang portion is missing and chipped off, tapers towards both the
tip and the tang, circular cross-section, slightly eroded surface,
brownish colour, available length- 5.8cm, max diameter- 0.8cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3937) {Layer- 9 Depth- 4.20m.}
Intact tanged arrow head having plano-convex section sharp tip,
smoothed surface obtained by flaking, tapering towards both
the ends, yellowish colour with brown spot, length- 6.7cm, max
breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3944)
{Layer- 9 Depth- 4.40m.}
Broken in two parts, well shaped tanged and barb arrow head
having four elongated edges on the body slightly thin near the
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74. 3970

75. 3996

76. 3998
77. 4000

78. 4001

79. 4008

80. 4009

81. 4010

barb portion, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, sharp tip,
missing tang, incised a small circle on each of the four sides near
the barb, rectangular cross section, brownish colour, available
length- 9.1cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 3960) {Layer- 10 Depth- 4.50m.}
Intact socketed and barbed arrow head having four faceted
body, smoothed surface obtained by grinding, a little part of the
pointed end is missing, incised a small circle on each face near
the barb, square cross-section, brownish colour, available
length- 7.4cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 3970) {Layer- 10 Depth- 4.55m.}
Broken four faceted arrow head with smoothed surface
obtained by grinding, both the anterior and the posterior parts
are missing, polished but eroded surface, rectangular cross
section, brownish colour, available length- 5.9cm, breadth0.9cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 3996) {Layer10 Depth- 4.75m.}
Antler (horn) length- 6cm, diameter- 1.2cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 3998) {Layer- 11 Depth- 4.68m.}
Broken tanged arrow head having circular section, smoothed
surface obtained by flaking, polished body with sharp tip, a little
part of the tang is missing, tapers to both the ends from middle,
yellowish colour length- 4.2cm, max diameter- 0.8cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4000) {Layer- 11 Depth- 4.78m.}
Broken, four faceted small pendant with hole, smoothed
surface obtained by grinding, thinner end is broken, rectangular
cross section, brownish colour, available length- 2.1cm,
breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4001)
{Layer- 11 Depth- 4.65m.}
Broken, small tanged arrow head with sharp tip, a little part of
the tang is missing, smoothed and polished surface, tapering
towards both the ends from middle, plano convex cross-section,
brownish colour, available length- 3.5cm, breadth- 0.8cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4008) {Layer- 9 Depth4.25m.}
Broken, cylindrical socketed arrow head with plane-blunt tip, a
little part of the socket is missing, smoothed surface but slightly
eroded, brownish colour, available length- 4.6cm, max
diameter- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4009) {Layer- 9 Depth4.25m.}
Broken, well shaped four faceted tanged and barbed arrow
head with sharp tip, four elongated edges from barb to the tip,
incised two small circles on each face near the barb, smoothed
surface but partially eroded, rectangular cross-section,
brownish colour, available length- 8.7cm, breadth- 0.8cm,
thickness- 0.7cm,period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4010) {Layer- 10 Depth4.50m.}
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84. 4020
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86. 4023

87. 4024

88. 4026

89. 4028

90. 4029

91. 4030

92. 4035

93. 4036

Broken and eroded four faceted socketed arrow head, a circle
is appear on the surface near one end, half portion of its body
is missing, length- 5.2cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.8cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4011) {Layer- 10 Depth- 4.48m.}
Unfinished part of a bone, probably for making an arrow head
or a point, length- 9.4cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4012) {Layer- 10 Depth- 4.48m.}
Intact, cylindrical socketed arrow head, with plane-blunt tip,
smoothed surface, brownish colour, length- 4.8cm, diameter0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4020) {Layer- 10 Depth- 4.55m.}
Piece of antler with hole, naturally crude surface, length- 2.2cm,
breadth- 2.2cm, thickness- 1.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4022)
{Layer- 12 Depth- 4.80m.}
Unfinished bone point having irregular section, both the ends
are blunt, length- 5.9cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.7cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4023) {Layer- 11 Depth- 4.75m.}
Fragment of tip portion of four faceted arrow head, well
shaped, smoothed and polished, eroded tip, available length2.6cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI4024) {Layer- 13 Depth- 5m.}
Fragment of an awl with hole, one side has smooth surface and
another has evidence of bone marrow canal, one end is broken
and another near the hole is pointed, flattish body, almost
rectangular cross-section, brownish colour, available length5.5cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 0.8cm period- ....., (PND. XVI4026) {Layer- 11 Depth- 4.75m.}
Intact tanged arrow head with lightly broken tip, tapers to both
the ends, evidence of bold flake scars on the surface, tang is
larger than the head, circular cross-section, brownish colour,
length- 6.3cm, max diameter- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI4028) {Layer- 9 Depth- 4.35m.}
Intact club shape bone point, tapering towards the pointed end
and also lightly tapers from the broadest part to the blunt end,
smoothed, cylindrical and polished body which is partially
eroded, length- 4.8cm, max diameter- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 4029) {Layer- 10 Depth- 4.48m.}
Broken tanged arrow head having plono-convex section, sharp
tip, a little part of the tang is missing, smoothed surface with
flake scars, tapering towards both the tip and the tang,
brownish colour, length- 5.4cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness0.7cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4030) {Layer- 11 Depth- 4.75m.}
Intact, well shaped cylindrical socketed arrow head with blunt
tip, lightly tapers to the tip, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, brownish colour, length- 2.9cm, max diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4035) {Layer- 5 Depth- 2.70m.}
Intact, conical tanged arrow head with sharp tip which is slightly
chipped off, smoothed surface, tapers to the tip, oval cross[373]
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94. 4039

95. 4040

96. 4041

97. 4043

98. 4044

99. 4045

100. 4047

101. 4048

section, brownish colour, length including tang- 4.6cm, breadth1.1cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4036) {Layer- 4
Depth- 2.90m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head with sharp tip, well
shaped, smooth and polished surface, partially eroded body,
tapers to the tip, brownish colour, available length- 7.7cm, max
diameter- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4039) {Layer- 4 Depth2.95m.}
Broken in two parts, well shaped cylindrical socketed arrow
head with sharp tip, smoothed and polished surface, tapers
towards the tip, brownish colour, length- 7.4cm, max diameter0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4040) {Layer- 5 Depth- 2.85m.}
Broken, socketed and barbed arrow head having equilateral
triangular section, tip portion missing, well shaped and
smoothed surface obtained by grinding, three elongated edges
on the body which makes three faces, brownish colour,
available length- 5.9cm, thickness- 1.1cm, breadth- 1.2cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4041) {Layer- 6 Depth- 3.05m.}
Intact, club shape tanged arrow head, tang is larger than the
head, smoothed surface obtained by flaking, one side has
evidence of bone marrow canal, oval cross-section, brownish
colour, length including tang- 5.2cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4043) {Layer- 8 Depth- 3.71m.}
same as above (PND. XVI- 4029) in shape.
Broken arrow head with edged tip, smooth surface obtained by
flaking which is slightly eroded, posterior part missing,
cylindrical body tapers to the tip, brownish colour, available
length- 7.9cm, max diameter- 1.2cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI4044) {Layer- 8 Depth- 3.85m.}
Broken club shape tanged arrow head with missing tip, tang is
larger than the head, same as (PND. XVI- 4029, 4043), partially
eroded surface, circular cross section, brownish colour, length
including tang- 4.8cm, max diameter- 0.7cm, period- ....., (PND.
XVI- 4045) {Layer- 7 Depth- 4.10m.}
Broken well shaped barbed and tanged arrow head having
equilateral triangular section, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, three elongated edges on the body which makes three
faces, polished surface, missing tip, a little part of the tang is
also missing, partly chipped off near the tip, brownish colour,
available length- 8.5cm, thickness- 1cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI4047) {Layer- 9 Depth- 4.40m.}
Broken tanged arrow head with sharp tip which is slightly
chipped off, a little part of the tang is missing, flattish body with
smooth and polished surface, middle part is broad, available
length- 4.8cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 4048) {Layer- 10 Depth- 4.50m.}
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103. 4050

104. 4058

105. 4063

106. 4064

107. 4067

108. 4078

109. 4079

110. 4082

Broken bone pendant with hole having triangular section, lightly
curved, thinner end is broken and chipped off, smoothed
surface, brownish colour, length- 2.5cm, breadth- 0.8cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4049) {Layer- 2 Depth1.3m.}
Broken, well shaped barbed and tanged arrow head having
almost rhombic section, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, polished, partially eroded, both the tip and the barbed
portions are missing, elongated ridge on both sides, brownish
colour, available length- 8cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.6cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4050) {Layer- 8 Depth- 4.05m.}
Broken, barbed and socketed arrow head having rectangular
section, missing tip, smoothed surface obtained by grinding,
incised a small circle on each of the four sides near the barb,
four elongated edges on the body from barb to the tip,
brownish colour, available length- 5.3cm, breadth- 1.1cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4058) {Layer- 13
Depth- 5.15m.}
Same as above (PND. XVI- 4058), broken in two parts, partially
eroded surface, a little part of the body is chipped off, damaged
tip, length- 6.3cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.7cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4063) {Layer- 13 Depth- 5.15m.}
A complete small bone tool, probably scrapers having planoconvex section, both the lateral sides have sharp working edges
which is prepared by flaking the surface, brownish colour,
length- 4.1cm, breadth- 1.5cm, thickness- 0.7cm, period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 4064) {Layer- 13 Depth- 5.15m.}
Same as (PND. XVI- 4058, 4063), barbed and socketed with
sharp tip, decorated by two small circle on each face near the
barb, socketed part missing, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, brownish colour, rectangular cross-section, available
length- 7.3cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 4067) {Layer- 14 Depth- 5.35m.}
Fragment of unidentified object, broken in two parts near one
end, another end has two hole, flattened, thin and curved body,
rectangular in shape, concave surface is crude and eroded but
convex surface, is smoothed and polished, three elongated
ridges on convex surface rectangular cross-section, brownish
colour, available length- 2.6cm, breadth- 1.7cm, thickness0.3cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4078) {Layer- 15 Depth- 5.50m.}
Intact, well shaped awl with hole, smoothed surface obtained
by grinding, flattened body having rectangular in section,
slightly curved blunt tip, one side surface partially eroded,
brownish colour, length- 9.7cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness0.6cm, period- ..... , (PND. XVI- 4079) {Layer- 15 Depth- 5.60m.}
Bone bangle piece, rectangular in section, flattish body with
smoothed surface, brownish colour, available length- 3.6cm,
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111. 4083

112. 4088

113. 4087

114. 4085

115. 4096

116. 4097

117. 4100

118. 4102

119. 4101

breadth- 0.4cm, thickness- 0.3cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4082)
{Layer- 15 Depth- 5m.}
Intact, double ended bone point having triangular section,
sharp tips, tapering towards both the pointed ends, smoothed
surface, brownish colour, length- 4.4cm, breadth- 0.7cm,
thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4083) {Layer- 15
Depth- 5.73m.}
Fragment, anterior part of four faceted arrow head having
rectangular in section, smoothed surface obtained by grinding,
missing tip, eroded surface near the tip, deep brownish colour,
available length- 4.6cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.5cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4088) {Layer- 12 Depth- 5m.}
Intact, one ended bone point with blunt tip which is slightly
chipped off, smoothed surface but minutely eroded, tapers to
the tip, rectangular cross-section, brownish colour, length4.3cm, breadth- 0.7cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI4087) {Layer- 12 Depth- 4.90m.}
Broken, well shaped four faceted barbed and socketed arrow
head with damaged tip, smoothed and polished surface, incised
a small circle on each of the four faces near the barb, socketed
portion missing, brownish colour with deep brown spot,
rectangular cross-section, available length- 7.6cm, breadth1.1cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4085) {Layer11 Depth- 4.85m.}
Fragment, anterior part of an arrow head with broken tip,
smoothed but eroded surface, almost rectangular crosssection, greyish colour, available length- 2.5cm, breadth- 1cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4096) {Layer- 16
Depth- 5.76m.}
Fragment, anterior part of an awl with blunt tip, flattish body
having rectangular section, smoothed surface obtained by
grinding, one side eroded, brownish colour, available length4.8cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.4cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI4097) {Layer- 16 Depth- 5.75m.}
Intact, cylindrical tanged arrow-head with sharp tip which is
slightly chipped off, thin body, tapering towards both the ends,
a little part of the tang is missing, smoothed but eroded surface,
brownish colour length- 7.2cm, max diameter- 0.6cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4100) {Layer- 5 Depth- 3.35m.}
Broken in two parts, stylus with blunt tip, flattish body, one side
has crude and another has smooth surface, polished, a little part
of one end is missing, oval cross-section, brownish colour,
length- 6.2cm, breadth- 0.6cm, thickness- 0.5cm, period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 4102) {Layer- 15 Depth- 5.80m.}
Fragment, posterior part of an arrow head having rectangular
section, brownish colour, length- 4cm, breadth- 0.8cm,
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120. 4106

121. 4107

thickness- 0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4101) {Layer- 15
Depth- 5.80m.}
Broken, cylindrical tanged arrow head, a little part of the tang is
missing and tip portion also, minutely tapers to the missing tip,
smoothed and polished surface, available length- 9cm,
diameter- 1cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4106) {Layer- 16 Depth5.82m.}
A piece of bone in natural shape, length- 6.3cm, breadth- 2.5cm,
thickness- 0.8cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4107) {Layer- 16 Depth5.90m.}

122. 4113

123. 4116

124. 4120

125. 4121

126. 4122

Broken and eroded, anterior part of an arrow head with sharp
tip, evidence of cut mark on one side, almost oval in section,
tapers to the pointed end, brownish colour available length4.9cm, breadth- 0.8cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI4113) {Layer- 17 Depth- 6.38m.}
A piece of bone with one sided sharp working edge for scraping,
working edge is prepared by knocking out a long flake from
ventral surface and by scratching from dorsal surface also,
brownish colour, with smooth surface, concavo-convex crosssection, length- 3.2cm, breadth- 2cm, thickness- 0.5cm,
period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4116) {Layer- 17 Depth- 6.25m.}
A triangular piece of bone which is modified by flaking two
lateral sides in a manner to form a working point, point is
broken, broadest end has angular mark, concavo-convex in
section, brownish colour, length- 3.3cm, breadth- 2.4cm,
thickness- 1cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4120) {Layer- 17 Depth6.17m.}
This serial No. Contains two bone tools probably borer, one is
small and another is comparatively long, both are complete
specimens.
(i) the small tool is one ended point, it is obtained by roughly
flaking the sides in a manner to form a sharp point, remaining
part of the tool is unfinished, irregular in cross-section,
brownish colour, length- 5.4cm, breadth- 0.9cm, thickness0.5cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4121) {Layer- 18 Depth- 6.35m.}
(ii) the long tool is also one ended point but it is made by
grinding all around the surface of one end to obtain sharp point,
point is damaged, remaining part of the bone is unworked, the
portion of pointed end is cylindrical and unworked part is
irregular in section, brownish colour, length- 11.6cm, breadth1.5cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4121) {Layer18 Depth- 6.35m.}
A piece of bone probably scraper, flattish body, one end is
triangular and another is roughly round, lateral sides flaked in a
manner to obtained sharp edges, dorsal surface smooth and
ventral surface crude, irregular cross-section, brownish colour,
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127. 4028

length- 6.5cm, breadth- 2.3cm, thickness- 0.9cm, period- .....,
(PND. XVI- 4122) {Layer- 18 Depth- 6.48m.}
Unfurnished piece of bone having rectangular section, probably
in the making process, one side has smooth surface and another
has crude, partly eroded, brownish colour, length- 8cm,
breadth- 1cm, thickness- 0.6cm, period- ....., (PND. XVI- 4028)
{Layer- 9, Depth- 4.35m.}
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PND- I
Metal
S. No. Reg. No.
1. 201
2.

283

3.

14

4.

62

5.

87

6.

146

7.

228

8.

237

9.

286

10. 359

11. 313
12. 363

13. 368

Particulars
Fragment of a copper bangle, circular in section, rusted, extant
length- 10cm, dia- 5mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of a copper bangle, circular in section, rusted, extant
length- 5.6cm, dia- 5mm, layer- 8, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in section, rusted, very little
amount of iron is remains, extant length- 4+2.6= 6.6cm, dia1.3cm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of an iron sickle, rectangular in cross-section, rusted,
tanged, latteraly , flattened, extant length- 6.7cm, breadth1.4cm, thickness- 5mm, layer- 1, period- V.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in section, rusted, extant length5cm, dia- 6mm, layer- 4, period- V.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in section rusted, extant length2.7cm, dia- 1cm, layer- 5, period- V.
Fragment of an iron nail, head portion is rectangular in section
whereas lower pointed portion is circular in section, rusted,
extant length- 5.6cm, thickness- 9mm, layer- 7A, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in section, lower pointed
portion was missing, rusted, extant length- 4.7cm, dia- 1cm,
layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron spear head, leaf shaped, mid rib is thick and
circular in section, tip portion is pointed whereas head portion is
tanged, rusted, extant length- 8.6cm, breadth- 2.5cm, thickness1.1cm, layer- 8, period- 8.
Fragments of an iron nail, rectangular in section, rusted, extant
length- 3cm, breadth- 1.5cm, thickness- 1.1cm, layer- 8, periodIII.
Fragment of an iron object, leaf-shaped, rusted, extant length4.2cm, breadth- 3.1cm, thickness- 9mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in section, rusted, both
terminals were missing, extant length- 4.5cm, dia- 1cm, layer- 8,
period- III.
Fragment of an iron implement, rusted, extant length- 3.9cm,
breadth- 3.1cm, thickness- 4mm, layer- 10, period- II.
PND. I
Stone
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Fragment of a stone pestle, circular in cross-section with blackish
core, it is laterally and longitudinally broken with smooth surface,
extant length- 9.8cm, thickness- 5.8cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Stone ball, intact, rough surface, buff in colour, dia- 3.8cm, layer6, period- III.
Stone pounder, intact, slightly depressed at middle portion of the
body, one end is broader than the other end, rectangular in
cross-section, buff in colour length- 7.7cm, breadth- 4.4cm,
thickness- 3.1cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of a crystal pendant, lower portion was missing, leaf
shaped, extant length- 7mm, breadth- 6mm, layer- 7A, periodIII.
Stone weight, intact, oval shaped, buff in colour, length- 6.3cm,
breadth- 5.4cm, thickness- 2.4cm, layer- 7A, period- III.
Stone ball, intact, rough surface, buff in colour, dia- 4.1cm, layer8, period- III.
Alabaster bead, intact, wheel-shaped, bluish in colour, dia1.5cm, thickness- 9mm, layer- 7A, period- III.
Stone pounder, intact, square in cross section, depressed at
middle portion all around, smooth surface, one face is blackish in
colour, rest is buff in colour, length- 7.8cm, thickness- 3.2cm,
layer- 7A, period- III.
Crystal, barrel bicone shaped, intact, length- 2.1cm, maximum
dia at the mid portion- 1.2cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Amphibolites, wheel shaped, intact, blackish in colour, sides
circular whereas, both terminals are flat, dia- 8mm, thickness5mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Crystal, same as reg. no.- 233, intact, length- 1.7cm, dia- 1cm,
layer- 7, period- III.
PND. II
Jasper, multigonal and multifaced, faces are triangular and
quadengular both, reddish in colour, intact, height- 1.6cm,
thickness- 1.8cm, layer- 1, period- V.
Glass, spherical in shape, broken, dia- 1.2cm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Chalcedony, barrel bicone shaped bead, length- 1.5cm,
maximum dia- 6mm, layer- 7, period- III.
PND- III
Stone
Jasper, cylindrical shape bead, intact, micro bead, dull red in
colour, length- 9mm, dia- 3mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of a conch shell bangle, embossed decoration of conch
and wheel designs, are show on the upper surface whereas lower
surface is almost smooth with a mid ridge, rectangular in crosssection, white in colour, extant length- 5cm, breadth- 7mm,
thickness- 5mm, layer- 1, period- V.
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Fragment of a glass bangle, opaque, plano-convex in section,
monochrome, black, extant length- 3.5cm, dia- 4mm, layer- 2,
period- V.
Fragment of a glass bangle, opaque, circular in cross-section,
monochrome, green, white dots are applied on the upper
surface, extant length- 1.5cm, dia- 3mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of a rubber of sand stone, rectangular in cross-section,
cuboidal in shape three faces are smooth, buff in colour, extant
length- 4.5cm, breadth- 3.8cm, thickness- 2.8cm, layer- 2, periodV.
Fragment of a pestle, longitudinally broken, plano-convex in
section, red sand stone, outer surface is smooth, extant length5.9cm, breadth- 7.2cm, thickness- 3.8cm, layer- 3, period- IV.
Fragment of a pestle, buff sand stone, longitudinally broken,
double-convex cross-section, smooth surface, extant length4.3cm, breadth- 5.9cm, thickness- 2.8cm, layer- 3, period- IV.
Fragment of a stone pounder, longitudinally broken, planoconvex in cross-section, outer surface is smooth, blackish in
colour, extant length- 7.3cm, breadth- 7cm, thickness- 2.8cm,
layer- 3, period- IV.
Sand stone rubber, intact, dorsa-ventrally flattened, both sides
are round, length- 10.4cm, breadth- 4.2cm, thickness- 1.6cm,
layer- 4, period- IV.
Barrel-shaped agate bead, broken, bicone, extant length- 1.1cm,
maximum dia- 7mm, layer- 3, period- IV.
Fragment of a stone pounder, plano-convex in cross-section, one
terminal is convex, other terminal was missing, dorsal surface is
convex whereas ventral surface is flat, both surfaces and sides
are smooth, both sides having little depression, blackish in
colour, extant length- 6.9cm, breadth- 3.5cm, thickness- 2.6cm,
layer- 4, period- IV.
Fragment of a stone pounder longitudinally broken, convex
smooth side, round in cross-section, blackish in colour, extant
length- 6.9cm, breadth- 3.5cm, thickness- 2.6cm, layer- 4, periodIV.
Fragment of a stone rubber, rectangular in cross- section, black
in colour, extant length- 7.8cm, thickness- 3.4cm, layer- 5,
period- III.
Fragment of a stone pounder, sand stone, broken, both terminals
were missing, circular in cross-section, slightly depressed sides,
buff in colour, extant length- 5.1cm, breadth- 5.6 cm, thickness
3.9cm, layer- 5, period- III.
Stone figurine, flaked at the one side, dorsal side is flat whereas
ventral side is convex, having horizontal grooves both terminals
have two projections, blackish in colour, length- 6.8cm, breadth3.1cm, thickness- 1.9cm, layer- 4, period- IV.
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Fragment of a stone pestle, round surface blackish in colour,
extant length- 4.5cm, thickness- 3.1cm, layer- 5, period- III.
Stone ball, intact, rough surface, buff in colour, dia- 3.6cm, layer5, period- III.
Sand stone ball, intact, rough surfaces, dia- 4.4cm, recovered
from pit- 1
Sand stone ball, intact, it is not regular spherical in shape, sides
are round whereas both terminals are flat, buff in colour, pecking
marks all over the surfaces, dia- 3.8cm, height- 3.1cm, layer- 5,
period- III.
Fragment of a sand stone pounder, buff in colour, well polished
surfaces, oval in cross-section, convex both sides, one side is
partially chipped off, extant length- 6cm, breadth- 4.8cm,
thickness- 6.1cm, recovered from pit- 1.
Sand stone ball, intact, rough surfaces, dia- 3.7cm, recovered
from pit- 2.
Fragment of a sand stone grinder, working face is flat,
rectangular in cross-section, taper towards the terminal end,
extant length- 6.5cm, thickness- 4.3cm, breadth- 7.1cm, layer- 5,
period- III
Fragment of a pounder of sand stone, square in cross-section,
smooth surfaces, slightly depressed around the body just below
the terminal end, buff in colour, extant length- 5.1cm, thickness4.5cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of a pestle of red sand stone, rectangular in crosssection, both upper and lower surfaces are flat, lower surface
showing traces of pecking marks, terminal is convex and partially
flacked, extant, length- 8.7cm, breadth- 6.2cm, thickness- 3.7cm,
layer- 7, period- III
Stone ball, broken, irregular surfaces, blackish in colour, dia4.1cm, layer- 8, period- II.
Emeralds, bead, intact, multi faced sides, both terminals are flat,
circular in shape, blackish in colour, dia- 9mm, layer- 2, periodV.
Jasper micro bead, intact, circular in shape reddish in colour, dia3mm, layer 2, period- V.
Agate, trunketed barrel bicone shaped bead, one end partially
broken, sides have two faces, whereas dorsal and ventral
surfaces are flat, blackish mixed whitish in colour, length- 1.5cm,
breadth- 9mm, thickness- 6mm, layer- 3, period- IV.
Crystal, hexagonal drum-shaped bead, intact transparent in
colour, length- 9mm, dia- 7mm, layer- 4, period- IV
Jasper, micro bead, circular in shape, reddish in colour, dia- 3mm,
layer- 4, period- IV.
Crystal, fragment of a barrel, bicone shaped bead, transparent,
extant length- 1.3cm, breadth- 1.3cm, thickness- 6mm, layer- 4,
period- IV.
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Truncated bicone crystal bead, length- 1.2cm, maximum dia1.2cm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Glass, spherical bead, intact, greenish in colour, dia- 1cm, layer,4, period- IV.
Jasper micro bead, circular in shape, intact, reddish in colour, dia6mm, recovered from the pit- 1, period- IV.
Fragment of a glass bangle, blackish in colour, extant length1.9cm, breadth- 7mm, thickness- 3mm, layer- 5, period- III
Agate, trunketed barrel bicone shaped bead, intact, blackish in
colour, length- 1.7cm, max. dia- 6mm, recovered from pit- 1,
period- III.
Jasper, micro bead, circular in shape, intact, greenish in colour,
dia- 4mm, recovered from pit- 1, period- III.
Banded agate, barrel-shaped, broken, extant length- 8mm, dia6mm, recovered from pit- 1, period- III.
Fragment of a glass bracelet, retused dorsal surface, blackish in
colour, extant length- 3.3cm, breadth- 1.6cm, thickness- 3mm,
recovered from pit- 1, period- III.
Banded agate, spherical in shape, intact, dia- 1.3cm, recovered
from pit- 1, period- III.
Fragment of a quartzite bead, barrel bicone, dorsol-ventrally flat,
extant length- 6mm, breadth- 1.7cm, thickness- 1cm, recovered
from, pit- 1, period- III.
Steatite, cylindrical bead, intact, length- 1.8cm, dia- 5mm, layer7, period- III.
Emeral, ovoid bead, intact, green in colour length- 1cm, breadth1.2cm, thickness- 4mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Trunketed crystal bead, barrel bicone shaped, multi faced
surface, length- 1.5cm, breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 9mm, layer- 7,
period- III.
Trunketed agate bead, barrel shaped, intact double faced sides,
flat terminals, milky white in colour, length- 1.1cm, breadth6mm, thickness- 4mm, layer- 8, period- II.
Agate, spherical bead, blackish band on the surface, intact, dia9mm, recovered from pit- 2, period- III.
Fragment of a banded agate bead, drum shaped, length- 1.2cm,
thickness- 5mm, layer- 9, period- II.
Banded agate, barrel shaped, intact, length- 1.1cm, dia- 3mm,
layer- 9, period- II.
Steatite, discoid bead, intact, dia- 5mm, thickness- 2mm, layer9, period- II.
Steatite, discoid micro bead, intact, dia- 5mm, thickness- 0.5mm,
layer- 8, period- II.
PND.- III
Iron/Copper
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Iron nail with flat circular head, having shank of circular section,
rusted, extant length- 4.4cm, dia- 9mm, recovered from pit- 1.
Iron nail fragments, circular in cross-section, rusted, extant
length- 3.1cm, dia- 9mm, recovered from pit- 2.
Blade portion of an iron knife with straight edges, rectangular in
cross-section, rusted, extant length- 4.7cm, breadth- 1.7cm,
thickness- 7mm, layer- 8, period- II.
Iron nail with rectangular cross-section, having shank of circular
section, rusted, extant length- 6.4cm, breadth- 1.6cm, thickness9mm, layer- 9, period- II.
Copper wire coil, circular in cross-section, rusted, two loops,
extant length- 6.3cm, dia- 2mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Armed clamp of iron, intact, rusted, T-shaped, shank roughly
circular in cross-section, length- 2.7cm, thickness- 3mm, layer- 1,
period- V.
Iron pin, intact, circular in cross-section pointed end, rusted,
length- 2.6cm, dia- 4mm, layer- 1, period- V.
Fragment of an iron nail, rectangular cross-section of the upper
portion and shank circular in cross-section, both ends were
missing, corroded, extant length- 3.7cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 3,
period- IV.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, pointed end,
round head, corroded, extant length- 3.5cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 6,
period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, both ends were
missing, corroded, extant length- 5.4cm, dia- 3.1cm, recovered
from pit- 1.
Fragment of a knife blade, rectangular in cross-section, corroded,
both ends were missing, extant length- 5.6cm, breadth- 1.8cm,
thickness- 7mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Butt portion of an iron knife roughly circular in cross-section,
rusted, extant length- 5.2cm, dia- 7 mm, recovered from pit- 1.
Blade portion of an iron knife, rectangular in cross-section,
corroded, extant length- 4cm, breadth- 2.3cm, thickness- 7mm,
layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron knife, rectangular in cross-section, corroded,
pointed end, extant length- 4cm, breadth- 1.3cm, thickness8mm.
Iron nail with circular cross-section, corroded, extant length7.7cm, dia- 7mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Copper antimony rod, circular in cross-section rusted, elongated,
both terminals are round. Intact, length- 18.6cm, dia with rusted
body- 6mm, without rust- 4mm, layer- 5, period- III.
Copper ring, broken, rusted, extant circumference 4.7cm, dia1.5cm, breadth- 4mm, thickness- 1mm, layer- 5, period- III.
PND.- VIII
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Iron/Copper
Fragments of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, both terminals
were missing, rusted, extant length- 3.9cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 1A,
period- V.
Fragments of copper bowl, featureless rim vertical sides rusted,
layer- 3A, period- IV.
Fragment of an iron sickle blade, rectangular in cross-section,
corroded, extant length- 4.4cm, breadth- 2.1cm, thickness- 7mm,
layer- 5, period- III.
PND.- VIII
Stone
Stone anvil, intact, ‘L’ shaped, 5 faced, sand stone, one face has
made a depression due to the work, length- 8.1cm, thickness4.3cm.
Drum-shaped, bicone carlenial bead, one end broken, length2.1cm, maximum dia- 9mm, layer- 3A, period- IV.
Amazonite, circular bead, intact, greenish in colour, dia- 7mm,
layer- 4, period- IV.
Disc-shaped steatite, bead, intact, whitish in colour, dia- 5mm,
thickness- 1mm, layer- 5, period- III.
Hexagonal jasper bead, intact, bluish in colour, dia- 7mm,
thickness- 8mm, layer- 5, period- III.
Circular shaped jasper, bead, intact, reddish in colour, dia- 6mm,
layer- 5, period- III.
Carnelian, spherical shape bead, intact, red in colour, dia- 8mm,
layer- 4, period- IV.
Carnelian, leaf-shape pendant, intact, length- 1.6cm, thickness5mm, max breadth- 8mm, and mini- 4mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Agate, oval shaped bead, intact, catechu in colour, length- 1.2cm,
dia- 1.1cm, layer- 6, period- III.
PND.- IX
Iron
Blade portion of an iron knife, straight edges, rectangular in
cross-section, corroded, extant length- 4.1cm, breadth- 1.5cm,
thickness- 4mm, layer- 1, period- V.
Blade portion of an iron knife, straight edges, rectangular in
cross-section, corroded, extant length- 5.3cm, breadth- 1.9cm,
thickness- 6mm, layer- 1, period- V.
Blade portion of an iron knife, straight edges, rectangular in
cross-section, corroded, extant length- 3.8cm, breadth- 1.1cm,
thickness- 5mm, layer- 1, period- V.
Shank portion of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, corroded,
extant length- 7cm, dia- 6mm, layer- 1, period- V.
Shank portion of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, corroded,
extant length- 3.3cm, dia- 1.1cm, layer- 1, period- V.
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Shank portion of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, corroded,
bent point used as a clamp, extant length- 3.6cm, dia of the
point- 3mm and upper portion- 6mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of a sickle blade, tip of the blade is triangular, blade is
triangular in cross-section, dorsal portion flat, corroded, extant
length, 5.3 cm, breadth- 1.3cm, thickness- 5mm, layer- 2, periodV.
Tip and middle portion of an iron knife, rectangular in crosssection, straight edges, triangular tip, corroded, extant length of
the tip portion- 4.3cm, breadth- 2.8cm, thickness- 4mm, extant
length of the middle portion- 2.9cm, breadth- 2.4cm, thickness4mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Shank portion of bent clamp, circular in cross-section, corroded,
extant length- 2.8cm, bent portion- 2.1cm, dia- 1cm, layer- 3,
period- V.
Tip portion of a blade of the knife with straight edges, rectangular
in cross-section, corroded, extant length- 3.9cm, breadth- 1.8cm,
thickness- 7mm, layer- 5, period- IV.
Shank portion of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, corroded,
pointed end, extant length- 5cm, dia- 7mm, layer- 5, period- IV.
Lower portion of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, corroded,
extent length- 6.4cm, dia- 1cm, layer- 5, period- IV.
Fragments of a iron knife, with straight edges, rectangular in
cross-section, corroded, extant length- 4.2cm, breadth- 1.6cm,
thickness- 6mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron sickle with straight edges, rectangular in
cross-section, corroded, bent at one end, extant length- 6.6cm,
breadth- 2cm, thickness- 8mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of an iron spear head, slightly convex both sides,
corroded, rectangular in cross-section, extant length- 7cm,
maximum breadth- 3cm, minimum- 1.8cm, thickness- 1.2cm,
layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron Khurpi tapering towards butt, both side of
the blade are flat, corroded, rectangular in cross-section, extant
length- 5.9cm, breadth- 3.5cm, and 2cm, thickness- 8mm, layer7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron knife, with straight edges, rectangular in
cross-section, corroded, extant length- 5.2cm, breadth- 2cm,
thickness- 5mm, layer- 8, period- III.
Fragment of an iron gaff, circular in cross-section both ends are
pointed, spindle, shaped, corroded, extant length- 9.5cm, dia1.4cm, dia of the end- 6mm, layer- 8, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section corroded,
extant length- 4.7cm, dia- 7mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Chisel with butt, broken, flattened with rectangular section,
slightly broad working edge, sharp end, sides tapering towards
butt end, corroded, length- 7cm, breadth of the working edges[386]
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2.5cm, butt end, 1.7cm, thickness of blade- 4mm, working edge2mm, length of the butt- 1.5cm, dia- 6mm, recovered from pit in
layer- 12, period- II.
Fragment of a rectangular copper rod, rusted, extant length6.1cm, breadth- 4mm, thickness- 2mm, layer- 5, period- IV.
Copper rod, rectangular in shape, wavy body, symmetrical,
ventral surface smooth whereas dorsal surface decorated with
horizontal grooves, both terminals are round, it is in good
condition, length- 16.7cm, breadth- 6mm, thickness- 3mm, layer1, period- V.
Blade portion of an iron knife, broken, corroded, tapering
towards tip, rectangular, cross-section, extant length- 5.4cm,
thickness- 1cm, and 5mm, breadth- 1.5cm and 9mm, layer- 8,
period- III.
Agate bead, intact, globular, length- 1.1cm, dia- 9mm, layer- 5,
period- IV.
Agate, bead, partially flaked at one end, multi faced profile,
banded, cylindrical, length- 1.7cm, dia- 5mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Banded agate bead, intact, pyramid-shape, height- 7mm, dia1.3cm, and 1.1cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Banded agate bead, intact, barrel shaped, blackish in colour
length- 1.6cm, dia- 5mm, layer- 5, period- IV.
Crystal, drum-shaped, intact, length- 1.1cm, dia- 9mm, layer- 8,
period- III.
Banded agate bead, intact, barrel-shaped, blackish in colour,
length- 1.3cm, dia- 5mm, layer- 11, period- II.
Banded agate bead, intact, drum shaped, milki in colour, length9mm, dia- 6mm, layer- 11, period- II
Jasper, micro bead, round, intact, reddish in colour, dia- 2mm,
layer- 14, period- I.
Steatite, drum-shaped, bicone, intact, length- 6mm, max dia6mm, layer- 12, period- I.
PND- XIII
Iron/Copper
Copper, blade portion of a knife with straight edges, rectangular
in cross-section, tapering toward tip, rusted, extant length4.2cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 3mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Copper coin, circular in shape, rusted, dia- 2.1cm, thickness2mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Iron, blade portion of a knife with straight edges, tapering
towards tip, rectangular in cross-section, corroded extant,
length- 4.7cm, breadth- 1.6cm, thickness- 5mm, layer- 2, periodV.
Iron, tanged and barbed arrow-head, tip portion was missing,
circular in section, corroded, extant length- 3.7 cm, dia- 8mm,
layer- 2, period- V.
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Iron, bent clamp, broken, rectangular in cross-section, corroded,
extant length- 4.6cm, breadth- 1.4cm, thickness- 7mm, layer- 5,
period- IV.
Iron, nail, broken, rusted, shank circular in cross-section, flat
pointed end, extant length- 4.3cm, dia- 5mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Iron, blade portion of a knife with straight edges, tapering
towards tip, rectangular in cross-section, corroded, extant
length- 6.3cm, maximum breadth- 2.2cm, minimum breadth1cm, thickness- 8mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Iron, chisel, broken, corroded, flat end, circular shank, extant
length- 5cm, dia- 9mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Iron, nail, broken, rusted, rectangular in cross section, tapering
towards end point, end is circular in cross-section, extant length4.7cm, breadth- 9mm, thickness- 7mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Iron nail, broken, lower portion is found, its end point is bent and
flattened, broken, rusted, rectangular in cross-section, extant
length- 3.6cm, breadth- 3mm to 8mm, thickness- 7mm to 4mm,
layer- 6, period- III.
Iron nail, broken, corroded, circular in cross-section, both,
posterior and anterior portions were missing, extant length4.3cm, dia- 1cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Iron, arrow-head, tanged, tri-faced pyramid-shaped, rusted,
intact, working point and tang are circular in cross-section, most
portion of the tang was missing, extant length- 4.3cm, thickness1.3cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Iron, dagger butt, rusted, intact, blade portion was missing,
extant length- 8.3cm, breadth- 1.8cm, thickness- 1.2cm, layer- 3,
period-V.
Iron, fragment of an axe, corroded, triangular in shape, extant
length- 3.3cm, max. breadth- 3.1cm, min. breadth- 1.1cm,
thickness- 1.2cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Iron, nail, rusted, intact, circular in cross-section, upper portion
is slightly thick, pointed end, length- 3.6cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 9,
period- III.
PND- XIII
Stone Beads
Sand stone sharpener, partially flaked at one side, drum-bellshaped, rectangular in cross-section, mid portion of the profile is
depressed, having worn out marks, length- 7cm, breadth- 5.5cm,
thickness- 3.7cm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of a sand stone pestle, rectangular in cross-section,
pecking marks on the working surface whereas other surfaces
are smooth, buff in colour, extant length- 7.6cm, breadth- 7.2cm,
thickness- 4.9cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Coral, tubular bead, intact, circular in cross-section, reddish in
colour, layer- 5, period- IV.
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17. 39
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Glass, circular bead, intact, green in colour, dia- 3mm, layer- 4,
period- IV.
Garned, circular bead, intact, blackish in colour, dia- 1.1cm,
height- 9mm, layer- 5, period- IV.
Alabaster bead, rectangular in shape, length- 1.1cm, breadth6mm, thickness- 4mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Agate (?) almond in colour, pendant, broken, semicircular in
shape, extant length- 1.60cm, breadth- 9mm to 6mm, thickness5mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Carnelian, micro pendant, intact, rectangular in cross-section,
tapering sides, dark tan in colour, length- 9mm, max breadth5mm, thickness- 3mm, layer- 8, period- III.
Firoza micro bead, intact green in colour, circular in shape, dia2mm, layer- 9, period- III.
Banded carnelian tubular bead, intact, length- 9mm, dia- 4mm,
layer- 2, period- V.
Glass, bangle, fragmentary, rectangular in cross-section, black in
colour extant length- 5.8cm, breadth- 6mm, thickness- 3mm,
layer- 3, period- V.
Glass bead, circular in shape, intact, dia- 8mm, thickness- 6mm,
layer- 2, period- V.
Trunketed garned bead, hexagonal, multifaceted, each face is
triangular in shape, intact, dia- 8mm, thickness - 6mm, layer- 4,
period- IV.
Glass bead, quadrangular, intact green in colour, dia- 5mm, layer2, period- V.
Glass bead, similar to the reg. no. 35, dia- 5mm, layer- 5, periodIV.
Quartzite bead, circular in shape, intact, whitish band at the one
terminal, catechu in colour, dia- 7mm, thickness- 5mm, layer- 5,
period- IV.
Quartz bead, drum-shaped, intact, whitish in colour, length- 1cm,
max. dia at the mid- 1cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Banded agate, cylindrical, intact, whitish in colour, blackish spot
is shown on the peripheral portion of the one end, length- 1.6cm,
dia- 6mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Coral, ring-shaped bead, intact, dia- 8mm, thickness- 3mm, layer3, period- V.
Carnelian bead, cuboidal in shape, reddish in colour, length1.7cm, thickness- 5mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Banded cornelian bead, barrel shaped, intact, whitish elliptical
band loop is shown on the one side, this side is raged at the
midpoint, yellowish-red in colour, length- 1.5cm, max. thickness5mm, layer- 6, period- III.
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Trunketed carnelian bead, pentagonal sides, intact, elongated,
reddish in colour, length- 1.3cm, thickness- 5mm, layer- 8,
period- III.
Agate, small drum-shaped bead, intact, slety colour, very small
whitish spot on the body, length- 1.1cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 6,
period- III.
Jasper, barrel bicone bead, intact, greenish in colour, length1.5cm, max. thickness- 9mm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Carnelian bead, small drum-shaped, whitish and reddish patches
in the body, length- 5mm, max. thickness- 8mm, layer- 5, periodIV.
PND.- XIV
Stone Beads
Jasper bead, small drum-shape, intact, tan in colour, length5mm, dia- 4mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Glass bead, small circular in shaped, intact, white band on the
black body, dia, 8mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Black jasper bead, truncated long barrel, bicone, anterior cone is
longer than the posterior cane, hexagonal with six sides dia of
the anteriod end- 6mm, posteriod end- 9mm, max dia- 1.4cm,
length- 3.2cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Emerald, bead, hexagonal, multifaceted, each face is triangular
in shape, intact, green in colour, dia- 8mm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Chalcedony, bead, spherical, in shape intact, black in colour, dia6mm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Crystal, bead, truncated long barrel, broken, four sided, end is
narrower than the mid portion, extant length- 2.2cm, breadth1.5cm, thickness- 1.1cm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Glass bead, circular in shape, intact, firozy in colour, dia- 6mm,
layer- 4, period- IV.
Fragment of a glass bangle, plano-convex, cross-section, black in
colour, extant length- 1.3cm, breadth- 6mm, thickness- 3mm,
layer- 5, period- IV.
Agate, orange shaped bead, intact, catechu in colour, max dia1.2cm, thickness- 9mm, layer- 5, period- IV.
Crystal bead, cyboid in shape, rectangular in cross-section,
partially broken at one terminal point, length- 1.1cm, breadth8mm, thickness- 3mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Agate, spherical bead, banded, intact, catechu in colour, dia1cm,
Quart bead, irregular circular in shape, intact, dia- 8mm, max
thickness- 6mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Agate, truncated bead, drum-shaped, pentagonal with five sides,
whitish in colour with purple glow at one end, intact, length1.4cm, maximum dia- 8mm, layer- 6, period- III.
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Agate, bead, bicone circular in shape, intact, black in colour,
decorated with whitish lime bands, dia- 1cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Jasper, bead, circular in shape, intact, truncated multi-faced side,
reddish in colour, dia- 8mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Jasper bead, mirdanga shaped, constricted at both terminals but
ends are circular, intact, blackish in colour, length- 1.5cm, max
dia- 8mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Carnelian, truncated cylindrical bead, intact, reddish in colour,
length- 1.5cm, dia- 5mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Glass, bead, wheel in shape, intact, blue in colour, dia- 5mm,
thickness- 3mm, layer- 5, period- IV.
Banded agate, cylindrical in shape, bicrome with white bands, in
white bands, intact, length- 1.2cm, dia- 4mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Coral, bead, circular in shape, intact, red in colour, dia- 6mm,
layer- 3, period- V.
Banded agate, barrel shaped, intact, black band around the
yellowish body, length- 1cm, dia- 6mm, layer- 8, period- III
Chalcedony, drum-shaped, partially broken at one end, white
bands on the profile, length- 1.6cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 9, periodIII.
Sharpener, sand stone intact, length- 6.1cm, breadth- 4.3cm,
thickness- 2.1cm.
Sharpener, stone, broken, extant length- 2.6cm, breadth- 2.7cm,
thickness- 1.5cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Sand stone, pestle cum pounder, broken, plano-convex in crosssection, pecking marks on the plane side, one end is narrower
and roughly circular, end point round, extant length- 8.6cm,
thickness- 5.7cm, layer- 5, period- IV.
Sand stone, pounder, broken, circular in cross-section, bruise
mark on the one end, extant length- 6.4cm, dia- 5.7cm, layer- 6,
period- III.
Polished sand stone, fragment of pestle, circular in cross-section,
outer surface was polished with Mauryan like glaze, extant
length- 6.3cm, dia- 6.7cm, thickness- 3.3cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Sand stone pestle, broken, plano-convex in cross-section, extant
length- 6.5cm, dia- 5.5cm, thickness- 3.2cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of a grinder of sand stone, rectangular in cross-section,
pecking marks on the working surface, extant length- 15.5cm,
breadth- 8.1cm, thickness- 7.4cm, layer- 6, period- III.
PND.- XIV
(Metal) Iron
Fragment of an iron nail, square in section, pointed end,
corroded, extant length- 4.5cm, thickness- 6mm, layer- 2, periodV.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in section, corroded, extant
length- 4.1cm, layer- 3, period- V.
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Fragment of an iron nail, rectangular in section, pointed end,
tapering towards end point, corroded, extant length- 5.1cm, max
breadth- 1.5cm, thickness- 6mm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Iron nail, circular in section, beaded, broken shank, pointed end,
corroded, length- 6mm, max dia- 7mm, min dia- 4mm, layer- 4,
period- IV.
Fragment of headed iron nail, roughly circular in section,
corroded missing shank, extant length- 4.5cm, dia- 1cm, layer- 6,
period- III.
Fragment of a spear-head, rectangular in section leaf-shaped
blade, corroded, extant length- 3cm, breadth- 3.3cm, thickness6mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Blade portion of a knife with straight edges, rectangular in
section corroded, extant length- 5.1cm, breadth- 1.8cm,
thickness- 8mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in section, corroded, extant
length- 2.7cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, roughly circular in section pointed end,
corroded, extant length- 5.2cm, dia- 1.1cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragmented blade portion of an iron knife, straight edges,
rectangular in section, pointed end, corroded, extant length3.9cm, breadth- 1.6cm, thickness- 8mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in section, corroded, extant
length- 4.3cm, dia- 8mm, tapering to the end point, layer- 6,
period- III.
Fragment of an iron spear head, blade portion, pointed end,
rectangular in section, corroded, extant length- 5.7cm, max
breadth- 2cm, thickness- 1.2cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in section, corroded, extant
length 4cm, dia- 1.2cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron, circular in section, pointed end, corroded,
extant length- 3.7cm, max dia- 9mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in section, corroded, extant
length- 3.6cm, dia- 1.1cm, layer- 9, period- III.
PND - XIV
Metal Copper
Fragment of a copper bangle, elliptical in section, rusted, extant
length- 3.4cm, thickness- 3mm, breadth- 6mm, layer- 6, periodIII.
Fragments of copper sheet having 2mm, thickness, rusted, layer6, period- III.
PND.- XVI
Stone beads
Carnelian bead, intact, tubular in shape, banded, orange in
colour, length- 1cm, dia- 3mm, layer- 3, period- V.
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Banded agate bead, intact, circular in shape, black in colour, two
parallel white bands around the profile, dia- 8mm, layer- 2,
period- V.
Emerald micro bead, intact, circular in shape, green in colour,
dia- 2mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Carnelian bead, spherical in shape, orange in colour, intact, dia8mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Jade bead, intact, bicone in shape, deep green in colour, length1cm, max. dia- 5mm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Agate bead, intact, drum-shaped, black in colour, length- 1.2cm,
dia- 8mm, layer- 5, period- III.
Agate, intact, round, whitish in colour, dia- 8mm, layer- 6, period
– III
Agate bead, intact, round, black in colour, dia- 9mm, layer- 4,
period- IV.
Chert bead, intact, rectangular, whitish in colour, length- 1.1cm,
breadth- 7mm, thickness- 4mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Agate bead, intact, cuboid in shape, whitish in colour, length1.9cm, thickness- 4mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Banded calcite bead, intact, barrel-shaped blackish bands on the
profile, length- 2.2cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Agate bead, drum-shaped, intact, multi coloured, length- 1.2cm,
dia- 6mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Agate bead, heart-shaped, intact, multi coloured, length- 1cm,
breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 8mm, layer- 8, period- III.
Agate bead, round, intact, whitish in colour, dia- 7mm, layer- 8,
period- III.
Carnelian bead, intact, barrel-shaped, white band on the profile,
orange in colour, length- 1.2cm, dia- 6mm, layer- 8, period- III.
Black silk stone bead, broken, circular in shaped, dorsa-ventrally
flattened, upper portion has concentric two white bands, dia2.1cm, thickness- 6mm, layer- 8, period- III.
Agate bead, intact, tubular in shape, black in colour, length1.6cm, dia- 4mm, layer- 8, period- III.
Banded agate bead, micro bead, intact, roundel in shape, length4mm, dia- 3mm, layer- 8, period- III.
Banded agate bead, intact, drum-shaped, length- 1.2cm, dia7mm, layer- 8, period- III.
Banded agate bead, intact, barrel-shaped, white bands around
the profile, length- 1.5cm, max. dia- 5mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Onex bead, intact, rondelle in shape, light green in colour, dia5mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Jade bead, intact, barred shaped, deep green in colour, max dia1.8cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 11, period- II.
Banded agate bead, intact, roundelle in shape, whitish in colour,
dia- 1.2cm, length- 9mm, layer- 4, period- IV.
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Steatite bead, broken, bicone in shape, white in colour, max dia2cm, length- 2.3cm, layer- 15, period- I.
Agate bead, intact, barrel-shaped, grey in colour, max dia- 8mm,
length- 1.9cm, layer- 16, period- I.
Agate bead, intact, tubular in shape, both terminals are blackish
in colour, whereas middle portion is white, length- 1.8cm, dia2mm, layer- 16, period- I.
Steatite discoid bead, intact, dia- 3mm, thickness- 1mm, layer17, period- I.
Steatite discoid bead, intact, dia- 5mm, thickness- 1mm, layer17, period- I.
Agate bead, broken, whitish in colour, length- 1.8cm, thickness3mm, layer- 18, period- I.
Banded agate bead, broken, conical in shape, extant length1.2cm, dia- 9mm, layer- 15, period- I.
Onex bead, intact, tubular in shape, bright green in colour,
length- 9mm, dia- 2mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Quartz bead, intact, bicone in shape, length- 1.7cm, dia- 9mm,
layer- 5, period- III.
Quartz bead, broken, multi gonal transparent, extant length2cm, breadth- 1.1cm, thickness- 7mm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Jasper bead, intact, four faced, rondelle in shape, green in colour,
dia- 5mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Fragment of a soap stone casket, whitish in colour, extant length3cm, height- 1.4cm, thickness- 8mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Glass
Glass bead, broken, multigonal, barrel shaped, extant length1.5cm, dia- 1.1cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Glass micro bead, intact, rondelle greenish in colour, dia- 5mm,
thickness- 3mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Glass micro bead, intact, round in shape, bright in colour, dia7mm, layer- 4, period- V.
Glass bead, broken, round, in shape, firozi in colour, dia- 8mm,
layer- 4, period- IV.
Glass bead, intact, rondelle in shape, blackish in colour, dia7mm, thickness- 3mm, layer- 3, Period- V.
Stone objects
Sharpener of fine grained sand stone, broken, plano-convex in
cross-section, depressed at the mid portion of both sides, having
using marks, buff in colour, length- 7.9cm, breadth- 5.7cm,
thickness- 3.3, layer- 1, period- V.
Fragment of a pestle of fine grained sand stone, smooth surface,
longitudinally broken, convex profile, buff in colour, extant
length- 9.9cm, breadth- 5.5cm, thickness- 2.6cm, layer- 1, periodV.
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Fragment of a pestle of sand stone, elliptical in cross-section, buff
in colour, extant length- 4cm, breadth- 4.2cm, thickness- 4.1cm,
layer- 2, period- V.
Weight of sand stone, intact, wheel-shaped, dia- 5.7cm,
thickness- 5cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Burnisher of fine grained sand stone, broken, rectangular in
cross-section, working surface is very smooth, buff in colour,
length- 5.5cm, extant breadth- 3.9cm, thickness- 2.2cm, layer- 3,
period- V.
Burnisher of fine grained sand stone, possibly rectangular in
outline both surfaces are very smooth and polished, one surface
in flat and smooth whereas other surface is oval, broken, extant
length- 7.2cm, thickness- 5.4cm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Disc of a stone, broken, possibly in square shape, grey in colour,
area of the disc- 4.8×4.2cm, thickness- 8mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Fragment of a pestle, possibly rectangular in cross-section, fine
grained sand stone, buff in colour, extant length- 5.6cm, breadth6.5cm, thickness- 4.3cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Sharpener of fine grained sand stone, broken, rectangular in
cross-section, smooth surface, buff in colour, extant length7.5cm, max breadth- 6.4cm, thickness- 4.2cm, layer- 2, period- V.
Sharpener of coarse grained sand stone, intact, tripodal, pinkish
in colour, length- 6.1cm, breadth- 5.1cm, thickness- 2.9cm, layer2, period- V.
Sharpener of fine grained sand stone, broken rectangular in
cross-section, both surfaces are flat, sides are slightly depressed,
buff in colour, length- 7.4cm, breadth- 6.3cm, thickness- 2.8cm,
layer- 3, period- V.
Pestle of fine grained sand stone, broken, plano-convex, crosssection, smooth surface, three marks shown on the localized
portion of the side, buff in colour, extant length- 6.9cm, breadth4.5cm, thickness- 4cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Pounder of sand stone, intact rectangular in cross-section, but
portion is circular in cross-section, reddish in colour, length10.9cm, breadth- 7.2cm, thickness- 5.4cm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Fragment of a pestle, terminal portion, reddish in colour, extant
length- 4.8cm, breadth- 4cm, thickness- 1.9cm, layer- 5, periodV.
Fragment of a pestle of sand stone, elliptical in cross-section,
smooth and glazed like Mauryan polish, buff in colour, extant
length- 5.2cm, breadth- 7.1cm, thickness- 4.7cm, layer- 4, periodIV.
Fragment of a stone object, roughly rectangular in cross-section,
reddish in colour, extant length- 7.2cm, breadth- 6.8cm,
thickness- 3.5cm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Sharpener fine grained sand stone, slightly flaked at one end,
rectangular in cross-section, upper surface is slightly depressed
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whereas under surfer is flat, buff in colour, length- 6.4cm,
breadth- 6.1cm, thickness- 3.7cm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Weight, intact, irregular surface, fine grained stone, roughly
circular in cross-section, whitish grey in colour, length- 7.4cm,
thickness- 4.5cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Ball of sand stone, intact, uneven surface, circular in crosssection, pinkish in colour, dia- 4.4cm, layer- 5, period- III.
Fragment of a stone pestle with circular cross-section,
longitudinally broken, circular surface showing traces of pecking
marks, soot mark also traced on the surface, reddish in colour,
extant length- 5.4cm, breadth- 5.6cm, thickness- 3cm, layer- 5,
period- III.
Fragment of a pestle with roughly triangular in cross-section,
lower surface and side are flaked, traces of pecking marks are
noted on the upper surface light grayish in colour, extent length8.4cm, breadth- 5.8cm, thickness- 5.8cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of a stone object, block in colour, extant length- 5.4cm,
breadth- 3.4cm, thickness- 2.7cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Sharpener of sand stone, broken, upper surface is smooth
whereas lower surface is uneven, one side is depressed and
smooth, rectangular in cross-section, buff in colour, extant
length- 7.1cm, breadth- 5.5cm, thickness- 2.5cm, layer- 2, periodV.
Sharpener of sand stone, intact rectangular in cross-section,
deep depressions are shown on three sides, buff in colour,
length- 5cm, breadth- 4.5cm, thickness- 3cm, layer- 2, period- V.
Sharpener of a stone, intact, rectangular in cross-section, both
surfaces are flat, buff in colour, length- 6.1, max breadth- 4.4cm,
thickness- 1.5cm, layer- 2, period- V.
Disc of a river worn stone having semi lunar shape with 6.3cm
dia, intact, red in colour, thickness- 7mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Sharpener of a fine grained sand stone, broken, rectangular in
cross-section, dorso-ventrally flattened, upper surface is smooth
whereas lower is rough, sides are depressed at the middle
portion, buff in colour, extant length- 7cm, breadth- 5.5cm,
thickness- 2.5cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Sharpener of sand stone, broken, rectangular in cross-section,
upper surface is very smooth whereas lower surface is rough,
both sides are complete, buff in colour, extant length- 5.3cm,
breadth- 4.3cm, thickness- 1.7cm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Stone weight, intact, rectangular in cross-section, dull reddish in
colour, length- 3.8cm, breadth- 2.9cm, thickness- 2.3cm, layer- 6,
period- III.
Fragment of a discoid object of stone, biconvex body with sharp
edged rim, granular surface, reddish in colour, dia- 7.1cm,
thickness- 2.9cm, layer- 1, period- V.
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Fragment of a pounder having circular cross-section, smooth
surface, buff sand stone, extant length- 5.8cm, dia- 4.7cm,
thickness- 3.2cm, layer- 1, period- V.
Fragment of a stone object (weight?), both surfaces are smooth
and flat, lateral sides are broken, rectangular in cross section,
buff in colour, extant length- 5.7cm, breadth- 4.5cm, thickness
3.8cm, layer- 5, period- III.
Stone ball, broken, circular in cross-section, reddish in colour,
dia- 4.5cm, layer- 8, period- III.
Sharpener of fine grained sand stone, roughly circular in crosssection, intact deep depression around the mid portion of the
object, both end portions are round, buff in colour, length- 7cm,
breadth- 5.6cm, thickness- 3.9cm, layer- 1, period- V.
River born quartz pebble, intact, oval in shape, circular in crosssection whitish in colour, length- 8cm, dia- 4.3cm, layer- 3,
period- V.
Hammer of blackish stone, broken, cylindrical in shape, circular
in cross-section, flaking marks on the sides, bruising marks are
noted on one of its end, extant length- 5.4cm, max dia- 5.8cm,
layer- 3, period- V.
Stone hopscotch, intact, one face is smooth, whereas other face
is uneven, yellowish in colour, dia- 6cm, thickness- 1.5cm, layer4, period- IV.
Fragment of a stone pestle with smooth sides, longitudinally and
transversely broken, circular in cross-section, buff in colour sand
stone, extant length- 1cm, dia- 4.7cm, layer- 1, period- V.
A specimen of river born pebble of quartzite, elongated in shape,
intact, dorso-ventrally flat, upper surface is smooth whereas
lower surface is rough, partially broken at peripheral portion,
roughly rectangular in cross-section, deep greyish in colour, it
may be used as weight, length- 11.1cm, breadth- 10cm,
thickness- 3.7cm, layer-4 period- IV.
Ball of quartzite stone, intact, smooth surface, whitish grey in
colour, dia- 5.1cm, layer- 4, period- IV.
A specimen of river born black stone, roughly rectangular in
shape, both faces are smooth and flat, broken, extant length5cm, max breadth- 5.2cm, thickness- 6mm, layer- 4, period- IV.
Pestle with flat surfaces both upper and lower, broken,
rectangular in cross-section, tapering towards end portion,
surfaces showing trace of picking marks, red sand stone, red in
colour, extant length- 5.7cm, breadth- 7.3cm, max thickness3.5cm, min thickness- 1.5cm, layer- 13, period- I.
Pestle with flat surfaces, broken, cuboidal in shape, round end,
rectangular in cross-section, smooth surface, granite stone,
reddish in colour, extant length- 7.5cm, breadth- 7.4cm, max
thickness- 5cm, min thickness- 3.6cm, layer- 14, period- I.
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85. 4055
86. 4059

87. 4061
88. 4062
89. 4065
90. 4066

91. 4068
92. 4069

93. 4070

94. 4071
95. 4080

96. 4081

97. 4089
98. 4091
99. 4051

100. 4093

Fragment of a sand stone ponder with circular cross-section, its
end show bruising marks with smooth surface, reddish in colour,
extant length- 4.2cm, dia- 7.5cm, layer- 8, period- III.
Microlith core, chalcedony, sharp edged tool, length- 1.9cm,
breadth- 1.7cm, thickness- 7mm, layer- 14, period- I.
Weight of course grained stone, broken, circular in cross-section,
both ends are flat whereas sides are round, reddish in colour, dia5.4cm, thickness- 3.7cm, layer- 15cm, period- I.
Specimen of a cube-shapes stone object, intact, whitish in colour,
length of sides- 4.3cm, layer- 14, period- I.
Specimen of a fine grained stone object of irregular shape,
whitish grey in colour, layer- 13, period- I.
Core of chert, flaked, extant length- 3.4cm, thickness- 2.7cm,
breadth- 6cm, thickness- 4.2cm, layer- 13, period- I.
Specimen of a red stone object, broken, one of its end is elliptical
and convex, whereas other end was missing, red in colour, extant
length- 7.2cm, breadth- 6cm, thickness- 4.2cm, layer- 13, periodI.
Ball of a black stone (basalt), broken, spherical in shape, dia5.1cm, layer- 13, period- I.
Specimen of a sand stone flake, having rectangular section,
extant length- 4.8cm, max breadth- 4.2cm, min breadth- 1.9cm,
thickness- 1.2cm, layer- 13, period- I.
Fragment of a granite pestle, with rectangular in cross-section,
cuboids in shape, both surfaces are flat and broad, traces of
picking marks are shown on the both surfaces, extant length7.8cm, breadth- 5.7cm, thickness- 3.9cm, layer- 14, period- I.
Fragment of mica stone, irregular in shape, length- 8.4cm,
breadth- 5.7cm, thickness- 2.3cm, layer- 14, period- I.
Fragment of a pounder with circular cross-section, traces of
bruise marks shown on the end, extant length- 6.6cm, dia- 7.4cm,
layer- 15, period- I.
Fragment of a stone pestle, with roughly triangular in crosssection, smooth surfaces, greyish in colour, extant length- 6.8cm,
thickness- 4.9cm, layer- 15, period- I.
Weight of sand stone, intact, circular in cross-section, reddish
buff in colour, thickness- 2.9cm, dia- 4.2cm, layer- 14, period- I.
Specimen of a stone tool (scraper) intact, extant length- 3.5cm,
breadth- 1.5cm, thickness- 7mm, layer- 16, period- I.
Specimen of a chunar sand stone broken, circular in crosssection, surfaces polish as Muryan glaze, buff in colour, extant
length- 12.5cm, dia- 9.4cm, layer- 8, period- III.
Fragment of a stone tool (scraper), plano-convex in cross-section,
extant length- 1.3cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 3mm, layer- 15,
period- I.
PND- XVI
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6.

3767

7.

3782

8.

3791

9.

3796

10. 3849

11. 3812

12. 3848

13. 3804

Metals
Specimen of a winged arrow-head with tang, made of iron,
central main body is circular in cross-section, anterior end is
slightly broad and flat, posterior tang circular in cross-section,
body has three wings like blade projections, which is
perpendicular to the each-other. Its blades are sharped edge,
broke and corroded, extant length- 7.2cm, breadth of the blade2.9cm, dia- 1.2cm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of an iron spear head, circular in cross-section,
tapering towards pointed tip, corroded, extant length- 5.2cm,
max dia- 1.4cm, min dia- 5mm layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of an iron sickle, with tange blade has straight sides
and rectangular in cross-section, corroded, extant length- 7.7cm,
length of the tange- 2.4cm, breadth of the blade- 2.6cm,
thickness- 1.2cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, rusted, extant
length- 2.3cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, rusted, extant
length- 3cm, dia- 1cm, layer- 7, period- III.
A complete bent clamp, shank is circular in cross-section,
corroded, length of the shank- 3.8cm, length of the bent portion2.4cm, dia- 1.3cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, elliptical in cross-section, rusted, extant
length- 3.1cm, thickness- 1.4cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron knife with rectangular in cross-section,
corroded, both edge are straight, but upper edge is oblique at
both ends towards tower edge extant length- 4.8cm, breadth of
the blade is- 1.2cm, thickness- 4mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron knife with straight edges, rectangular in
cross-section, tange portion was missing, corroded, extant
length- 6.9cm, breadth- 2cm, thickness- 8mm, layer- 7, periodIII.
Fragment of an iron tanged arrow head, anteriod portion was
missing, roughly elliptical in cross-section, corroded, extant
length- 2.7cm, breadth- 1.4cm, thickness- 8mm, layer- 7, periodIII.
Fragment of a sickle blade, tang and tip missing, slightly crescent
in shape, rectangular in cross-section, corroded, extant length of
the blade- 12.9cm, breadth- 2.4cm, thickness- 7mm, layer- 8,
period- III.
Tanged knife of an iron with straight edges of the blade,
triangular tip, rectangular in cross-section, broken, corroded,
slightly tang portion missing, length- 6.8cm, breadth- 1.6cm,
thickness- 8mm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron khurpi, splited blade, corroded, extant
length- 5.6cm, breadth- 2.9cm, thickness- 4mm, layer- 8, periodIII.
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26. 3591
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29. 3664

Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, corroded,
extant length of the shank portion- 3.6cm, dia-6mm, layer- 2,
period- V.
Lower shank portion of an iron nail, circular in cross-section,
corroded, extant length- 4.3cm, dia- 9mm, layer- 1, period- V.
Fragment of an iron chisel, rectangular in cross-section,
corroded, extant length- 8cm, breadth- 1.8cm, thickness- 1cm,
layer- 1, period- V.
Fragment of an iron knife blade with straight edges, tang and tip
portion missing, rectangular in cross-section, extant length,
6.1cm, breadth- 1.6cm, thickness- 8mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, corroded,
extant length of the shank portion- 4.3cm, dia- 8mm, layer- 2,
period- V.
A complete nail of an iron, roughly circular in cross-section,
rusted, length- 5.3cm, dia- 1cm., Layer – 2, Period - V.
Fragment of an iron chisel, with rectangular in cross-section of
lower portion whereas upper portion is circular in cross-section,
corroded , extant length- 5.6cm, breadth- 1.8cm, dia- 1cm, layer4, period- IV.
Fragment of an iron chisel, corroded, rectangular in crosssection, body of the chisel is splited and broken, length- 9.9cm,
breadth of the shank- 1.3cm, thickness- 1.2cm, breadth of
working end- 2.4cm, thickness- 1.3cm, layer- 1, period- V.
Tang portion with small part of an iron sickle, rectangular in
cross-section, corroded the remaining portion of the blade is
crescent in shape, extant length of the tang- 5.3cm, breadth2.1cm, thickness- 1.1cm, total extant length- 8.3cm, breadth of
the blade- 4cm, thickness- 7mm, layer- 1, period- V.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section corroded,
extant length- 5.2cm, dia- 9mm, layer- 1, period- V.
Fragment of an iron spear head, socketed, rectangular in crosssection, corroded, extant length- 10.3cm, maximum breadth3.4cm, thickness- 8mm, extant length of the blade- 6.2cm, dia1.7cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, rectangular in cross-section, corroded,
extant length- 9cm, breadth- 8mm, thickness- 5mm, layer- 2,
period- V.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, corroded,
extant length- 3.7cm, dia- 1.3cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of iron nail, roughly rectangular in cross-section,
rusted extant length- 2.8cm, breadth- 1cm, thickness- 7mm,
layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, rusted, extant
length- 2.8cm, dia- 5mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, rusted, extant
length- 4.4cm, dia- 1.2cm, layer- 5, period- III.
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31. 3683

32. 3705

33. 3714

34. 3772

35. 3785
36. 3789

37. 3844

38. 3870

39. 3941

40. 4019

41. 4054

1.

3404

2.

3448

Fragment of an socketed iron spearhead, blade is rectangular in
cross-section, socket is circular, corroded, extant length- 8.1cm,
breadth of the blade- 3.9cm, thickness- 1.4cm, dia of the socket2.1cm, layer- 5, period- III.
Fragment of an iron spearhead, roughly quadrangular in crosssection, posterior portion is missing, pointed tip portion,
corroded, extant length- 10.5cm, max breadth- 2.1cm, min
thickness- 1.4cm, layer- 6, period- III.
Blade portion of an iron sickle, rectangular in cross-section,
crescent in shape, corroded, extant length- 8.2cm, max breadth2.8cm, thickness- 7mm, layer- 5, period- III.
Bent clamp, broken, shank circular in cross-section, bent portion
is rectangular in cross-section, total length- 5cm, bent portion2cm, thickness- 1.5cm, breadth- 2.2cm, layer- 5, period- III.
Headed iron nail, anterior portion of the shank missing, circular
in cross-section, extant length- 6.6cm, dia- 3mm, layer- 6, periodIII.
Socketed spear head of an iron, broken, corroded, extant length8.9cm, dia- 1.3cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of a bi-forked spear head, one point is missing,
corroded, rectangular in cross-section, extant length- 6.3cm,
length of point- 2.9cm, breadth of blade- 3.2cm, thickness- 1cm,
layer- 7, period- III.
Spear head of an iron, broken, shank is circular in cross-section,
tip portion is blade like broad, corroded, broken into three
pieces, length- 16cm, dia- 1cm, length of the blade- 2.7cm,
breadth- 1.8cm, thickness- 7mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Fragment of an iron knife, rectangular in cross-section, corroded,
extant length- 5.6cm, breadth- 2.5cm, thickness- 8mm, layer- 8,
period- III.
Fragment of an iron knife blade, rectangular in cross-section,
corroded, extant length- 6.6cm, breadth- 2cm, thickness- 1cm,
layer- 1, period- V.
Fragment a knife blade of an iron, rectangular in cross-section,
corroded, extant length- 6.6cm, breadth- 2cm, thickness- 9mm,
layer- 11, period- II.
Fragment of a knife blade of an iron, rectangular in cross-section,
corroded, extant length- 7.1cm, breadth- 2.3cm, thickness1.3cm, layer- 8, period- III.
PND. XVI
Copper
A complete antimony rod of copper with both ends rounded,
circular in cross-section, rusted, length- 13cm, dia of the ends4mm, dia at middle portion- 2mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of a copper rod, circular in cross-section, rusted, extant
length- 7.9cm, dia- 4mm, layer- 3, period- V.
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A complete copper coin, circular in shape, corroded, dia- 1.4cm,
thickness- 3mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Fragment of antimony rod, of copper with end rounded, circular
in cross-section, rusted, extant length- 4.6cm, dia of the end
5mm, dia of the middle portion- 3mm, layer- 6, period- III.
Fragment of a copper bangle, rectangular in cross-section, flat,
rusted, extant length- 2.1cm, breadth- 6.5mm, thickness- 1mm,
layer- 5, period- III.
Fragment of a copper bangle, rectangular in cross-section, flat,
rusted, extant length- 5mm, thickness- 1mm, layer- 7, period- III.
A complete copper coin, circular in shape, corroded, dia- 2.5cm,
thickness- 5mm, layer- 3, period- V.
A complete copper coin, circular in shape, corroded, dia- 2.8cm,
thickness- 6mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of copper sheet, rusted, extant length- 1cm, breadth8.5mm, thickness- 4mm, layer- 10, period- II.
Specimen of copper object, tange portion of an object with
rectangular anterior portion and pointed posterior portion,
broken rusted, extant length- 3.4cm, breadth- 9mm, thickness6mm, dia of pointed portion- 3mm, layer- 3, period- V.
A complete antimony rod with both ends rounded, circular in
cross-section, rusted, length- 12.3cm, dia of the both ends- 5mm,
dia at middle portion- 2mm, layer- 3, period- V.
PND. XV
Metal Copper/Iron
Fragment of a copper rod, with roughly rectangular in crosssection, rusted, extant length- 4.4cm, breadth- 3mm, thickness2mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Fragment of a copper bangle having rectangular in cross-section,
rusted, extant length- 6.1cm, breadth- 3mm, thickness- 1mm,
layer- 4, period- V.
A complete copper bangle rod, roughly rectangular in crosssection, rusted, length- 12cm, breadth- 4mm, thickness- 3mm,
layer- 8, period- III.
Fragment of a copper antimony rod, with rounded end, one end
was missing, circular in section, rusted, extant length- 3.7cm, dia4mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Fragment of a copper antimony rod, with rounded end but other
end was missing, circular is section, rusted, extant length10.3cm, dia- 4mm, layer- 3, period- V.
Piece of a copper foil, in section, extant length- 1.7cm, thickness
of several folds- 1cm, layer- 5, period- III.
Iron
Fragment of an iron, headed nail, with circular cross-section,
corroded, extant length- 3.3cm, dia- 1.2cm, layer- 7, period- III
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Fragment of an iron nail, with roughly square in section, extant
length- 6.2, thickness- 1.2cm, layer- 2, period- V.
A complete iron knife, blade triangular in section, long tang,
pointed tip, heavily corroded, the dorsal portion of the blade is
straight whereas working edge is tapering towards the pointed
tip, length with butt- 3.1cm, thickness- 5mm, breadth- 9mm,
layer-2, period– V.
Fragment of an iron nail, with circular cross section, heavily
corroded, extant length- 12.2cm, dia 9mm, layer- 3, period-V.
Iron bead (net sinker), barrel-shapes, corroded, complete,
length- 3.8cm, dia- 1.3cm, layer- 2, Period –V.
Fragments of an iron clamp, rectangular in cross -section,
corroded, both shanks are bent, length of the body- 3.7cm,
breadth- 1.2cm, thickness- 8mm, length of a shank- 2.6cm, and
2.5cm, layer- 3, period- V.
A complete spoon of iron, heavenly corroded, length- 6.9cm,
thickness- 1.5cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Fragment of an iron knife, rectangular in cross-section, corroded,
extant length- with butt- 5.2cm, breadth- 1.8cm, thickness- 1cm,
length of butt- 2cm, dia- 7mm, layer- 8.
Fragment of a headed iron nail, circular in cross-section,
corroded, extant length- 3.7cm, dia- 1cm, layer- 8, period- III.
Part of a socketed spear head, rectangular in cross-section,
corroded, extant length- 7.5cm, breadth- 3.1cm, thickness- 9mm,
length of the butt- 3.8cm, dia- 2.4cm, layer- 8, period- III.
A complete butt of an iron, circular in cross- section, corroded,
length- 5.7cm, dia- 2.4cm, layer- 10, period- II.
Stone objects
Broken fragment of a sand stone sharpener with rectangular in
cross-section, showing longitudinal depression on the one
terminal face, it could have been used for grinding or sharpening
of the tools, extant length- 5.5cm, breadth- 6.3cm, thickness3.7cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Fragment of a black stone sculpture, it is part of a hand having
chakra, extant length- 6.9cm, thickness- 1.2cm, breadth- 2.7cm,
layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of a sand stone pestle, surface showing traces of
pecking marks, extant length- 7.4cm, thickness- 3.4cm, breadth5cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Core tool of a chert, surface showing trace of flacking marks,
extant length- 3.7cm, thickness- 1cm, breadth- 1.9cm, layer7,period- III.
Fragment of a buff sand stone sharpener with rectangular in
cross-section, convex both sides and smooth surface, one
terminal showing longitudinal depression, shallow groove is
made at the middle portion of the stone piece for the binding of
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the string for the immerse of the fishing net, extant length5.2cm, breadth- 5.9cm, thickness- 3.6cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Sand stone pestle with plano-convex cross-section, intact, the
upper portion is convex, lower portion is round, both sides are
also rounded but one side is slightly flacked, both terminals are
convex- all the surface are smooth, length- 12.4cm, thickness3.6cm, breadth- 4.4cm, layer- 3, period- V.
Fragment of a sand stone burnisher with rectangular in crosssection, both surfaces are very smooth and grooved, extant
length- 8.6cm, breadth- 5.6cm, thickness- 1.3cm, layer- 10,
period- II.
Lump of haematite, circular is shape, red in colour, dia- 3.1cm,
height- 1.4cm, layer- 10, period- II.
Red sand stone pestle/pounder circular in cross-section, bruis
mark on end, slightly flanked at the terminal side, length – 11.5
cm, dia- 4.1cm, layer- 10, period- II.
Stone beads/Objects
Wheel shaped banded agate bead, intact, thickness- 4mm, dia6mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Spherical shaped carlenion, bead, intact dia- 1.2cm, layer- 3,
period- V.
Barrel shaped jasper (?), bead, intact, blue in colour, length5mm, dia- 6mm, recovered from the pit.
Spherical shaped carlenion bead, intact, dia- 1cm, layer- 2,
period- V.
Spherical shaped banded agate bead, intact, dia- 7mm, layer- 8,
period- III.
Fragment of a cup-shaped bead, of steatite, radius- 2.3cm,
thickness- 7mm, layer- 9, period- II.
Long cylindrical shaped agate bead, intact, length- 8cm, dia6mm, layer- 10, period- II.

PND. XI
Iron
1.

1456

2.

1468

3.

1469

4.

1500

Fragment of an iron nail, circular in cross-section, corroded,
pointed end, extant length- 3.9cm, dia- 9mm, layer- 5, period- III.
Fragment of an iron sickle blade, rectangular in cross-section,
corroded, extant length with tang- 4.6cm, breadth- 2.2cm,
thickness- 7mm, layer- 5, period- III.
Fragment of an iron nail, shank portion, circular in cross-section,
pointed end, corroded, extant length- 4.4cm, dia 7mm, layer- 5,
period- III.
Fragments of an iron sword, heavily corroded, rectangular in
cross-section, straight edges but tip is pointed and sharp, extant
length- 11.3cm, breadth near the tip is- 2.6cm, layer- 5, periodIII.
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Iron, tanged arrow-head, tang portion missing, rectangular in
cross section with four faces and tapering towards pointed end,
heavily corroded, extant length including the tang- 7.3cm, length
of the tang- 1cm, thickness- 9mm, breadth- 1cm, layer- 7, periodIII.
Fragments of an iron sword heavily corroded, rectangular in
cross-section, extant length- 7.4cm, breadth- 4.1cm, thickness1.1cm, layer- 7, period- III.
Stone
Steatite, drum bell-shaped bead, intact middle portion is
constricted and depressed, both terminals are bulge and round,
length- 5mm, dia- 3mm, layer- 1, period- V.
Haematite colour cake, reddish in colour, trunketed peripheral
sides, semi circular in shape, both faces are flat, radius- 4.8cm,
thickness- 1cm, layer- 1, period- V.
Emerald bead cylindrical in shape, intact, green in colour, length5mm, dia- 3mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Glass, bead, rectangular in shape blackish in colour, intact,
length- 9mm, breadth- 6mm, thickness- 3mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Banded chalcedony micro bead, circular in shape, intact, dia5mm, thickness- 4mm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of a sculpture of black stone, it may be a part of the
wrist, circular, dia- 5.9cm, extant length- 3.4cm, layer- 1, periodV.
Fragment of a pounder, made of buff sand stone, having bruise
mark on the end, suggesting that it was used for pounding oval
in cross-section, extant length- 5.8cm, length- 4cm, thickness4.2cm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of a stone sharpener, sand stone, working face is
smooth, extant dia- 8.4cm, thickness- 2.3cm, layer- 2, period- V.
Fragment of a sand stone sharpener, rectangular in cross section,
triangular in shape, both face are smooth, buff in colour, extant
length- 10.6cm, extant breadth- 7.2cm, thickness- 2.8cm, layer2, period- V.
Fragment of a red stone pestle, circular in cross-section, extant
length- 2.9cm, dia- 5cm, layer- 2, period- V.
Quarze, small bead, circular, intact, dia- 6mm, thickness- 5mm,
layer- 9, period- III.
PND. X
Metal
Fragments of an iron nail, circular in cross section, corroded,
extant length- 10.7cm, dia- 1.1cm, layer- 2, period- V.
Tip portion of an iron sickle, blade is rectangular in cross-section,
heavily corroded, pointed tip and curved upper blunt edge
whereas lower sharp edge of the blade is straight, extant length5.2cm, breadth- 2.2cm, thickness- 6mm, layer- 6, period- III.
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PANR REPORT : SUSMITA BASU MAJUMDAR,
Ancient Indian History and Culture Department, Calcutta University

Sl.
No.
1.
2.

Object
Ivory Seal
Bone Seal

Details and
Accession No.
PND XII – 2821
PND 636 (ii)
2821

Reading/ comment Obverse

Reading/Comment
Reverse
Brāhmī inscription reading ‘Yenakunda’
See note no. 1
Gupta Brāhmī inscription : Indracetasya
i.e. (Seal) of Indraceta (Name of a
person with genitive suffix) Depiction of
a conch shell on the top right corner
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Terracotta
Sealing

1973 PND XII

Terracotta
Sealing
Terracotta
Sealing
Terracotta
Sealing
Terracotta
Sealing

2949 PND XV

13.

14.

1774 PND XI
PND XII
PND XV 3065

PND XII 2268

Terracotta
Sealing
Terracotta
Sealing
Cowrie Shell

PND XV 3073

17.

Terracotta
Sealing

PND XVI

18.

Tiny
Terracotta
Sealing
Terracotta
sealing

PND IX 1810

15.
16.

19.

PND XII 2116
PND XVI 648

PND XIII 2169

Brāhmī inscription of 2nd century CE :
Samasa
1st century BCE Brāhmī (_) cakasa
1st century BCE – 1st Century CE
Brāhmī : Bājasa i.e. of Bāja
c. 1st century CE – Brāhmī : Dhana
sahitasa i.e. (this sealing is sent) along
with money. Traders token used while
sending a consignment.
Within a cowrie like structure. In early
Brahmi characters of 3rd – 2nd century
BCE : N(e)gama(sa) i.e. of the guild. The
letter ma here has a bifurcated top
vertical stroke on the left through the
right vertical is not visible, the
formation is very close of the Tamil
Brahmi formation of the letters of
South India and Srilanka.
2nd century CE Brahmi Characters :
Pavasa
1st century BCE – 1st Century CE
Brāhmī : Bājasa i.e. of Bāja
Black Cowrie which is rare. See note no.
2
With two Cowrie shaped incuses. 1st
inscription reading Kanerasa of c. 3rd to
1st century BCE brahmi character and
the 2nd one is not clear. Through it
seems to be a four lettered word with a
personal name ending is ra and with a
genitive suffix sa (Prakrit). Thus the last
two letters seems to be rasa.
A legend negamasa written is a very
strange way with a tiny ma and an
elongated sa.
c. 2nd century CE Brahmi characters and
Prakrit Language. Reading : MārggaMāmāsapura-thāma saa dhakhe i.e.
(bearing the seal of) Saadhakhe (i.e.

1.05m
1.65m

1.95m

1.70m

1m

1.42
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20.

Terracotta
token

PND III 659

21.

Terracotta
Sealing
Terracotta
Sealing

PND I 240

23.

Terracotta
Sealing

PND XV 3068

24.

Terracotta
Sealing
Terracotta
Sealing
Terracotta
Sealing

PND XV 2952

22.

25.
26.

PND XIII

PND Xv 3066
PND XVI 3356

27.

Terracotta
sealing

PND XVI(or
PND XIV?) 760

28.

Terracotta
sealing

PND XV 3199

29.

Terracotta
Sealing
Terracotta
Sealing

PND XIV 707

30.

PND I 296

Sabhadhyaksh) of Margg-mamasapura
or situated on the road to Mamasapura
or Mamasacity area. See note – 3
Corroded condition, Brahmi legend of
2nd century BCE in Prakrit Language.
Reading : (Punna or Punya) bajasa i.e.
of the auspicious Here probably Bajasa
stands for rice or food in general and
thus the sealing bearing the stamp
meant auspicious (if rear Punya) or full
(if read Purna) of consignment of rice.
See note no – 4
Illegible
Personal Seal. Probably a person with
name ending in ‘ta’ or ‘ga’ with genitive
suffix sa. Inscription in Prakrit and
Brahmi characters of c. 2nd – 1st century
BCE.
Inscription in Prakrit and Brahmi
characters of c. 2nd – 1st century BCE.
Reading : Simitasa Meaning limited.
Illegibla inscription in Brahmi
Characters
illegible Inscription in Brahmi
A conch depicted in the upper half
inscription is Sanskrit and Brahmi of the
Gupta period below, Reading :
Pramitrasya
Inscription in Gupta characters and
Sanskrit language, Reading : Shri
Pravuiramitrasya.
on one side Brahmi letters giriva, next
side Yanasa/hanasa/Yamasa and
probably two symbols or letters which
cannot be identified at the moment.
Brahmi of 2nd Century CE, Reading :
Vemakasa i.e. of Vemaka.
Brahmi characters of 1st – 2nd century
CE, Reading : Haka(sa)

4.18m

0.90m

0.11m

(Check the
antiquity no)
2.10m
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Note no. 1 : The inscription reads Syenakunda which is not known from texts the nearest
from know is a Syenayaga or a Syena of Falcon/ Hawk sacrifice. Syenayaga and Syena citit
are not the same. Syenayga or rite is a magical and malevolent rite performed with a view to
injure enemies. It has also been noticed that the two types of the Agniciti – Rathacakra and
Praugaciti bear abhicarika significance, for they are intended to repel or destroy foes.
However, the evidence is quite clear on this point that the Syenaciti and the abhicarika rite
known as Syenayaga, even if the latter may be derived from the former, are by no means
identical.
The procedure of the Syneyaga, as described in a number of ritual texts, shows certain
peculiar features which are conspicuous by their absence in that of the syeneaciti. In the
first place, the priests engaged in the Syeneayaga are to be selected from the Vratyas and
they are required to wear deep red turbans and cloths. Secondly, the Yupas in the rite are
made of tilavaka or badhaka trees. Thirdly, the daksina, given in this rite, consists of animals
with bodily defects, such as one-eyed and one-horned. Lastly, it was an ekaha or one-day
sacrifice.

Sharma, G.R., The Excavations at Kosambi : 1957-59,p. 137

Note No. 2: Please note that black cowries have been referred to in late inscriptions as
krishnakapardaka.

Note no. 3: Paia – Sadda-Mahannavo (A Comprehensive Prakrit – Hindi Dictionary by Pandit
Hargovind Das T. Sheth, p. 828 the word ‘saa’ in prakrit stands for Sabha in Sanskrit.
Following word ‘adhakha’ = adhyaksha.

For ‘thama’ = sthana see Paia – sadda-Mahannavo (A Comprehensive Prakrit – hindi
dictionary by Pandit Hargovend Das t. Sheth, p.448

Mamasha is mentioned in the Prakrit dictionary as a distant country where the non Aryans
reside. P.685
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Note no. 4: Baja means Strength, energy, sprit, sacrificial food, war horse, spirited horse,
ghee, oblation of rice offer at Shraddha, rice or food in general, water, mantra or prayer
concluding a sacrifice.

Coins

1.

No. 735, PND – 8
Locus : VIII 0.52m×2.40m Depth 0.69m.
Layer - 2

date - 05-05-02.

Weight – 0.3 gms
Round – 6.77mm, dia 9 6.46)
Tiny with ᴽ Taurine on both sides.
On the envelop – symbols of Nalanda X. Copper Coin ?

2.

No 409 PND – 3
IV 0.10m ×3.90m depth – 0.82m
Copper coin 23.39
Huvishka

Elephant rider type.

14-20 gms

3.

No. 730.

PND – 8

Locus VI 0.40 ×1.70m depth 0.55m
Layer – 2
Copper coin round 25.03 mm
Completely corroded probably elephant rider type.
[410]
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14.76 gms.

4.

807

PND – 8

Locus VII

0.55m×2.20m- depth 2.03m

Copper cast coin
Hollow cross, tree in railing, three arched hill (with a crescent)
: Elephant, ladder below 2 Probably a Jayadhvaja in front +
12.08×10.02mm

Tiny thin EUCC (broken piece)

1.07 gms.

5.

No. 789

PND 8

Locus VII (0.25m×1.83m – depth 1.74m
Copper PMC Broken
3 incuses Sun, Taurine? round incuse, Semi Circular floral motif, another symbol
(uncertain, probably multiple arch)
23.04mm×21.37mm
14.18gsm

6.

PND locus : local Donated .
copper coin 12.28 gsm.
26.73 mm

Vima Kadphises : Siva Nandi

Die Axis = 12:12

7.

PND Local 3/3
Kushana Copper - Huvishka – Reclining on the couch : Dotted border deity
NANA/MAO.
25.19mm, 14.35 gms , Die axis – 12:12
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8.

PND

local 2/3

Huvishka, Reclining in a Couch, Traces of legend:

PAO NANA PAO
OOESHU KOSNANO

Dotted border standing Deity Die Axis – 12:12

9.

24.44mm

12.77 gms

791 PND – 8

Locus VII

0.25m×1.52m Depth 1.76m

Dumpy copper cut into ½ - PMC.
10.42 gms.
Undulating line & 2 tiny circle : ______
None of the symbols are clear.
21.15×14.58

10.

PND – 8

No. 790

Locus VII, 0.28m×1.85m , Depth – 1.74m
Copper coin PMC
15.26 gms
21.63×19.18 mm
Sun ‘_______,________, _________, _______ ______________
End
symbol.

11.

botlow left ?

PND XII

Undulating line below the

2139

Locus II – 2.32m sw × IV 2.32 m SE depth 1.78m
Copper Cast 1.18 gms, thin has to be cleared.
12.85×11.21
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12.

PND

1452

I 0.75m ×2.25m `

- 2.10m depth, layer 4.

Coin round (hight)
1.59 gms
15.14mm.

13.

14.30

PND

XI

IV 0.75m×1.25 , Depth 1.87m, layer 4
Copper Coin
Dumpy
PMC

14.

16.66 gms
29.31×15.89.

Sun
1224 PND X
III × 0.90- 0.93m
Layer 3
Copper Coin
2.29 gms

3.50mm

corroded

15.

PND

1195, III 0.58 ×0.40

0.35m

Layer I, copper – Rusted
Found – 16.65gms

27.87mm

Probably Kushana .
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16.

999

PND IX

Locus III, 0.55m×2.15m – 2.22m
Layer 5
Copper PMC ?, Cast - ?, 6.3-03
12.76×14.16, 3.54 gms

17.

No 987, PND IX
III 0.27m×2.27m – Depth 2 m
Layer – 5
Copper
16.38mm, 3.51gms

18.

No . 625 PND XVI
Qdt III IV 2.30m

VIII

2.33m

0.70m.
Layer 2 Copper coin Kushana
17.02g.

19.

27.80mm has to be cleared.

No. 624, PND XVI

Qdt III

VII 2.30m×1×1.95m

0.81m

Layer 2

Copper

15.12gsm

20.

25.74mm

1224 PND X
III

0.90-0.93m

Layer – 3
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Copper Coin
2.32gms

21.

561

13.31 gms

Completely Corroded.

PND 3

0.10m 4.91m-2.65m
Pit 1 Sealed by layer 3
Copper (object) coin
17.68mm,

(I)

1.38gms

Completely Corroded.

2169
Script Brāhmī of ca. 1st century CE
Language – Prakrit
Comp. – Prose (3 lines)
Text
1.

ma (?) ti ve sa

2.

Purathama 7 Prathama
[415]
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3.
(II)

sa a dha [ka] - sādhaka

659
Script B. of ca. 1st CE
Long

Prakrit

Comp Prose (1 line)
1
(III)

Dha ma ---- --- sa
2114
Script B. of ca. 2nd /3rd century CE
Language Prakrit
Comp. Prose (1 Line)

Text :
1. śrikapu tra (?) sa
(iv)

3068
Script. B. of ca. 1st century CE
Pang. Prakrit
Comp. Prose (1 line)
Text :
1. se mā (?) na sa

(v)

Semānasya.

763

Script. B. of ca. 1st/2nd century CE.
Lang. Prakrit
Comp. Prose (1 line)
Text : Khavikasa
(VI)

- Khavikasya

3356( .11m)
Script. B. of ca. 5th/6th century CE.
Lang. Sanskrit
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Comp: Prose (1 line)
Text : viprava (tra?)sya.
(VII)

3065
Script : B. of ca. 2nd / 1st century BCE

Lang. : Prakrit
Comp : Prose (1 line)
Text : Dhanasahitasa
(VIII)

477
Script. Br. of ca. 1st c. Ce
Lang. Prakrit
Text : ………… hitasa

(IX)

2949

Script . Br. of ca. 1st century CE.
Lang. : Prakrit
Text : bhamasa / Somasa
(X)

3073
Script : Br. of ca. 1st century CE

Lang. : Prakrit
Text : Telika
(XI)

3066
Clay Tablet with oval outlining of an inscription ; the letter are illegible.

(XII)

3548
Tc. Tablet with oval outline of an inscription; letter are

(XIII)

2952
Script : Br. of ca. 1st century CE.
Lang. : Prakrit
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Text : Nigama (With depiction of a partially preserved motif)
(XIV)

3406
Tc. Tablet with carefully prepared base, but without any inscription.

(XV)

3362

Script : Br. of ca. 1st century CE.
Lang. : Prakrit
Text : . . . . Pi pu ta sa.
(XVI)

005 (2009-10)
Script : Br. of ca. 1st century CE.

Lang. : Prakrit
Text : sa (ma?) na sa (two separate incase bearing the same text).
(XVII)

296
Tc. Tablet with illegibh letters in oval incase.

(XVIII) 870
Tc. Tablet with unreadable inscription
(XIX)

3199
Tc. Tablet (fragment) showing trace of a inscription

(XX)

832
Script : Br. of ca. 1st century CE.
Lang. : Prakrit
Text : Pusakasa - Puṣakasya
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